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INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL/CURRICULUM
EVALUATION REPORT SERIES

Instructional/Curriculum Evaluation constitutes one aspect of+\the evaluative process of

Mountain-Plains. Reports in this series, tocrther with reports from External a nd Affective
. \

evaluation series, will provide a thorough- documentation of the processes arid products
\

of Mountain-Plains. Major subdivisions of the series include:

1. User trial Reports

2. Descriptive Characteris ic(i
I

3.
1.

Sammative Analysis. , .

4, Reliability and Validity Studies

5. Student Evaluation of Staff and Curriculum

\

. Individual reports in each series are currently available from, Or are in the process of being
. . , ..

. ,

\
.

-, incorporated into, the ERIC retrieval system. By the conclusion of the NI E-research cycle,
. -

.

' .1 instructional/Curriculum Evalvtion Reports will -number about 40 or 50. -.Many °reports
\

_ : 4,,

span two or more areas. These include overall internal evaluation reprts and reports on
A.

i is'

the effects of affective variables on cognitive performance.

, c
'.

a
The reader of.jndividual Mountain-Plains documents should keep in mind that a report takes

on full significance only in relation to its report series and the overall research program', and

that the reader typically finds frequent reference P earlier reports. While each' report it

designed to have independent value, such "series dependenbe" is an inescapable,aspect
-A. .

of adtisystematic program research, and requires some indulgence on the part of the reader.
.,
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CHAPTER III. -1

OFFIcEEDUCATON, MARKETING AM TOURISM
. .

Office Education and the three curriculum 'areas in the core component
a

Marketing&Tourismaregroupecapter-due-to-the
interdependencies ambng the fourareas. This chapter willfocus an

'o

these areas in terms-of their objectives, completion characteristics

inclading support areas), and piecentei characteristics of the

vidyals receiving.occupational preparatitn in each curriculum area.

OBJECTIVES

Preparation in all occupational areas is predicated upon the identifica-

tiont:ion of specific tasks performed by the
N

typicdl worker in a given job

title. TAse tasks are articulated, n an increasirfgly specific fashion,

into Mountain-Plains curriculum as job title objectives and Luo objectives.'

Office Education (CA 24), Lodging (CA 25), Food.Service (CA 26), and

,

,Marketing &Distribution (CA 27), collectively.pontain 20 different job

titles and 20 different job title objectives. These obj "ctives are
,

,reiterated in greater detail in the 43 course objectives and the 108

unit objectives. These objectives,, even at the unit level, are. provided
.

%in Table 3.1. .

The objectives in Table 3.1 represent, in general, a wide scale of task ,

complexity, ranging from recognition of simple facts to involved analysis

usinginterwri_and-external criteria. In contrast to tfie objectives of
)

Chapters4I and II, the objeCtives in Table 3,1 are not entirely from the
,

; ,

co9n it ive domain. Office Education contains several objectives which
i _

.- 40. -

clere arly psychomotor or affective in nature. Al) typing speed andra

=7.
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a

.touch system practke drills, for example, are psychomotor. The human

.relations. aspect of several courses or units represents objectivel,which

can only be mastered,on a non-cognitive or emotional level.
,

----1z3tr-titter):535jWctil7e-sare contained in Appendix A. These objectives ',are

not included in Table 3.1,°because; in mapS, cases, they spanftwo or mor

Curriculum areas, or scattered. courses and units within one curriculum

'area.

ok

, .

Office Education contains six job titles: Clerk Stenographer., Clerk
. (r

Typist, Bookkeeper, Keypunch-Operator, Accounts Clerk and Clerk,
I

Office Education provides, in addition, accounting support to stVdents

in various.job titles in curriculum areas 25., 26"and.27. Thelwork

Clerk Stenographe is more'cdMplex tan that of a Clerk Typist or Cler ;
.

.

therefore, More of the objectives ligted under Office Education -in T
-,,-.

3..1-are-includedinthejob title. A detailed account Of the course
'

c '

unit requirements for each job title is contained in Appendix A:
t

.

i

.

I*

.Curriculpm Area 25 contains the job titles:. assistant Manager Trai e,r 4 '',

Desk Clerk, Night Auditor and HousekeepingSupervisor. The job ;itle,Assistant Manes:Jet. Trainee also - receives support from Office Educati n

Food Services and Marketing & Distribution- It is the most comple Land

demanding of all job-titles in Lodging and requires mastery of vir ually

Iall CA 25 objectives for successful completion.

It

Food Service.(CA 26) consists of the job titles:, Restaurant Manager

irrainee, Zakery Manager Trainee, Chef.Trainee, Restaurant Cook, hstitu-
.!

tional Cook and Second Baker. The managerial positions'CRestaur nt and,
.

1

4Ik
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f"

Bakery-Manager Trainee) receive support from Office Education and, Market-
.

ing & Distribution. 0;

Curriculum area 27 is comprised of the job titles: Mid-Management

Trainee, Professional Salesperson, General Salesperson and Checker/Cashier.

Mid-Management Trainees receive accounting support fromCA24. Curriculumo

area 27.in turnsprovideg,suppbrt for Managerial positions-in CA 25

CA 26: More,deiailed descriptions of, the requirem7ents including support,

*, ,for the'se job.titles are contained in Appendi4 A.

N *wit%
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Table 3.1

CURRICULUM AREA 24: OFFICE EDUCATION

Page
FILE- -CODE l TITLE . i

. .
. $. (Level)

*
,

r 4.01.00.00 Office Education (Course) , Given appropriate information and material,.apply basic accounting
principles. This will 1.clude ana4yzing, classifying, recording,
and summarizing financial data. ,

,OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE'

Or

3.00

., . . . . . . ,.

24.01.01.00. Accounting Cycle-Simple Form Identify business vocalplary related to
.

the accoUnting cycle in its 1.11
(unit) . simplest form. .

' Given appropriate infgematioh, prepare a balance Sheet, record 3..00.

and post an opening entry,.andanalyze transactions affecting.bal-
.. - .

0, ance sheet accounts andincome end expense accounts into their debit
and credit'parts. Journalize Cash transactions.for a service bugtiz. .

. - .
.

ness. .,

Apo-
-r

24.01.62.00. Ledger, Worksheet, and Financial Identify business vocabulary relat4d to the accounting cycle in its '.1.11
Aatements' (Unit) . simplest-form. ' I .. 1

%

Given appropriate information, post informeftion from a journal to' 3.00
.

t a ledger, prepare a six-coluin work sheet,, prove the accuracy of
. posting, preparelan4income statement end .the balance sheet, and

,,.-- cldse the ledger.. .
. .

''C . .,
24.01.03.00. ClassifyingAccounts, adjusting Identify.business vocabulary rel4ted to the accdunting cycle for a 1.11

Entriies and Closing Entries merchandising business'.

Given appropriate information, joutirialize-transactions of.a mer- 3.00
chandising business, post to general and subsidiary ledger, recon-

. tile a bank statement, prepare an eight-c4umn WOrk sheet with -ad-
justments, prepare financial Statements and do adjusting and closing
entries for a merchandising business:

24. 01.04.00. Payroll Transactions-and Data Given appropriate material, keep accurate payroll records and pre- ,3.00
Processing Systems (Unit) pare government reports relating -to p.ayroll records.., Use 'some form

. 1.11
of,data ocessing system io record and report operations. Become
familiar ith the vocabulary.and the symbols of automated data faro -'
cessing a d become acquainted with unit recor)arequpment and efec-
tronic co puters:

. .

1
4.
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Page
FILE CODE TITLE

,OFFICE EDUCATION (Continued)

O

(Level)

24.01.05.00 Special Journals and the Cash
Register System (Unit)

24.01.06.00 Sales Tax, Bad Debts and Depre-
' ciation (Unit)

.24.01.07.00 Notes and Interest, Accruals,
PartneYship and Corporation

. (Unit)

24.02.00,.00 Business Writing (Course)

.

/ . ,

4.02.01.00 Principles of Good BusinesS
Correspondence (Unit)

24.02.02.00; Application of Principles of
5ood.Business Corfespondence
(Unit)

ti

a

BLOOM
OBJECTIVE CODE

Using special journals', journalize and post transactions affecting 3.0 r/
purchases and%cash payments, and sales and cash receipts. Record
transactions in a'-cash register-tystem. Replenish a petty cash it

fund. ,

.

l
....-.11.

-;..z.fr
:,,

Apply principles and accounting procedures involved in accounting 3:00'
for special businep transactions governedby laws including salaS'
tax, bad debts expense, depreciation of fixed assets, and disposi-
tion of fixed assets.

'Given appropriate materials, record notes, Interest, and bank dis- 3.00
count. Adjust,'close, and reverse entries for accrued,income and
accrued expenses.

p

With 90 percent accuracy, complete the assigned writing project in- 5.10
corporating the principles of effective business correspondence.
With 90 percent accuracy, complete an objective test of 10-quesl. 1.12
tions covering the principles of effective business correspondenc,e.,

Complete assigned writing projeciS and an objective test incorporat- 5.10
ing the.prinpiples of effedtive business, correspondence. .1.12

With 90 percent'accuracy, complete the assigned writing project in- 5.10
corporating the principles Of effective bUsiness correspondence.

4..
-

24.63.00.00 Ten -Key Adding Machine (CourA) Operate the ten-key adding'
7.,

machine efficiently in a simulated ()MCC-- 3.00
. ).

situation.
-

.

4..-

24.0.3.01200 Addition/Subtraction -(Unit)

, ;

13

J'

Using the touch.method, add and subtract efficiently operating all 3.00,
the ,number. Iteys.

15.

14



Page
FILE CODE

(Level)

TITLE

24.03.02.00 Multiplication (Unit),

24,04.00.00 printing CalculatorJgourse)

24.04.01.00 Addition/Subtraction

M1,

24-0'4.02.00 Multiplication/Division (Unit)

24,,05.00.00 Electronic CalCUlator(Course)
oN 1,

4

24.05.01.00 Introduction/Addition/Subtrac-
-tion (Uni!t) o

24.05.02.00 Multiplication (Unit)

24.05.03.0010elsion (Unit)

24.05.04.00 Practical Af3gli.cation Problem8
(Unit)

15

OFFICE EDUCATION (Continued). ,

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE

Use the Multiplication key and plus bar to multiply eff±ciently
whole numbers, decimals, and fractions.

IL
Operate the printing calculatoraccuiaEely and efficiently in a sim-: 3.:00

ulated office situation.

Using the touch method, add and subtract efficiently operating, all 3.00,
. . . .. -.y

the number keys.

In a Simulated office situation, multiply-and divide efficiently on 3.00
the printtng calculator,

Operate the electronic calculator using the math skills of addition, .3.00

subtraction, multiplication and division.

Identify and-describe the function of the machine controls and solve 1

addition and subtraction problems using the electronic calculator,. 3

Use correct c- ontrols to solve the following typed of multiplicati on 3

problems on the electronic calculator: whole numbefs,_fra4ions an4
decimals, multifactor, accumulative bonstant with addition of pro-
ducts, sum and difference of products, product of sum and differ-

,ences.
(

,

Use correct cqntrols and operations to solve the following types -3
. .

. ...
. .,

division problems on tWe electronic calculatori whole numbersana .

decimals, whole - numbers and frections, constant division, sum and
.

-difference of quotients. . -,
.

.21

.00,. .

.00

.00

,
Use correct controls and oper tions to solve the following types of 3.00
application problems on the el ctrollic calculator: percents es,
amount and percent of increase Or decrease, discount and ne.
net ,ampunt using.coMplements, markup and markdown based 'On selling
or cost,price, simple inter st true annual interest rate.

4 1
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Page '
FILE. CODE TITLE

OFFICEEDUCATION' (Continued)

OBJECTIVE

a

.BLOOM

CODE
.

. ..{Level)
.

;

Y. 4f. ,
24.06.00:00 Data Processing (Course) The student recognizes the data processing methods and applies the 1.21

iV general data processing concepts and lognciples to specfic business 3.00,

. .

24.06.01..60 introduction o Business We,
Processing (Unit):

'. -,,,.,.. ; .

/ .
. ,;;:

' i :,

24.06.02.00 Manual and Mechanical Data
, -, Processing (Unit)

4 .

The student identifies and recognizes terms, definitions o terms,
and conditions related to the data processing cycle and operations
in business appli ations: 4

The student names the particular seep of-tha.data processing
cycle that applies each part of a given activity sequence. divan, .

a processing sequence, names the spec4c data processing operation
. that applies.

The studeniFid4tifieseand recognizes'the termsdefinitions of 1.11
terms, operational characteristics, formsand,devides 1sed in manual's
and mechanical data procew-mg methods.
The student correctly interkets Ata-'coded on:edge-notChed 1.21,

,..cards.' ,.
4 '4 0 . L.

24.06.03:00 Pundhed Cafd Data PiOcessing The student identifies, describes, or recognizes terms, definitions, 'ill"'
(Unit)

,
characteristics, coding methods, data,,proceseing.operations, func-

e tions, and procedures relating to punched-cards and punched -card
machines. .

.
.,.

-,,
)

%, The student correctly codes alphabetic and numeric data on an 80- 34)0
. column punch card; correctly codes numeric data on a mark-bensed, 1.2P-

,.. ,
. ur :

, cardr given alphabetic and numeric data, designs the fields on an *4' ' .

80-column card to record the data;,cOrrectly identifies selected
. parts of the IBM 29 Card Punch; correctly identifies error notches

and veriAcation notche4 on an 80- column, punched card.
.

24.06.04.00 Coiemon Language Media (Unit)

1"f

4

The student identifies the applications of punchea-tape,and'edge., 1.2
punched cards. and recognizes terms, definittops and characteristics 4
of pe systems,.card systems, optical scatining systems and their

ponents.

18
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FILE CODE

(Level)

TITLE

OFFICE EDUCATION (Continued)

OBJECTIVE
P- BLOOM

CODE

24.06.04.00 Common Language Media (Unit)
(Continued)

24.06.05.00 Electronic Data Processing
(Unit)

24.08.04.00 Filing for Accounting and ,

Clerical Clusters (Course)

24.06.01.00 Filing Rules (Unit)

24.10.00.00 °Keypunch (Course)

24.19.01.00 Introduction to IBM 29 Print
Card Punch (Unit)

24.10.02 - IC* . x- 51T-1----s est

Program Card'(Unit)

13

The students correctly converts decimal numbers to their binary .:: 3.00
equivalents; correctly codes alphabeticand numerit 'data on sim- - '4
ulated punched tape; correctly codes numeric data on a simulated'
96-column punch card; correctly codes numeric data on'a simulated
section of magnetic tape.

v , .

,SThe student rec9gnizesterms, definitions, and procedures used in . ' 1.11
computer language and applications; identifies computer character- '1.12
istics, equipment component names and functions; identifies terms,
definitions( and processes associated with Programming.
The student correctly completes a partial-flowchaNt of

)
a com- 1.22

puter system including the following: the seven elements o,the
computer system, the three.parts' of the,c6ntAl processorophe
direction of f1.9'w of data within" the system, the-directiop of flow
of instruions.within the system,,and-the appropriate flowciiart .

symbols.
.

File according to accepted filing rules and procedures. 3.00

\-

,
File card6 and letters-accurately accordingto rules 1-20 for alph--:." 3.00 -

betic filing. - .-,
..

.

Correctly keypunchce program card and card punch and.verify aprac- 3.00
tice jobs.

Identify and operatkfunctional control keys; special punchAtegs,
functional control switches, arfd all other operative parts of the.
machine,

Punch on the numeric keyboard usi4 thecuttouch method,"-and from a
- -set of instruction's plAnchaprogram card-.

*This. objective Wascvcontabis relementt `from the ToilOonicitor-raormin,

ti

,1.12

.3.00
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Page
FILE CODE*

yr

TITLE

OFFICE -EDUCATION
(Continued)

BLOOM,

CODE >

4,
OBJECTIVE.

I

'24.13.60,00

24.13.01.00

24 43.92; 00

(Level)

Full Keyboard, Adding Machine.
(Course) :

Addition/Subtraction (Unit)

Multtplieetign (Unit)

Operate the full ke Olitand adding machine
accurately and efficiently

. in a simulated
office situation.

.

.

.-,

-..

'..

Accurately.and efficiently adcrand
subtraction the full keyboard

.

adding machine. -
.s °

Accurately and efficiently mITiply on the full
keyboard adding.machine.

4111V
e

3.00

3.00

3.09,24.15.00.00.. Beginning Shorthand (Course)

24.15.01.00 Lessons 1-20 (Unit),

24.15,.01:00 Lessons 21-40 (Unit)
4

24.16.00.00 Shorthand transcription (Cburse)

24.16.01.00 'Preparation (Unit) .

24.16.02,66 Speed building (Unit!

444.

24:16.03.00 Advanded §peed Building (Unit)

-

Upon completion of' this course, you will use Gregg shorthand to
take dictation

at,a'minimum of 55/qa"and
transcribe notes adcu-rateW'Tin accePtable business form.

1

Read and write
the oregg,shorthand theory presented io lessons 1-,p.

-s

-Read ,arid write the- Gregg shorthand theory
presented' in lessons

21-40.

.

. .

.
.

.ir
.

,+ .'

,Take dictation
Aod.transcribeshorthand notes into

form °

at commercial *peep.
. .

Use efficient dictation and trdnscripUion techniques in simulated

.,. .

office situlation,

.
.Take dictation

and,transCribe shorthand notes'int6 "mailable" form
at commercial speeds.

ALA,

Take dictation and transcribe shorthand
notesEinto 'mailable" form

at commercial speeds:.,

3. OD

1.24

1.21
3.00

1.21
3.00

1.24
3.00

3.60

1.24
3.00

1
'1.24

3.00

nr

ti

4

*
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Page
FILE CODE

. (Level)

OFFICE.EDUOATION (tonti'lqUed)
.

#
i

TITLE

24.17.00.00 Keyboard Typing (Course)

24.17.01.00 The Alphabetic, Keys (Unit)

N\24.17:02.00 Speed Building (Unit)

2.4.17,03.60 The Number Keys (Unit)
H 140
24.17.04.00 The Symbol Keys and Related

Spacing Rules (Unit)

24.17.05.00Production Typing for Book--
- keepeIrs (Unit) 1-

24.18.00.00 ProduCtion Typing (Course)

. I

I_ OBJECTIVE 3

/

.

Use parts of the /typewritertypewriter needed for-basic d117rationof the r' 3.00*

. .. .

machine. Attain/a score of 30,wpm with not more than three, errors
on a five-minut timed writing. '

. eFind gross word per minute typing speed , 1:25
Identify spaci q rules and spacing dimensions. ,

Change-the ribbononahat least one brand of typeWriter. 3.00

Use the partSiof the typewriter needed for basic operation of,the 3.00
machine.

Type the alphabetic keys by touch, keeping eyes on the copy. N,ss,s
....

1..25

',-
Apply.'spacing-rules.

--

BLOOM
CODE

'

f

, Increase typing spee& on:jtimed writings.

Type the number keys by touch, keeping eyes on the copy.

,v;Type the.dymbol,keys by touch, keeping eyes on the copy and pse.re--,
lated spacing'rules.

At
.

Given appropriateate'rials,apply basic typing techniques in typing 3.00
simple-production typing problems. %References may be used. No

. time limits are `imposed:

. -

Type 50 wpm with-not More-than three errors on a five- minute timed **
writing from-a Civil tervice booklet or general subject matter with
words in common use and the more difficult words dispersed through-,
out the 'passage.

Given appropriate material, type business letters, tables, com-
mon business, forms and reports in mailable form.

* *

* *

r 1.24
3.00

*Objectives in this eourse a.lso,contain elemenpr;: from the"":'-
psychomotor domain. 44b

,

c,
. vs* *Psychomotor. objectives.

. 24



Page
FILE CODE'

CLevel)

24.18.01.00 Typing Techniques (Uni.t)

TITLE.

I.

IS

'OFFICE EDUCATION '(Continued)

OBJECTIVE

ents from pey

t.

Successfully use the-following typing techniques:
a. Horizontal centering,'
'b. Vertical centering
c. Reading proofreader's marks-
d. Correcting errors
e. Spreading and squeezing letters
f. Tabulaticin
g. Word division

h." Chain-feeding envelopes

BLOOM
CODE

1.2'4

a

24.18.02.00

'\

Business Letters (Unit)
.

4
Type business Letters in mailable form at commercial rates.

24.18.03.00 Tables (Unit)
-;,Type tables in mailable fOilt

.
. . .

.

. ,2418.04.00

24.1£41.0,5.00.

Common Business Forms (Unit)
4 Ilw

Reports (Unit)

Type common business forms .efficiently.
.

s, Type common businessreports efficiently-
...

.

.

24.18.06.00 Rough Draft Typing (Unit) Given appropriate information; type frail printed rough draft using'proofreader's symbols and from handwritten copy in Mailable formefficiently.
.

,
.

Ns

-24.19.00!00 MacKinc:TranscriptiOn (Course) . Correctly using a transcribing Machine, transcribe delected prere-
.corded dictated material into mailable typewritten form within 40.minutes. ,

- -
# .Complete a.43 item objective test with 90% accuracy covering

punctuation rules-and spelling of common business terms.
24.19.01.00 U\of the Period and Question Transcribe mail-able letters' efficiently from machine dictation.Mark ?Unit)

1

*Also contains elemchomptor domain. 0,

saw

1.24

3.00

1.24
3.00

=3. 00

S



Page
FILE CODE TITLE

(Level)

OFFICE EDUCATION (Continued)

24.19.02.00 Use of the Comma (Unit)

-24.19.03.00 Use of the Semi-Colon (Onit)
e..

A 24.19.04.06 Use of the COlon*(Unit)

24.19.05.00 'Quotations (Unit)
t

24.21.00.00 Modern Office Procedures
ourse)

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE

Transcribe mailable letters efficiently from main transcription.. 3.00
v,

Transcribe letters efficiently from machine dictation correctly , '3.00
-

ousing the semi - colon.
-.

c

Transcribe letters efficiently nom machine dictation correctly
using the colon.

to

Transcribe letters efficient* from mabhipe dictation correctly
writing quotations.

Identify definitions and ter"
retarial procedures.

AppiY..basic secretarial skills

.

3:00 .

3.00

related to standard office and sec- 1.11'

to accomplish typical' office jobs. -3.00.
N' Mail. Handling (Unit).

. .

24.21.02.00s Communication (Unit)

,Apply, identify and'despribe mail handling techniques and postal and
Xoi shipping services.

.
.- , ...

. .
-

,

nstrate effective, efficient, and economic use, ofthe telephone
. and telephone company services. Meet all visitors to the Office and

3.00
1.12,

3.00
A2.2*handle these visitors appropriately. Arrange a business trip with

elements' of time, expense and travel method considerations.
5.20

1,7
24;21.03.00 eial RecordkeepingSecret

Given z'ecordkeeping prob ).ems and the necessary materials, accurately 3.00v. (Uhit) perform the required procedures. The problems will include .three
problemsthOsen,by the instructor at the Arne the test is admin-

2 '

istered from the following five: Replenishing a Petty Cash Fund, Re-
concilibg a Bank Statement, Making Cash Payments,, Preparing an In-
come Tax Record, and Computing Net Pay-.

*Affective domain.
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,Page

FILE CODE TITLE
Level)

24.21.04.00 Processing Data (Unit)

0. ICE EDUCATION (Continued)
tc.

"

BLOOM
NOBJECTIVE CODE

24.21.05.00 Duplicating Methods (Unit)

1

29

0

(

Identify definitions, terms and. conditions that are related to 1.11.
business data processing. Recogniz9 methods and equipment for r 1.21
processing data, operations, and the steps in the data processing
cycle.

Given appropriate materials and equipment, prepare duplicate copies., 3.00
using the spirit, stencil, electrostatic, and infrared processes.. 1.21
Identifycharacteristics'Of duplicating procepest

.
1.12

A

$



Page
FILE CODE

(Level)

TITLE-

CURRICULUM AREA LODG7NG SERVICES

OBJECTIVE

25.01.00.00 Housekeeping, Operations (dourse)

25.01.0.00 "Care of the Rooms (Unit),

25.01.02.00 Working With Stafi.(UnAt)

25.01.03.00 Work Improvement Techniques
(Unit)

25.01.04.00 Organizing, Planning, Scheduling
(Unit)

25.01.05.00 Housekeeping Material and
Equipmefft(Unit)

25.01.0640, Floor and Carpet Care' (Unit)

25.01.07.00 Health and Safety (Unit)

25.02.00:00

25.02.01.00

4

Front Desk-Procedures (Course)

Introduction to the Front Office

BLOOM
-CODE

Perform housekeeping operations and procedures skillfully and effi7
ciently.

3:00'

Clean each type of ro in a Hotel or Motel according to the proce,- 3.00
dures outlined in the PS. ,1.24

List and describe-the positions and duties of a Housekeeping Staff,
prepare a job description, and interview and place staff.

1.12

5.10

Identify the basic steps of work simplification and, work study, and
the steps for time studies.

1.21 '

Recognize the importance of organizing and planning of the House- 1.12
keeping Department and the need for a staff schedule.

f.

.

.Identify, the costs, productivity and quality oft:materials and'
'

equipment, such as cleaners," floor cleaners and linens used in the
Housekeeping Department.

Identify and describe the types of floOring, also the make up and:
care of each- type.'

1.12

1.12

Identify types of infection hazards and accidents. Dtscribe ways' 1.12
of preventing these in a Hotel or M6tel . 1.21

4ft

.Demonstrate accepted methods for performing the duties of a front 3.00
desk clerk in a motel or hotel of any size.

List staff organization and duties, complete checklist on termi- 1.12
(Unit) ' nology, and be able to identify.concepts relating to thp future of' 1.11

, the hotel industry. : ,

. - 1.31
f .. V

, ,...1 . .

,
,

.
, te the steps in selling a room; list anli'de'Scribe the, correct 1.22
rip and procedures for, reserving, registering and rooming a guest,,

25.02.02.00 Front Desk Responsib4ities
(Unit),



Page
FILE CODE TITLE

(Level)

LODGING SERVICES (Continued)'

;

OBJEIVE

A

BLOOM
CODE,

25.02:02.00 Front Desk Responsibilities
(Unit) (Coinued)

25:02.03.00 Handling of GuestCharges and
Credits (Unit)

and list.the rules Ind regulations that'apply to special events. .

Give a simulation of the process of selling'a room, reserving, re-
.gistering and rooming a guest.

P

Perforth the following:
,

,

\a. Describe the correct procedures for checkout when the guest-.uses either cash or credit cards.
. b. Properly use credit card equipment. .

. 3:0000
c. Demonstrate correct procedures,forchecking out the till.
d. Demonstrate correct posting of charges and credits. 3.00

I q .

3.00,

1.22

25.02.04.00 Equipment used by the _Desk Clerk
.

(Unit)
P

/ s

25.03,00.00 Night Auditing Isrocedures

(Course)

. ,

25.03.01.00 The !fend Transcript (Unit)

25.03.02.00 Balancing Cashier Totals (Unit)

,c.

,25.0.03.00 Preparing the Night Audit (Unit). Prebare a night audit Using the,correct forms.and-proc reslas out- 3.00.lined in the'LAP's.
1 --

25.03.04.00 fiuditing,on Miscellaneous Describe and/or demonstrate tyw,eorrect procedures, forthi and Wa-- 1.25
, 'icies associated With auditing on the givenb,iccounting

rcachines*i 3.00
. -;- NCR 52, NCR lass 5, Sweda Rata- Register.

,

Using the machines, forms and correct procedures, demonstrate the
performancepf Front Desk Shifts.

Complete a night,audit using the NCR 42 and Sweda 76, using the
necessary forms and procedures. Recognize proper auditing proce-
dures on the NCR Class 5, NCR 52 and 'the Swede Data Regiter.

1.

Prepare.a transcript of given daily transactions. Prepare'a reca-
pitulation of transcript of given daily transactions.

3.00

3.00
21

.3.00.

Using thecOrrect given- procedures and methods, adjust errors and 1.25-prepare a "D" report worksheet.- kr
3%00

5 it,

c
,

. Machines (Unit)

33 ',
4 4

01,
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FILE CODE .

,`

'"

TITLE,/

CURAICULum AR606: FOOD SERVICES

'z;

OBJECTIVE
{Level)

%,26.01.00.00 Kitchen'Helper (Courser

elt

Maintain.4 food service-facility an0 its contents'in a

,

s6nitaiy manner.' -.

,

---
PrOperly CleAn'snd operate kitchen equipment, in a,c orr
Icientify employment conditions that encourage top erf
Identify those personal practices that demonstrate emp.

and,ccicern..
' .

:
',7

, ,
26.61.01.00 Sanitation, Safety, Maintenance,

and Equipment Care and Use.
(Unit)

rt

-ze adequate procedures for the use,and MaRecbgni intena
kitctien-and its coritents in a'safe and sanitarlfmannei
Maintain a"kitchen and its contents in a safe and sani
bytc. .

1--Neeping the facility:, all ecAipment, dishes, and
clean and,sanitary. .

2. Handling and usirlg equipment'and supplibs in a m
' avo4dg.dbuse and undue weartor damage:

3. Using procedures that protect the people in the.
from pospfble injuries.

. .

'4. Using prbcedures tha prevent contamination of f
.

26.01,02.00 Employee. Attitudes and Motive- Recognize,emplOyment conditions and characteristics of_ ation (Unit.L. affett employee attitudes aod motivation.
, Identify thoseTpracticeS%of dress, personal.hygiene an

terad*ion that are desired.for the food iervice employ
1V 4

Prepare, porton and garnish foods formeals that iequ
prepairatiOn meet desired quantitY 15f-serstrin4 re
'are viivally agpealing. The food preparation techniqu
clude;. deep fat,fryj.ng,. griddle 'cooking, sandwich mak

.

26.02.00.00 _Short Order Cook (Unit) .

ot.

mr'

90
to

I

4. -.



Page
FILE CODE

(Level)

Fi0916 SER CES (Continuldlt

4TITLE OBJECTIVE,,.
,

. ,
,..,. .26.02.01.00, Food Preparation and,Serving '',

.

Preparei portion and garnish -foods for meals that: --
(Unit) ° ":!,2..' 1. Require a Short preparation time.

..-.,

-- 2. Meet desired quantity of serving,,requir nts.
3. Meet,desared flavor requirements:.

.P
4. Aie visually atipealng.

.5.. Include preRaratiortechniques for:dkep fat frying, griddle,

' cookery, egg cookery,'sandwich making and salad making.
. 6. 'Schedules preparation of the ordered meal items to be corn-

.

4:-. pletedjat the same time. ., - .

...-

identiffraccePtable-procedures for preparing, portioning and,gar-
6.-

4

I

1

-

26.03.00.00 Restaurant /Institutional Cook
(CourS0-

26.03.01.00 Food Preparation (Unit)

26.04.00.00 Restaurant Manager Trainee'
(Course)

S

nishing foOds.

Identify characteristics oflingredients'
food prewing, portioning, garnishing,

Process foods for meals commonly served
tiOng that net desired quality.standar

and equipment that'affect
displaying and storing.

in restaurants andinstitu-
ds.

laPrepare4food for meals commonly,ser/ed in restaurants and institu-
tions that: .

.Meet desired quality Standards for,flavor and visual appeal.
1.Include p;eparAtion techniques for'boiling, steaming, simmer-1 ing,.broiling, panfrying, sauteing, baking, roasting and 1 rge :

quantity processing.
,

.

.
,

Identify Ace ptable procedures for preparation of food commonly--
Served in r staurants and institutions. . . ,

Identify t ,effect of-the irlfredients equipment and processes 1.12
on the' food pfepared. -.

Plan, prepare and Provide food and beverage service for guestsin 3.00

.
'

. .

restaurant table and banquet,settings'.
r,

.

.

Identify and.describe the restaurant food service-management
, lit

functioes. involving facilities, supplies,'equipment, staff and guest:
serl.ice... ..-- :

, ---

41M

BLOOM

CODE

3.00 '

1.21

1..12

3.00
1.24 411'.

.

3.00

./.24.

z 33
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FILE CODE '-TITLE

4,

FOOD SERVICES (Conthlued)

OBJECT WE

r.

r.

BLOOM
CODE

(Level)

26.04.01.00 pining Room Service (Unitl

26.05.00.00 Chef Trainee (Course)

26:05.01.00 Gourmet Cooking and Service
(Unit)

v.

26.06.00.00 Second Baker (Course)

26%06.01.00 Baking (Unit)

,

A

0

Select menu, plan food preparation and service, and provide food and 3<00
beverage service for guests in restaurant table, banquet land,buffet
settings.

Identify the restaurant food erviCe management functions involv-
.

ing facilities, supplies, eq ipment, staff and'guest services.
tss.

Prepare gourmet food dishes according to
and prOvide food and beverage service to
and banquet settings:

1.21.

recipes. Plan, prepare, '3.00

guests in restaurant table 5.20

Prepare gourmet food dishes according to recipes. Plan, prepare, .

and provide food and beverage service to guests in restaurant table
and banquet settings.

Identify ingredients used in baking. elate the ingrediehtcharac-
teristicsand purpose to the baking proces . Prepare.bakery,pro-
ducts following recipes.and using appropriate procedures and equip-
ment.

Identify ingredients us
teristics and purpose

,`'ducts following recipes
ment.

d in baking. Relate the ingredient charac-
the baking process. 'Prepare bakery pro-

and using appropriate procedures and equips--

3.00

5.20

1.12-

1.2/

3.00

1.12
1.21

3.00
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Page '

FILE CODE

4-

),4-

TITLE

. CURRICULUM AREA 27:' MAR & DISTR UTION.

OB ECTIVE
BLOOM

CODE(Level) '

27.01.00.00, Marketing Operations (Course) Identify the components of and the interre lationship within the dis- 1.12
tribution system, and.the services provided by wholesale and retail .1.21
businesges.

1.32

27.01.01.00 T he Marketing Process(Unit)

'27.61.02.00 Wholesaling (Unit)

Identify the processesand principlei governing the ways in'which 1.21
goods and services are directed fi.om the producer/to the consumer.

Identify the main functions of wholesale businesses,' the functions
of the six main whoIesalingspecialists, and the seven major ser- .1.12
vices provided by wholesalers to their customers. ,'

27.01.03.00 Retailing (Unit)
\

Identify he four main ways of selling goods and services at re- 1.21
tail, an identify the characteristics of the fourteen .(14) main fI, _ -r types of retail sales outlets.

W r '. .

27.02.00.00 .Merchandise Distribution Pr ce- Identify procedures used to process.merchandise and correctly enter 1.21dures fCourse)- , .information On shipping, rceiving, and purchase documents.
,

Pk. 27.02.01.00 Shipping lUnit) Identify the procedures used to prepare merchandise for shipping. 1%2l
Correctly Azter necessary information on shipping documents.

n

27.02.02.00 Receiving, checking and Marking, Identify the types of procedures used in receiving, checking and 1.21(Unit) ,
, marking merchandise fgr regale., Correctly enter information on pur-

,chasing and receiving documents.

.
.

identify the methods of storing, protecting, and accounting .for mer-. 1.21
. ,. chandise in a stockroom.

.
S.

. .

,

Identify, the factors whichpromote good human relations in marketing 1.24 14

27.02.03.00 Stock6eping (Unit)

03.00.00 Human Relations in Marketing
4* '''(Cpurse) occupations.

-_,

27.01.01.00 Basic 'Liman Relations (Unit) Identify the factors which womote ood human relations in marketing 1.24; ' ..0'
.-

V
occupations. Apply the factors ch promote good human relations 3;00
in a role-playing situation. *

-.-,

41

*".
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MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION (Continued)

.

1Page .

FILE CODE TITLE OBJECTIVE'
(Level)

,
. _ .

27.03.02.00 Understanding Employer =- Employee Identify,benefits an employee can offer to abusiness and the bene- 1.12`
Relations (knit) fits a 'business can offer,the'employee. Apply ple types of Ie der- 3.00.

ship and rules for communicating with your supervisor in a r e-
,

- playing "situation..
. , .

27.04.00.00 Marketing Mathematics (Course) Perform accurately end speedily the required mathematical exercises

BLOOM
CODE

27.04.01.00 Application of Mathematics for
Selling (Unit) ,

27.04.02.00 Proceddres for. Inventory, Re-*-

ceiving Merchandise andiPricing
,J41,3

(Unit)

and.problems.
3.00

Accurately apply and perform basic matheMetic skills. 3.00 -

Accurately perform the'mathematical procedures and techniques neces- 3.00
sary for-inventory, receiving meeCbanditp and pricing. ti-

' 27.05.00.00 Cash Register Operation (Course) Perform skillfully and accurately at the cashregistei in handling
customers, ringing up an order,-change procedures' and legging mer-
chandise.

,1-

-
3:00

27.05.01.00. Face of Cash Register (Unit) Perform skillfully and accurately the various cash register proce-
dures-and techniques. .

3..00

5
''27.05.02.00 Operating Checkout Station

()Unit)._
Accurately T3d skillfully perform the basit duties of a checker/
cashier.

3.00

44027.05.03.00 Checker/Cashier Qualities (Unit) Identify the basic qualities necessary to bp. a successful checker/ .1.24
-', '

cashier. .
.

. ,.

27.06.0000 Visual Merchandising (Course)--- Identify fundamental merchandise-display -lechniques. Plan,and eval- 1.21
uate merchandise displays. 5.20

,6.10

27.06.01.00 General Merchandise Display Identify examples of.fundamental merchandise- display techniqdes. 1-.21(Unity ) *.
°

COnstruct and evaluate' merchandise. displays. 5.20

6.10

0'

944
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FILE CODE TITLE

(

MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION (Continued)

OBJECTIVE
(Level)

.

4

BLOOM
CODE

27.07.00.00 Basic Salesmanship (Course) 3dentify,fun4mentals of good salesmanship, and apply this knowledge _1.21
in a simuiatVat sales situation. : %,,.3.00. ',

.
, .

27.07.01.00 Steps of the Sale (Unit) '.. dentify and demonstrate the duties, of aa salesperson during0a typ- 1.12

.
ical Sale in a retail business., 3.00

27.07.02.00 Suggestion Selling(Unit) Identify and demonstrate the teChniqueS used in suggestion selling. 1.25

3.00.
.

; 1
. .

. ,

.

27:08.00.00 Customer Services (Course) Identify the sales- supporting services provided by wholesale and re- 1..21

tail businesses.
,ko

27.08.01.00 Credit (Unit) Identify the credit and, collection plans, policies,land,_procedures 1.21
which are, used by wholesale and reillp businesses.

27.08.02.00,Shopping Services (Unit) Identify the shopping conveniences provided by wholesale and retail 1.21,
businesses to their customers.

27.09.00.00 Advanced Salesmanship (Course) Identify 'and demonstrate an derstanding of advanced concepts and 1.21
,practices of good salesmanship and the.ability to apply 'this knowl- 1.25
edge in simulated sales situations. ,

'3.00

27.09.01.00 Sales F1,repAration (Unit) ,'

.
.

27.09.02.00 The .Selling Process (Unit) Given three products of. your ChOice,':ooMpile,s4Us information and
preparation materials to be used in each-"of the four main stages.of
a typicaISale. -7- I'

Given a choice-.of three differentprothicts, determine the buying 4.10
motives, selling features and customer benefits for,each product.

.

27.09.03.00 Specia), Selling Technigpqs
. (Unit)

45

5.10

. ....

Given alist of retail And wholesale situations, determine the best 5.20,

. ,

sales approach or sAles strategy to use is each situation. In a 3.00
role-Playing situation, demonstrate' selling to either a wholesale 4.
or retail establishm4fit. -;

4

- .NA 4
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FILE CODE
(Level)

4 4
27.01)4)4.09 Sales Management (Unit)"

e

MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION (Continued)

TITLE

f

27.-10.00.00 Advertislhg and Prpmoti4n
(Course)

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM

CODE

Given a retail or wholesale situation, identify the methods which 1.21
might be used in evaluating and improving a sales person's sales
performance. -,-.

. .
..) . Identify and demonstrate the fundamentals of advertising and sales

. promotion activities and construct an advertisement fon a local 3.00
newspaper. ..

27.10.01.00 Advertising Fundamentals (Unit), Identify and demonstrate the fundamentals of advertising and anr jabiaity to plan and write an advertisement for-a-Ideal newspaper.

23.10.0.00 Promotion (Unit) 3 Identify the fun
, 'tv activities.

27.11.00.00 Purchasing (Course)
% . i ,r

.27.11.01.0d Merchandise Buying (Unit)
.

27.11.02.00 rood and Beverage'"Purchasing
(Unit)

27.12.00.001 Business Finance and Control
(bourse)

ntals of sales promdtion and pUblic relation
- 4

1.21 ,

1.21

Identify the fundamentals of buying merchandise for resale or pur7,, 1.21
chasing supplies for commercial food and beverage establishments. 3.00

* Calculate mathematical problems related to purchasing.,

Identify the:fundamentals'of buying merchandise for resale. Cal-
culate mathematical problems, related. to buying.

.

-

1.21.

Identify'the fundamentals of pRrchasidig foods and beverages for a 1,21
commercial food and beverage service establishment.

,

Identify the fundamehtalconcepts and practices used in business,. 1.4
..

finance and cohtrol of costs. Demonstrate an ability°, to solve 3.00

2742.01.00

27.12.02.00

Fundamentals'of Finance (Uhit)

Merchandise Control (Unit) ,

problems related tb.finance and cost 'control.`
...

Identify and describe the fundamentals of business 'finance; , Calms

.

. .

culate mathematical problem related to business finance.
. 4r.

. q,Correctly use proper methods to control a merchandise inventory.

.6

..1..g---'

3.00

J
g

tor

t' ,

r
4#3
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MARKETING ,DISTRIBOTION (Continued) ...

.\

,.,,,_ FILE CODE

. -

OBJECTIVE

(Level) ,--______ N.,

-N.

23:12.03.00 good and Belyerage COntrol -(Unitf Use proper Methods to controle food 1,end beverage inventory. 3.00

.2,73.00-.00 SUpertisory Skills (Course) Ident'fy methods of solNling and preventing humn\relations problems.
r Solve h an relations-probleMs in a simulated situation.

I
27.13.01.00 Employee Training (Unit) Given an occupy ion ?f your choice, write a training plan for a

4,A4., particular :task erfOrmed by workers in the chosen occupatio
.

Then, using the t sining' plan y6u prepared, conduct-a traini g ses--
c, sion for the chosen task, using the instructor or another s dent

. L.
_.

as the trainee. (NOTE: The.occupation and the task must be chosen

I..,

with 41e cqnsent of the instructor.),
..

27.13.02.00 Solming,Human Relations Problems ,Given a situation involving a human relations problem in imsi- 5.30
/

tv (Unit) ness, decide on thi6 proper action l'ci take in solving the roblerelo
L.,

,

27.13.03.09 Preventing Human Relations Given the "Four Keys to Good Human Relations," identify he most imIr 1.21
Problems (Unit) portant factors or elements involved in obtaining the b siness cqn-

."
ditions Specified by each of the "Four Keys."

BLOOM
CODE

1.2'1

3.00

5:.20

3.00

a

t

4

p
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CURRICULUM COMPLETION CHARACTERISTICS
,

- totv

p

Number and _percent of students validAing.. Validation of a curriculum-
.

4

area'is defined 14 Mountain-Plains as th4 demonstration of mastery of

_.

each andrall objectives of the component Virough cogratayeand/or per
1

46W 12.,.formance testing. Conditions of validation vary among areas but are

constant among students for any given area. Prevaliation.of a curric-,

ulum element (LAP, unit, course, or job title) isoa special case in--

which the student demonstrates mffstery 'Of the.element's 'objective piior
.

. .1

to receiving formal preparation usirigNuntain-Plains curriculum products.

t :For the purpose-of this section, validhtion is viewed atthe joblititle
.

lev i. 'Table 3.2 contains gompption'statitics,,for all four Curriculum
410,

-,., I. .
,.....-^

A 1 *
b areas in'terms,ofjob title completion and completion of Support courses.

,-
...-

.

,.,

:

zee

24

r.

o
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Table 3.2

domple ion Rate By CurriculuM Area
and Marital Status. 006010

4

/
V I

24'

D T 'V

25

D

a. Major Only

26

T D T V

27

ID T

Tota1

,Tf
,

MHOH. 3' 0' 0 3 2 1 5, 8 3 0 1 4, 7 11
,

15 '2 9 . 26

Spouse 54 3 2a ,80 3 1 '2 6 7 0 3 10 11 1 3 '15 75 5 31 111

4SHOH 13 3 7 23 0 1 2.201 3 3 1 1 5 9 4f 10 33
.

,Tota1 70 6 30 106 67 2 8 16 12,0 5 17

4

21 , 3 7, 31 109 11 50 '170

0

b. Support Only

.
24 26 27

.
Total

,
V I D T 'I D V I D T V I

_

MHOH 9 itt.2 24 1 1 1
-

11 13 5 25' 43

SpoUse 5 4 .6 15 1 0 3 4 4 1.. 3 8 10 5 12 '27'

SHOH 5 3 .'1 9 1 0 0 1 42 0 1 j 8 2 13

' Total - 19 10 1B 48 3. 1 9 13 9 2 11. 22 31 13 39. 83

MHOH .=; Married- Head of -Household'

SHOH = ,Single Head, of Household

V^= Validate
= .Incomplete

D = Non-Valialte
T = Total'

.

a '1

24..= Of jot Education
25 ging

= Food Services .-

- 27 = Marketing & Distribution

P

:

"
.
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A total-of 170 students, including 26 married heads of household: 111

spouses, and 33'single heads of household, are enrolled in one of the

four curriculum areas for occupational preparation.. A chi-square

analysis of Table 3.2a reveals a grouping phenomenon (4 F 38.3, p<
o

.01r. Spouses cluster in Office Education, and married heads of house-

hold cluster in Lodging. Single heads of household chose all four areas

with nearly equal frequency, and all marital status groups were pro-
.

portionately represented in Food Services. Basing expectations on total

program popdlation (157 married heads of household, 156 spouses, and 48

4singid heads of household), the four curriculum areas combined may be

said to be dominated by spouses (x22 = 55.27, p<.001). Married heads

of household are uilder-represented (26 vs. 74 expected), and single

heads are slightly over-represented (33 vs. 23 expected).

To date (as of April 1976)7\1 of the 170 students (6.51)1 were still

enrolled in occupational preparation, and 13 students (15,3%)were still

working toward completion of support areas. Therefore completion'rates

have been adjusted to reflect only the performances of students who haye

either validated or dropped out of the program without having validated.

Table 3.3 contains both raw and 'adjusted completion rates for each

curriculum area for area majors as well as for those students receiving

support training.

26
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Table 3.3

t

Adjusted Completion Rate'by. Curriculum Area
and Marital Status 1.%

24

RaW Ac

Majors Only (Entries are Percentages).

25 26 27

RaW Adj Raw Adj . Raw Adj

Total

Raw Adj

`MHOH 100 100 25
i

29 ' 75.' 75 64 70 58 _ 63
...

Spouse 68 70 50 60 70 70 73 79 68. 71
C

.SHOH 57 65 50 50 67 67 60
.

75 58 66

Total 66 70 38 43 71 71 68 -75 64 69

Or

b. Support Only

24 26 f' 27
A.115

Total

MHOH

Spouse

SHOH

Total'

Raw Adj r, Raw Adj Raw. Adj Raw Adj

.,"

38

33

**
56

40

43

45

83

50

.13

'.21111
.

100

a
23

-e

14:

25

100

25

. 27,

50'

67

41
,.,

30

5§

67

45

,

4

, 30

37

62

37

. 34

45

80

4,4

*le

-27

. 5 4

-6.
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It appears' that the 69% overall, adjusted completion rate is fairly

evenly spread among the three marital categories and,ali curriculum
*-

areas excep,t, Lodging (CA 25). However, the adjusted completion rate of

43% for Lodging does not vary Significantly from, the overall figure

= 1.56, p...10); nor does any cell (e.g. married'heads of household

in Lodging)vary enough from an expected value'of 69% to produce a

significant effeCt. Upon further investigation, it was found that fine

of the fifty students in category D in Table 3.2a had merely dropped

their original job title in preference for another job title within the

Mounglik-Plains program. All five"havelince validated their secondary

job titles' (four students chose job titles within the'scope of this4

'chapter; one student chose preparation as a Small Engines Mechanic in
.o. ..

4"41100..r ,

Curriculum Area 38). Thus the-actual program completion rate is closgr

to 72% (71.7% as, opposed to 68.6%).

O

Hours and cost characteristics. The amount of time a student spends in

occupational preparation depends on the number of units he prevalidates
-

-and the rate at which he'validates units once he enters the area.
.

job title h ,an estimated number of hours required for completion.

Each

More precise time estimates are also available,at the course,. unit and

LAP libvel. 1However, these estimates serve only as
*.

student is forced into a locked time frame.)

The data presented in Table .3.4 show by curriculum

the relationship among scheduled (budgeted) hours,
. ,

Cbsts: Cost's are derived.from thb' ountain-Plains

Report '(November 1975) and are bas d on averages

ending 31 August 1975. These figures were chosen

and relevance to the period .of stabil4ation.

r-
0 t.) .

guides, because no

area and by job title

attended hours and
'

ManageMent Information

for the fiscal-year

for their stability,



Job Title Enrolled*

Clerk Steno 22
Clerk Typit 35
Bookkeeper - 24

Keypuncher . '13

Clerk 4

Accounting` Clerk 2 .

ALL TITLES 10Q
Support for CA 25' 134
Support for CA26e '6

Supportfer CA 27 16.

ALL SUPPORT. 35

I

.

a.

Table 3.4

Budgeted and Attended' Hours

CA 24 - Total Enrolled

Mean .

Budgeted Hours

.

Clerk St no 13
Clerk.Typ 27
Bookkeeper 15
Keypuncher 11
Clerk 3

Accounting Clerk 1

ALL TITLES 7Q
Suppor't'for CA 25 6
Support for CA 26 - 3

Support,for CA 27 .11

ALL SUPPORT , 20

.Mean .

'S.D. Attended Hours S.D. Cost/Hour Cost/Student0

418.6 18.8. 278.3-
223.4 24.6 . 162.1
333.0 18:4 211.8
145.3 18.6 141.0
120.2 21.5. -142.2
161.7 75.7 97.8
269.8 115.3 194.8

lk 61.1 7..71...01,- 54.5
61.3 3'4.3

1'72.0 0.0 152.9
116.6 56.3 e.---/- 96.0-

CA 24 - Validators .

,

415.8 19.6 410:6
?21.6 25.8 197.4.
334t4 15.7 291.4
102.0 19.5 , 155.9
116.7 . 24.8 182.8
75.0 0.0 69.5 -

251.4 '108.4 240.2
'62.0 2.2 - 77.5
61.3 ,2.3 68.7

172.0 0.0 181.6
'122.4 56.3 133.4

203.0 -$2.50 $" 695.75
100.5 2.50 405.25
147.5 2.50 529.50
77.3 2.50 352.50
84.1 2.50 355.50
36.2 2.50 244.50,

-148.3 1.50 487.00 ,

48.4 2.50 136.25
62.9 . 2.50 85.75
103.5 2.50 382.25
94.8 2.50 240.00

*Adjusted enrollment figures reflect only those students no'longer:.enrolled.

S.

Total Cost: $57,100.00

143.8 $2.50 $1,026.50
81.3 2.50 493.50
05.2 2.50 728.50
74.3 2.50 389.75
26.8 2.50' 457.00.
0.0 2.50 173.75

134.6 2.50 620.50
37.9 2.50 . 193.75
79.7 2.50 171.75
85.7 b 2.50 454.00
.88.9 2.50 333.50

Total Cost: $50,100.00

,



Job Title Ehrolled*.

Clerk Steno 9

Cldik Typist 8

Bookkeeper 9

Keypuncher 2

Clerk 1

Accounting Clerk 1

ALL TITLES II- 30

Support for CA 25 -7

Support for CA 26 3

Support for CA 27 5

ALL SUPPORT 15

Asst.Manager Trainee 12

Desk Clerk 2

ALL TITLES 14

Asst. Manager Trainee 5

Desk C rk 1

ALL T LE§ 6

Table 3.4 (Continued)

CA 24 - Non - Validators

Mean
Budgeted Hours

Mean
S.D. Attended Hours

419.21 147.6
225.5 '22.4

329.0 23.0
112.5 8.5
131.0 0.0
215.0 0.0
303:6 101.0
59.9 11.0
61.3 . 2.3

172.0 0.0
97.5 55.0

87.2

43.1

'78.9

59.0.

20.5

130.0
70.3

34.8

0.0
89.9

46.2

CA 25 - Total Enrolled

364.4

161.0
330.8

336.4
182.0,
310.7

a.

S.O. Cost/Hour Cost/Student

87.2 $2.50 $ 218.00
59:5( 2.50 107.75,

107.0 2.50 197.25
16.0 2,50. 147.50
0.0 2.50 51.25
0.0 2.50 325.00
816 2.50 175.75
50.2 2.50 87.00
0.0 2.50 0.00

120.8 2.50 224.75
80.3 2.50

Total Cost: $7,000.00

55.1 159.6 147.4 $3.15 $502.74
21.0 124.6 46.6 3.15 392.49
89.2 154.6 137.4 3.15 486.99

CA 25 - Validators

.62.4
0:0
84.2

312.0
171.2
288.5

*Adjusted enrollment figures reflect only those students 'ho longer enrolled.

.53

Total Costt $6,817.86

.7 43.15 $982.80

.0 3.15 539.28
89.5 3.15 908.78

Total Cost: $5,452:74 -'

53 ,
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Table 3.4 (Continued) ..-""

Job Title

Asst. '.11anager Trainee

Desk Clerk
ALL TITLES

Enrolled*

7

1

,8

Mean #.

Budgeted Hours

379.6
140.0
349.6

-CA 25 - Non-Validators

°Mean

S.D. Attended Hours 4S.D. Cost/Hour

48.8 50.8 52.5' $3.15 C-$160.02
0.0 18.0 0.0 3.15

96.0 54.2 ° 49.5 3.15

Second Baker
,Chef trainee
Restaurant Mgr. Trainee
Restaurant Cook
'Institutional Cook
Bakery Mgr. Trainee
-ALL TITLES,

Support for\ CA 25

t Second Baker
of Trainee .

Restaurant Mgr. Trainee
Restaurant Cook
Institutional Cook
Bakery Mgr. Trainee
ALL TITLES

Support for: CA 25-

Co

CA 26 - Total Enrolled

4 333.0 6.4 131.6
3 318.7 4.8 135.0
5 302,4 1.3 139.2
1 1 252.0 0.0 226.5.
3 249.7 1.2 122.0
1 339:0 0.0 0.0

17 '302.4 29.5 130.6
12 56.4 1.0 16.2

.
e".

-CA 26. Validotors

3 1.0 6.1 175.5
2 318.5 4.5 185.5
4 302.3 1.5 174,0
1 252.0 0.0' 226.5
2 249.0, 0.0 181.8
0 0.0 0.0' 0.0

12 298.8 31.7 182.0
- 57.0 0.0 2 46.0

*Adjusted enrollment figures reflect only those

Total Costs:

117.0 $5.2j
87.5 5.23
.2:. 5.23
0,0 5.23

104.2 5.23
0.0 5.23

92.5 5.23
27.3 5.23

a,

Cost/Student

245.70
170.73

$1,365.12

$ .488.27

706.05
728.02

1,184.60

.
'638-.06

0.00
682.95
84.73

Total Costs: $12,626.91

94.9 $5.23 $ 917.86
1.5 5.23% 970.16

50.3 5.23 910.02
0.0 5.23 Ii1,184.60
11.7 5.23 950.81
0.0, 5,23 0.00
50.7 5.23 951.86
30.3 240.58

gtudents'nb longer enrolled.';

Total Costs: $12,144.12



Job Title Enrolled*

Second. Baker 1

Chef Trainee 1

Restaurant Mgr. Trainee 1

Restaurant Cook 0

Institutional Cook 1

BakeryMgr.Trainee . 1

ALL TITLES 5

Support for CA 25 9

..

Mid-Mgt. Traiftee 17

Pro. Salesperson .5

Checker/Cashier - 4

General Salesperson 2

ALL TITLES 28 ,

Supportfor_CA 25 . 12

Support t-for CA 26 5

ALL SUPPORT 17

a

Table 3.4 (Continued)

CA 26'- Non-Validators
vc

Mean , Mean
Budgeted Hours *S.D. AXtended Hours S.D. Cost/Hour Cost /Student

339.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 $5.23 $ 0.00

323.0 0.0 34.0 0.0 5.23 117.82

303.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.23 0.00

0.0- '0.0 0.0 0.0 5.23 0.00

251.0 0.0 2.5 0.0 5.23 13.08

339.0 0.0 ,0.0 0.0 5.23 0.00

311.0 2474 7.3 15.0 5.23 38.18

56.1 1.1 6.2 18.7 5.23 32.43

CA 27 - Totals Enrolled

434.5 24.8 312.6

359.0 0.0 227.0

165.0 0.0 111.90

8.5 226.0

23%... 100.7
T:5050.0 0.9

0,
.

It7.0 12.°4 - 26.0,

52.2 7.3 .ir 23.2

Total Costs: $482.79

151.5 $0,99 $309.47
153.5 0.99 224.73

69.4 0.99 110..78.

87.5 0.99 223.7,4

15.2 0.99 259.88
41.3 0.99 21.78 "IP

28.5 0.99. -25.74
37.1 0.99 22.97

Total Costs: $7,667.10

*Adjuste&enrollmeht figures reflect only thosezitudents no longerenrolled.
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(Continued)
C

Job Titld

ti

Enrolled*

CA 27- Validators-

Mean,. Mean
Budgeted Hours S.D. Attended, Hours

Mid -Mgt. TraPine 12 424.8 28.3 4371.0 99.8
-Pro. ,Salesperson,'

Checker/Cashier
359.0
vivs,
165.0

0.0

0.0

271.0

111.9
145.2
69.4

.General Salesperson 226.5 8.5 .226.0 87.5
ALL TITLES 347.0 293.6 140.8

Support fOr CA 25' 50.0 0.0 66.0 48.2
Support for CA 26 .65.0 0.0 43.3 22.2
ALL SUPPORT 56.4 8.0 56.3, 38.7

Mid-Mgt. Trainde
°Pro. Salesperson
Checker/Cashier .

General Salesperson
ALL TITLES

Support for CA 25
Support for CA 26

' 'Total 4*

Budgeted Hours

56,1022
o

2

0

0

7

8

2

4

. Total
Attended Hours

34,22042

al 1119.0

359.0

0.0
0.o

423.3
50.0
.53.0

CA 27 Non - Validators

Total
' Cost

$84;211.87

'*Adjusted enrollment figures reflect onl; those

64

0.0
0.0
.0.0

0.0
43.9
0.0
12.0 ,

GRAND TOTAL

Total
Cost/Hour

$2.46

students

172.6'
161.0
0.0

0.0
169.3
0.0

0-0 `

. -
Cost/Hour Cost /Student

%0.99
0.99
0.9

0.9

0.99
0.99
0.99

0.99

$367.29
268.29

10.78
23.74

290.65

652'34

42.87

55.71

Total Costs: $6:493.59

q.

172.1
137.0

0.0
161.3

0.0

0,0

Total

Total
Cost for Valida 'tors

$,74,190.45

ner longer enrolled.

\,/'
$0.99
0.99

0:99.
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

$170.87
-159.39

0.02-

167.64
0.00
0.00

. .

Costs:' $1,173.51

a

Total
CoSt4or Non-Valiaators

$10,021.42
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The total cost figures for each curric um area are obtained by adding

the total cost of job titl- prepara ion in each area to the cost of

*support tp other areas rendered by a partio19,Ar curriculum area. Thus,

for example; the combined costs incurred in training 100 individuals

from assorted job titles in Office'- Education was $48,700. The cost of

support for 13 studentsin.Lodging was $1,770.00. Costs for Food Service'

and Marketing & Distribution were $514.00 and $6,116.00,-iespectiveli.

4
',The total expenditure of CA 24 on 135 students was $57,100. While this

entire sum is charged to Office Education's budget, it is helpful both

,internally and externally to note that approximately 15% of this amount

is directly attributable to the activities of other 'curriculum areas.

In order to determine the accuracy of job title time estimates, a com-

parison of budgeted versus attended hours for validators was made. For4 4
"

airjOb titles combined, attended hours was equal to 90.5% of budgeted

hours. In Office Education hours were matched even more closely,,(98.7%

of budget). The ratio of attended to4budgeted hours was'92.89% in

Lodging, 60.9% in FoOd Service, and 84.6% in Marketing & Distribution.

The only i- nstance in which a critical ex amination of time estimates

seems warranted is ill Food Service.
*.

Table 3.4 contains cost information pertaining to major area and support

areas. Total costs for some job titles area herefore computed by adding,

all costs for those job titles (see Appendix A for a complete descrip-

tion of support area requirements). Thus, for.exaMple, the average,cost

for a completingAssistant-Matiagek- Trainee is $1,482.47. Four other job

titles are summed as follows:

Desk Clerk $ 586.24
Restaurant Manaqpr Trainee $1,124.64

'Chef Trainee ,013.03
MI0rManagement Trainee $ 749.54

34
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Bakery Manager Trainee also ieguires support (CA 24 and 27), but no
.110

completers were produced. Therefore, no completion costs were computed

for this job title. All other job titles received no'supportihence,

completion costs may.beyead directly from Table 3.4.
.

° Examination of the$rand Totals in Table 3.4 reveals'that, although non-

validators constitute about 30% of the students enrolled, Costs for non-
A

validators account for only about 12% of the total expenditure of

$84,211.87. This difference may be accounted ior by the difference .in

attended time between validators and non-validators. Had non-validators

.

remained in occupational preparation as many hours as validators, the

total cost would haNil been $99,578.05, or an increase of $15,366.18.

SOCIODMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

1

The 170 students enrOned in either Office Education, Lodging, Food

Service, or Marketing & Distribution, were members of a stabilization

populatiowoi 361 students (cf Chapter I). All students had respqnded

to an.extensive-personal questionnaire prior to program entry. Much of

the information received may be classified under three broad headings:

Education, Employment/Income and Quality of Life. The presentation in

. '

these sections will allow for comparisons among curriculum areas'iilth-e

respect ,to the cheactekistics of the.individualeenrialed in them.

.. t 6
0

Education variables. Variables'in this category include age, years of
...

... .

formal education, and scores on the quantitative and verbal sections of
".0 / % .. . '''

the Wide Range Achievement 1p4t (1.41AP). Age ranges-were.from 23 to 32 .
. -,

., .

0 .

for MHOH, 21'to 27:for spouses and.25 to 26 for SHOH. The tic marital
Se

°

status groups were fairly similar, in most respects, to-their cohorts in
° 0

. the stabilization population. The only major4differences were among.

.0

35
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*

curriculum areas within'a particular group. Significant age differences

were revealed among MHOH when grouped by curriculum area (F'= 31.4; df =

2, 19; p<.01). Males in Food Service tend to be much older than those'

in Mar1eting & Distribution. Among spouses, signifiCant differences in

WRAT verbal scores were detected (F = 1402.0; df = 3,110; p<.01).

Major sources of this variance are Food Service(low of-9.6) and Office

Education (high of 13.6)4. No meaningful differences were detecteliagaq

4

4 singleheads.Ingeneral,educationalattainmentwas,about 11 yeats for

all students. This estimate is fairly close to the one reported in-

Chapter I (10.86 years for 'HOH and 10.91 years for spouses).

Work/Income. Variables included in this category are weeks unemployed,

total income, monthly salary from last job, AFDC payments, welfare

benefits, and unemployment compensation. Students in the stabilization
A'

population generally repoit little income from these last three sources

(with the exception of single heads, many of whom report AFDC payments).

The heads 2f household in CA 24, 25, 26, and 27, are typical in this'.

respect. The total incomes foi married heads of household fail

the $4,000.- $5,000 range except for those in Food Service. The'raedidlY
q

reported income of $,668 is quite low comparatively.
69

A
S gle heads of household reported much lower annual incomes (median

$1,110). HoweveAr, nearly 60% reported receiving AFDC payMentsdlapporoxi-
.

%,mately $525 per recipient). Little or no income was reported. from

other sources.

Spouses in Office Education constitute a fairly large portion of Ithe
.*

stabilization population (22%) and warrant some special attention.

36
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Medianannual family income was $4,023.62 (within the median range of

the stabilization population). The'spouse's contribution to total

I,

,family income was rather substantial (averaging nearly $1,100); Ell% had

been employed fhll time as opposed t 33% in the total student, popula-

- .

Quality o Quality of life encompasses size of household, cost of

food stamps, face value of food stamps, debts, housing and utility
- 1111

'payments, and value of housing subsidies. FaMilies represented by the

".",- 111 spouses are fairly 4pical of the stabilization population, primarily
.

because they constitute the bulk of that population. Rents were fairly
. -

consistent across the three marital status groups and the four curriculum

areas, -averaging $50 - $75 per month. Utilities were approximately $20'

per month. Both th6se figures are very close to those reported in

tt-

Chapter I ($61.43 per month for housing and $21:32 per.morith for utili-

There were -major differences among the families represented by the three

marital status groups with respect to indebtedness (F = 7.2; df = 2,7;

Unweighted means were $480.72 for SHOM, $817.13 for the 111

families representecLin,the four Curriculumareas by spouses, and

$1,104.5l for MHOH. ,The 59 families represented by MHOH and SHOH appear.

to be fairly typical of the stabilization population'which had a mean

indebtedness of about $700 per family.

Summary. Individuals enrolled in the Office iiilucation and Marketing &

Tdurimm areas are, with the few exceptions noted, representative of

"Mountain -Plains students'in general. Prior edUcational attainment,

37
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family income, and quality of kife ari 9

40
are all consistent with

characteristics reported in C1hapters L and II. Major exceptiOns include

the evident heightened involvement in the family's economic viability, on

the paiot_of spouses enrolled in-Offi6e Education, some anomalies with

regard to male heads 'in the rood Service area, and-the large differences

in verbal achievement between, spouses in Office Education and spouses in

Food Service.

CONCLUSION'
--::3

The four curriculum

Tourism had a total

areas comprising, Office Education and

enrollMent of 170 students, nearly half the stabiliza-

tion population. The largest single area,of enrollment was Office

Education with 106 students. A completion rate of approximately 70%

(71.7%) was attained and was fairly evenly spree ng the three marital

status groups and the four curriculum areas. Those who completed did so

by mastering objectives which were well stated, pertinent,, and variable''

enough in complexity to allow for fairly continuoug.progression. Further

evaluation of these areas, in Volume II should provide very little diffir

culty except for small sample size in some job

\
the few departures from population norms (e.g.

estimated and attended hours in Food Services)

subsequent internal. evaluations.

titles. Documentation of

the discrepancy between

should- lie of value to



Appendix
JO1S Title Objectives Requirements

40:

Curriculum Area 24 - OfficeEducation

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

Objectives:

Perform routine'keypundhing duties following established methods and
Procedures. Keypunch 10,000 character strokes per hour (maximum
error 1.4W Type 40 wpm (maximum Of 3 errors on a 5 minute test).

Requirements:
04

O 0
24.06.01 24.10.01 p24.17.01
24.06.02 24.10.02 24.11.02
24.06.03 24.10.03 24.17.03
24.06.04 24.10.04 24.17.04
24.06.05 .24.10.5B 24.17.5B

CLERK

Objectives:

Perform routine clerical duties that include the use of-the 'type-
writer, duplicating viachines and adding machines. Type 40 wpm
(maximum of 3 errors on a 5 minute test).

Requirements:

24.03.01- 24.17:01
24.03.02 24.17.02
4.08.01 - 24.17.03
24.13.01 24.17.04
24.13.02

- CLERK TYPIST

24.17.5B -

24.18.01

24.18.02
24.18.04

(

a

Objectles:
. ..

.

.
)...

Perform varied clerical duties thatfinclude effective use of the type-,.
writer,'Iduplicating.m)achineS, adding machines and calculators. Type04-
50 "wpm (makimum of 3 errors on a 5 minute test)..

, .

.

Requirements:

24.02.01
24.02.02
24.b3.01
24.03.02
24.04.01

24.04.02

.

:,. .

24.05.01 2413.02 24.18.01 24.19:01
24.05.'02 24.17.01 24.18.02 24.19:02
24.05.03. 24.17.02 24.18.03 24.19.03
'24.05:04 . 24.17.03 2448.04 # 24.19.04
24.08.01 24.17.04 24.18.05 24.19.05
24.13.01 24.17.5B 24.18.06

39
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CLERK STENOGRAPHER._

Objectives:

Take and transcribe dictation at commercial speeds;-type 60 wpm
(maximum of.3 errors on a.5 minute test); type assignments accurately
from written and audio redOrded'transcriptions; use adding machines
and calculators:. prepare correspondence using effective communica--
tion techniques; make opening, adjusting and closing entries in
journals, ledgers and basic payroll records; and perform office opera-
tional tasks like mail handling, data handlingNuplicating, filing 'N\

. and card kpypunching.

Requirements:

24.01.01' 24.'04.02 24.13.02 -24.17.04 24.19.02
24.01.02 '24.05.01 24.15.01 24.17.5B 24.19.03
24.01.03 24.05.02 24.15.02 24.18.01 24.19.04
24.01.04 24.05.03 24.16.01 24.18.02 24.19.05
24.02.01 24.05.04 24.16.02 24.18.03 24.21.01
24.02.02 24.08.01 24.16.03 24:18.04 24.21:92
24.03.01 24.10.01 24.17.01 24.18.05 24.21.04"
24.03.02 24.10.02 24.17.02 /24.18.06 24.21.05
24.04.01 24.13.01 24.17.03 24.19.01

ACCOUNTING CLERK

4
Objectives: 4p . .

,

v
.. . , 0

Perforw-routine accounting duties following established method's and pro-
cedures. Use,adding machines and,calculatorS.. ,Type 30 wPm..(maximum >-:

ofa,errors on a 5 minute test). ',

Requirements:,

24.01.131 24.03.01 24.05.01. 24.08.01 24.17.02
24,01.02 24.03.02 24.05,02 24.13.01 24.17.03.
24.01.03 ,'. 24;04.01 24.05.03 .24.13.02 24.17.04

24*. R4.02 24.05.04 24.17.01 24.17.5B

BOOK:KEEPER.
-

Objectives:

sxstem; use
use tenl-key

calculators;
typing speed

assighinents-

,r ,

,-

. . .

ssify, record and summarize data tor'or about an accounting
efgegtfve Communication techniques in business correspondbnce;
andfull-keyboar0 adding machines, printing and electronic
file caxds and correspondences;:keypunch.cards; attaip a

,iSf )0 wpm (Maximum of 3 errors-on a 5 minute test.) and type
accuratel ta. specifie -standards.

.

.
. .

..;--.

,
.

.N

, .
. .

7

o .
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Requirements;

24.01.01 24:01.01 24.05.01 24.10.02 .

24.01.02 24.02.01 24.05.02 24.13.01 24.17.58
24.01,03 '24.03.01 24.05.03 24.13.02 24.,17.05
24.01.04 24.03.02 24.05.04 24%17.01
24.01.05 24.04.01 24.08.01 24.17.02
24.01.06 24.04.02 24.10.01 24.17.03

MAID

um Area 25 - Lodging

I

Ob tives:

Clean and replenish with supplies, each type of room in the hotel/motel
following procedures that maintain the desired standards of appearance,
sanitation, safety and security.

o

'Revirements:

0

25.01.01

SUPERVISORY HOUSEKENIEERS
75.

Objectives:

O

Provide housekeeping services that meet desired standards of appearance-,
sanitation, safety and security for a hotel/motel-kiy applying functional

,.information, supervisory c ncepts and management practices to staff,
,

equipment, Materials and.su plies. ..?
a

Requirements:

25.01.01. 25.01.04 0
. 25.01.07

25.01.02 25.01.05
;25.01.03 ' . 25.01.067 iiir s

DESK CLERK
)

4Objectives: 41:.0-"

r-

Check guests in and out of hotel/motels using appropriate forms, equip-
ment and procedures.

Requirements:

25.02.01
25.02.02

25.02.03
25.02.04

24.17.04

r '4'
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NIGHT AUDITOR

Objectives:

Perform the function of a desk clerk:and prepare an audit Of the hotel/-
motel daily trgiisactions either manually or with various machines.

4

<1;

uirements:

25.02.04
25.03.01
25.03.02

25.03.03
25.03.04
24.03.01*

24.03.02*25.02.01
5.02.02
2 02.03

*Support

4

ASSISTANT MANAGE' TRAINEE

Objectives:

Identify, describe and apply_the hotel/motel management functions iihvolv-
ing facilities, supplies; egaiauent, staff and guest services.

)
Requirements:

4

1025.01.01 25.02.04 25.03.04 26.04.01*
25,02.01 .03.01 24.03.01*

.

27.11.02*
,.25.02.02 25.03.02 24.03.02* 27.12.01*

25.02.03 26.03.03 26.01.01* 27.12.03*

*Support

- Area.26 - Food Service

RESTAURANT COOK

Objectives:

. -., . .
....

Prepare, portion and garnish food for meals, commonly served in restau-
rants, that meet desired quality standards of taste ancl visual.N3peal.

.

4

P

gequirements
*

26.01.01
26.01.02 , 26.03.01 '

INSTITUTI(*AL COOK
,

Objectivos:

,Ptepare foods in 'large q entities for meals, commonly served in, insti-

tutions, that meet desired quality standards of taste and visual appeal.

\ 42
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Requirements:

26.01.01
26.01.02

KITCHEN SUPERVISOR TRAINEE
. a

Objectives:

26.02.01
26.03.01

V

Plan, prepare apd provide food apd beverages, in large quantities, for .

''meals commonly served in an institutional setting. Identify and describe
the institutionakf250 service supervisdry functioris. ;

Requirements:

26.01.01
26.01.0"2--

26.02.01

*Support

SECOND BAKER.

Objectives:

26.03.01
27.11.02*
27.14.02*

if

1

Prepare bakery products following recipes
ment and. procedures.

Requirements:

26.01.01
-26.01:02
26.06.01

bAkERY MANAGER TRAINEE

Objectives:

and using appropriate equip--

"OW

a

JO

Plan, prepai.e, and provide bakef4pxoductS in a bakery set ing. Identify'
and describe the bakery managemea4functions'involving faci 'ties', supplies,
equipment, staff and customer services. AP

Requirements:
, . /

26.01.01 .24.01.01* 24.03:01*2 27.11.02*
26.01.02 24.01.02*° 24.03.02* 27.12:01*
26.06.01 24.01.04* 27.04.02*

*Support

43
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RESTAURANT MANAGER TRAINEE

Objectives:

Plan, prepare, and provide food and beverage service for guests in a
restaurant table and banTletesettings. Identify and describejthe res-
taurant food service management functions involving facilities, supplies,
aquipment, staff and guest services.

Requirements:

24%01,01*
24.01.02*
24.01.04*

24.03.01*

24:03.02*
27.04.02*

*27.12.01*

27.12.03*26.01.01
26.01.02
2-6.03.01

26.04.01

*Support

CHEF 7.AINEE

Objectives:

Plan prepare, and provide food and beverage for banquets and buffet
services: Prepare gourmet dishes.

Requirements:
.

26.01:b1'

26.01.02

*Support

SECOND BAKER

, ,Objectives:

26.02.01,
26.03.01

26.05.01
27.04.02*

27.11.02*
27.12.03*.

Prepare bakery products following recipes and using appropriate equipment
and procedures.

14101.0t,

Requirements:

26.01.01
444411vv,

26.01.02
%

- 26.06.01

v.

. 0
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Curriculum Area 27 - Marketing & Distribution

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING CLERK

Objectives:

,Intelpret and complete documents needed to process merchandise for
shipping; receiving, checking, marking, storing, protecting and accounting.

Requirements:.

27.01.01 27.02.01 27.03.01
27.01.02 27.02.02 27.03.02

4 27.01.03 27.02.03 27.04.02
it

CHECKER/CASHIER

Objectives:

Perform merchandise check-out procedures at a cash register. Interpret
arid completes documents needed to process merchandise for shipping, receiv-
ing, checking, marking, storing, protecting anctaccounting.,

Requirements:

ot,

27.01,.01 27.02.02 27.04. 01 ' 27.05.03
27.01.02 27.02.03 27.04.02
27.0143 ' 27.03.01 . 27.05.01-
27.02,01. 27'.03.02 27.05.02

S

GENERAL SALESPERSON

Objectives:
As,-

Perform various stages'of a merchandise sale to serve.the customer
efficiently and correctly. J

-

Requirements:

0

27.01.01 27.02.03
4
-27.05.01 27.07.02

27..01.02 2r.03.01 27.05.02 27.08.01
27.01.03 27.03.02 . 27.05.03' 27,08.02
27.02.01 27.04.01 .27.06.01
27.02.02 27.04.02 27.07.01

45
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PROFESSIONAL SALESPERSON

'Objectives:

Effpctively manage time,to:

Plan and construct merchandise displays. Plan-and prepare advertise-
ments- and &sled promotion.- Maintain and expand ,customer prospect,
kilds. Determine customer needs, demonstrate products, and with
efficiency, correctly serve the customer during various stages of a
sal ,-i

Re .u' ements:

4

. .

27.03.01
27.03.02
27.04
27.04
27.05M
27.05.02

t

,_27.01.01
-'27.01.02

27.01.03
27.02.01
27.02.02
27.02.03

MID-MANAGEMENT TRAINEE

27.05.03 27.09.01
7.06:01 27.09.02
.07.01 27.09.03

2 .07.02 27.09.04
27.08.01 27.10.01
Z7.08.02 X7.10.02

Objectives:'
0 .

, i

Identify the concepts,, principles and,practices involved- with the opera-
tion of:wholPsale and retail merchandise businesses.

Requirements:
.

27.01.01 27.04.02 X27.08.01 27:10.02 24.01.01*
27.01.02 27.05.01 '27.08.02 27.11.01 24.61.02*
27.01.03 27.05.02 .,-27 09.01 27.12.01 24.01.03*
27.02.01 27.05.03 27.09.02 27.12.02 2 4 . 01. 04*

27.02.02 27.06.01 - 27.09.03 27.13.01 424.01.45*.
27.02.03 27.07.01 , 27.09.04 °% 27.13.02 24.01.06*
27.04.01 27.07.d2 27.10.01 427.13.03

*Support

0
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Appendj.x B

Bloom's Taxonomy of Behavioral Objectives1

(Cognitive Domain)

Knowledge

e.(0 Knowledge. Recall of information.
1.10' Knowledge of specifics. Emphasis is on symbols with concrete

referents.

1.11 Knowledge of terminology.
1.12 Kn6wledigg of specific facts.

140 Knowledge of ways and means'of dealing with specifics. Includes'

methods of inquiry, tchronological sequences, standards of judgment,
patterns Of organization within a field.

4
1,21 Icnowledge'of Conventions: accepted usage, correct style,

etc.

1.30

1.22

1.23
1.24

. 1.25

Knowledge of trends and sequences.
Knowledge of classifications^and,categories.
Knowledge of criteria.
Knowledge Of methodology for investigating particular
problems.

.
-.

. ...

Knowledge of the universalssand abstractions in a field. Patterns

and schethes by which phenomena and ideas are Organized.

1.31 Knowledge,of principles'and generalizations.
1.32 Knowledge of. theories and structures (as a cetnnected body

of principles; geneWizations, and interrelations). °
m .

110

Intellectual Skills andAbilities

. .

to2.00 Comprehension. Understanding of material being communicated, with-
out necessarily relating it to'other material.,

2.10 Translation. From one set of symbols to.another.

2.20 - Interpretation. .Summarization or-explanation of a oom-
mimmication..

2.30 EXtrapolation. Extension of trends beyopdthe given data.,
-

.

3.00. The use of abstractions in particular, concrete situa-P.

tions.

vI
a.,

..
.

.....' apted from D:L. Krathwoltl, stating objectives aftaropriately for 'program,

for7'curriculum, and for instruCtkonalgeterials development. JOurnai of T4Cher
.

Education, 1965; 16, 83-92; also appearing in D.E. Payne (Ed,) CurriCulum

'EvalUation. "Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath & Co., 1974, underitthe title "Stating

(...

Alipropriate Eaucationai Objectives," pp:-.-69=80.
-,. --:"------:.

4. 47
,

X

79
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Analysis. Breaking a communication into its parts so that origaniza-:
tion of ideas is clear.
4.10 .Analysis of elements. That is, recognizing assumptions.
4.20 Analysis of relationships. Content or mechanical factors.
4.30 Analysis of organizational principles. What holds the

communication together?

5.00 Synthesis. Putting elements into a whole.
5.10 Production of a unique communication.
5.20, Production ofoa plan for operations.
5.30 Derivation of a set of abstract relations.

40,
,

6.00 Evaluation. Judging-the value of material for a given purpose.
6.10 Judgment in terms of internal evidence; e.g., logical

consistency.
6.20 Judgments in-terms of external evidence; e.g., consistency

with facts developed elsewhere.

I

-.11

0.
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INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL/CURRICULUM
-EVALUATION REPORT SERIES .

t

InstructialtiCurric,ulum, Evaluation constitutes one aspect of the evaluative proceis of

Mountain-Plains. Reports in this series, togsther with reports from External and Affective

evaluation series, will provide a thorough documentation of the proceises, and products

of Mountain-Plains. Major subdivisions of the series include;

1. User Trial Reports

2. Descriptive Cha;acteristics

3. Summative Angysis

4.- Reliability and Validity Studies

- 5. Student Evaluation of Staff and Curriculum

t
Individual reports in each series are currently available from, or are in the process /6f being

.

incorporat ed into, the ERIC retrieval system. By the conclusion of the NI E research cycle,

II

c=7

",

Instructional/Curriculum Evaluation Reportt will number about 40 or 50. Many reports t
.

span two or more areas. These include overall internal evaluation reports and reports on

the effects of affective variables on cognitive pe rformance.

The reader of individual Mountain-Plains documents should keep in mind that a report takes.

onfull significance-only in relation to its report series and thePverall research program, and

that the reader typically. finds f uent reference tto 'earlier reports. While each report, is

designed to have independent ,value, such "series dependence" is an inescapable aspect

of any systematic program research-, and requires someindulgencion the part of.ihe readerA
. :;

e".

.

ti

- 1

a
S .r

83 51,
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CHAPTER
BUILDING TRADES

Mountain-Plains has ten curriculum areas which collectively comprise
.

Auilding Trades. EachcUrriculum area deals with one, or more aspects of

construction, repair, or service, in occupatiOns,traditionally classi-
,

. 0

fied as:Tradeg: These areas include Carpentry (Ch70),, Electronic

Assembly (CA71), Electiical Wiring (CA72), Plumbing (CA73),,Heating-°

Systems $eivice (CA74); Refigeration/Cooling-Systems Service (CA75),

Appliance.Service.00A76i, Radio & TV Repair (CA77), Electric Motor

Repair .(CA78), 4and Ring (CA79). .1the purpose of; the present chapter
,

V:

is to describe thesecurriculum areas in terms of their objectives,.
I

completion characteristcS, and characteristicsOf the Students within

each area.
44

SBJECTIVES
0 0

0

-1

Each curriculum area is composed ofz,one or more courses, which are in

turn ti de up of units; and lastly, the ultimate division is-the ni.ag
s).

1!.:,

- -
.

Activity Packa e (LAP).°-Each course, unit and LAP, has its own specific

-. o o -
objective. Objectives down to the unit level.,are described in Table,

0
p

4.1. Complpxity of activity involVed inia particUlarcourse or unit' is

s,
described by the Bloom'Code number onthe right of the page. These code.

numbers,umbersare explained in defail in Appendix A.

1..

/
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M -P

FILE CODE - TITLE

70.01.00.00 Rough-In (Course)

1.,
70.01.01.00 ExCavation Layout-Concrete snd

-Forms (Unit)

- '

,70.01.02.00 Floor and Wall Framing (Unit)

r

.1-

'70.01.03.00 Ceiling Framing (Unit)

,Table 4.11)
Building Trades Objecti es

CURRICULUM AREA 70: CARPENTRY

OBJECTIVE

Given a blueprint and specifications, students layout, determine,
obtain, prepare, and assemble the materials required to complete
the framing'and forming requirementsfOr a specified structure.

BLOOM1'
CODE

.5.20

Provided with resources, giving the methods,, the tools, the mate-
rials, and the.equipment for construction,,,,you will:
1. Relate 4formation about concrete use,andrhandling to concrete 1.31

forming.'
2, Construct and assemble various types of forms 'like footings, 3.00

foundations, columns, walk, slabs, and steps. The direction
for! construction is provided by sketChes, prints, and specifi= #

tions. , .

-3.' 'D nonstrate acceptable ways to anchor construction mateilals to 5.00
concrete.

4. Prepire a building site for excavation andp1a4S.Ment Of con- 5.20
crete foundation elements. -

'Given specificationg4 tools equipment,-and materialS, you will:
1: Identify parts 'for Components Includeatin'framing wall and

floor Construction.

IV

2. Determine the mate ial requi ements for floor and wall:fem-
..

ing!
3. Assemble and lay out the material's for floor anclwall framing

jobs. '

,

--..ft-

Assemble anftimstall framing for floors and walls.
.....-

. --.

.. Given toolsc.equipment,. erials ans:I.:co ction specifications,
yollwill: ... ' -. e . ,

..

1. Ske h the support coin onents or ceiling Sections.
'2. D ermine material retirements for-aeiling'f2ming jobs. ,

y out the -location of the -veil 4 framing components.
' 4. P epare, assemble and install the ceilineframing components,

8

1.12

5.20

5.20 -;

3.00

5.10

1.24
5.20
5.00



-M-P

FILE CODE

a* (Level)

70.01.04.00 Roof' (Unit)

414

CARPENTRY (Continued)

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM'

CODE

Given tools, equipment, materials, and the co0 nsruction prints and
specifications, the student will:

-

1. Use the basic terms-for parts and,dimensions in roof construc- 1.11
tion.

2. Lay out, cut, and install various types of roof construction 5.20
componerits.

3., Determine the material needs for a roof construction. 5.20

. -
70.02.00.00 Finish (Course) . Prepare and install interior and exterior finish portions of a 3.00'

structure according to given specifications using appropriate tools 2.20
and procedures. , .., :.

. .

.

. 0
.

70.02.01.00 Mafching Processes (Unit) Given thetools, iquipment, materials, construction prints and 3.00. .

specifications, the student will shape, cut to-'size, bore and finiSh 2.2
*-

woodstock. Ueing 'Machine processes- as specified for. the job.w / .
.

70.02.02,00 Exteridr Wall Coverings and Given the Construptionprints and specifications, tools, equipment;
0 Cornice (Unit) and materials', the student will:

.

%

1. Sketch cordiceodetails for a job. . . 5.10
40g,'

. 2: DeterMine the reaterial needs for the exterior wall covering. 5.20,
'3. Install various wall coverings and cornice components for a job. 3.00,

\
.

.
-. .

70:02,63.00 Windows and Trim (Unit) The student w' -1 determine-the type of windows required from con- , 5.20
. " "structicn print and specifications. Windows will be installed 3.00

according to the prints and specifications-using appropriate tools,
equipment and mateilals. . :-- ---7..--. t.

r.

,

-."10.02.04.00 Interior Coveririgs (Unit),

70.02.05.00 Doors and Jambs (Unit)

.4ek;"

- .. -
....

You will install specified interidr.coverings and trims to complete 3.00
the-:: job as given on construction prints.-and in specifications with
needed tooli, equipment and materials. 4., ,.4.1 41'

...,1.' . .
''' Given construction prints'andidr specifications, tools equipment,

.and,materials,,you wi4: 44W
,.

. 4f4i0e i

1.* Determine materials needed for a door instollati . . 1.24
2. Identify the,parts'of a door. ., .. f 1.11`..4
3. 1;repare-a'door opening, hang the door, and complete the 'instal- 3.00, '

1
lation as specified.



M-P
FILE CODE, TITLE

'CURRICULUM AREA 71: ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE

(Level)

71.01.00.00 Preparation for Electronic
'Assembly (Course)

. e
.

Safely use tools and equipment tomechanically, electrically, and
. microelectronically install components in and remove themifrom

electronic devices and wire harnebses according ttl;glven specifica-
tions at an assembly workstation. Perform inspections and make
evaluations of soldering connections and electronic circuits using

\techniques a 1. test equipment that determine the quality of assem-
bly. Sketch arious electronic diagrams about electronic devices.

tt
il

3.00
6.10
5.10

71.01.01.00 Component Identification (Unit) Name th*components and component parts used in electronic and me- 1.11
,

chanical'assembly and classify by type and function. Determihe com- 1.23
ponent characteristics by interpreting component markings. Use 1.21
semiconductor and tube manual§ for determining component characters
istics. ,Pecognite and draw schematic symbols for electronic compo-

.

ments.

Identify, read, and sketch electronic schematic, Iembolic, block, 1.11
wiring an& layout diagrams. 5.10

71.01.02.0G Diagrams'(Unit)

71 01.03.00 Tools and Equipment (Unit) . .Safely use appropriate tools and equipment for mechanical, electri- '3.00

,cal, and microelectronic assembly of electronic devices. 4
) .

.
/`' .

71.01.b4.00 Soldering and Deioldering (Unit) Solder and desolder electrical connections using specifie&proce- 3'.01:1
.

dures and appropriate tools. Evaluate soldered electrical conneo7 6.10
tions using a'visual-iitethod.

71.01.05.00 Wire Harness pabrication

71.01.00..0,0 Evaluation and Inspection

.

Given.a lout diagram, construct wire harnesses using appropriate
materials, t ols, and procedures.

6

3.09

(Unit) InspeCt and uate soldered electrical connections using visual 6.10
and phys al. techniques. Operate electronic test equipment accord- ?.op
irig to nufacturer's instructions. Prepare and use an elecironid

. device ssembly workstation.

71.02.00.00 Electronic Assembly (Course)
.

Assemble various radio circuits, using correct tools when given.the
components forlassembly and the Circuit schematic. Perform Opera-
tional checks of completed radio circuits,,fofowing appropriate
test procedures and using test equipment. -

44.,00

3.00
6.10



M-P

FILE CODE,
(Level)

#

TITLE

ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY (Continue!).

OBJECTIVE
r BLOOM

CODE

71.02.01.00 Assembling a Detector (Unit) Mechanically and electrically assemble fixed and variable types of
components for radio signal. detector, tuned circuit and vacuum tube
signal detectors using schematic dimgrams; exploded pictorials, lay-
outdiagrams, and appropriate tools.

3.00

71.02.02.00 Assembling a Regenerative Mechanically and electrically assemble fixed and variable types of 3.00
,Receiver (Unit) components for vacuum tube amplifiers, detectCr amplifiers, and

.....

'regenerative detector amplifiers using schematic diagrams, exploded
pictorials, layOut diagrams, And Appropriate tools.

\
\

, . ) :-
.,

. 71.02.03.00 Asselbling a Radii) Power Supply Mechanically and electrically assemble fixed and variable types of 3.00
(Unit), . components fbr transformer coupling circuit and radib power supply

. circuit using 4bhematic diagrams, exploded pictorials, layout dia-
grams, and appropriate tools.

71.02.04.00' Assembling an Audio Amplifier

tri 41 (Unit) 2

\

'4F

Mech#nically and electrically.assemble fiiced and variable types of 3.00
components for an audio amplifie and detector circuit using schel-
matip diagrams, exploded pictoria s, layoutdiagramp,:and appropri-

.

ate tools. v.% '," \' \;\ \" "
71:02:05.00 Assembling a Radio Frequency Mechanical

Amplifier components
-using schem

a appropriate

71.02.06:00 Assembling a Superheterodyne,
Receiver (Unit')

'\-

.

S

a.
e.

. :

and electrically as emble fixed and variable, types of
or a radio frequency amplifier and oscillator circuit
tic diagrains, exploded pictorials; layout diagrams, and
tools.

Mechanically and electridally assemble fixed and variable types of., 3.00.
components for a Superheterodyne-receiver, 'Shdrt -wave band receiver,
and beat, frequency oscillator usiAggiven specifications andappropri-,
ate tools'.

ti

1

git
r

94



M-P

FILE CODE TITLE

CURRICULUM AREA 72: ELECTRICAL WIRING

OBJECTIVE
Binom
CODE

(Level)

7.2.01.00.00 Elebtrical Wiring Rpugh-In
(Course) .*

72.01.01.00 Outlet & Switch Boxe s (Unit)

72.01.02.00 Wiring (Unit)

72.0a.03.00 Setvice Entrance (Unit)

72.01.04.00 Signal and Low Voltage (Unit)

95

Identify the procedures for sketching layouts, estimating materi- 1.21
als,,and roughing in electrical wiring. Giveh blueprint specitica- 5.20
tions, National Electrical Codes, tools, building or shop simula-`° 3.00
tion,students will sketch layouts; estimate materials required,
and make installations of electrical wiring in a rough-in mode.

Identify types and characteristics of electrical, outlet, switch, 1.12
and junction boxes, and the procedure for installing them. Given 5.10
blueprint specifications, National Electrical Codes, tools, build- 5.20
ing or shop simulation, students will sketch layOuts, estimate, 3.00
materials required and make installations of outlet, switch, and
junction boxes.

Idehtify procedure for sketching, calculating capacity, and
installation of electrical circuits. Identify characteristics of
electrical conduit given in plan specifications. Given blueprint
specifications, National Electrical Codes, tools,'building'or shop
simulation, students will sketch layoutArestimate materials re-
quired, and make installations of wiringas specified for the elec-
trical circuits:

. 1.21

1.12
5.10
5.20
3.60

Identify electrical and mechanical-requireMentsand procedures for 1.24
installation of service entrances. Given blueprint specifications, 5,.110

National Electrical Codes, tools, building or shop simulation, stu- 5.20
dents will sketch layouts, estimate materials required,-and make 3.00
installations of electrical service entrance for a specified struc-
tuze.

.

Identify electrical requirements and procedures for installing low ,.1.24(,
voltage circuits. Given blueprint specifications4, Natioaal Elec- 5.10'
trical CodeS, tools, building or shogsimulation, students will 5:20 I

sketch layouts, estimate materials required And make installations 3.00
of low _voltage electrical circuits.

-

r.
I

)91ft z



M-P

TILE-CODE
(Level)

q2.02.00.00 Electrical Wiring Trim -Out
(Course)

ELECTRICAL WIRING (Continued)'

TITLE OBJECTIVE
BLOOM

.. CODE

4.

A,

, 72.02.01.00 Outlets (Unit)

Identify....charaoterist,ics of symbols, and procedures for electrical
trim-out. Given blueprint specifications, National Electrical
Codes, tools, building or shop simulation with electrical wiring
rough-in, students will list materials required and make installa-
tions Of electrical wiring in a trim-out mode.

1.21
5.20

- 3.00

i
Identify CharacteriStics of and procedures for installation of elec- -1121
trical outlets. 'Given blueprint specifications, National Eleclrical 5.20'
Codes, tools, building or.shop smu.1.5t.ion with electrical wiring % 3.Q0
rough-in, students will estimate materials required and install the

.. ,specified electrical outlets.
. ,,,

72.02.02:4

00 Fixtures (Unit)

-

Identify electrical fIxturel-clisracteristics, symbof deSignations,, 1.21,
and installation procedures. ''Given blueprint specifications, . '5.20

e National Electrical Codes, tools, building or shop simulation with' 3.00
electrical wiring. rough -in, students will estimate materialS,re-

.

quired arid install the specified electrical fixturgs.
.

.
. , .. .

Identify characteristics of,electrical switches and procedures, for 1.21 .

their installation. Given blueprintspecifications, National 5.2Cr
Electrical Codes, tools, building or shop simulation with electrical 3.00
wirinq'rough-in, students will estimate materials required and in-

r- stall the specified electrical switches. . ,

. . %,
. S

. . _. '. . .

72.02.04.00 Appliances (Unit) fdentify placement.crf, characteristics of, and procedures for in- 1.21 .

stalling circuits for electrically operated appliance's., Given . 5.20
blueprint specifications,.National Electrical Codps, tools, build- 6..00

ing of shop simul4tion with. electrical wirj.ng rough-in, students
will estimate materials required and install the specified electri-
cally operated appliances. . ';

.
.

.72.102.03:00 Switches (U it)

'

'1
72.02.05.00 ,Miscellaneous (Unit)

,.1.

'Identify characteristics and functions of electrical circuit control 1.22
devices used in service entrances. Given blueprint specif ications, 5.20

.NationaI Electrical Codes, tools and supplies, building or shop sim- 3.00
'ulation with electricp1 wiring rough-in, students will estimate ma- '

terials required and install the specified miscellaneotis devices that -

control electrical energy applied to electricar circuits and device's.



M-P
FILE 'CODE

4
TITLE

CURRICULUM AREA 73: PLUMBING

OBJECTIVE a,
'BLOOM
CODE -

(Level)

.
.

73.01.00:00 -Drainage and Vent, Systems 4 Plan, repare, and assemble'the rough -in portions of- drainage,
sta 1. .(Course) waste and vent systems according to given specifications (codes,

, mantfac urer's and customer's) using safe practices and.acceptable'

/ procedu sr. 6 . .

5.20

3.00

73.01.01.00 Pipe and Fittings Assembly 'Prepare and join-drainage, waste, and vent assemblieS and steel pipe_ 5.20

(Unit) assemblies according'to.specifications using(appropriate-tools,
equipment and'materials.

Recognize the layout and procedures for. installing sewer systems,
soi1,4tacks,:,drains, vents, traps, and,cleanouts; and identify the

types.and functionsOf component used. Plan layout and assemble
vent stack, and Muse drain according to sketch and specifications
following sate practices and procedures. Determine the, discharge

Capacity in gallons per'minute of given stacks, fittings, and in-

stallations. Identify and explain procedures for locating and re-

moving drain stoppages.

73.01.02,00 Planning, Layout, and Assembly
(Unit)

° t°

73.02.00.00

73.02.01\00

Supply Piping Systems (Course)

Pe and Fittings (Unit)

Cold Water Supply (Unit) .

klan, prepare, and'agsembfe the finish portions of, plum ng systeMsf,

according to given specifications (codes; manufacturers tnd cus-
tamer's) using safe practiCes and acceptable procedures.

Identify proced4res for measuring,.layqui., preparing, and.assem-
bling threaded pipe and pipe fittings used in supply-pite#g sys-

tams. Identify the type nd functions of threaded pipe and pipe

fitting's. "List material re uirements, 'sketch, measure, layout,

`prepare, and assemble thread d pipezand pipe fittings for supply
pipAg systems accordineto given ski Itches and specifications
following safe practices and procedures.

o

'Identify the assembly procedures fOr_cOpir pipe, fittings and
valves for supply piping. Perform the material determination,
layout, preparation, 'and assembly of copper pipe, fittings, and
valves for supply, piping according to"specifications followings

5.20

3.00

1.25

5.10
'5.20

3.00

1.25

5.20

1.12

73.02.02.00

. safe-practices. IAentify'the effects and characteristics of
9)r r . water sand service piping related to plumbing. ''Petermine and

a.. calculate water pressures for given situations.

1 (- [i



. .M-i

FILE CODE TITLE-
(Level) ,

UMBING . (Continued)

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE

.., '
..

. .

)

73.02.03.00 Hot Water Supply (Unit) ,Recognize the concepts and. principles involving heat and its effect 1.31

on water in plumbing systems. Identify procedures'for measuring, 3-00

laying*out, preparing, assembli flared pipe and fittings used 51.20

in supply piping, systems Identify the type and functiins of copper ,

rsflared pipe and fittings and compre ion fittings. Identify the pro-
cedure for installing and servicing water heaters and hdt Water storm

c . age tanks: Solve !Problems determining the quantity of heat. List
.,

material requirements, measure, lay out, prepare, and assemble copper
pipe and fittings for supply piping systems according-to given speci-
fications following safePractices. Install and service water heaters'.

- ,

. .

73.02-.04.001 Fixtures (Unit) Measure, lay out, and install plumbing fixtures according to specifi- 3:00
cations following safe practices and procedures. Install and per- 1.22 -

vice traps, faucets; waster, strainer, and oerflow as specified.
fdeptify procedures for measuring, laying out, .preparing land install-

ing pluMbing fixtures. Identify the procedures for installing and

0 . servicing. traps and sink or'vanity ac orlie. '

, . .

- .
`''

.\
,

773.0x.00.00 General Procedure's and PraCtices Identify the equipment an\d recognize the .praCtices that awe us9d'to 1.12

for Building Trades and Services protect personnel in the work environment. Identify hand and theAsur- 1.21=

(Course) y ing tools,' their functions,\\and proce4res for'their care ,and use 3.00
Determine the tolerance from specificatio s and recognize how to

\N apply it in measurement.
, ..

.

.%.

73.03.01.00 Safety (Unit) Identify personal and work environment, equipment, techniques and 1.21

1 ......-

procedures that insure gre4tpst protection forSeople., ,
-

. .
. .

1 73.03.02:00 Hand Tools (Unit) Identify tie \hand tools and recognize their functions. Identify the 1.12

_procedUres_for_inspecting, cleaning, and storing hand tools. , 1.25

4

o

73.03.03.00 Measurement (Unit)
4r.

Discriminate between the need or precision and non-precision meltui."-- 1.24

ing instruments, select and use the appropriate instrument. Apply t.00
the desired tolerance for the given measurement situation and instru- 1.12

- ment.. Identify the measuring instruments and recognize their proll7er

use.

1
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FILE, COD

CURRICULUM' AREA 74: HEATING SYSTEMS

TITLE
-1 .

OBJECTIVE '

. -

BLOOM
CODE

(Level)
A .

. 74.01.00.00 Heating Systems an4 Servicing Describe, explairi, and demonstrate the operating principles and char- 3.00
.

(Course)' . ,

. acteristics of residential heating systems. Identify, troubleshoot, 6.10 1

tv"*" -

A
74.01.01.00 1-Iating Systems (°Unit)

0

74.01.02.00 Cas Heating' Systems

Servicing (Unit)'

t.

repair, repIaceand adjust component partS' of heating and heat dis-

T
tribution systems using appropriate tools, equipmerit, And supplies,
following desiredsafe. practices that res'Alt in meetinlq manufacturer's

.,speciticatiots.
. / -

.

1. Describe, explain, demonktrate, and record the operating prin- 5.10
. -

ciples and characteristics of residential heating systems. 3.00

'
.
2

./

Draw a wiring diagram on /a blank block diagram of the compOnent 5.10

4arts for a typical gas-fired air furnace that is readable and
correlates with manufacturer's specifications. M4ufacturer's
specification sheets are ptovided.. Reference mkterials ,may be

Itio
. used. ,: . ,

.. L.
1 .

3.- Compare operational data of a gas-fired air furnace with the name'6.10

plat spe6ifications using tools and test equiomen't and by star,t.-
..

' ing the furnaces taking temperatures, static pre3sures, and mak-

img appropriate calculatiOns. Comparisong are to'be completed

. 'in less than fourA4rhours and teMperatures'recorded within .

'4-20, the calculations And static pressure recordings within 4-2%._ _
. 1. 0 :.

, ..
Identify, troubleshoot, repair, replace, and adjust component parts 6.10

of gas-fired forced-air heating a d heat distribution systems using 1.25

:-
tools and equipment and followi

4:

g safe procedureakhat meet manufac7 3.00

turer's speUlioations. Recognlz 'proper installation gasIfired

.
forded-air ripacestand the heat distribution systems. 'Service and
repair electric and gas-fired water heaters. 4

6k4,
74.01.03.00 Oil Heating Systems and

Servicing !Unit)

0 F.
,Identify,it-roubleshoot, -repair, replace, and adjust component parts 6.10

Of Oil-fired hydronic heating and'heat distribution systems using - '1.25

tools and sequipment and following safe procedures that meet the man.4 .

ufacturer's.gpe ifications. Recbgnize proper installation of oil-

fired furnaces an thethe heat distribution systems. ,

S



M-P

11-ILE CODE

'(Level]

5101.00.00 Refrigeration)Cooling Systems
(Course)

TITLE

*.,

CURRIC.)LUM AREA 75: REFRIGERATION/COOLING SYSTEMS
. N.

OBJECTIVE

'75.01.01.00 Refrigeration Systems (Unit)

-5..01.02.00 Evacuating, Charging, and Lea)c
resting Refrigeration Systems

* . (Unit) .

.... 0

75.01.03.00 Fundamentals of Refrigeration
and controls (Unit)

ti

75.01.04.00 Domestic Refrigeration and
Controls (Unit)

4

BLOOM
CODE

Troubleshoot and make operable refrigeration and coolling'systems us: 6.10
.

ing appropriate tools, egLipment, supplies, service manual, ,and pro- 3.00
cedures.

Identify the definitions for.Britiph Thermal Unit
_temperature, latent, specific, and sensible heat.
ating principles.ot a simple refrigerator. Identi

ponents (evaporator, compressor, and condensor) an
a simple refrigeration system. Measuresand record
oressures using various types of Thermometers and
Calculate the amount of/heat energy (in BTU's). ne
fied amount of work.

Identify the operating characteristics of a-tomp
charge, leak test,. and repair leaks in a re4ige
appropriate tools, equipment,. supplies, and proc
to manufacturerPs spec.ifications.

:TU) , Saturation 1.11

Explain the oper- 1.22

y the major'com- 1.12:

their purpose in 3:Q0

temperatures and
pressuregauges.
ded to do a speci-
..

essor. Ev7cuate, 1.22 N
ati9n system using 3.00

dees, according,

Test refrige'rant contrors-for operational malfu ns,and.properly 6.10
correct control malfunctions by cleaning, adjds ing, or replacement 3.00
using appropriate tools, equipment, supplies, a d procedures. Iden- 1.21

.tifyoperational characteristics of a typical refrigeration system
and the refrigerant in various parts of the re riserant circuit,
Identify refrigerant controls, their purpose a d characteristics.

Troubleshoot and repair typical refrigerator
tioner using appropriate tools, equipment, su
Identify procedures'for parts ordering, trciub
operational the various domestic refrigeratio
operational characteristics of various refrig
"schematic ,wiring diagrams for refrigeration g
characteristics and Purproses of supplies use
systems repair.

. ,

.04

a d windOw air condi- 6.10'

lies, and, procedures., 3,00

eShoOting, and making 1.21
systems. Identify

ration systems. Draw
stem. Identify the
in refrigeration)
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M-P , I.
BLOOM

FILE CODE .).
''TITLE OBJECTIVE CODE

,

(Level) ,

REERIGERATION/COOLING SYSTEMS '(Continued)

75.01:*05.00 Residential /Commercial :troubleshoot,' repair, and service residential/comnlercia,1 Central re- 6.10
..,-

. 4 Refrigeration Systems (Unit) frigeration systems using appropriate tools, equipment; supplies, 3.00

i \
and procedures. 'Identify the chara4teristics of central refrigera- .1.22

/ tion systems- - r'

.. '
, .

75.01.06.00 Troubleshooting an.Air Condi- Draw wiring diagrams 'for and troubleshoot a'central air conditioner 5.10'

tioning Unit with Electrical that has eleptrical malfunctions using Appro"priSbe tools, test 4I
6.10

Malfunctions (Unit)` ,equipment, An dr procedures. Record the malfunctrOns found.
, .

.

t

Its ..1. C

a

.

1.

1

cf

j 0 .
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CURRICULUM AREA 76:. AP LIANCE.SERVICE

M-P

FILE-CODE TITLE ,

;(LeVe1)
k %

OBJECTIVE

.
BLOOW°
CODE

0

76.01.00.00 Heater-Type Appliances (Course) Given service information, tools, and materials, you will service, 6.10
A' . diagnose difficulties, disassemble, repair, and replace components- r.00

for heater-type appliances. A
4._

. ,-:.i, t,

76.01.01.00 Irons, (Unit) Operate, disassemble, diagnose malfunctions, repair`, replace or .6.10

service component parts,, and-iteassemble an electric iron when gin 3.00
---..service manuals.and tools. Order replacement parts for applianalii-ae.t

using catalog. '1:I
. .

.
. .

76.01.02.00 Roasters (knit) Operate, disassemble, diagnose malfunctions,. repair, replace, ;or ) 6.10
service component parts, and reassemble a roaster when given service 3.'00

, .
manuals and 'tools.

i

. 76.01.03.0,p SpAce Heaters Dinit) Operate, disassemble, diagnose malfunctions, repair, replace or ser- 6.10
vice component parts, and reassemble a space heateroaccording to 3.00
manufacturer's specifications using appropriate service manuals, 1.22
equipment, and tools and followingsafe practices. identify char-
acteristics of Operation, components, and diagnostic repair and ser-
vice procedures for electric space heaters.

76.01.04.00 Water Heaters (Unit) r Operate, disassemble, diagnos e malfunctions, repair, re ace,,or ser- 6.10
vice component parts, and reassemble a water heater when en ser- 3.00

76.01.05.00 Electr-ic Ranges (Unit)

76.01.U6.00 .Ga$ Ranges ,(Unit)

I

1.

tir

vice manuals and t /ols.

Mb
Operate, disassemble, diagnose malfunctions, repair, replace, or ser- 6.10.
vice component parts,. and reassemble an electric range according to 3.00

'manufacturer' specification using appropriate service manuals, 1.22
equipment, d tools and following safe practices. Identify char -

acteri$tics of.oReration, components, and diagnostic repair and ser-
vice procedue Tor electric ranges. ,2

s
Operate, disassemble, diagnose malfunctions, repair, replace, or ser- 6.10
vice componept parts, 'and reassemble a gas range according to manu- 3.00
.facturer's specifications using appropriate service manuals, equip- 1.2-
ment and tools, and following safe practices. Identify character-
istics of operation, components, and diagnostic repair and Service.
procedures fbr gas ranges. 4

1



APPLIANCES SERVICE (Continued)

M-P 1

FILE CODE TITLE

(Level) -

76.02.00.00 Motor-Operated Appliances Operate,_diagnose malfu nctions, repair, and service motor-operated 6.10

(Course) o appliances, using appropriattools, equipment, service manuals,,, 3.00

and procedures.
1 ' '

. .

Operate, disassemble, diagnose malf&ctions, repair, service, 'CT re-', 6.10
.place component parts, and reassemble a mixer and a blender using 3.00

r service manuals and tools. Identify characteristics of mixer and 1.25

_ e blender operation and components. Identify procedure for diagnosis,\...-

A . a
,repair, and service of mixes and blender's.

76.02.02.00 _Vacuum Cleaners and Floor Opeelg, disassemble;, diagnose malfunctions, repair, ser Ace, or re- 6.10

Polishers (Unit) place componerA parts, and.reasSemble a vacuum cleaner" and a floor 3.00

, polisher using service manuals andtodls. Identify vacuum cleaner '1.22

and\floor polisher`obtaponent parts and characteristics of operation. 1.25

Identify procedures fordiagnosisl, repair; grid service of vacuum

"p-, .
_

cleaners and floor polishers. .

7- ,

.P .

A J.

76.02.03.00 Washing
.
Machines (Unit) Operate, disasgemblecdia nose palfunctions: repair, service, and 6:10

replace component tarts, and reassemble a washing machine, using ser; 3.00

'9.J

e
S. vice manuals and tools. Identify washing machine characteristics of 1.22

operation and component parts. Identify the'procedures for diagno- 1.25

\ sis, repair, and service of wasling machines.
.

l''
t ''' .

Operate, disassemble, diagnose malfunctions, repair, service, and re- 6.10
place component,parts, and reassemble a garbage disposer -using ser- 3.00,

vice manuals and tools. Identify garbage disposer characteristics 142',

.. of operation and component. parts. Identify proceduFes for nosis, 1.2.,,
(

s,..
repair, and service of 'garbage'dispoSer.

OBJECTIVE._
BLOOM
CODE

76.02.01..00 Mixers andiBl riders (Unit)

76.02.04.00 Garbage Disposers (Unit)

1

76.02.05.00 Clothes Dryers

f

nit)

A

Operate, disassemble, diagnose malfunctions, repair, service,
r

and re- 6.10
place component parts, and reassemble a clot dryer using service 3.00

Manuals and tools. Ident.'y clothes dryer cha aoteri6tics of opera- 1.22

tion, and component parts. Identify proced s or diagnosis, re- 41.25

pair, andservice clothes ryer.



4-

M-1)

FILE CODE TITLE

fy

APPLIANCES SERVICE (Continued)

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE

(Level) A
-4

. r

76.02.06.00,Dishw'ashers (Unit) Operate, disassemble, diagnose malfunctions, repair, s@rvice, and re- 6.10
. .

st place component parts, and 'reassemble an electric dishwasher using .00
.service manuals and too .ls. Identify dishwasher characteristics of 1.22
operation and compongnt parts. Identify pricedure,for diagnosis, 1.25
repair, and serxice of dishwaShers. O'

c

-
1. ,

76..02:07.00 Compactor. (Unit)
z

Operate, digassemble, diagnose malfunct ps, repair, service, and re- 640
.

place component parts, and reassemble an electric compactor using 3.00
service manuals and tools. Idehtify electric compacto? characteris- 1.22
tics of operation a d componefit parts. Identify procedures for 1.25

4

diagnosis, repair,did servic91of electric compactors.

0

:444

`04.

w.

a.



M-P
FILE CODE

CURRICULUM AREA 77: RADIO &,,TV SE ICE

TITLE

(Level)

J
r

;. ? . BLOOM
OBJECTIVE : tt, hO CObE

-
.

J .:
.. j

, 'se
'el.

77.01.00.00 D.C. Circuits (Course) Giv,en a student handbook, a student unit booklet, equipfileM and .i+Nork.i.32

station facilities, complete exercises and experiments,.,thA enable- 31;4.'00 --;
,t

- ,

you to identify and explain characteristics of electricity. ohathe- ..-:.' :
.

. matically determine and-measure with equipment, current, resistance,
i,..,,44,

power, and voltage --'and their effect in dl,rect cur circuits

' 1

77.01.01.00 Current (Unit) Give a student unit booklet, complkeexergi,se:laboutrelecricalppr-, t;32
rent. that enable you to identify and expain the theoretical chaeac- 3.00

/ -;.,.,

i teristics of electricity (emphaSizing current flpw), us mathematics

t_4
'to''d4ermine current flow for 'direct current series circuits and ,,, T

.

identily the ammeter, its purpose, and method of use. p.-

...

,
77.01.02.00 Voltage (Unit) Given.a student unit booklet, a student handbook, equipment,°and an 1.32

e experiment work station, complete exercises and prescribed expert.- 3.00
,-.

.ments about measuring potential differences (voltige) that enable /

you to identify theoretical and practical.characteri tics Of electro7:
motive force (voltage), calculate voltage output for, arious souresi
and identify the voltmeter, its purpose, and method of use,'

1"..

q,
./

/
..

77.01.03.00 Resistance (Unit) '- Given a student unit booklet, a student handbook, equipinent, and an 1732
experiment work station, complete exercises and prescribed experi,- /1.00
ments about resistors and resistance that enable you to identify and. 1.21
explain the t ordtical and practical characteristics of resistance.,

s and resistors, alculatetthe resistance of electrical conductors;

and identify t ohmMeter,'Tts purpose, and method of use. _111)

. ,
.

77.01.04.00 Measuring Voltage ana Current . Given a student unit booklet, a student handbook, equipment, and an 1.32

in Series Circuits (Unit) experiment station, complete exercises and prescribed experiments
.

that enable you to identify and explain theoretical_ an&practical
characteristics of.,-44 circuits. .

0
77.01.05.00 Relationships of Current/.

Voltage, and Resistance (Unit)

H

Given a student unit booklet, a student handbook, equipment, and an 1.31

experiment station/ complete exercises and prescribed experiments 3.00
that enable you to identify and explain relationships of voltage,, 1.21

current, resistance, and power, using the power formula and Ohm's
Law; calculate electrical pbwer; and use the, comparison table and
inultimeter troubleshooting methods for direct Current series Circuits.

1 4 i)



M7P

FILE CODE
(Level),,

TITLE

RADIO & TV SERVICE `(Continued)

OBJECTIVE,

. BLOOM
CODE

77.Q1.06.00 Parallel Circuit'S (Unit)

.

Given a student unit booklet, complete exercises that ideptify and 1.31,

explain relationships of current, power, resistance,''and volt
Use the power formula and Kirchkoff's Law to calculate'elect

power. Use a troubleshcpting table.

,e. 3.00
ical 1.21

77.01.07.00 Series-Parallel. Circuits (jnit ) Given a student unit booklet, complete exercises that identify and 1.31

/

,

k
.,

- . explain the relationships of voltage'and resistance,in complex .4 1:21-.

(series-parallel) direct current circuits;' and identify vOitage

divider its purpose, and*operational characteristics.

77.01.38.00 Magnetism and Electromagnetics Givensta student Unit boaleComplete exercises that identify and 1.32

(Unit) explain the'theoretical and practical characteristics of magnetism
and induction in direct current e ctrical/electronic circuits.

'7'7.01.39.00 Mutual Induction and RL
Circuits (Unit) '

77.01.10.00 Capacitactr (Unit)

7,7,02.00.00 A.C. Circuits (Course)

,

Given a student unit booklet, complete exercises that identify, eat-
plain, 'and mathemati6ally determine the effect that inductance, vol
tage, and 're'sistance have on induction and RL time constant in

electrical/electronic current Circuits.

Given a student'unit booklet, a student handbOokequipment& and an 1.31

experiMent station, complete exercises and preScribed experiments
that enable yOu to identify, explain,-and mathematically determine

boot the effect thlt capacity, voltage, and resistance have on capacitance
and RC time constant in electiical/electronic direct current.circuits.

. ,

Given a student handbook and unit booklets, you 1011 complete work-
book exercises about alternating current (AC) circuits-that enable,

you to:
1. Use mathematics to describe electronic properties of tircuiiis.

77.02.01:00 Introduction to A.C. (Unit)

..

2. Identify circuit purpose.

.
,

;

1.31c.
1..21

3: Explain operational characteristics of circuits. 5.10'

'
6 . ,

1

Identify an electrical generator, its parts, itsfunqtion, and elc- 1;22 __,,

plain its operational characteristics. .
6

%
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M-P

FILE CODE

A.C.

TITLE r

RADIO & TV SERVICE (Continued) I

1.

OBJECTIVEi

BLOOM.
CODE-

.1Level).

7.02.02.00* A.C. RelationShips (Unit)

77.02.03.00 The Transformer (Unit),

02.64:00 Power Supplies (Unit)

77.02.05:00

77,02.06.00

computations. (Unit)

Serfts 1SesiStive-Reattiv
Circuits (Unit)

F., 77402.07.00 Series Resona ,nce (Unit)

77.02.08.00 Parallel Resistive Reactive
Circuit ,(Unit)

; 77.03.00.00 Basic Radio Theory & Coponent Given text/workbook, tools, and equipment; student will diagnose

Assembly (Course) difficulties, make necessary adjustments, remove, and replace com- 3.00

ponents for a radio receiver to make it function according to man-
'

ufacturer''Sstandards. .

Explain relationship'between curren't.iand electromotive force in in- 1.31

ductive and capacitive AC circuits. ,Define and calculate. impedance, 1.11

reactande, and_power for AC cirtuits!

/dentify a transformer, its application, and explain its character- 1.2

istics Of operation.

Identify electronic power supplies, identify,their,functions,,and

' explain their operational characteristics...

1.22

5.10

. ..

Use Mathematits to describe the electronic_properties of alternating- 5.10

current series circuitry. .

,
.

Identify electronic properties and explain their relationships
.,

. . .

.

resisti've-inductive'and resistive- capacitive alternative current 5.10

series circuits.

Identify and calculate series circuit characteristics at, above, 3.00

and below, resonant frequency.
--,

..-.

1.12,

Identify and calculate parallel circuit characteristics at, a bove,

and below resonant frequency.

3.00

77.03.01.00 Introduction to Radio(Unit) Given a basic radio text/workbook and the necessary tools and equip- 1.22

ment, identify basic characteristics of radio signals and bro'adcast 3.00

radio signals and install a broadcast receiving antenna.

.11
4 129
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FILE CODE .

(Level)

TITLE

77.D3.02.00 Crystal Detectors'(Unit)

77.03.03.00 Regenerative Receivers (Unit),

77.03.64.00 Radio Power Supply Section
(Unit')' .

1 . '4.

77.. 03.05.00 Radio Audio 6.ectiori (Unit).6

77.03.06.00 Radio RF Section'(Unit)

I

RADIbil4& TV SERVICE (Continued),
No .

i i
k , BLOOM

OBJECTIVE CODE
4

Given a basic radio text/wqgkbook aria-the nedessar) tools and equip- 1.21
ment, identify what a radio.receiver sloes and what detector circuits 1..22

are and hoW vacuum diodes work. Rectify current and voltage`with a 3.00
crystal diode and build a radio signal detector, a tunedcircult for 'I

radio signals,"and a vacuum tubd signal receiver.

Given a basic radio text/workbook And the necessary tooes and equip- el.2P.
ment,, identify what ,the grid in a vacuum tube does; what things a :s1.22
vacuum tube can do, how feedback is used-for extra amplification, 3.00
and build

g

a vacuum tube amplifier, a detectar-amplifier, and a re-
generativ detector-amplifier., '

6......."4 '
Given a basic radioiltext/workbook and the necessary tools and equip- 1.21
Tent, identify what a transformer is, how asreceiver'power supply 1.22".

operates, show how a transformer reacts.' to DC and AC, demonstrate 3,00
voltage'step-up and step-4410, and test the power supply of an elec-
trolytic capacitor, 0

'

Given a basic radio text/workbook and the necessary tools and equip-
ment, identify how tubes use 66e-rating voltages,'what the-audio sec- 3.00'
tion of-a receiver does,land how a detector circuit operates. Also,
show how.a grid signal is amplifieduand inverted inAhe plate circuit..
of an amplifier, and build a detector circuit`.

Given a basic radio text/workbook and the necessary tools and equip- 51-10

ment, explain what the RF section of a receiver does and tell what' 3.00
an oscillator is and how it works. Build a RF amplifier and test
an oscillator circuit.

77.03.07.00 Sup-drTe2/4rdyne Receivers (Unit) Given a basic radio text/workbook and the nFcessary tools and equip- 1.21
ma:nt, explain what a converter circuit is used Icr, what does re- 3.00
ceiver aligriment moan, and Ohat are short wave signals. Also, build'
a superheterdyme receiver, align a superheterdyfie receiver, and add s.
a short wave band and BFO to -a receivers'

77.04.00.00 Television-Repair (Course)

1'2 1

Given service manual, tools, equipment, student6-will service; diag- 6.10
nose difficulties; make necessary adjustments; remove, repair, Ad '3.00
replace-parts for-teligvji.sion receivers.

4 1'22 ,



or

'FILE CODE
(Level)

TITLE

RADIO &'TV SERVICE '(Continued)

OBJECTIVE

BLOOM
CODE

f
77.04.01.00 Introduction to/andiBlock

DLigram of Television (Unit)

77.04.02.00 Television Audio Section
Troubles (Unit)

N)
.0

V

77.04.03.000 Television Video $ection
Troubles (Unit)

dr,

77.04.04.00 Television AGC TrOubles (Unit)

77.04.05.00 Television Sweep Section
Troubles (Unit)

44

*173

The student uses an information manual, television set, film loops 1.12

and a student response manual to acquire knowledge about general
function of television receivers by reviewing the functions of each

section of the receiver.

Students will recogniZe symptoms of trouble; diagnOse difficulties; 1.24

Make necessary adjustments, remove, repair, and replace .component& 6.10

for the audio and intermediate-frequency sound sectionof'the tele- 3.00
vision receiver using the student concept manual, a response manual,
tools, equipment, and television diagnosis trainer.

.

Students will recognize symptoms of trouble; diagnose difficulties; 1.24

make necessary adjustments, remove, repair, and replace_components' 6.10

for the Video sta0s that include the picture tube, video detection. 3.00
and amplifiers, intermediate frequency amplifiers and the turner of
the television.receiver using the student concept manual, a response
manual, tools, equipment, and television diagnbstio.trainer.

1. Students will, recognize symptoms of trouble; diagnose difficul- 1.24

ties; make necessary adjustments; remove, repair and replace 6.10

components for the.aut tic gain control (AGC) section of the 3.00

television receiver in the student concept manual, a response'
manual, tools, equipm t and television diagnostic trainer.

2. The student uses an inform tion manual and oscilloscope to ac- 1.12

quire jcnowledge about the use of the oscilloscope in trouble-
shooting the television' receiver.

Students,, will recognize symptoms of troubles; diagnose difficulties; 1.24

make necessary adjustments; remove, repair, and replace components 6.10

for the synchronization and sweep stages of the television receiver 3.00

using the student concept manual, a response. manual, tools, equip-

ment and television diagnostic trainer.

194

d!
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tlitIrLt CODE TITLE

77.04.06.00 Television High-Voltage and
/---Power Supply Troubles (Unit)

4

77.04.07.00 Introduction to Color Televi-

RADIO & TV .SERVICE (Continued-

Students will recognize symptoms of trouble; diagnose difficulties; '1.24

make necetsany adjustments for the low and high-voltage power supply 6.10

sections of the television receiver using the student concept man- 3.00

ual, a response manual, tools, equipment and television diagnostic

trainer.

sion (Unit)

77.04.08.00 Television Color Section-
TroublEck

tJ

77.d4.09.00 Television Troubleshooting
Summ'ary Unit)

125
1

,

Given a student concept manual, response, manual, television diag-

nos is rainer, s u en s c u -ea- -sob Revision 3.0

1.12

principles and circuitry and skill in color.television receiver set-
, .
up adjustments.

4

Students will recognize symptoms of trouble; diagnose difficulties; 1.24

.......

make necessary adjustments;.re fre ,repair, and replace components .6.10

for the color'sections of the teleV sion receiver using the student 3.00

concept manual, a response manual, tools, equipment, and television -

diagnostic, trainer.
".

(

. , . .

Students will recognize symptoms of trouble; diagnose difficulties; 1.24

make necessary adjustments; remove, repair, and'replav components 6.10

for the special features of television, like remote control and 3.00

automatic tuning and any other part of the'television receiver, us-
)4.

us-

ing the student concept manual, a response manual, tools, equipment,

and television diagnostictrainer: ',

t i



M-P
FILE CODE

(Level)

TITLE

. 1P'

CURRICULUM AREA 78: ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR

BLOOM
OBJECTIVE CODE

78.01.1)th00 Electric Motor Repdir (Course) Given service information,_ tools, supplies, and equipment, students 6.10

will service, diagnose difficulties, disassemble, order, repair, and x.00

replace, components for selected AC/DC motors and generators. Suc-
cessful achievement will be indicated by:
1. Motors function according to manufacturer's standards.
2. Following procedures given on performance checklist
3. 80% dccULdcy un ittuItiple choice objective tests.

78.01.01.00 Electric Motor FUndameptal's
, 4ar

Identify and describe basic operational characteristics.of simple

(Unit) and complexpotor types and generators, sing schetatic diagrams.

78.01.02.00 Rewinding (Unit)

5.10

Identify procedures and purposes of taking data, stripping, insulat- 1.25

ing_and windin4 motor coils. Then, using'approprfate tools and 3.00

equipment, take data stripensulator, and_wind motorstators and gen-
erator field coils.

NJ
NJ - 4
78.01.03.00, Split-Phase Induction Motors Troubleshoot, repair, and rewind split-phase induction motors using 6.10

(Unit) appropriate tools, equipment, and procedures. Identify parts, opera- 3.00
tional characteristics and procedures for diagnosis and-repair of . 1.21_

78.01.04.00, Capacitor Motors (Unit)

78.01.05.00. Repulsion Motors (Unit)

78.01.06.00 Polyphase Motors (Unit)

split-phase induction motors.

Troubleshoot, repair, and rewind capacitor motors Using appropriate 6.10

tools, equipment, and procedures. Identify parts, operational char- 3.00

acteristics and procedures for diagnosis and repair of capacitor:- 1.21

motors. .
..

7_. ,.

Troubleshoot, and repair repulsion motors using appropriate tools,_ 6:10

equipment, and procedures. Identify parts, operational character- 3.00

istics and procedures for troubleshooting and repair of repulsiqn .1:21'
motors.

..'

iven text and ill6strations, tools, equipment, and material; de7 1.12
.

scribe, identify, disassemble, troubleshoot andand repair polyphase 6.10
.

motors. .

, # 3.00
41.

c t

123
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"/

ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIR '(Continued)

M-P

FILE CODE TITLE

(Level)
OBJECTIVE

BLOOM

CODE

78.01.07.00 Direct Current Motors and Given a text and illustrations, tools, equipment, and materials;
Generators (Unit) identify, disassemble,, identify connection methods. Troubleshoot,

and repair DC motors and DC generators'.

78.01.08.00' Universal and-6aded Pole Given a text'and illAtrations, tools, equipment, and materials;
Motors (Unit) describe, troubleshoot, service, repair, and ressembp universal

0 and shaded pole motors.

)4 t

19 9 .

1.12

6.10
3:00

1.12

6.10
3.00



M-P
FILE CODE

(Level)

CURRICULUM AREA 79: DRAFTING

TITLE

I

UBJEGTIVE

t4t

BLOOM
CODE

79.01.00.00 Basic Drawing (Course)

79,01.01.00 Ma6hanical Drawirw (Unit)

The student will develop skill'in Lettaring, Geometric Construction, 3.00

Visualization and Shape Description, Orthographic Projection, Dimen-
sioning, drawing section views; 'intersections land developments and

working drawings.

Apply basic line` techniques, measurement, instrument and pencil

usage. Identify the types of lines and drafting instruments.

%D.

3.00

79.01.02:00 Lettering (Unit) The objective of this unit is to demonstrate, skill iry lettering and 3.00

- use of lettering instruments. ''.iiv. . ''
-,, .I, / 7 ,..,

:).

79.01.0j.00, Geometric Construction (Unit) The objective of this unit, is to apply the principles of Geometric 3.00

('
-----._ Constryction by making a drawing of an object froM'a given illustra- 1.12

tion. aeagy the terms, principles and techni4ues used in Geo- .1\21
--,,,,, ,

1,.),
. metric 6Fristruction. ok r, r

, li
79.01.04.00 Sketching and Shape Descrip- Add missing lines,to given orthograPhic drawings and draw a free- 3.00

,-4-

tion (Unit) , hand isometrib sket611 of the objec. identify correct orthographic 1.24

. --,
views for given isometric drawingA characteristics of appropriate 1.11

? sketching techniqup terms and definitionq for sketching and shape

descriptions. ..
- ,

- ,

79.01.05.00 .Multiview Projections (Unit) Draw an,orthographic drawing of a given illustrsation using appropri- 3.00'

ate tools and rocedures. Identify terms, definitions, and charac- 1.11
.teristicgof orthographic drawings.

,

,
'0

A ;;

79.01.06.00 Dimensioning',(Unit) The objective,o 1.:4t is to give the stuant the opportunity to' 3.00
, 4

demonstrAL abilAY to c4r.rectli, dimension orthographic drawings.

4
79.01.07.00 Section Views (Unit). The Student wilI'identify end-arAw'section views containing full, and 1.21

half sections, revolved'an removed parts, and offset features. 3.00
.

§ ,,°''

. ,
,-

. 4 ...40 ,

79.01.09.00 Auxiliary Views Unit) DrAsi auxiliary views 136 suppleMentsregular orthographic projections.7 3.00

Identify auXiliarp-views for illustrated objects,' Identify the 1.12

characteristics-o uxiliary.views that supplement regular ortho-

graphic projects.
It

132



M-P
FILE CODE

(Level)
TITLE

79.01.11.00 Pictorial Drawings (Unit)

DRAFTING (Continued)

rfr

79.01.13.00 Intersections and Developments

(Unit)

79.01.14.00 Working Drawings (Unit)

79.02.00.00 Blueprint Reading (Course)

Ui

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM,,

CODE

-Corredtly draw pictorial,drawingsusing three different types 'of pro- 3.00
jections (isometric, oblique, and perspective).

I 0

Lay out and construct parallel and radial-line developments given an 3.00
illustration and dimensions., Identify terms and definitions for and 1.11
characteristics of parallel and radial-line developments.

.

Prepare a set of corking drawtngs-that-woutd-enable-a machinist
,

or 3.040
craftsman to make'the object.- IdentifINterms and definitions used 1.11
with working drawings. Identify p pose and characteristics to var- 1.12
,ious working drawings. .

,

I
.

cis . 1. .
.000 . ,_ .

.

Given a set of blueprints, the student will interpret and obtain' 2.20
desired information from the, prints.

, .

79.02.02.00 Introduction to Building ... Obtain information about methods and materials used
Trades Blueprint Reading (Unit) tures, from building trades blueprints. Communicate

construction-information by sketching.
,. '.' .

79.02.03.00 Blueprint Readirig for Carpentry Obtain and interpret information from blueprilt, for

(Unit) carqpntry construction.
I

79.02.04.00 plueprint Reading for Plumbing Obtain and interpret information from blueprints for applicatiOn to

(Unit)
0

plumbing installation.

in .basic struc-

basic buildi*g

application to

79.02.05.00 Reading for Sheet
tal (Unit)

133

4.

2.20

3.00

2.20

2..20

Obtain and interpret informaIlcm from blueprints for application tb, 2.20
sheet metal duct systems used in heating and ventilating,

0

/ t t

V.

. .

134
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, 160
Each curriculum area has its own job titles. However, same curriculum

,

areas also provide suppoilt-to individuals preparing for job title's

outside the area. For example, Drafting (CA79) provides support train-

ing gor prospective carpenters, Pl.ectrical wiremen and plumbers. Table.

4.2 .contains a list o all j titles in the Building Mapes areas and

the requirements of each.

Table. -4. 2

Building Trades Job Title Requirements
1.

I
`Job Title'

Carpenter

Electronics Assembler

EleCtrical Wireman

Plumber

Heating Systems Servicman

Refrigeration/Cooling
Systems Serviceman

Appliance Serviceman

Radio & TV Serviceman

Electric Motor Repairman ,

Draftsman

Requirements

All CA70, (Carpentry), 79.02.02.00,
79.02.03.00

All CA71 (Electronid Assembly)

All CA72 (Electrical Wiring), 79.02.02.00,
77:01.01.00 - 77.01.10.00, 77.02.01.00 -
77.02.03.00

ewe

All CA73 (Plumbing), 79.02.02.00,
79'.02`:04.00

All CA74 (Heating System4 Service), all
CA76 {Appliance Repair),:19.02.02.00,
79.02.05,0Q

All CA75 (Refrigeration/Cooling Sys ems
Service), all CA76 (Appliance Servl e)

All CA76 (Appliance Service), 77.01.01.00. -
77.01:10.00,77.02.01.00 - 77.02.03.00,
78.01,01..00, .75.01.01.00 - 75.01.03.00

All CA77 (Radio & TV Service)

Motor,All CA78 (Electric Repair), all CA76
(Appliance Seryicel -"C

All CA79 (Drafting)
/

2q 35
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Thds, for example, to be certified by Mountain-Plains a'S an Appliance

aer.viceman, a student would have to master D.C. circuits, A:C. circuits,

some electrical Tepait, and some aspects of refrigeration-and cooling.

Only three job titles are complet.11y self-contained, requiring no support
o

(Electronics Assembler, Radio & TV Serviceman and Draftsman).

COIPLETION CHARACTERISTICS

Completion of a curriculum area job title, 4unit r c rse, is defined.

as'demonstration bf mastery of everylobjectil'A in the component (The

terms "completion" and "validation" are used interching9ably at Mountain-
,

Plains.) A "validator" is.one who validates or masters all objectives

of a particu.lar instructional 'component. A job title validpotbr is one

who mast rs every objectlive of the job title through a combination of

perfo ance testing and cognitive examination. Since Mountain-Plains
4

curricula 4%;e self-paced, completiOn rates vary for each individual

('-
studentodepen upon time spent in the program and personal ability.

A,total of 94 stabilization populatibn students were enrolled in the

Building Trades area. 2 As of the, present report two,students were stistill

enrolled. All other students had either validated or dropRed out.

Therefore, all summaries are based on the 92 completed students. Table

4.3 gives the completion rate foreach curriculum area. Part a may also

-40
1)De regarded as aqsdmmary of job title completion rate.

2All_Studemio entering Mountain-Plains .loletleen

July 311975 vine designated as the program stabil

All program components. had reached a stable mode by

No changes were allowed in any program area as long

students were enrolled. This step was taken to fac

27

36

Dc ember 1, 1974 and

ation
December 1, 1974.

as any of the 967

ilitate'evnluatien.
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CA

70

72

73
4

74

75
.

77* (
78

79

Total

6

Table 4.3 .

a. Major Area Completion Rate

Validated Dropped
TotalN .

,.% N

14 73.7 5 26.3" 19

.

4 100.0 . 0 0.0 ,4

,

88.9 1 11.1 9'

'

' 3 i00.0 '0 .° 0.0 3

. . r

4 57.1 3 42.9 7

18 90.0 2

-.

"10.0 20

3 100.0 0- 0.0 3

18 , 66.7 9 33.3 27

72 78.3 20 ' 21.7 92

*Adjusted; two students still enrolled and classified as neither

validated nor dropped.

b. Support Completion Rate

CA

Validated Dropped
Tota 1N N

.
.r.

.

75 6 140.0 0 0.0

76 10 76.9 3 --N-23.1 13

. 0

77 8 72.7 3 27.3 11

. .

78 6 60:0 . 4 40.0 10

79 82.4 6 17.6 34

Total 58 78.4 16 21.6 74

28
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°A more detailed account of area completion is contained in Table 4.4..

Costs per hour were computed for the fiscal year ending August 31, 4005

and are taken directly from the November Management Information Report.

These-costs include instru tor-si-,i,dent contact time as Well as equipment,,

supplies, etc.

Table 4.4

Building Trade ompletioneCharacteristics3

C?. 70 Carpentry

Jr ,

Mean l ,- Mean

Enrolled Budgeted Hrs. S.D. Attended Hrs. S.D. Cost/Hr. Cost/Student

14

*.D 5

T 19

300.3
329.0

307.8

73.0 508.8
0. 131.8

63. 409.6

234.5
117.1

268.1

$5.63
5.63

5:63

$2,864.54
742.03

2;306.05

Total Cost: $43,815.48

CA 72 Electrical Wiring

V 4 515.0 124.0 .424.3 148.7 $1.36. $ 577.05

D 0 , 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.36 0

T 4 515.0 124.0 424.3 148.7 1.36 577.05

/J.

Total:Cost: $2,308.19

CA 73 Plumbing

V 8 574,5 1.4 411.9 84.2 $6.88 . $2,833.87

D 1 ' 575.0 0.0 32.5 0.0 6.88 223.60

T 9 574.6 1.3 369.7 149.1 6.89 2,543.54

Total.Cost: ,$22,893.20

,

V 3 318.0

CA 74 Heating Systems

194.0 203.7 28.5 $6.90 $1,405.53

. D 0 0.0 " 0.0 0.0 0.0 4,6.90 &
-sr 3 318.0 1 194:0 203.7 28.5 6.90 . 1,405.53

.------, o

......---.,

Total Cost: $4,216.69

.

29
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CA 7,5 RegLgeration/Cooling

. Mean ° . Mean
.

Enrolled Budgeted Hrs. S.D. Attended Hrs.. S.D.

-...

,

Cogt/Hr.

a

Cost/Student

Y 3 204.0 0.01 180.5 51.4 % $6.90 $1,245.45
D 0 2040 0.-0 0:0 0.0 6.90 0

T.
3 .204.0.,. 0.0, 103.1

,

103.1 6.90 711,39
.

Total.Cost: $4,981.80
tl

CA 75 Support for Heating Stems

V 3 72.0 0.0 ' '53.3 18.0 $6.90 $ '367.77
D 0 0.0 0 0.0 .:0.0 0.0 6.90 '0

T 3 72.0 0.0 53.3 18.0 6.90 367.77-

aet Total Cost: $1,103.31
../-

CA 75 Support for Electric Motor Repair

V 3 72.0 0.0 53.8 13.2 $6.90 $ 371.22

D 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ,0.0 ' 6.90 ' 0

T 3 72.0 0.0 53.8 >.2 6.90 37r.22

Total Cost: $1,113.66

TOTAL COST FOR CA 75: $7,198:77

CA 76 'Support.for Refrigeration/Cooling

V 4 151.5 0.0 233,6

D 3 151.5 0:0 119.7
T 7 151.5 0.0 179.1

4..

" Total Cost: $,586.48 ...

CA 76 Support for Electrical Motor Repair

V 3 151.5 0.0 162.8 1:

''D . '0 * 0.0 0.0 d:d ..:o4

° T 3 151.5 0.0 162.8

Total Cost: $3,345.54

.ATOTAL,COST FOR CA 76: $11,932.02

o

CA 77-Radio & Repair

V 18 907.0 0.0 727.4
2 907.0 0.0 149.0
20 907.0 0.0 669.6

Total Cost: $18,211.76

1. ANL

30

133,-

a

82.3

164.9
124.6

° .

$6.85
6.85

6.85

,

$1,531.66
819.95

1,226.84

0

15.9 $6.85 /$1,115.18
0.0 6.85 0

15.9 6.85 1,115.18

1621.5 $1.36 $ 989.26, ,

119.0 1.36 161.84
283.3 1.36 910.66
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CA 77 Support for Refrigeratiin/Cooling

6.,

.
Mean ''. Mean

Enrolled Budgeted Hrs.' S.D. Attended Hrs. S.D. Cost/Hr. Cost /Student

V . 4 248.0 . 0.0 153.4 ./4 34.5

D 3 . a48.0 40.0 174.0 107.4

T 7 248.0 0.6 162.2 67.5

O

Total Cost: $T,544.2.8

$1.36
1.36.
1.36

,

$ 208..62.

236.64
220.59'

, fr-
,..).s.CA 77 Stipport for'Electric Motor Repair

V 3 Aw 248.0 0.0 246.0 127.6 $1.36 $ 334.56

D 0
/

0.0 0.0 0.0 . 0.0 1.36 , 0

T . -3 248.0 0.0 246.0 127.0 1.36 334.56

Total Cost: $1,003.68

TOTAL COST FOR CA 77:, $20,759.72

CA 78 Electric Motor Repair

',.

V 3 171.0 0:0 178.3 87.0 $6.90 $1,230.27

D 0 0.0 0.0' 0.0 ,0.0 _6.90 ° 0

T 3 171.0 0.0 178.3 87.0 6.90 1,230.27
1 ' a

Total Cost: $3,690.81

CA 78 Support, for Heating Systems
I

:

V 3 16.0 0.0'. 21.8 8.8 $6.90 $ 150.42
0 0.0 0.0 0.0- 0.0 6.90 0

T 3 16.0 0.0 .,r -21:8 8.8 6.90 150.42

Total Cost: $451.26

CA 78 Support for Refrigeration/Cooling

.,

V 3 16.0 0.0. 26.8 12.8 $6.90 $ 184.92

D ' 4 . 16.0 0.0 , '16.8 20.1 6.90 115.92

T' 7 16.0 0.0 21.1 16..3'
.

.
6.90 145.59

$1,017.75

TOTAL COST FOR CA 78:. $5,159.82

O CA 79 Drafting

V. 18 418:4 11.5 514.3 128.6 $2.09' s$1,074.89

D ', 9 , 422t7 0.5 184.2 138.2 2,09 384.9f3

T 27' 419.9 A 9.5 404.3 -° 204.6 2.09 844.99

I'' 0. ,,
Total Cost: $22,812.35 .-

1 ,

31
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CA 79 Support for Carpentry

Mean Mean

Enrolled Budgeted Hrs. S.D. Attended Hrs. S.D. Cost/Hr. Cost/Student

V 14 102.0 0.0 57.5
.-

19.9 2.09 $ 120.18

D 5 0.0 42.4 10.7 2.09 88.62

T. 19 102.0 0.0 53.5 18.9 111.82

Total Costij $2,215.53 a

CA 79 Support for ElectriCal Wiring

V 4 .52.0 0.0 23.3 . 5.6 $2.09 $ 48.70

D. , .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.09 0

T 4 52.0 0.0 23..3 5.6 # 2.09 48.70

,

Total Cost,: $194:79

CA 79 Support for Plumbing

V 7 125.0 0.0 74.9 40.3 $2.09 $ 156.54

D 1 125.0 0.0 17.0 0.0 2.09 0

T 8 125.0 0.0 67.7 42.5 2.09 141.49

Total Cost: $1,131.74
If

'CA 79 Support for,Heating Systems.

V 3 112.0 , 0.0 47.5 7.8 $2.09 $ 99.28

D -0 -- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.09 0

T 3 112.0 0.0 47.5 7.8 2.09 99.28

Total Cost: $297.84

TOTAL COST FOR 7, 79: $26,652%25

Total Budgeted Hours forBuilding Trades:,
Total Attended Hours for Building Trades:

TOTAL COST:
.14

3
S.D. = Standard Deviation

V = Validated

D = Dropped
T ,= Total

32

141.

.07
,r

554117.0
46,328.5

-4
$154)418.23

.00

A
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4 The budgeted an attendea)figures in Table 4.4 are taken from student

work plang. The sum ortimq bstirnates, which are made for each unit.

taken, iS the'budgeted time, for the 5tildent which is periodically re-

vised dependihg on the student's rate of progress. Time estimates are

kept in order to help the student plan completion activities: for

ON

,example, interviews, writing resumes, etc. Attended hours are totalled

as the student edits the area. Overall, students completed in abdut 5i-

' of the time budgeted for them to.complete. Although vatiations occurred

in some areas, budget estimates may be taken as quite good estimates of

time required for the typical student to complete. This figure is

attained even though each student is allowed to progress at his or her

own best rate. Lill

As can be seen in Table 4.3, completion by area varied from 57.1% for

Refrigeration/Coo!ing Systems Service to.100% for Electrical Wiring,

,Heating Systems Service, and Electric Motor Repair. However, a chi-

square goodness of'fit analysis revealed that there were no significant-
.

departures from 78.3%, the overall completion rate. Completion rate for

support areas was almost id6ntical with 78.4%. Again, no significant

departures from this figure were recorded for any of the five curriculum

areas providing support training.

, e.

, Costs by job. title may be obtaiffied by adding costs for all direct and

support training for a completer in a given job title. Table 4.5 is a

summary of. these costs. 01 a

'

-e-
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Table 4.5

Cost by Job .Title

2

Carpenter $2,984.72

Electrical Wireman 5,77.Q5

Plumber / 2,990.41

Heating SystemsiServiceman' ) 5,213.73

Refrigeration/Cooling Systems Serviceman 3,170.65

Radio,eT1.7Repairman 789.26

- Electric Motor Repairman 3,051.23

Draftsman .
1,074.89

SpCIOnEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS .) . -6 i

)

Prior to program entry, infOrmatiOrr was collected ford each of the students

in Building Trades in the forni,of 21 sociodemographic indicators. These
01

- -

'indicators maY;be divided into three categories: educational, employment/

'income,,and quality of life. alucation'al variables indlude age, years
asf.

of education, and quantitative and verbal scores on theWide Range

° .s.

Achievemeilt Test (WRAT) !mployment /income consists of:monthly salary,

other income (including AFDC, welfare, and unemployment), annual family

income, and number of weeks unemployed. Quality of life items include

family size, use of food stamps, indebtedness, government housing subsidies,

an4 monthly costs of housing and utilities.

. ,

Information pertaining to these and other indicators is gathered by the

six state offices in the form of a pre-program structured interview.

411its information, pertaining to heads of househbld, spouses, ,and children,

is collected and then forWarded to Mountain-Plains. Dui to the fac't

that the'aiilding Trades curriculum' areas have very few spouses or

single-heads of househ.;ld enrolled, all references be to married

.

heads_of,heusehold unless otherwise specified.

14

1'
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Educational Variables. The typical married head of household was between

25 and ,26 years of age, spouses were slightly older (26 to 27 years

4

old), and single heads of household were slightly younger (24 to 25 years

pld). Although there were some *zuriations among the many job titles,
:

the average student had completed approximately 11 years of formal

education. 'Some students had completed as few as seven years and some .

as many as thirteen.

. -

Achievement scores indicated a slightly higher level of verbal attain-

ment thanseducational evel would suggest. Median verbal score for'

married heads V household was 13.1. Mediakquantitative achievement

oP
score was 7.7. There was little variability in verbal achievement, but'

.the range of quantitative achievement (as measured by the WRAT) was from

6.5 to 10.1 years. Plumbing students had the lowest'quantitative achieve-

ment scores while Electrical Wilting students had the highest.

t4l0

mo,

Employment/Income. Head of household were unemployed a verage of

'4 13.2 weeks during the year prior to program entry (program mean is 15.6

weeks). However; duringethis period, unemployment ranged from 0 to/52

-weeks. Monthly income frbm the last job held prior to program entry

averaged just over $500 (mean = $506.17). .An analysis f variance

revealed major differences in Mean monthly income =A02.55, p4001).

Students in Drafting had extremely low pre-center monthly incomes (mean

=, $.376.14), whi.le students enrolled in Carpentry and Radio & TV reported

rather high pre-center monthly salaries (mean for Carpentry = $540.28;

mean for Radio & TV = $542.68). However, mean annual incomes were more

evenly distributed. Mean annual Salary was 3,765.44, amroximatin0 the

program mean of $3,530.30. In nearly every respect, Building Trades

e
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0

student -families may be regarded' as typical of Mountain-Plains families

in general. Welfare and unemployment' were very near program norms (a%

of Building, Trades students received welfare, and 27% hadsyeoeild unemploy-
N.,

ment benefits); ly 14% of the.s families received AFDC payments as

opposed to 22% overil; 'however, this-difference may be attributed to

the relatively small number of single heads of household in the area.

Quality of Life. Students'in the Building Trades-areas were also fairly
ti

typical of program families in terms of life qgglity. Mean family'ilze

was 3.2 persons. Debt levels were about $200 higher than program mean

($902.31 fOr. Building Trades as opposed to $705.40 for all students)b.

Approximately 35$ of student familieS in Building Trades purchased food

stamps and only about 1% received government housing subsidies.

Roughly one-fourth (22%) paid no rent or other housing.payment1 and -over

J ., 1.
one-third (35%)

S
paid no utilities (both approximating program norm).

,....

`Monthly housing payments for all Building Trades students averaged,

$62:24 (pogram mean = $61.43), Utilities averaged $27.10 per month (as

opposed to $21.32 per month for all program student§).

.1"

Summary. Building Trades student families maybe regarded as fairly

typical Mountain-Plains students in terms of pre-center sociodemographic

characteristics. They are perhaps slightly youngev and have slightly

more debts. Income, housing arrangements; involvement in anti-pover

programs, and life styles, are very sim lar to the remaining 204 ,tabiliza-
, -4,44

tiOn population families.
...111111.

36
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Appegpx A
Bloom's Taxonomy Of Trehavioral Objectives'

(Cognitive Domain)

Knowledge

1.00 Knowledge. Recall of. information. I

1.10 . Knowledge of specifics. Emphasis is on symbols with concrete

referents.

1.20

1:3.0

' . / .

1.11 Knowledge of terminology. /
-

1.12 Knowledge of specific facts.

Kn ledge of ways and means of dealing wi/t_specifics.. Includes

O emethods of inquiry, chronological seques, standards of judgment,

patterns of organization'within a field. \___ ,

1.21 Knowledge of conventions: acce usage, correct style,

etc. "">.----..

of trends and sequences. ," '-,,,

of classifications and categorie8..
-----

1.22

1.23
1.24

1.25

Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge of c;iteria.
Knowledge of methodology for investigating patrti

problems.

Knowledge of the universals and abstractions in a field. Patterns

and schemes by which-phehoniena and ideas are organize

1.31 Knowledge of principles and.generalizatipris.
owledge of theories and structures ,.(as a con ected.body

of inpip/esz genftalizations, and interrelaVons).

O

1 Skills and Abilities

2.09' C mpre\hension. Understandin f material being co nicated, with=

°.C4i,ne espiarily relati g it to o or material:

2:,,Itr Tr6-isiatilm: From, one is of symbols to another.
,

1,2.20 4sInterpretati,bn., Summarizati n or,explanation of a com-

munica 'oh: .
.. -

2.30 Extrapo a.tion, Extension of trends beyond the given data.
,

-3.00 Applioa on. The useftf abstiactions in particular, concrete situa-
v

1P'

0
1Adap ed:trom a.L. Krathwohl, *steting object

for cur iculum, and for instructional materials

Educat on, 1965, 16, 83-94. also appearing in D

Evaluation. Lexington, Mass.:. DC. Heath & Co

Appropkiate Educational Objectives,"'Pp..69-:80.

ives appropriately for program,

development. Journal of Teacher
Payne MAO Curriculum

. , 1974, under the title "Stating

!



t

4.00 Analysis. Breaking a communication into its barts(Sq that orig1/16--

tron of ideas is clear.
4.10 Analysis of elements. That.ie, recognizing assumptions.

4.20 Analysis of relationships., Content or mechanical factors.

4.30.. Analysis of organizational principles. What holds the

communication together?

5.00 Synthesis. Putting elementsgiA6 a whole. ,

N5.10 l' Production of a unique communication.,

5.20 Production of a plan fop operations.
.,

5.30 Derivation of a set of abstract relations.

6.00

or"

efON*

--r

Evaluation. Judging the value of material for a giv4n purpose.

6.10 Judgment in terms of internal evidence;,e.g., logical

consistency.

6.20 Judgments in terms of.pkternal evidence; e.g., consistency

With facts developed elsewhere.

38
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INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL/CURRICULUM
EVALUATION REPORT SERIES

dr

Instructional/Curriculum Evaluation const- one aspect of the evaluative process of

Mountain-Plains. Report. in shiS berleS, together with reports from External, and Affective

evaluation series, will provide a thorough documentation of the processes and products

of Mountain-Plains. Major subdivisions of the series include:

1. User Trial Oports
al

2. Descriptive Characteristics

3. Summative Analysis

4. Reliability and Validity Studies

5. Student _Evaluation of taff and Curriculum

N
9

,Individual reports in each series are currently available from, or are in the process of being
a

incorporated into, the ERIC retrieval syst9h. By the conclusion of the ME reseal-0 cycle,

Instructional/Curriculum Evaluatiani Reports will numb* about 40 or 50. Many reportss

span two or more areas. Then include overall internal evaluation reports and reports on

the effects of affective variables on cognitive Orformdnce.

.9%

The reader of:individual Mountain-Plains documents should keep in nfind that a report takes

on full significance only in relatio'n to its report series and the overall, research Program, and

that the reader typically finds frequent reference to ea rlier reports. While eaCh report is

designed to have independent value, such "series _dependence" is 'an inescapable aspect

of any systematic program research, and requires some indulgence u' the part of the reader.

1 9
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CHAPTER V.
MdBILITY & TRANSPORTATION

Mobility & Transportation is composed of three curricterum areas,'Welding

Support (CA 36), Automotive. (CA 37), and Small Engines (CA-38). These

three areas consist of 20 courses.''!' units, and 405 learning activity
1

packages (LAPs). The Purp&se of this report is to describe the Mobility &

Transportation component of Mountain-Plain's in terms of objectives, com-

cha-racteristics and soCiodemographicfcharacteristics of area stu-

dents.

OBJECTIVES

Objectives for e'ch LAP, unit, and course are stated in such a way that

assessment of mastery may be through cognitive or performance tests or both.

These objectives, even at the unit level, are stated in Table 5.1. Each

objective is classified as to level of activity required.

Curriculum area 36 (Weldi_;) is strictly a supnort area; that is, no One at

Mountain-Plains receives fob training as a welder per se. Curriculum area

38 (Small Engines) has only one job title, Small Engine Mechanic. Automo-

tive (CA 37), however, contains eight job`titleEl, which include Engines

Transmission Repairman, Tune, Up & Engine Repairman, Liaht'Duty Mechanic, Tune

Up & Auto Air Conditioning Perairman, General Mechanic, Transmission Mechanic;

Brake & Front-End Mechanic and Engine Rebuilder. he most extensive jdb

tite,and the one chosen by most student, General Yechanic. These job

titles are desckltped In Table r3.) In +.c m,'; of cou3,,c ,ld unit recluirements.

All units of cou se)s 37.01 .00.00,' 37.02.00,00, 'and 17.13.00.00 are taken by

0
all Automotive stu ents; therefore +hee wiits are omitted from Table ry.2.

1

.°
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FILE CODE TITLE

Table 5.1
Mo ility & Transportation Objectives

CURRICULUM AREA '36 WELDING

OBJECTIVE
/ BLO

CO
(Level)

36.01.00.00 Gas Welding '(Course) Use oxygen-acetylene welding equipment safely to make the various 3.
types of welds in the proper welding positions and to use the flame

36.01.01.06 Safety (Un ,it)

/
cutting technique.

10.
A. /

Identify safety equipment and procedures for welding.
' 1.

36.01.02.00 Bottle and Regulator Construe- Recognize and follow proper procedures for sale and effective oper- 1.
, tion and Operation (Unit) atioh of oxygen-acetylene welding equipment. 3.i

36.01.03.001, Oxygen-Acetylene Cutting (Unit) Recognize and perform safe,/effective metal-cutting with the oxygen-
acetylene equipment.

3.1

36.01.04.00 Oxygen-Acetylene Welding (Unit) Recognize and perform safe, effective, welding -of farious metals and , 3n
positions.

36.02.00.00 Arc Welding (Courst)

36102.01.00 fundamertal rf Arc Welding
(Unit)

Recognize welding s fety precautions. Use arc welding equipment 1.:
properly. 3,(

Recognize,and select I oper weldihg equipment, material and procedure 1.]
for various welding a plicatiqns. 3.0

36.02.02.00 Pd Build up a pad by using the arc welder and the three different
motions. t

3.0

36.02.03.00 Butt Weld (Unit) Butt weld using three different thicknesses oe metal. 3/8"-1/4". 3.0

36.02.04.00 fillet Weld (?nit) Prepare various fillet welds, using 3/8" iron. 3.0
/,

36.0.2.05.00 Lap Weld (T:nit). ' Demonstrate lap...welds using 3/8" metal, perform both 3.0
overhead and vertical welds.

1 Code numbers from Bloom's taxonomy: 'Level 1 is KnCwledge, Level 2 i Compreh nSion,'3 \ is Application, 4 is .

Analysis, 5 is Synthesis, and Level 6 is Evaluation. For more specific description., e Appendix A.

15.5154
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FILE CODE TITLE
(Level)

37.01.00.00 Au tdmo tive Shop Safety (Course)

37.01.01.00' Shop Safety (Unit)

CURRICULUM AREA 37 AUTOMOTIVE

er OBJECTIVE

Recognize safety prdcedures. Identify safety equipment.

BLOOMDE
I 1.

Use safety equipment and procedures properly. 3.

37.02.00.00

37r02.01.00

Tools and Equipment (Course)

Basic Tools (Unit)

Recognize proper care and use of the tools and equipment encountered
'by a mechanic on the job. °

' I

Recognize the basic hand tools and their proper care and use.

37.02.02.00 Special Tools (Unit) Recognize the special tools used in automotive. Demonstrate the
proper use of special tools.'

37.02.03.00 Shop Equipment (Unit) Identify shop equipment.- Demonstrate the propeY of; shop
equipment.

37.03.00..00 Brake Systems (Course) Repair brake systems in accordance with manufacturer's specifications. 3.0

37.03.01.'00 Fundamentals of Brake Systems Recognize the components and the operation of the brakesystem. Per- 1.1
(Unfit) form the brake inspection. 6.2

, . UI

47.03.02.00 ".aster Cylinder (Unit) Recognize the components and operationof the master cylinder. 1.2
Perform an overhaul of the master cylinder. 3.0

37.03.03.00 Drum ?rakes, Wnjt) Recognize the4somponents and op4,rat-ion of .drum brakes. Repair and
adjust drum b;akes. Overh.aul wheel cylinders. 3.0

47.03.04.400 Disc Brakes ('.'nit) Recognize the component& and operation of disc brakes. Perform 1.2
caliper overhaul, pad replacement and rotor turning. 3.0

37.03.05.00 Brake Fluids and Lines (Unit) Recognize the components and operation of brake links, switches and 1.2
.equalizers. Describe precautions and limitations of brake fluid ', , 1.2
uses. Perform bleeding of a brake system. 1.0

15 (3
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FILE CODE TITLE

(Level)

37.03.06.00 Power Brakes (Unit)

37.03.07.00 Elergency Brakes (Unit)

3.7.04.00.00 Suspension Systems (Course)

AUTOMOTIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVE

Recognize the compohents and operation of power brakes. Perform
the repair and adjustment of power brakes.

41*,

Recognize the components and operation of emergency brakes. Per-
form the adjustment-of emergency brakes.

Recognize the theory and analysis of suspension systems.' Maintain
repair suspension systems.

37.C4.01.00 Fundamentals of Suspension ('Unit) Recognize the components and proper operation cf front-end suspension.

37.04,02.00 Tire Balancing (Unit)

37.04.03.00 Fro:A-End...Repair (Unit)

37.04.04,00 Front -End Alignment (Unit)

St,---rin(, :oars (Ur.it)

Pcwer is)

Correctly identify the operation of tire balancing. Balance tires
and replace and repack wheel bearings.

Recognize the Correct procedure,for replacement of front-end com-
ponents. Replace front-end-components.

'Redognize the components and use L:)oper procedUre for front-end
alignment.

Recognize the components and proper operation of steering'gears.
Adjust and overhaul steering gears:

RecIgnize the 'copPonents and proper'operation 9f power-Steering.
Use the proper prIrdure for-overhaul of Pqwer steering component .

a

37.05.00:7:0 Electrical Systcrs (Course) -Recognize the theory and analysis of elpotrical systems; perform
tests, repairs and adjustments.

.-

3/.05.01.00 Fundament,ils of Flectric Rdcognize the elements and theory of operation of electricity.
Systems (Unit)

Recognize the components, and the operation of the storage battery.
Test and service automotive. storage batteries.

. ,

.

'37.05.02.00 Battery Servicing (Unit)

153 159
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FILE CODE TITLE

AUTOMOTIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVE
BLoa
COD

(Level)
\

37.05.03.00 Startina System (Unit)

37.05.04.00 Charging Systems (Unit)

37.05.05.00 .Ignition Systems (Unit)

J/

37.05f'06.00 Li.,nting Systems (Unit)
-0,

.0
Identify the components and operation of the starting system.

,haul starting system components.

Recognize the components and proper operion of the charging
system: Test and o'erhaul the charging system and components.

Recognize the components of the ignition system.

Recognize the components and the proper operation of the lighting
system. Use corredt,procedures for diagnoses and repairs of the
lighting systemS.

_

.

37.06.00.00 Automotive Fuel Systems Diagnose and repair automotive fuel systems, compofents and parts.
\. (Course) .1,

.

.
,37.0601.00 Fundamentals of Fuel Systems Recognize the components of the fuel system. Use the proper pro-

.(Unit) cedure for fuel system inspection. \,.'

3'406.02.00, Fuel Pumtis (Unit)

37.06.03.00 Fuel fines and Filt(Irs (Urit)

37.06.C4.00. Carhurecs r7;n0-)

1.1

1.2
3.0

6:2

3.0

1.1
3.0

RecOgnize the components of the fuel pump. Remove, te'st and replace 1.1
the fuel pump.

, 3.0

Recognize the components and proper operation of fuel filters. Use 1.2
'proper procedure for fuel line, and filter inspection avd replacement. 3.0

Diagnose and repair carburetors.
- F6.2

3.0

37.05.b0 Fuel O'naracteristics (Ur-1it) - Recognize the elements and limitations of fuel. 1.1

37,06.06.00 Autnmatic Chokes (Unit) identify thg components and operation of chokes. Overt ul and 1.22
adjust chokes.

aniSsion Systems (Course)

I,

Recognize the theory and components of automotive emission control 4.32
systems, perform -tests and servicing in accordance with manufActur- 3.00
er's specifications.



M-P

FILE CODE TITLE
(Level)

AUTOMOTIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE

37.07.01.00 Fundamentals of Emission Systems °Recognize the proper operation of emission control systems. 1.22(Unit)
../.° f

..

, 1 A. 41.37,07.02.00 Servicing Emission Systems (Unit) Use the proper ocedures for emiss;c control system testing andtesting 3.66servicing.

37.08.00.00 Tune-Up (Course) I

37.08.01.00 Fundamentals.of Tune-Up (Unit)

/
. .

..
.

Recognize the theory and procedures of a complete automotive tune-, . 1.32up. .Perform complete tune-ups in accor e with the manufacturer's 3.00tspecificaLons. )
__

Recognize the tests afld the corrpc4procedures for an engine tune-up..1.24._

O

37.08.02.0Q Test Engine Condition (Unit) Conduct engine tests for power balance,:.cranking v lume and cylinder 6.20leakage. c. .
eakage. /

.
.

.
.37.08.03.00 'Distributor Repair (Unit) Recognize the correct procedure for testing, removing, replaci g and 1.22

adjusting ordistributor and components. .
i

-1 37.08.04.00 Adjustments and Repairs (Unit) Test, adjust and repair ignition system components. ---3.00.i.
.

.....3 ,37.08.05.00 Testir.g.Fngine Operatign (Unit) Recognize the correct procedure for testing of engine operation. 1.22
37:09.00.00 Engint, T4-,!,Ir.,(Co,,;r:V Rpcotinizethe theory and ,construction of the automotive engine and 1.32

'following correct procedures, repair automotive engine.
3.-.410

.
.

-
37.9.01.00, Fundamental'; of 4- Cycle Engines Tdehtify the components and proper operation ,of the.. four-cycle . 1.1.(Unit) engine. . ,

1.22.

.
i

37.09.02.00 Eugine Construction (Unit) Identify engine components and the roper operation of the engine. 1.11..
,,

1.22

37.09:03.0Q Valve-train (Unit)

. 10

Identify the components of the cylinder head. Perform proper
cylinder.head inspection and overhaul.

163

3.00
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M-v
FILE CODE TITLE

AUTOMOTIVE (coptinue'd)

5toom
CODEOBJECTIVE

37.09.'04.00

37.()9.05,00

37.09.06.00

37.10-K.00

1-0.01.:0

37.10.02.00

37.10.03.00

37.10.04.0:

37.10.05.00

37.10.06.30

37,10.07.00

t

(Level)

Engine Block (Unit)' Using-proper procedures, overhaul engine block.

Lubricating Systems (Unit) Identify the components and the proper operation of the oil pump.
Following correct procedure, test and replace the oil pump.

'130toling Systems (Unit) Identify the components and proper operation of,the cooling system.
Following correct procedure, test and repair'cooring system compo-
nents.

Transmission (Course) Recognize the theory and procedure of diagnosis. Perform tests and
repairs on transmissions, drivelines and differentials.

> ,

Clutches (Unit) Identify phe components and proper operation of tP clutch. Per-
form clutch adjustment and component replacement.

. .

Fundamentals of Standard Identify the components and proper operations of standard trans-
Transmission (Unit) missions.

standard Trinsmissim (Unit) Use the proper procedure for troubleshooting and overhaul of the
standard transrmission,

FJ.ndarentals-of AutJrati: Trans- .Recognize the components and pi eration of automatic transmissions.
rissio% (fl7.1t)

t

Two-Si- frecl tc m, t- ([Jr t) . Use the proper procedures to diagnose ana overhaul two-speed auto-
-

matic transmissions. .

Three- Speed Automatic (Unit) Diagnose and overhaUl of three-speed automatic transmissions.

Drive :Shafts (Unit) mIlw . Recognize the components and the propdr operation'of drive shaft-tr.
Use the proper procedures to diagnose and replace universal joints
and drive shafts.

3..00

l.2
3.0Q

1.22,

1.32
3.00

1.22

3.00

1.22

3.00

1.22

3.00

'6.20

3.00

1.22

3.00

163
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-*M-P ,

FILE CODE TITLE

AUTOMOTIVE (continued)'

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE

(Level)

37.10.08.00 Oifferentials\ MAO Recognize the components and the piroper operation of differentials. 1.22
Use the proper proceduresSordiagosis and repair Of differentials.

, 3.00

37.11.00.00 Auto Air Conditioning (Course) Recognize the theory and components of autmotive air conditioning' 1.32
systems; perform tests.and service on automotive air conditioning ..3.00
systems.

37.11.01:00 Safety (Unit),'

37.11.02.00 Theory of Operation (Unit)

37.11.03.00 Compressors (Unit)

tion' compressors.

Recognize in writing the safety precautions used when working on
automotive air-conditioning systems.

Recognize the components and the proper operation of refrigeration
, systems, and refrigerants.

1.12

1.22

Recoginizethe components.and the proper operations or the refrigera- 1..22

- 37.11.04.00 Evaporators (Unit) Recognize the operation and correct service procedures-for thp evap- .1.22
orator and the evaporator pressure regulator.

37.11.05.00 r'r.ntrol7 and Accessories (Unit) Recognize the correct procedures for servicing the automatic temper- 1-22. .

ature control, vacuum controls, and electrical wiring of the automo-.

tiiie air conditioning system.

37.11.06.00 Diagnosis Procoklur03 . Pecognize the correct procedures for testing and,diagnosing automo- 1.22
rive air conditioning syslem. Test and diagnose an automotive air 3.00
conditioning system.

37.11.07.00 Sc.rvicing (Unit)
'(

Pecognize the correct-procedures for when servicing an-automotive 1.22
air conditioning system.'

37.12.00.00 Parts and A(2,-4?ssories (Coui'se) Recognize the prOperouse of parts and reference manuals; demonstratp 1.2?,
the proper care, use, and cleaning off parts and work areas. 1.00



M-P
FILE CODE TITLE

AUTOMOTIVE (continued)

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM

CODE
(Level)

37.12.01.00 Reference Manuals (Unit)

37.12.02.00 Parts Manual (Unit)

Recognize the procedures for the correct usage of the reTeren
manuals.

1.21

Identify the proper procedures for using parts manuals. 1.21

37.12.03.00 'Cleaning Parts and Work Area Identify the components and uses of gaskets, sealants, seals, 1.11

::,-._. ----Unit) tubing, hose, wire, wiring', and work orders. 1 1.12

37.13.00.00 Detailing and Servicing (Course) Recognize the techniques.of automotive detailing and servicing; 1.22
_'perform detailing and service procedures. 3.00

37.13,01.00 Oil,Changing (Unit) Use the proper procedurbs for changing oil and oil filters. 3.00

37.13.02.00 Lbbrication ('Unit) Use. the correct procedure for lubricating the autom6Li4e chasbis. 3.00

37.13,03.00 Tires (Unit)" Use the correct procedure to change, rotate, and repair tires. 3,00

37.13.04.00 Minor Body Adjustments (Unit) Use the correct procedure to adjust doors, hoods, and trunk lids. 3.00



M-P
FILE CODE TITLE

CURRICULUM AREA 38: SMALL ENGINES

OBJECTIVE
(Level)

, .

38.01.00.00 Basic Small Engines (Course) The student will demonstrate skill in maintenance, service,
and overhaul of small engines.

repair,

38.01.01.00 Shop Improvement and,Safety
(Unit)

Identify procedures and practices that demonstrate desirable
and organization in the shop.

.a4iw

38.01.02.00 Shop Manuals and Parts Books. Use Parts Books, Service Manuals and Flat Rate Manuals.
(Unit)

38:01_03.00 Work Orders (Unit) Given a standard work order form, accurately Complete it.

38.01.04.00 Measuring Tools (Unit) Identify and demonstrate the use and care of sevt,ral types o measur-
ing instruments.

-

038.01.05.00 Engine Design and Terminology Identify engine types by design; define words used the mechanical 1.11
(Unit) trades.

BLQOM.

CODE

3.00

3.00

3.00

38.01.041.00 ),-CyCle Theory (Unit) Identify engine parts. Identify the furfction of engine parts. Iden- 1.11
tify how-a four-cycle engine operates. gisassemble and reassemble a 1.22
four -cycle engine.

38.01.07.00 2 -Cycle Therry (Unit)

)

9
33.?1,08.oa Basic Electrtf,Lty (Unit)

38.01.09.00 Ignition Systems (Unit)

38.01.10.00" Electlrical

e ...1

(r'n it);

11,

Identify the engine parts of la 2-cycle gine, and d4cribe the oiler= 1.11
.atidn of a 2-cycle engine.. 2.10

- ,

Expfain4.how the basic electrical theory r s;, define, the terminol- 2,10
ogy associatedWith electricity. 1.11

Idantily three diffeignt types of ignition systems and explain how 1.21
each works. - 2.10

Identify the uses.Of the Graham and Merc-O-Tronic testers. Complete 1.21

electrical tests on ignition coils and conderwers us,i..ng the Graham 1.00
.1Pand Merc-O- Trcinic testers. 1

0

1 "';



FILE CODE
(Level)

TITLE

SMALL ENGINES (Continued)

38.01.11.00 Lubritation Systems '(Unit)

OBJECTIVE
BLOOM
CODE

Identify different lubricating systeMs, ideptify parts of each
system, and,explain function pf each part:

38.0.12.00 Fuel System (Unit) Identify types of fuel systems and engine governors, their com-
ponent parts and function.

38.01.13.00 Cooling Systems (Unit)
tp

38.01.14.00 Special Tools (Unit)

38.01.15.00 Troubleshooting (Unit)
1-4

38.01.16.00 Engine Overhaul (Unit)

1.21

2.10

1.21

Identify types of cooling systems. Explain how eacl4stem operates. 1.21
Identify component parts of each 'system,' 2.10

Identify basic special edols, their function and operation. 1,11
1,.21

S. . -

A small engiee problem by using a troub,Lkooting irocedure. 1.00
A..

. _ , '41- ' .

Identify the proper procedure for overhauling an engine. Disassemble,1.22
repair, reassemble and run an engine. . 3.00

38.01.17.00 Maintenance C..7nW Identify the importance of and perform maintenance procedure accord- 1:24
ing to manufacturer's specifications. IN :

3,.00

4
.

38.01,18.00. Care in Off 7easonor Storage Identify why off 'season care and. storage are important; prepare an 1.24
(Unit), engine for storage and return an engine to lirvice after storage. 3.00

''

, .0.

. -
3.8.01.19..00 Power;ransfPr °(Unit) Fxplain the power flow as, it travels through theAtransmission in 2.10

each gear. Identify the different types of transmissions and -0' 1.12
.

clutches. - ,-

/_.

.

orm lawn mower service to manufacturer's specifications. 3.0038.01.20.00 Lawn Mower Service (Unit)

38.01 1.00 Rotary Fnginr. Theory (Unit) 1 Explain the operation of the rotary engine; identify rotary engine 2.10
component parts; and define terminology related to the rotary engines. 1.11-

1 73
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SMALL ENGINES (Continued)

M-P

FILE CODE, TITLE OBJECTIVE
.BLOOM'

CODE
(Level)

G

38.024.00 Chainsaw (Course) Troubleshoot, perform repair and maintenance of chains, bar and ,,t1

associated components and perform tune-up on chainsaws. 4
6.20
3.00

38.02,01.00 Terminology (Unit) Identify terms and their definitions common to the chainsaw in-
dustry and identify the parts of a chainsaw.

1.11

38102.02.00 Chain Care and Maintenance Identify the part4 of the chainsaw chain'and perform tasks related 1.11
(Unit) to the care and maintenance of the chainsaw and related, components. 3,00

$8.02.03.00 Chain Repairz(dditl ,Identify methods of chain removal and repair a chainsaw chainfol- 1.22
lowing manufacturer's specifications. 3.00

38.02t04.00 Bar Repair (Unit)

38.02.0 00 Troubleshciong (Unit)

Repair and maintain a chainsaw bar,

Diagnose and repair chainsaw problems.

3.00

3.00

38,03.00.00 Snowmobile (Couise) Service, troubleshoot, repair and overhadi snowmobiles. 3.00
.o.

/--------
38:01.01.00:Terminology (Unit) Ide-ntifyterms and their meanings that are rielated to snowmobile

industry. Identify the parts of a snOwmobile.
1.11

38.03.02.00 Chassis, Brakes and Steering
(vnit)

38.03.03.00 Tracks (Unit)

38.03.04.00 Suspensibri, (Unit)

38.03.05.00 TroUbleshocting (Unit)

Identify, maintain and repair chassis, brake and steering on snow- 3.00
mobile.

Identify ddfferedt tracks used on snowmobilds and methods of repair 1.12
for each. . 1.22

$N . Identify and adjust the two types of suspensions used on snowm6-
biles.'1Pecognize the importance of suspension maintenance.

4.

Identify and correct problems related to the snowmobile.

.1

1.22

'3200

3.00



M=P
FILE CODE TITLE

(Level)

4

38.04.00.00 Motorcycles (Course)

38.04.01.00 Terminology (Unit)

38:64.02.00 Controls (Unit)

38.04.03.00 Tire and Wheel Repair (Unitl

*V.

38..04.04.00 Brakes (Unit)

38.04.05.00 Troubleshooting.(Unit)

.

38.05.00.00 Outboard Engines (Cod,;:elso

38.0510110 Teiminologw(Unit)

38.05:02.00 Lower "nits (Unit)

38.05.03.00 Gearcase (Unit)

38.05.04.00 Prope.11er Service (Unit)

38.05.69.00 Troubleshooting (Unit)-

1

SMALL ENGINES (Continued)

OBJECTIVE

r.V

Maintain, service, repair and overhgul motorcycles. a

BLOOM
CODE

3.00

Identify and define terminology related to the motorcycle. Identi- 1.11
fy parts of the motorcycle.

), --11114,

To identify all motorcycle.controls and perform adjustments according 1.11
to manufacturer's specifications. 3.00

Repair motorcycle tires and wheels according to manufacturer's 3.00
specifications.

Identify types of motorcycle brake systems. Adjust and repair motor- 1.12
cycle brakes. 3,00

Troubleshoot motorcycle problems; locate problems and repair systems 6.20
.' to manufacturer's specifications. 3.00

Maintain, service, repair and overhaul outboard marine engines. 3.00

Identify terms and parts related to outboard engines. 1.11

Identify all parts of the lower.unit and the function of each part. 1.11

Identify the parts And part function of all parts'related to the
gearcase assembly. Repair components.

Identify the characteristics of outboard marine propellers and
problems that'occur with them.

Identify and repair outboard ;operational problems using a trouble-
shooting procedure.
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The job titles described in Table 5.2 obviously require varying lengths

of time for the, average student to complete. Although no student is locked

into a fixed time frame, time estimates are made at the outset of eacht

t
student's training for scheduling purposes and periodic progress checks.

Actual amounts of time spent in ea.:h area are also recorded.

COMPLETION CHARACTERISTICS

A total of 58 students enrolled in Mob1.4ty & Transportation, 46 in an

'

Automotive job title and 12 in Small Engine Mechanic. Forty-eight students,
1

required Welding Support. Nearly all students were married heads of house-

holds; three single heads of household enrolled in Automotive, and one

spouse enrolled in Small Encies: Table 5.3 summarizes the completion char-

acteristics
.

of Mobility & Transportation.

For the purpose of computing completi6n averages, the seven individu is clas-

sified as I (incomplete) .inner the job title General Mechanic will

coosidered. All subsequent completion and cont estimates are based on thd

adjusted enrollment number of 51 unless otherwise specified. Small Engine

Mechanic had the highest completion rate with 83.3%.(10 out of 12 classified

as V+or validated). Brake & Front End Mechanic was next with°66.7% (2 out

of 3), followed byTune lip.& Engine Repairman with 50%(4 out of 8). Gen-

eral Mechanic, the job title with the most students, had a completion rate of

47.8% (11 out of 23enrolled). Three remaioingjob titles had completion

rates of 0% (all students, classified as D or.dropped): Transmission Mechanic

(0 out of 3) Engine Rebuilaer (0 out of 1): and Light Duty MechanIC-(0

, . .4

out S111). The overall completion rate for. all Automdtive iob titles was

I-
43.6%

a:
T.7 out of 39). Completion for Automotive dnd Small Engines combined

.00P"

was 5.2.94i (27 out of 51). This is nearly 20% below the overa111 program

completion` rate (excluding; Mobility 1Transportation) of 72..3,1'.

Mir
.4 .

41.
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II 0 Table 5.2

Mobility & Transportation Job Title Requirements

Engine & Transmission Repairman
ti

37.05.01.00
37.05.02.00
37.08.01.00
37.08.02.00
37.09.01.00
37.09,02.00
,37.09.0346,

Tune Up & Engine Repairman

37.65.01.00
37.05.02.00
37.05.03.00

37.05.04.00
37:05:05.00
37.05.06.00
37..06:01.00

37:09.0/1.00.

37.09.05.00
37.09.06.00
37.10.01.00
37:10_02.00

37.10.03.00-
37,10.04.00

37.06.02.00
37.06.03.00
37.06.04.00
37.06.05.00
37.06.06,00
37.07.01.00
31.07.02.00

Light Duty Mechanic

37.03.01.00
37.03.02.00
37.03.05.00
37.03.07.00
37.04.01.00
37.04.02:.00

37.05.01.00
37.05.02.06
37.05.06/00
37.06.01.00

. 37.06.02:00
37,06.03.00

* Welding, Support

37.10.05.00
37.10.06.00
37.10.07.00
37.10.68.00
37.1g.01:00
U.12.02.00
37.12.03.00

37.08.01.00.

37.08.02.00
37.08.03.00
37.08:04.00
37.08.05.00
37.09.01.00
37.09.02.00

37.06.06.00.
37.07.01.00 .

37.07.02.00
37.08.01.00
37.08.02.00
37.08.04.00

Tune Up & Auto Air Conditioning Repairman

:3k08.03.00
° 37.08.04.00
37.08.05.00
37.09.01.00

37.05.6200
-37.05.02.00
.31.05.03.00'
37.05.04.00 .

37.05.05.00
y37.05)06.00,
37.06.01.00

37.06.02.00

37:06.03.00
37.06.04,00
37.06.05.00
37.06.06%00

-,37.07.01.00
37.07.02.00
37.08.01.00
37.08.02.00

15

V7J

37.11.01j00
37.11.02 ':00

37.11.03.00
37.11.04.00-

37.09'-,03.00

37.09.04.00
37.09.05.00

37.09.06.00 '

37.12.01.00
37.12.02.00
37.12.03.00

32.09.01.00
37.09.05.00
37.12.01.00
37.12.02.00
37.12.03.00
37.01.01.00*
37.01.02.00*

37.01.0.00*1

"

37.11.05.00
37.11.06.00
37.11%07.00
37.12.01.00
37.12.02.00
37,14.03,00



re

General Mechanic 411

37.03.01.00- 37.05.02.00 37.08.02.00 37.10.07.00
37.01402.00 37.05.03.00. 37.08:03*00 37.10.08.00
31.03.03.00 37.05.04.00 37.08,04.00 37.12.01.00
37.03.04.00 37.05.05.00 37.08.05%00 32:12.02.00
37.03.05.00 37.05.06.00 37:09.01.00 37.12.03.00
37.03.06.00 37.06.01.00 37.09.02.00 36.01.01.00*
37.03.07.00 37.06.02.00 37.09.03.00 36,19102700*
37.04.01.00 37.06.03.00 37.09.04.00' 36.01-03.00*
37.04.02.00 3f,06:04:00 37.09.05.00 36.01.04.00*
37.04.03.00 37.06.05.00' '37. 9.06.00 36.02.01:00*
37..04.04.00 37.06.0.00 37. 0.01'.00 36.02.02.00*.
37.04.05.00 37.07.01.00 37 10.02.00 36:02.03.00*
37.04.06.00 37.07.02.00 3 .10.03.00
37.05.0400 37.08.01.00 .10.04.00 * Welding Support

Transmission Mechanic
a

37.10.01.00 37.10.04.00 37.10.07.00 37.12.02.00
37.10.02.00' 37.10.05.00 . 37.10.08.00 , 37:12.03.00

. 37:10%11.00 37.10.06.00 37.4C.01.00

Brake & Front-End Mechanic

.

37.03.01.00 ,37.04.06.00' 36:01.03.00*
37.03.02.00 37.04.01.00 37.12.01.00 ;6.01.04.00*
37.03.03.00 '37.04.02,00. 37.12.02.00 36.02.01.00*

37:04.03.00 37.12.03.00 16.02.02.00*
37.03.05.0 37.04.04.00 -36.01.01%00* 36.02.03.00*
37.03.06. 37.04_05.00 36.01.02.00* 36.02.05:00*

* Welding Support

Engine Rebuilder
o °

37.09.01.00 37.09.04.00 3,7.09.0740 37.12.02:00

37.09.02.00' 37.09'.05.00

7.09.03.00 37.09.06.00

37.12.01.0.0(

A

.03.9f

Small Engine Mechanic

36.01.03.00* ,- 36.02.02.00*All CA 38 Units
36.01.01.00* 36.01.04.00* ) 36.02.03.00*
36.01.02.00* 36.02.01.0* 36.02.05.0,0*

*.Welding Support

1C>

.

144,1 --1r
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a

The cost pehour-figures are taken from estimates for fiscal year 1975,

(ending August 31, 115). The most expensive job title is, of course,

General Mechanic, with $2,207 per completing student. Tune Up & Engine

.4
Repairman approximates this with a mean of $1,633.99. TD compute the

total cost of .producing one job title completer, one needs to add the

cost of WeldimrSupport for that job title. Since only two. job titles pro-
o

4t
duced completers in both or areas of instruction and support, it is not

possible to compute costs for..all job titles. Mean total cost for one

.General Mechanic was $2,520.17, and $1,611:96 for one Brake & Front End

Mechanic.

Cost efficiency may 1.6 computed by dividing total cost for completers by

total adjusted cost. GeneralAtechanic, for example, produced 11.completers

.

(Category V) and)12.non-completers (Categorc, D). Totar cost for the 11.
.. %

corloleters was $27,721.87. Total, 1.t fOr ali 23-General Mechanics was-

$36,832.87, giving the job title a
.

cost efficiensiwe'75.3%. Total-cosP'

for all Automotive job titles (including support) was $51.,706.62;.;07,653.01 ",

----Ate:\
. ,

9
....T.:

of t samoilmt or'71t7%.was spent on completers. The rate for Small Engines

was 93.7%. Efficiency of all of Mobility & Trarisportqiopwas 77.6; -that
.

is, $55,125.21 out of $7p,994.70 ie,pent oh completers fthe difference of

3
-11, .

.

$18,861,0$ b?tween the total given hOle and'the totalfigure in Table 5.3 ,is

attributable to beseve;1 General Medhanics in Category I not included in

gomputatioN).

lV

c".? v,.

. . °

t

,- <17

,
1

$



6able 5,3
. Mobility & Transportation CoMpretion Characteristics:

CA 36-Welding Support

Mean

,",ttended-Hrs- Cost/Hr Cost/Student

Mean
Enrolled Budgeted Hrs S.D

(General Mechanic)
V j 11 ,

:7
85.8%

'81.7

7.2

'7.9
D 12 84.6 7.7
T 30 84.4 7.5

(Transmission Mechanic)

3 90.7 4.0
T

.

90.7 '4.0
.

:

141.5
239.9

69.2
135.6

,
0.0
0.0

\

(?rake & Front Ehd Mechanic)
V 1 . 89.0 0:0 194.0
D '2 92:5 '9.2 67.5
T . 3 91.3 6.8 . 109.7

.. .'

Tune Up & Engine Repairman) .

D. 4 78.5 .9.6 28.5
T

- '1,

,,,, 4 78.5. 9.6 28,5
-

, /. ,
(Light Duty mechanic
D , 1

.

18.0 0.0 -0.0

T 1 18.0 0.0 0,0

, (SM11 Engine Mechanic)
V 10, *, 100.5e ,.5
D ; - 2 98.0 7.1.
T 12 100.1 -6.3

.

,

.
%.

.

All Welding Support I -

V -22 -92,6.,
_._-.1 7 .81.7

_-
D 24' 83.3

9.9 -.

7.9
16.5

i) T *0 87.0 .8*

Total Cost: '$.11,.947.26

2

\ 1

%General MekaniC

89.6
'0:0
74.7

120.3

-239..9

45-.0

9A'37-Automotive
. .

V I 11)/ 1621.B ; 12.5 833.0.
1 7 10224 2,5 : f:::'816.7

-
.

85.3 $2.21

99.6 2.21.

85.2 2.21

108.5 2.4i

0.0
0.0

052.21

2.21

0.0 .$2.21

84.1 2:21
0:94.2 2.21

$ 312.72
530.18
152.93

299.68.

S ,0.00
0.00

S 428.74
49.18
242.44

41- 51.8.

51.8

.._

0.0

,S2.21

2.21.

'S2.21'

S 62.99-
62.99

0.00,,

a.o 2.21 . 0.00

t

37.1 $2.21 $ 198.02
0.0 2.21 0.00 '

.4 2.21 -165.09

,

S2421 $ 265.86

99.6 2.21 530.1

_ 71.1' 2.21 99.45

98.0' 2:21 225.42

_3

'' 258.3'. $2.16 52,207.45
140 , 2.65,-- .2,164.26.

1.1 4 32
4

4
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12 1019.5 19.8 228.8 269.9 $2.65 $ 606.32
30 1022.7 14.8 587.5 t 382.5 2.65 1,556.88

Trvismission Mechanic
D 590.0 O.o 12 ;8 14;3 $2.65 $ 33:92

590.0 0.0 12,8 --11.3 2.65 33.92-

Engine Rebuilder

0 1 790:0 0.0 . 30.0 0.0 $2.65 S 0.00

T 1 790.0 0.0 30.0 0.0 :`2.65 0.00

brake & Front End echanic
V . 2 312.0 14.1 '' 446.5 145.7 $2.65. 51,183.22
D 1 317.0 0.0 '52.0- 010 2.65 .- 137.80

3 313.7 10.4 315.0 .250.0 2.65
. ,-

834.75

Ii

TunerUp & Engine Repairman .

V 4 542.5 5.0 616.6 301.3 $2.65- $1,633.99
D. 4 550.0 0.0 441.0 407.9 2.65 ,168_65
T 8 546.2 5.2 528.8 -345.0 ': 2.65 . ,1,4e1.32.

, .

Light Duty Mechanic
-D 1

T. 1

352.0
352.0

0.0
0.0

All Automotive
..

lig

V.
' 17 825.5 282,1 736,6 238.8 52.65 $1,951.99

T

0 802.9 2j.i 210.4 287.6 -2.65 557.56--
I 1029.4 816.7 182.8 2.65 27164.26' .

845.7 256.3 497.1 386.5 2.65 1,317.32

Total Cost: $60,601.62
. -.

. .

0.0 0.0 . $Z.65
0.0 0.0. 2.65

0.00 .

0.00

if CA 38-Sma111Engines

'. Small Engine Mechanic

V 10 , ,4-374.9.

D 2 ... 3Za,5410'

T 12 -375.5

10%2 357.6, 78.8 t4.5O j $1,609.20

2.1 135.5 .163.3 #4450 : 609.75

9,4 320:5 -122.4 4.50 ' 1,442.25

Total..eost:_-$1.7,307.00
.1.....,,

. TOTAL' COT AIFOk' MOBILITY & TRANSRORTAT ION: $89, S55778

N = Validate
I = Incomplete
D = Non-Validate
T = Total

4

...
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SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Information pertaining to income, age, wotk history, educaion, and

other points of interest rel ting ch program family was gathered .

prior to the famirY's,entry into the orogram. This information is analyzed

. %
in the form of 21 quantifiable variables,which may be divided roughly into'

three categories: education, employment/income, and quality ofIlife. Edu-

.. _

cational variab4ps include.age, years of education, and quantitative nd

verbal scores'on the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT). Employment /income

consists of monthly salary, other income (including AFDC, welfare, and

unemployment), annual family income, and number of weeks unenTloyed. 'Quail-

ty of lifp items include family size, use of food stamps, indebtedness, gov-

ernment housing subsidies, and monthly costs of housing and utilities. An

.

investigation was conducted'to determine whether or not significant differ-

ences exist among the four categoriei (A, B, C and D) of exiting families_ .

with respect, to these variables.

tOducationa/ variable;.. Mobility & Trnsporeati i students were typically

ti
24 years olds about two year younger than program median) and had finished

10.5 yeas.of. public school education. Mathematics and verbal achievement

were 6.8 years and 10.8 years, respectively. While educational attainment

isofairly cldse to p.rogram norm, achievement scores were approximately one
.

year below num. Thus the major.differencd'S betwlen Mobility & Transpor-
,

,
.

. . .

tation students and Mountain-Plains students in general. are the facts that

Mobility & Transportation sttnents areslightli, younger and seem t have

profited lessgfrom their public school experience.

r /income. Afthotigh unemployment rahged from 0 to 521 woeks, .the mean num-

brr of weeks unemployed.was 14.4 (program Mean is.15.6). Students averaged

.v tZ
6. I



'about $530/month when employed and earned an average (mean) of approximately

4

$3,850 the year prior to program entry. Both income figures were slightly

higher than program norms ($480/month 5.80/year)} These figures/rare

.'even higher for Small Ehgnes ($535/month and $4,40 /year).

Most student families reported:no income other than that earned by.head of

household or spouse: However, seven families reported receipt of AFDC pay-

ments, one had received welfare benefitS, and twelve had collected unem-

, .
.

ployment. These figures are fairly typical bf Mountain-Plaine students in

general.

tf

Quality.of life. Families characteristically consisted of two parerits and

ti

one child. Roughly one-third of all families reported using food stamps though

none reported receVng any form of housing subsidy. Mean total debts was

. .

$722.07, approaching the pregram.average (program mean is.$705.40)., Housing

payments ranged from nothing at all $185/month wi h I mean of

S.
1 $50/month (actually the mean payment for those who made a payment was about

*

$80/month). Utilities costs werelkaporoximately $17/month.

Summary. Mobility & Transportatio tudent families resemble typicalModn-

tain-Plains families in almost all respects. They aKe perhaps a bit yodnger,

demonstrate lower achievement, but make slightly more mondy'than other' pro-

gram families. Given these three facts, it.is pdssible that the typical

Mobility &0-Transportation student would hive more trouble adiusting,to the

Mountain-Plains program due"to lack of,maturity, learning difficulty, and

,economic adjustmeit (relative to students in general). kpe well '41§,

keep these charactTrOtice n mind .when conducting subsequent evaluations.

21

1S3

v.
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Appendix-A
Bloom's Taxonomy of Behavioral Objectives 1

0 (Cognitive Domain) as.

Knowledge

1.00 Knowledge. Recall of information.
1.10 . Knowledge of specifics. Emphasis is on symbols with concete

referents.
1.11 Knowledge of terminology.
1.12 ).nowledge of specific facts.

1.20 Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with specifics. 'Includes
methods of Inquiry, chronological sequences, standards.of jildinent,
patterns of organization within a field.
'1.21 Knowledge of conventions: accepted usage, correct, style,

etc.

1.22 Knowledge of trends and sequences.
'1%23 Knowledge of classifications and categories.,
1.24 Knowledge of criteria.
'1.25 Knowledge of methodology for investigating particular

prpblems.

1.30 Knowledge of the universals and abstractions in a field. Patterns

lz. and schemes by which phenomena and ideas are organized.

1..31 Knowledge of principles' and generalizations'. 9.

1.32 Knowledge of thikoies and sirtigXures (as a c e.cted body

of principles, generalizatio s,4kInd interre°1 tions) .

Intellectual Skills and Abilities

2.00 Comprehension. Understanding of material -being comm nicated, with-
-mit necessarily relating it'to other material.
2.10 Translation. From one set df'symbols to another.4 --.

2.20 Interpretation. Summarization or explanation of atcom-
muoication.

2.30 Extrapolation. Extension of trends beyond the given data.

3.00 Application. The -use of abstractions in particular, sincrete situa-
tions.

_Jr

1Adapted fral .L. Krattiwohl, stating objectives appropriately forprogra,
for curriculum, aid foy instructional materials develdpment. Zrirn,1 of Teacher
Education, 1965, 6,,83=92-1-a-lso api)e.aring in .D.E. Payne (Ed.) Cur Lculum*.-
.Evaluation. Lexin ton, Mass.,: D.C.° Heath Co., 1974, undor the title "SIt%nci
APpropriate'Educat onal objectives," pp. 69 -RU.

24 4



.4.001 Analysis. Breaking a communication into its parts so that,origaniza-
_tion of ideas is clear.
4:10 Analysis of elements. Thatis, recognizing assumptions.
4.20 Analysis of relationsh4ps.' Cont4nt or mechanical factors.
4.30 Analysis of organizational principles. What holds the

communication together? 46

5.00 Synthesis. Putti4 elements into a whole.
5.10 Production of a.unique communication.
5.20 Production of a plan for operations.
5.30 Derivation of a set of abstract relations.

\6.00 Evaluation. Judging the value of material for a given purpose.
6.10

1
Judgment in terms of internal.evidence; e.g.,,logic 1
-consistency.

Judgments in terms of external evidence;- e.g. consistency,
with facts developed elsewhere.

S.

4

4cr

I

Alb

0
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INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL/CURRICULUM
- EVALUATION REPORT SERIES

, . Instructional/Curriculum Evaluation constitutes one aspect of the evaluative process of

Mountain-Plains. Reports in this series, togs ,er with reports from External and Affective

evaluation series, will provide a thorough documentation of the processes and products

of MountainPlains: Major subdivisions of the series include:

1.
V

User Trial Reports

2. Descriptive Characteristics

3. Summitive Analysis

4. Reliability and Validity Studies

5. Student Evaluation of Staff and Curriculum

(r.

Individual reports in each series are currently available from, or are in th ocess of being

incorporated into, the ERIC retrieval system. By the conclusion of the NIE research cycle,

Instructional/Curriculum Evaluation Reports will number about 40 or 50. Many reports

span two or more areas. These include overall internal evaluation reports and reports on

the effects of affective variables on cognitive performance.

The reader of individual Mountains documents should keep in mind that a report takes

on full significance only hi ?elation to its report series and the overall research program; and

that the reader typically finds frequent reference to earlier reports. While each repbrt is

designed to have independent value, such "series dependence" is.an inescapable aspect

of any syslematic program research, and requires some indulgence on the part of the reader.

J
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1

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

Each of the preceding chapters in this, volume has dealt with one -or more

specific curriculum aieas. The purpose of the present chapter is to ex-
_

aminein summary all Mountain - Plains curriculum1areas, job titles,,, and the

'students enrolled In them.
9

OBJECTIVES

Objectives for each curriculum area were classified according to Bloom's

cognitive taxonomy. With the exception of Family Core Curriculum, each

area's objectiveg represented a wide range of levels'of task complexity,

,Table 6.1.is a summaryaof'the distribution of unit level objectives among

,the six levels of the'Bloom taxonomy.

v..

. Table'8.1
x

Bloom Code Classification of Unit ObjeCtiv65.
. d of Mountain-PlaAs Curricuiuml, t

Curriculum Area 1.00 2.00 ' 3.00 4%00 5.00 ,6.00 Total
.,

N 0

e,

MathematiCs Skills
Communication Skills
Office Education2'
Lodging
Food, Services

Marketing & Distr.
Welding Support
Automotive
Small Engines, --

Health,Education
Consumer 'Education
Home Management
Parent Involvement

-Carpentry
Electronic Assembly

il-

42

29..
.61.
10

22

3
56

34

6

5

5

-11-

'6

4

,

2

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

3

,1

0

0

1

0

.

_

6

2

43

10

7

12

8

42

24

2

0

0

0

9

10

L'

.

4

1

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

'D

'0

0

0

0

-

-,0

,

b

q ,

3

1

2
.

4

0

0

0

0

0

P
0

10

1

. %

'.

.

,A_

0

0 , .

0 ,

,

6 ;.
'1

0 :

6

1

0

1

'P
0 ,'

0

2

40
q,

59

75

27

19

40.

11

104

66
11
7

5

11

. 26

17'

2.

___,11-00_=_Knowledge;-2-00-= Comprehensionf-1.-0q-=-Npplieatien; 4.00 =
Analysis; 5.00 = Synthesis; 6.00.= Eiraluation

v-e

2Curticulum area also contains psychomotor and affective objectives.

,*;
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EleCtrical Wiring 10 0 9 0 13 0 32
Plumbing 10 . 0, .6 . 0 6 0 22

- Heating Systems, , l 2 0 , 2 0 2 3 .e.
Refrigeration/Cooling 7' 0 5- .-.- 0 1 4' 17J
Appliance Repair 16 _O 13 .4 *0 0 13. A2'
Radio & TV..,Repair 38 Q . - 23 p .

4 7 72
- Electric MOtor Repair .7 0 7 .. 0 1 '6 21

Drafting 10 4 12 O. %
4 0 26

--)TOTAL 380 30 252 5 48 44 759
50.0 4.0 33.2 : 0.7 6.3 0.5.8

1

,In` general, about half of all unit objectives are Level 1.00, Knowledge. The

other half are unevenly dispersed among the other five leveit. If one assumes

a'stepwise dependency from level to level, then it is surprising to find far

more Level 3..00 objectives than Level 2.00 (33.2% vs. 4.0%). ,This'findihg sug-
.

, . ,
.... gests 'tbat, in many instances, students are expected to apply their knowledge

.
.

.
1

.

.

before comprehending it. A

.

similar situation eXUts;with Levels COO, 5.00, and
' 4

6.00. Less than one percent (0.7%) of al) objectives are Level 4.00 (Analysis),,

while Levels 5.00 and 6.00 (Synthesis and Evaluation) account for 12.1% of

e objectives. This indicates, that,-in a number'of instances, students

applicationcognitive leaps from pi of pring4ples to synthesisOf information
_

,

. and evaluation of situations without pausing to analyze components or thei;.

inte relationships. With individuals whose problem solving skills'are highly

so ist'icated, this is a very effective learning strategy; analysis is implicit,

ther than explicit. .HOweverd it should not be assumed that the student\(
I

ulation ser d by Mot) tain-Plains possesses such high level problem solving

COMPtETI -CHARACTFRISTICS

Overall job'title completion rate was 69%. This figure varied greatly from
'

, ,.

0oh.titla to job title And among curriculum ateas. able 6.2 is a summary
l 4

,
' of tornpleVon 'cllaracteristics by job -title!

-. .
, ,

.41 A

4c

$

2
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4
Brake-&.Front End Mechani

k

Tune Up & Engine Repairma
Light Dui* Mechanic''' ,

. vSMall Engine Mechanict ,
Subtotal.ibr Mobility 0

-,

_& Transportation .

Carpenter
Electrical Wireman

.Plumber
Heating Systems SeikriC4Man

, Refrigeration/Cooling 4

%c.',-

Radio & Ili Repairman 18

e, ElectriVMotor RePairMan 3

Draftspevsonl
'IP .16 (

' i8

- ....
Subtotal for Bui],ding Trades 72

,;%
. total For All Job Titles 208

. ,k... e

*
A ..

Adjusted; 7 students still enrolled in program.
.

I

Job Title

Table 42
Completion by Job

4,

Cleric Stenographer
Clerk Typist
.Bookleeeper

Keypuncher
Clerk
Accounting Clerk

Offd6e Education-Subtptal
Assistant Manager Trainee
Desk Clerk
Second Bakers \

Chef Trainee
Restaurant_ Mgr. Trainee
Restaurant Cook
Jiistitutional Cook

Mg.r. Trainee

Mid- nagement Trainee
Professional Salesperson
CheCker/Cashier
Gener4SalesPerson

far Marketing
& TOurism

-General MechanAP
.TranSMission Mecha
Engine.-,Rebuilder

ke

le

° '

`

CompIeters
n Total

13 59a ?2 . e

27 0, 77 35
15 63 24
11 85 13
3 75 4
1 '5,0 2

70 '70 lop

5 42

(/
' 12

1 50 2

p 3 ,t175 4

`' 2 67 3

4 80 5

1 106 1

2 67 3

o , o 1
t 71 17

60 5
4. 100 4
2 100 sr

39 -e
11 48

0 0 %.

0' .0

.,2 67

4 0 Aw

O. 0

10 ,8-3

27' 53 :.

151 74

4 100
a 1' 89

3: '100

57 .

90 41

1'100 .

6.7

78

69

r

S

59

23*
-3

1

r3'
. 8kr /

1

12.

2,9

4
9

%
"*20

3

27
Ar ,

4 92.:

..302

the overall completionrate,of 69% is aslightly defiated'.figure for pro-
.

- .

I

gram completign due to'the fact that some students start more. than one '

o. 194.
0

.



'job title. For example, a studgntwho,.begins.training as a Draftsperson,,

4

switches to Small Engine Mechanic, and completes as a Smali'Engine Mechanic

is counted as.a non-completer in Dr fting and'as a completer in Small En.-

genes. .Program completion' is actual'
°

74%.

Mountain-Plains defines four categories (A, B, C, and D) of exiting stu-
,

dent families,. Category'A families are hose in...whichimth,,s,pouses_com-,___
.

4,

plete occupational preparatione A Category B family is,,one in which only

.

the,head of household compl tes job title training and the spouse completes

i. sp

Family COr* Curriculum (this category includes all single heads of house-
4

hold). Category C families are those in which the head of hdusehold com-

pletes occupational preparation, bUt the spouse fails to complete any por-

tion of the program. Category D families are thoge families who resign,
0

to

desert,'or are administratively exited from the program. For the 199 &te-
l.

bilization phase families exiting the program as of June 30, 1976, 70

were Category A (35.2%),-68 Category B '(34,..2%), 9 Category C and 5'2
-

CategOr D (26:1%). A total of 147 families out of 199A9%) actually'

completed, the program.

SOCIODEMOG PHIC CHARACTERISTICS-

\
Information "pertaining to the income, age, work history, education, and

other points of interest relating to each. program fam4y was gathered lorior

o

to the family's. entry into the progrdm: This information.is analyzed in the
1

form of 21 quantifiable variables which may be divided roughly into three

categories; education,, employtent/income, and quality of life. Educational

variables include age, years tf education,,and qUantitative and verbal

\ "

scones on the Wide Range- AchievementTest (WRAT). Employment /income consistS,

of monthly salary, other income (including AFDC, wifare, and. unemployment ?,,
I a

,

O

4 .

7 195
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annual family income, and number of weeks unemployed. puality.of life
,. .

items iclude family 9izt, use of food stamps:ledebtedness, government
, 1

housimi.subsidies, and monthly costs of housing and utilities. Amin

vesiigation Was conducted to.determi.ne whether or not significant' iffer-.
. ,

5
..1e,..

en6es exist among the 'categoris of exiting families with respect to
4 - .

othese variables. Due.to the &ball same -le size of,CatmormC (n4r4211 only
._......t.........2__-_-_______.4......_____, -..... .-...

three of the groups-were used in analysis of variance'(ANOVA).
Y

A
Edx*ational variables. The typical head of household was approximately

A 26 years bld and had completed nearly eleven years of school- (Mean=10.9).

% . r *I , c

'Spouses averaged 24 years of age with a mean educational attainment of. .

10.9 years. WRAT scores reflected verbal achievement above educational
,0

attainment and mathematics athievement below educational attainment (WRAT

4

verbal means were 12.0 years for heads ot'household and 11.7 years for
- .

spouses; math achievement scores were 7.7" years, for'heads of household
.N. '

and 7.9 years.for spouses)., No significant differences were detected among
4 ,

the various groups with respect to any educationalyariable.variable.

Work/income.- Unemployment ...ranged a full year among the stabilization popu
. . ..

lation (27 faMilies reported no unemplpyment during the year pieceding pro-
/

gram entry, while seven families reported bdifig unemploYed'the entire year).

.;*4
Mean unemployment was 15.6 weeks. Total annual income ranged from $0 to

$9.i600 with a mean of $3,530.30,apd monthly income averaged $482.4.

. >

Aid to Families-with Depe

0
a

nt Children. (AFDC1_ averaged- $650,-95 per

for the '4-4 families reporting income ,from thisssource. Fiye families

reported,receiving.weitare benefitt'averaging $1439.26,for a tw8lve month

poridd; 49 families reported receiving unemployment benefits 'eanging from

. $32.00 to $3,036.00, averaging $522466.

5

19G-
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'Major differences were noted aMong the completion categories with respect'

to mean annual.income and AFDC payments. ANOVA for income yielded a F

value of 16.6 (p C.01). Pairwise.comparisons revealed that Category A.

families had larger annual incomes (4,388.73) than either Category B fam-

ilies, (6;04,3481) or-' Catego6iD:families ($2,823.39)'. The F value for

AFDC-payments-was-38.;34pN:.01). Category-N-fanilies-recetved-14n tbah-

either Category B or D families 1$2.6.01 for Category A versus $205.79

for`Category,B and $212.82 for Category b).

.

sQualityof life: There were two'distince types of households in the popula-

tion. Single parent.familiesqtypically were made up of a mother and one

-
\

Fhild.' Dual parent families als (typically' had one child: Mean family size

clwas three persons, although tillAs figure varied,from two to eight. Roughly

40% (81 families) reported using food stamps, spending an averahe' of $48.46
7

for $7.20-worth of ;Stamps.

Debts averaged $406.40 but'ranged front $0 to $4,4p0.
.

less than $1,'006. Hojthing patterns revealedthat families typically rented

families owed

(64%.in this category), although 814% reported owning their own homPr , and

27.1% 'reported living with friends Or relatives: Mean monthly al;merii§ for

..1

housing were $61.43. If those families not making monthly }dousing payments

. .
4IP .

t

d excluded from consideration, this figure increases to w.25 per month.
.

. i

. .
.

. Utilities averaged $21.32 per monr. Maximum amounts paid "for housifOg and
1

.

.
. ,

, 0 1 . . v i

utilities were $250 and $102, respectively.

The only area of significant diffdrehces among the three completion catego-

-

ries.considered was indebtedness./ANOVA yielded an F 'Value of-3.614(p=.05).

Category A families owed' significantly more Money ($791.45) than 'Category D

families ($493.31). Ndr significant differences were found b tween Categories

6

1 q

0

11.

i



A and B or Categories B and D. :, ...I

.-
.

.
.. . . ,

Summary. 'Analysis of precenter characteristics reyeals a continuati f

the pattern Wunemployment/underembloyment'of the Mountain-Plains Arget

population. Most families (95%) earned $7,000 or less Auring the year' prior

-earned-4.1.5OG fUseof goverment ubsidies

(food stamps, housidg subsidies, etc.) were fairly minimal, given-the econom-
.

is characteristics of the group.

of

a

The major .differences a!nong completion dategorift (income, AFDC, and deAs)'

.

all have to do with money. While Category A families make the most money,

;.e owe the most money, and receive Tess in AFDC, exactly the r verse is true

1
4

for Category D families and to a slightly less eXtent tor Category B families:

Much-of the- variation' may be explained in terms of relative proportions of
°'

single parent families in each group. Category A,.by definitiOn, has no sin- .

f 1-

gle parent families. Categories B and D4. on the other hand, are 40% single

Parent families (51.5% in 'category B and 28.9% injCategi)r D). 'Single heads

of household are much more likeyly to receive AFDC and typ

money. Commensur4ely,.they also typically have fewer

ing debts.. Since in no instance was there a Significn

Category B arid- Category D, thi8 rationale is held as th

planation of completion category differences.

' I,

illy earn leis.

tnd Swelleio outstand-

difference between

best pothible

. .



Appendix A .

Bloon('s Taxonomy, of Behavioral Objectives1

(Cogn4ive_Domain)

Knowledge

'1.00 'Knowledge. Recall of inNormation. ., .

1.10 Knowledge of specifics. Emphasis is on ymbolS with concrete
4 referents. .

1.11 -. Knowledge of terminology.
41.12 Knowledge of specific 'facts.

. .
. ,

. .
.1%20 Knowledge of ways and means bf dealing with specifics:

p .

Includes
methods of inquiry, chronologicalltequences; standards of judgment,
patterns of organiztion within a field. ,' ''i 4
l.21 . -.

. Knowledge of conventions: accepted usage,. correct style,
_5,) etc. .

1.22 Knowledge of trends ant sequences;
..1.23' Knowledge.ofclassifkcations and categories.

1.24 Knowledge of-crifer ' . , ,

'1.30

1.25 knowledge of methodology for investigating particular
problems. . .

0

.Knowledge of the universals and abStractions in a field. Patterns
and schemes by which phenomena and ideas are organized.
1:31 Knowledge of principles and generalizations.
1.32 Knowledge of theories and structures (as a connected body

of principles, generalizations, and interrelations).

14 Intellectual Skills and Abilities

2.00 Compiehension. Understanding of material being communicated,,with-
out_necessarily relating it to other material.
2.10 \ 'Translation% From on set of 'symbols' to another.

...

2.20 . Interpretation. 'Summarization or explanation of a coml-
munication.. w

2.30 Extrapolation. Extension of trends beyond the given data.

3.00, Application. The use of abstractions in particular, concrete situa-
tions.

A.

7
P-ted.-11011L-0-a-4.---KratilW°h1;StatiXig objec-tives-appropriately-.f program;

for curriculim, and for instrbctionaljnaterials'develoPMent. Journal of Teacher
Education, 1965, 16,83-?4 also appgaring in D.E. Payne (Ed.) Curriculum 4,

Evaluation. Lexington, Masp.: D.C. Heath & Co., 1974, under the title !'Stating:
.

Appropriate Educational Objectives," pp.69-80.
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o. 4.90 Analysis. Breaking a commilnicAtion into its parts so thatoriganiza-
tion of ideas is cleat.
4.10 Analysis of elements.' That is, redbgnizing assumptions,
4.20 Analysis of relafionhip.s. Content or mechanical factors.
4.30 Analysis of organizational principles. What holds the

communication together?'
s

5.00 _ Synthesis: Putting elements into a whole.
5..10 ° Production of a unique communication. .

4
5.20 . Production of a pin for:6Perationg..

5:30 Derivation of a set of abstract relations.

.6.00 'Evaluation. Judging the nal& of material for a giVen purpose.

.... ...._ .

* . 6.10 : .Judgment in terms or.intarnal evidence; e.g., logi6a1
consistency. -

6.20 'Judgments in teas of external evidence; consistency
with facts developed elsewhere-,

40-
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Author's Note

o

This report combines two NIE -contracted documents, "Reliability/Validity

Analysis of Mountain-plaini Tests".and "Contingency AnalysiS of Pass/Fa- il,

i

PerfOrmance Tests and Master/Non-Master Cognitive Tests." Inasmuch as the

contingendy ankysis performed wad a speci4l case of test validity, it was

.

deemed appropriate to combine the two reports. Rather than detracting from,

the value of eithet report, the combination was intended to draw the reader's
1-

attention to the relatedness of findings of the two investigations'and to

avoid repetition of methodological issues.

4

.L
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RELIABILITY/VALIDITY ANALYSIS or MOUNTAIN=PLAINS TESTS

,

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of'the present report is to indicate, in fairly detailed fashion, ,.'

evidence of the reliability and validity of all turriculum=related testsiin

use at Mbuntain-Plains- Due to the nontraditional nature of ins' ction,and

testing at Mountain:I-Plains, some exposition on the measurement the ry, under-
.x/

lying such systems iscWlso considered useful.

Inasmuch as Mountain-Plains instructions), procedures are individualized and

4
tests criterion referenced, traditional, variance maxplizing approaches to

reliability and valt4kgy were deemedinappropriate. These methods include

Pea ;sonian -type correlation coefficienti (inter-item, item-total, etc.) and

,analysis of variance approaches to reliability (e.g., Hoyt, 1941; Kuder and

Ate.
sr_

'

Richardhon, 1937). Such%approaches to,reliability rely on. maximum score

°

dispAeir

on among students and fail-to take into account the possibility of

-.

all students scoring extremely high or very ldw'on the test. They also fail

.

.. ,- -.
, ,.

to deal *ith absolute score criteria such as exist in individualized instruc-.
%. .

tion/criterion referen ced tehting. $

.

Since criterion,geferenced tests (CRTs) do have absolute cutting points or
.

decision-points-(-that-i-s-,predeterrhined-ahsclute scores below which indi4iduals

are classified.as requiring further instruction and above which students are

regarded as masters of the curriculum. content of the test) any assessmenetf
. :zz

the reliability of the tsst must logically rely on thib decision point.' Rena-
.

. -4.,

- bility then becomes a matter of assessing the efficiency of that particular
,.

_ .._
. . ..

. .

.

cutting score or the ekficacy or consistency of the decisions made based on. . .

that criterion point. The question "Doe's this test accurately and consis-

tent discriminate between masters and non-masters?" y addressed by this

1 2.0 6
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process and yields information peitinent to both reliability and validity

assessments

.1

The decision theory approachin the traditiOn,of Cronbach'and Gleser"(1657)

has been advanced_in recent years by Hambleton (1974;.Hambleton and Novick,-'

1973)'and other
\

o have brought decipion theory from a purely personnel

selection environment'into the domain of criterion referenced.testing. Tht

approach involves-the assignment of weights. or "importance factors" to all
.

possible decision:in terms of the losses created by wrong decisions and

benefits associated with correct decisions. Although right and wvng', or cor-

rect and incorrect, can only be assessed after the decision has been mae,

the seriousness' of. these outcomes mete specified at 9r before the time of

the decision.

A. direct, decision-theoretic approach was inIti'a.Air chosen as the method of

assessing reliability and validity of MountainrPlains tests As...pore and
_

..

more information-was gathered, it became apparent thit such a straightfor

ward approach was quite unwieldy. For example, much of the information per-

-

-taining to losses was not only unavailibletbutealso largely inestimable. It

not been well
t
stated in some in-'

stances and that some rules were not c Sistently adhered, to. A modified,

procedure was therefore developed "to assess decision-making efficiency of

Mountain-Plains tests)
'1(

RELIABILITY
ti

The methdd of assessing test reliability-involved assessing sensitivity to

mastery -(as measured by the test). For the purpose of reliability assess-

ment, masterlfrwae, defined as scdr..i.pg at or abdve a predetermined, mastery

4
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.

store (generally set at"80%). EaChitem was then analyz4d interms of its,

ability to discriminate between known masters and known non- masters.

a.chi-square (X.2 ).cobfficientderived krom'
%:,et .

a four-fop.d,table comparing item'mastery to test (course or,unit objective)
-,- .

mastery. The following, example is offered to ill*-strate this procedure

applied to one test item:

, .

Discriminability was ed on

°

stem Mastery

Pass f Fail Total

Pass 7 1 6
TEST

MASTERY Fail 3,. 3

Total , 10 14

The numbers represent students in each category. Thus, for example, seven

students passed both theitbm and the test; three students passed the item

%. but failed/the test (i.e. failed to master the curriculum objective covered

by the test). The X2 value compluted from this table is 2:36. Going one
J 4'

step fUrtther, it is possible to compute ephi coefficient (0) which serves

as an indeac of the sensitivity of the item. The 0 computed for"this par-

ticular examge A .41.

This particular statistic is nonparametric and has possible values ranging

"from -1 to +1. For the purpose of this siudn'a value of +.30 was considered

-1%2'
acceptable'. Since 0 is a form Of correlation coefficient, it may be regarded

4, as the correlation between item and,test, However, since it is based on non-

parametric procedures,-it is virtually free,of The limitations of Pearsonian

4ypes of correlatiOn Coefficients (e.g. product-nom&t, biserial, point
,

i

biserial). The only limitation is in the case of 100% mastery or non-mastery.

0100440"
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Under such conditions, 0 is always 0- When one or more students are_clas-
.

sified in each mastery state, the approach yields stable estimates. Reli-

ability of the test is then'stated in terms ofspercentage of acceptable, or

sensitive, items.

7
,VALIDITY

.

For the purpose of the present study, the primary difference between reli-

ability and validity is in the definition of mastery. While reliability is

dependent upon intrinsic definition of mastery, i.e., total test score, vali-

dity assessment, while following the same general procedure as used in reli-

ability assessment, will focus on the relationship between cognitive test

,r

performance and related job component performances.

Within occupational,preparation, curriculum glere exist real or Simulated job

.

component tasks' for nearly every unit. As the student completes a segment

of instruction, e or she is given not only a cognitive test but one of these

activities

expressed

the perfo

to perform as. well. The. validity of the cognitive tut is then

as the degree of relationship (0) between the cognitivp test and

activity. Four-fold tables are constructed in exactly the

,

same manner as in reliability assessment (cognitive test mastery and petfor-

mance task mastery). Chi- square and 0 values are then computed. The same.

conditions` prevailing in reliability assessment also hold here. °The value
4 P,

\

of +.30 was adopted as an acceptable level of cognitive/performance rela-
.,

tionship.

In some areas there are no performance tasks. These areas include, irit'are

not limited to, Family..COre Curriculum (four curriculum areas) and Founda -
A

tion Education (two curriculum areas),. Test validity in
*
these areas was

assessed in terms of sensitivity to instruction., For any given curriculum

4
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iPcfivff, there exisi-a specified-set-o3-cur-ricua-um-procedur-es-and--mater--- , ---
_

i
, .

La -.'is and a pool of items keyed to the objective. A special (quantifiable)

form of content validity would,then be a measure of the sensitivity of the

. .7

ite,,pool to the -curriculum objective.

measure is expressed as a pretes -post test difference score, Dpp (Cox

. and Vatgas,' 1966). The rationale fj6r selection of this statistic is simple

and stiaightforward. Ail student gi'e retested, before entering a curriculum
,' .-
o,

area Those students who,demons rate ma fiery on the pretest are not regUired
.

.

to receive any instruction in that curia lum area. All entering students

are then non-masters. Upon cbmpletion of learning activities, all or most

4is

students are expected to be masters of the curriculum objeCtive: Any content

valid item would then of necessity be characterized by a great4r probability
(

of being answeredcOrrectly on the post test than on the pretest. Any item
1

,which fails to demonstrate a positive pretest -post test change in student

response is considered insensitive or irrelevant to the curriculum objective,

i.e., it has no content valid t . A val e of 30% change was adopted as an

acceptable level of Dpp.

METHOD
t.)

\ ' its \
..

1

Students. All students'entering the program between 1 DecexI5er 1974 and

't

.31 July 1975 were included in the analysis. Although Occupational prepara-
,

tion is optional-for spouses,_rovighly-75% choose an,occupation arid receive

instruction. The typical student-is therefore exposed to Family Core Curri-

culum, Foundation EdncatiOn, and some form of occupational preparation as he

or,she experiences the program. These 204 Student families (361 students)
t ,

have been extensively described elsewhere (punch, 1975), b't may be briefly

characterized as representing &disadvantaged population fvom the six-state

O 5
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A.

°

area served by Mountain-Plains: Students aretypically in their mid-.

4

twentit , having-completed about eleven'grades of public school, earn

just under $4,000 peryear,ind have experienced 12rl3 weeks ofunem-
,

proyment in. the year prior to .program entry. Approximately one-fourth to

4

single parent families. These:famt-__one-third,of all student families are

Att* 0

oilOs differ from ,dual parent families primarily in terms of in8ome (about .i0.'

$1,200 per year), unemployment (26 weeks per year)o and receipt. of govOrbT

ment subsidies (e.g., 47% received Aid to Families with Depenclent Children

. ,

as opposed to less than 10% for dual parent families).

Tests. All Mountain-Plains
-

curriculum tests are criterion referenced. For

each area Of instruction, objectives are specified in terms of measurable

criteria. These criteria are then translated into. performance activities

(e.g. framing a window in a house, repdalk conductingdii0 brakes, conducting a sales
'-. 0

.

. .4x",
transaction, composing a letter from dictation, etc.) and cognftive tests.

q

For the purpo 'se of,this analysis, 46- course tests and 208

40.

used: Five course tests were takeft from Foundation Education,.andnirie from

unit tests were

Family Core Curriculum. Table 1 contains an area-by-area breakdown of

course tests analyzed.

TAble 1
4

Course Tests Used in Reliability/Validity Analysis

FoUndation Education
Office Education.

tFood Services
Marketing &} Distribution
FAMily-Core Curriculum
Carpentry
Electrical Wirin4
PluAbing ,

Appliance Service
Radio & Repair -

Electric Motor Repair
Drafting /

TOTAL .

5 ,tests

5 tests
4 tests
11 tests

® 9 tests
1 test
1 test

215 items
184 items
140 items

'490 kerns
46$ items
310 items
t45 items

.2 tests 3 5 items
2.1tests# 3 5 items'

tests- 1,060.items
1:test' ,220' items.,

1 test . 13Q items

.46 "tests 4,0Y9Jtems

A.
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, , .

All-items wer e of a'-four--optionomultiple choice format. Non- antitative
-

.
, *

A

assessments of content validity had been made prig to Decembdr 1, 1974.0
.._

_

-.

.-m-
On that date, the. program entered-a period of stabilizationabilization in anticipation

,..,_. 0
.

of final ,evalution. .No test changes; other than correction -of typograph-
.

,
% \

ical and other 'clerical errors, were allowed.

°
.

Most tests had undergone-

some form of revision prior tb December 1, p74. -

. ., 4 ,

Procedure. The methods and approache pretibusly alluded to were employed

in xeliability and validity asses ments. StUdents were giverrcourse, pre-
-II _.,/'

.
,

tests and post tests in a central closely monitored test center. All unit

..1--
.

tests,
,
both cognitive and performance, were 'administered by instructors in

each curriculum area. In instances where performanc9 tests existed, stu-

dents were allowed to proceed 'to the-next curriculum element upon satis-
_

14====

t

faitory completion of the pertormance.task, regardless of cognitive test
< s

score. For the'purpose of analysis, only First attehipts on both types of
_ -

tests were recorded. Course post testswere.giverPundgr no stress,condi-
.

tions; i.e., it was not necessarY.tademonstrate mastery of curriculum con-b

tent on "a cognitive level. This condition yes imposed on the assumption'

O

that mastery had already been demanstrated on, cognitive and petformance
_

4,
-

levels (in most instances) prior to post testing. Students were'informed of**0;4.

14. ,

.
,.-.

the non-punitive conditions oi posttesting'blit requested to 'try to do their
,

,r,

.

best. The purpose of post testinewas sxplained .s'en.attem ,to'ather
*

. *

0
.

program evaluation data and ta determine the 4uility of the test themselves-
.

e

RESULTS

9
1=0"

e
Reliability* Table 2 shows the dittribution of re liable and unreliable items

by curriculum area.

4
%==t;
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4

Table '2
,

/ 4 :1 .

Course Test Reliability by CUrriculw/Area

411

CtrricOlum Area

I

Items with pue .30
N

c

Total Items
.:k

s'-.v

Foundation Educa*oh
Office 'Education

.

75.
56

,..

.

34.9
30.5 -

..
215

184
rFood Services

/-
53 ,7 37:8 140

.i'' Marketing & Distribution 178 36.4 . 490'
Family Core Curriculum}' 172 -37:0 465 .-
Carpentry-- . 96 30.9 310
Elect4Aal Wiring 85 58.6 145
Plumbing 1r . 45 13.4 335

,,,, Appliance Service ' 0 . 0.0 345.
NRadio & TV Repair 206 19.5 1,060 -,

Electric Motor Repair
,

0
.

0.0 220
Drafting .

30.00 130
4

TOTAL 1,005 24.9 4,039.-

, 9
A - i t . .

. The total course test item pool may thus be regarded aS consisting of

about 25% reliable iteMs'and 75% unreliible items. In this regar / tests

do not seem very reliable.

Although the overall rate is low and virtually -all curricu.

T.

areas ex-'

hibit rather poor course test reliabilityfour areas have de an ex-
.

,tremely pook showing: These areas are Plumbi;ig (13.4%), Appliance Service

(0.0%), Ridio & TV Repair (19.5%), and Electric Motor Reg it (0.0%). Clelaser

. .

inspectioh'-reveals that Appliance Service and Electric Mdpor Repair course
/ -

.--

tests violated distribution' assumptions. Although the method of-analysis is -
. _-

virtuallilinseftsitive.to score di

- - 1

dition, as do all chi-squarp methods, of sensitivity to allor none distri-
,

/

tribution,--it does haVe.the limiting con-

butions. In the case of these two curriculum areas, nib student wat%dlessi--

fied as a master (avwdefined by-the course post tept). .In all other instances,- i ,

unreliability seems to result from a genuine lack of ability to dfscriminate
C. , .

between masters and non-maqprs. Non=punitive testing conditions, while they
.

.61111i
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4

0 I do appear to have had some effect onscores, are not regarded, as a major

factor affecting reliability.

.

e Unit test reliability was much better, as evidenced by Table 3. The overall,

percentage df acceptable items, is 46.3. This figure is increasecrto 49.4%
4

whenthe <even tests violating distribution are deleted from.

consideration. TA6t.is, about half of all' items on unit tests are reliable
-

enough to allow-instruct rsto discriminate between masters and non-masters.

Table 3 .

Unit Test Reliability by Curriculum Area

Curriculum Area
y Items with 0.30

N % Total Items

Foundation Education
4

132 40.V 330

Office Education 91 45.5 - 200

Lodging 70 38.9 180

Food Services 11 44.0 2

Marketing 342 56.5 ' 605

Mobility & Transportatilk 442 47.8 925.

Famy Core Curriculum' 226 47.1 480'
Carpentry 120 27.3 440

Electrical Wiring
. , 14 28.Q 50

Plumbing 72 31.3 230

=Refrigeration /Cooling 22 44.0 50 d

J Appliance Service 207 63.7 325

Radiw& TV Repair .71 78.9 4 90
TOTAL ,

,, a 1,820 46.3 3,930

A major difference betweenTables 3 and 4 is in the areasof the electrical

, Building Trades. Appliance Service and Radio & TV Repair (and to some 9x-

Electrical Wiring) vary greatly in reliability estimates of unit and

course tests. --Appliance Service and Radio & TV Repair course tests were

among the least reliable (0.0% for Appliance Repair and 19.5% for Radio &

TV Repair) of, all course tests. Unit tests for ,these areas, however, were

921 ti
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1 PI

the most reliable unit tests of all-progr'aiwtrea (63.7% of all Appliance

Repair unit test items were acceptable, as were 78.9% of all Radio & TV Re

pair items). Electrical Wiring, with the most reliable course test items

.

(58.6% were acceptable), hadthe least reliable unit test items-(28.0% were

acceptable). In more cases than not, the same items were included in both

unit and course tests and yielded different phi coeffiCients on the two occa-

sions.

',.. 0' :4
:k. , 4.

.
Validity. As noted previously, validity was assessed in terms

1
of quantifi -

able content validity (Dpp) and concurrent validity (0 coeffiCient between

4 - ''. de a:: - . .

cognitive test and performance test). Tasle 4provides a summary ofigdpurse

.

test content validity.- - , ( ,..

7 Table 4
4011

. s
. -..f ... :

Course Test Content

.

Validity by Curriculum

Items with Dp0:30%
N V %

Area

4-..Total Items

Foundation Education 132 61.4 216
,Office Education .. 94 51.1 '' 184

Food Services ° 72 51.4 -, 140
Marketing & Distributipp, 171 34.9 490
Family Cote Curriculum`'' 0 9.7 : 465

,oparpentry . 80 - 25.8
4

310
Electrical, Wiring 104 71.7 . 145

'Plumbing 218 65.1 335
Appliance Service '134 38.6 345 ';,

Radio & Ty-Repair 666' 62.8 1,060 it

Electric Motor Repaif 104. 47.3 220
Drafting 61 '46.9 130

TOTAL. 1,881 46.6 -
.
4,039

As shown inwiTable 4, abCut half theitems in the course test item pool ire-

sensitive tp.the instructional objectives. By the same token, About half are
r

not. In-this
w
instance there are'no distribution assumptions to be Violated; .

_ .. ,
s '6'3- -s.---..

.
4. ..,.., 4

therefore,, the figures may be taken at face value.
.

-All areas are fairly close

.

,

to the norm in terms of percentages of sensitive items except,g4hily Core

,
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.,

- ,Curriculum and datlentry. Upon closer exaMinetion, it was fat that the
.

_

.
mean pretest-post test difference in probability of answering a given item i'

correctlywas.002% for C4rpentry (35.5% on pretest and 65.5% on post %test).
, ... ...

. . 440. .

Within Family Core Curriculum there was actually a curriculum area whicka
..-

.

-demongtr tea a net losd from pretest to post tes . ',The'probability.of

ec

an-an-

swering any given item corrtly on the Home Man Bement pretest was 58.8%,

A
0 tstest this probability fell td' 2.7 %, a net loss of 16.11:-.

There-are three possible explanations of failure of an item or test to

demonst)ate contept validity as expresded by Dpp. Item difficulty, ladk

4A

of learning (or retentionl, and irrelevapce of the item or test in ques-

,

tion could all singly or in concert produce low Dpp values. Item difficulty

seams to be the primary factor4n the case of Faiily Core Curriculum.. Most

items are extremely,easy, as evidenced by the mean probability of 61.2% of

answering one correctly prior to any instruction. Carpentry test items, on
,-%

the other hand, are more difficult; the mean pretest probability of obtaining

a correct answer is 35.5%, only 10.5% above random guessing.- But in this

e. instance, students stand only a:51.7% chance of answering a given item cor-

tly on the post test. Lack of retention is suspected as a contributing

-factor. This suspicion is based on thelict-that Carpentry Students spend
v.

_approximately 70%'more time.inothe area than initially estimated before com-
e.

pletingand taking the post test'(edee Bunch; 1976). This added time would
4

allow, for a great deal of forgetting. The'effects of non punitive testing

conditions must -be ruled out since all - curriculum azeas Are subject.to the 1

same sonditions.

. "

Concurrent vali44ty coefficients (0) of each unit test examined are contained '

in Table 5.
ai
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able
Contingency Coefficient fq;kUnit Co4nitiveTestslvs.

Unit Performanbe

' Unit

Tests

F

-1

Manual and Mechanical Data Processing
'Punched Card Data ProCessIng
Iptroductiqn to IBM 29 Print Card

Punch
Numeric Keyboard Exercises/Program

.12 A

.62

-.00

7.

Card , -.06

Introduction to Related Unit Record
Equipment DO

Mail Handl .00

Communic .00

Secretarial Recordkeeping .24

Duplicating Methods .00

Median Value for Office Education .00

Front Desk Responsibilities .71

Handling of Gueat Charges and Credits . -.15

Equipment used by.the Desk Clerk .47

Auditing on Miscellaneous. Machines .00

Median Value for Lodging .31-

Sanitation, Safety, Maintenance, and
Equipment Care Use .41and
Median Value for` -Food Services .41

The Marketing Process 1.00

Wholesaling " .92

Retailing 1,.00

Shippirig .92

ReceivinT,-Checking, and Marking .87

Stockkeeping
!

.85
Basic Human .Relations .86

Understanding Employer-srEmployee
.Relations .86

Application of Mathematics for Selling .80,

Procedures foT Inventory, Receiving
0 -

Merchandise, and Pricing
Face of Cash Register -

Operating Checkout Station

. CheckePashier Qualities

Q

Steps of the Sale
Suippestion Selling

A' .89

.85

LOO
.82

.78.
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Shopping SeIvices

1.3
41

Sales Preparation .86
The Selling Process .81
Special Selling/techniques \

.84
Sales Management .61
Advertising Fundamentals .85
Promotion

.
a.00

` Merchandise Buying 05
Food and Beverage Purchasing .88
Fundamentals of Finance 1,00
Merchandise Control. 1.00
Food and Beverage Control .82
Employee Training .89
Solving Human Relations Problems 1.00
Preventing Amen Relations Problems 1.00

Median Value.for Marketing .86

Safety
Bottle and Regulator Construction

And Operation
Oxygen-Acetylene Cutting'
SFundamentals of Arc Welding
Shop Safety
Basic Tools
Special Tools
Shop Equipment
Fundamentals of Brake Systems
Master Cylinder' !

.

Drum Brakes
Disc Brakes
Power Brakes C
Emergency Bra4s
Fundamentals of Suspension
Tire Balancing
Front-End Alignment
./Fundamentals of Electrical Systems 0100v

Battery Servicing
Starting System
Char ing Systems

ng Systems
ls:of FuelSysiems

Lig
Fund
Fuel
Fuel,L
Fug Ch
Aut

s an&Filtgrer
acteristic

c Chokes
Fundamentals oflinission Systems---:

SyStems
Test' Engine.\,Cond4ion.
Distributor Repair
Adjustments and Repairs.,
TeSting EngiriexOyeration
Fundamentals o47Cycle Engines
Engine Construction-

-J

3

1,300

.50

. 67

.32

.75

.89

.7 04

. 00

"31

.81

.60

.14

.12'
1.00
.59

.78

.33

.64

.00

-.08

' .32

' 1.00,.

.47 t.

.83

. 17

. 53-

.25
.73

48
.85 ,

.67

IA

v
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..

,/

/ °

)

Valve Triin .43

Engine Block .35

Lubricating Systems .26

cooling Systems J.1.1

Clutches $ .73 O

Fundamentals of Standard Transmission .80

Standard Transmission .76

Drive Shafts 4 .53

Reference Manuali .76

_..:arts Manual .47

Cleaning Parts and Work Area ON)

Oil Changing
Lubrication
Tires
Minor Body Adjdstments

Median Value Alk Mobility &-Transporation'

.61

.41

.26,

.49

.49

Excavation Layout - Concrete. and Forms .00 .
Floor and Wall Framing .00

Ceiling Framing . .00

Roof A :00

Machine Processes -.22

Exterior Wall Coverings and Cornice .00-

Windows and Trim ;00

Interior Coverings .00

Median Value for Carpentry .00-

Pipe and Fittings Assembly .00

Pipe and FittiAgs .00

Cold Water Supply .00'

Fixtures. .00

Median.Value for Plumbing . .00

Refrigeration Systems : '

Evacuating,tharging, Leak Testing
0 Refrigeration Sys ems

Fundamentals of Refrigeratiot.and Controls
-Median Value for Refrigerationgooling

.

°

tO0

.00

.00

.00
('

It

Irons rr .24

Roasters 1)
.51

Space Haters .67

Water Heaters .00

Electric Ranges, .36

Gas Ranges .
,

'. .35

Mixers and Blenders /' ,25

Vacuum Cleaners and.sFloor'Poliehers ,
.

.33

Washing Machines .58 ,

Clothes Dryerb .19

eDishwashers' .30

x,49

.

-44-
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Compactor .24

-. Median Value for Appliance Service .32

Crystal Detectors .16

Regenerative Receivers .00

'Median Value for Radio & TV-Repair .08

Median Value for All-.Unit Tests . .21

=

As can be seen from Table 5, overall validity of cognitive tests was pUlled

down by the poor results of Office Education and Building Trades. In most

of the instances where the validity coefficient was zero, all.Nedents had

demonstrated mastery on the perforTande teat. Therefore, it would be impos-'

sible for any cognitive test to

The'failure rate on these tests

difficult than the performances

discriminate, among masters and non-masters.

suggests that many cognitive tests are more

they are meant to predict. Students met,.

in effect, overlearn a particular task in order to answer questions about it.

Where this Overlearning phenomenon did riot occur, resu te were very.gratify-

ing. Marketing unit tests, for example, rtio y have<a median validity .of

.86, but have consistently high coefficients as well. Only to tests yielded

validity coefficients below .J80, and seven had.perfect validity. Mobility &

Transportation tests were also found to be quite valid (median 0 = .59)f how-
,

1.1

ever, there was muct-CmOre variability,in this'areaAringe of 0 has .00 to

1.00).

N
. .

. . . ;
..

TOO few unit teats Were available for Lodging, Food Services, Plumbing, and

... Si
C

Refrigeration/Cooling_to allow for. meaningful conclusioris. However, result4 s
, ? . .fifti

.:

' from Lodging and Food Services are encouraging. Plumbing and Refrigeration/

Cooling demonstrate the
.
overlearning phenomenon discussed previously. Efforts

. -..

.

io improve validity in those-areas should focus on the difficulty:level o

I
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test items.

SUMMATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Mountain - Plains curriculum tests generally do that which they are supposed

to do. The major task of all tests is to separate students into masters and

non-masters. Unit tests typically do a better job of discriminating than ao,

course tests. .The primary reason for this differencproximity to the -

learning process.

Validity also tends to be more substantial-than test.reliability. While,only

one - fourth (24.9%) of all course test items proved to be acceptable in terms

of reliability, nearly half (46.6%) of the same'items demonstrated -an accep-

table level of content validity (Dpp). Inmost respects,' validity is the

critical aspect of curriculum tests. That tests-measure their intended ob-
.

C--/-

jective and are consistent with other measures of the sere objective fi.e.,

performance tasks) has been fairly well substantiated. The major departures

from this condition have been discussed and are due to a number of factors

including retention (a time factor), instructional processes, item difficulty,

and violations of distribution assumptions of-thel:thods used.

The 123 unit cognitive tests assessed in terms of their contingency relation-,
41141,

ships with performance tasks represent all major areas of MOuntain -Plains

-curriculum. Non-consideration bf a particular test was due either to small

sample size ornon=existence of a perfornAnce task. Results of contingency

Analyses indicate that, except'where there were discrepanciesin difficulty

levels (i.e.,01Office Education and some ar*as of Building Trades), cognitive

tests yield remarkably accurate estimates of students',chances of succes

the corresponding performance taskS. the implication of this finding is tha

. ..

tnit.cognitive tests may now be used ias diagnostic devices with greater asstr-
, 1 .

(

ante that remediation Or advancement recommended on-the basil of test scores
iz

, .

will 'be' beneficial to the student, ,
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INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL/CURRICULUM
EVALUATION REPORT SERIES

Instructional/Curriculum Evaluation constitutes one aspect of the evaluative 'proceis pf

Mountain-Plains. Reports ih this series, tocr.therwith reports from External and Affective

evaluation series, w4I provide a tlioroUgh .docarnentation of the processes and products

of Mountain-Plains. Major subdivisions of the series include:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Use Trial Reports

Descriptive Characteristics

ummative Analysis

Reliability and Validity-Studies

Student Evaluation of Staff and Curriculum

I

, 1

Individual reports in each series are currently available from, or are in the process of being

incorporated into, the ERIC retrielial system. -By the conclusion of the NI E research cycle,
.k.

Instructional/Curriculum Evaluation eports will number about 40 or 50. Many reports

span two or more areas. These inc ude overall internal evaluation reports reports on

the effects of affective variables q6cognitive performance.

The reader of individual Mountaintins documenti should keep in mind that a report taker

on full 'significance only in,relation to its report series and the overall research program, and

that the reader typically finds frequent reference to earlier reports. While each report is

desig9ed to have independent value, such. "series dependence" is an. inescapable aspect

of any systematic program research, and requires some indulgence on the part of the treader.

224
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INTRODUCTION

'Much of the information presented in this volume is a summary of findirigs of

previous analyses, primarily from Volume I, but also from other Nit -contradt-

ed documents. The tone of this volume is more sajective tha n previo

scriptive reports. Its p&pose is to present, in summative fashion, a I re-

search findings pertaining to curriculum components of Mouhtain-P Ob-

jectives, processes, tests, student opinions, and Student7performances are

all included in various analysis.

4.

The order of presentation is identical to that of.Volume I. Chapter I

marizes the objectives, test characteristics, and other evaluations of Fam-

ily Core Curriculum., Chapter 2 covers Foundation Education. Chapter 3 deals

with Office Education and Marketing & Tourism. C'haptet 4 is a summary of

all evaluations of 'Building Trades, and ,Chapter 5 focuses on Mobility & Trans-
.

portatiOn. Chapter 6 summarizes all program evaluation.

The format of Ch.apters l'and 2 is as follow's:

Summary of objectives4and processes

Reliabiiibp-and validity of"tests
Student evaluations of curriculum -and staff
Change analysis

N.,
Summative implications

4
o

The forma'.t of, Chapters 3 -5.is as follOws:

Sumpary of objectives

Summary ,of characteriStici of entering students
Reliability and validity of tests
Student evaluations of curriculum and staff
Emp1o'er evaluation of exited students
Changesanalysis
Summatj.ve implications

-

The primary, differences betWeen the first two chapters and the,next three are

- in the analysis of student Chars teristics and employer evaluations.

228
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OBJECTIVES AND PROCESSES

Objectives of each curriculum area were detailed in Volume I. Processes are °

defined as those activities associated with specific curriculum objectives

and whose pUrpose it is io enablestudents to master those objectives. .0b -/
jectives and processes are evaluated from the points of view of level of

complexity. (as measured by ,Bloom's cognitive taxonomy) , agreement between a-
-4

jective and process, and sequencing (i.e,,dehormining whether of not activ-
,

. ities progress from simple to complex).

:- /:
O

, RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY TESTS l -

4

Information contained in this section is taken from BUhch (1976). A brief

ledtpration of the method of assessment is offered here, 'but the reader is

"directed to the earlier report for a more detailed description. The assess- .

,

ment of reliability of criterion referenced.tests must rely on decision points

rather than score distributions. Because traditional reliability estimates

(e.g., KR-20,KR-21, coefficient alpha, r) rely on the latter, they had to be

eliminated from consideration. Alttiough recent developments in the theory of

criterion referenced tests (CRTs) have made it possible to determine relia6i1-

ity (cf. Swamihathan, Hambleton & AlgiM, 1974, Mountain-Plains data did not

fit the requirements of this reliability coefficient. An alternative was de-

veloped which assesses the reliability of each item in terms of its ability ,

to discriminate between masters and non-masters as defined by a predetermined

cutoff score (decision point). Tests are then evaluated in,terms of total

number of reliabile items.

Validity is assessed in much the same manner. For_thOse tests where Concur-
A Y,

rent validity is possible, i.e., where there are both cognitive and performance

tests for a single objective, a phi coefficient is c puted. Where no perfor-.

.mance tests exist a difference measure, Dpp (Cox and Vargas, 1966) is used:,,

It
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ENTERING STUDENTS

'1

Volume I chapters contained a section on Sociodemograpilic characteristics

of students entering each curriculum area. In this voltime, these character-
0

isticsiare combined with vocational descriptors. Information taken from the
",

General Aptitude Test Battery, Ohio Vocational Interest Survey; and the Min-

nesota Importance Qu4ttionnaire is used. These tlikee instruments were fac-
.

toy analyzed, and the resultant factors were used to develop profiles for

each student. Students were then grouped on the basis of profile similarity.

The general method of proffle grouping was coTputationof a generalized slis7)

k
tance measure (D2). For a more detailed description of the method,the reader.

is directedto Bunch, Conrad, Lewis, and Manley (1976) and Schoenfeldt

1972). .

152x internally homogeneo4smale groups and nine female groups emerged from

cit
...-.the an ysis. The differences between, and among, these groups, as well as

.
the fa torsi yielded by-the three inStruments, are described in Bunch et al., ..,...-

-°"'''
_

(1976).

EMPLOYER EVALUATIONS .

This'section deals with eval uations solicited from employers Of;exited
;

Mbun-

'tain-Plains stuaNtst The evaluation.forms used are extremely detailed and

. .

cover not only the quality of the student/employee's work but the relevance

of skills acquired at Mountain-Plains. The-methodology of this activity is

described in detaiI0vby Myers (1976) and Pollack (19750.

STUDENT EVALUATIONS .
.

.

.
As students complete or depart '(without completing) a pdjEticular.curriculum

.

area, they are age& to evaluate the'ifistructor ani 9 curriculum materials.,
''444K
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Evaluations ariwreceived in the form of two tikert type questionnaires of 20.

items (instructor) and 22 items (curriculum). Each form has been previously

analyzed, by the method of categorical
judgement'(rhurstone, 1927; Torgeson,

1958). Scale chaiacteristics have been described by Pollack (1975 a, b)., .

Student Evaluation of CurriculuM Form A SEC-A,) consists of 22 items which

- fOrm two scales of ten items
%
each (two items are not scaled). Scale 1 mea-

sures
-r . _.

. ,affective attitude toward curriculum and is labelled Affect while Scale

2 measures a numbbr of variables related to relevance, ease, clarity, etc.

and is labelled Relevance. Student Evaluation of Staff Form A (SES-A) is

an instructor evaluation form,o,20 items and two scales of ten items each.

Sctle 1 measures student/instructor interactions and is labelled Rapport. Scale

'2 is a measure of instructor competocies and is labelled Competence.

Each scale is extremely hbmogeneous (coefficient alphas are typibally in the

low to mid .90's). Scale scores range from 10 to 60 with lower scores indi-

cating more favorable impressions. A cutoff of 30 has been set as the line.

of demarcation-between favorable and unfavorable. In order to determine if

an instructor is favorably perceived, scale score means are adjusted by the

Standard error-of measurement (SEM) to determine a score range. If a set o

.evaluations, extended in,this fashion, contains the vklze30 within its range,
, k

the instructor or curricu/Um area can not: be judged to be perceived . favorably

by students.

4 231
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CHAPTER 1 ;c,1',

FAMILY CORE CURRICULUM.

Family Core Curriculum is composed of Health Education (CA 51,), Consumer Ed-

alcation (CA 61) , Home-R6agemett (C 63), and Parent Involvement (CA 66).

These four curriculum areas, together form a dOre of family oriented instruc-

tion, a unique element of Mountain-Plains. All Matintain-Plains students aie

required to enroll in Family tote Curriculum before proceeding to occupatiOn-

al preparation. The four curriculum areas have a combined total of nine

courses, 29 units, and 96-learning activity packages (LAPs).
6

4

OBJECTIVES AND PROCESSES

Some of the LAPs in Family Core Curriculum contain more' than one objective;

. ,

the 96 LAPs have a total of 107 objectives. Each of these objectives has

en evaluated in terms of level of activity requited. Code numbers from

Bloom's Taxonomy (Cognitive Domain) were applied. A complete list of LAP .

objectives and Bloom code numbers is contained in Volume I Chapter 1 (Appen-

'.

dix A-1) .

444

The six levels of the Bloom code are Knowledge (1.00)", Comprehension' (2.00),

Application (3.00), Analysis (4.00), Synthesis (5.00), and Evaluation (6.00).

Of the 107 Family Core Curriculum LAP objectives, only seven (6.5% wereabove

the Knowledge level. All seven of these objectives were found in Health Edu -

cation (Curriculum Area 51). At the unit level, seven out of 3 objectives

(20%) were aboVe Level 1 (Knowledge). One objective was classified et Level

6. , Objective 61.01.02.00 may be classified4as 6.20 (evaluation by external

criteria) and is stated:

-0
To be able .EO evaluhte your family's needs, preferences, and-capa-

,-bilities versus the available hOusing option4 in order to choose
the_best homing alternatiVb foil' you.

2
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a .

theHowever, -unit learning processes are generally on g-much lower level. A.1.:
° . :NI *

great deal of attention is given to housing,Vocabulary and factual informa-

tion, but very little is devoted to evaluation of needs and options. Mater -,.

ials for this unitoconsist of-atape recording and three instructor-writt:6n

LAPs- Some very useful debision-oriented material is presented in the thPs,
- ,

but this information'is not reflected 6n an evalUative level on the'LAP or

unit tests. For example, the student is shown through a pro and con type
o a

presentation the advantages and disadvantages of renting and buying, apart-.

ment vs. mobile homevs. condominium, etc. Given these tools, family should
,,

be able to make a decisibn about housing. The test items do not press -fore,

O

such a decision, nor is it apparent that such a decision, even in simulatiokc_,

is required for the student to complete the unit. The following is typical

of test items for the unit: -0

'Which of the following is true of home ownership?
a. it is muchless an expensethan an investment.
b. it is usually as cheap as renting.

° c. it is always a good investment..
d. it hasmany "hidden" costs.

The correct answer is d.

5

This particul4runit was singled out because it at'least Purported to pursue

a higher level objective. /ts failure to follow through'reflectsiess the

design of the unit than the focus of Family Core Curriculum in,general. In

° nearly all other cases, with the occasional exception of Health, Education,

the objectives and concomitant processes are very low level. Yet the focus

'
,

'of Family Core Curriculum is described as "(to)provide students with the. .

home and personal "life skills!' they need for successfUl effpfoyment." (Wall,

1975), The discrepancy between sta global objectives and subordinate 6b-

jectives and processes carries,throught6 test reliability and validity, stu-
1

-dent evaluations, and .change data.

.0
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TEST, RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

Reliability results, A criterion level of .30(4as set for'0. Table 1.1 is

0

a summary of ellFamilyCore Curriculum course and unit tests in terms of

number, of acceptable items.
4:

Table 1.1
a. -Course Test Reliability

.

Course `Name JI
. Items with 0-.30

Introduction to Health Education 5

Family_Health 64 80.0

Consumer Education 3
.

Home Management 50

Interaction with Children 12

Infant and Toddler 10

Pre-School Child 17

Middle-Age Child 1

Adolescence' 10

TOTAL- 172

. c

b. Unit Test Reliability

Health Information , q-

- First Aid 2

Major Health- Problems "

Home Care of the Ill 9 3

Family Life Education ! 6

Dental Hygiene
Managing Your Money : 6

A Place to Live - 9

Car Buying 0
Shopping withgredit 9

,Consumer Awareness
;IngUrances 12

.

_Understanding Nutrition 7

Nutrition and Your Health '9

Grooming and Impressions 10'

Clothing and Dress 100

Home Care and Utilization 7

Self-Image", 7

Self-Control 9

Growth and DevelOment (Infantl' 6

Care la.f..tbp IniA'nt and Toddler 8

Developing the Baby',S Potential. 12

Child Grokth and.Development .7

The)ChAldfs Potential - 7

4. 54.; 7

I

% Total Items

10.0

3.5

t-

50'

80
85

62.5 , 80
60.0 , 20

25.0 40
37.8 45

2.2 45

50.0 20

37.0 465

50.0 10

5.0 40
25.7 3t

12.0 25

40.0 15

50.0 10 ,

60.0 10

60.0 15

66.7 15

90.0 10 '

80.0 15

60.0 20

70.0 10

'*60:0 1,15

50.0 20

66.7. 15

46.7
40

15

46.7 15 .

90.0 10
4.

60.0 10

53.3 15.

80.0 15

70.0 10

233 30 --

40

4
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Handling Behavior'
Middle Childhood
Later Childhopd
Growth and Development' (Adolescence)
Developmental' Tasks and Adult Guidance

TOTAL t

8

12
5

9"
5

226

80.0
48.0
25.0''

60.0
50.0-

. '47.1 :,

'

-

10

25

20

15

10

480,

4

Only 37%.of all'Family Core Cur0Oulum course test items demonstrated an

acceptable level of reliability. 'While is an unacceptable level, it

is Higher than the percentage for all Mountain-Plains course tests.(24.9%).

,Unit'test items fared slightly better; 47.1% had 0 values of .30 or greater:

Only one course test, Family Health may be considered`as having a sufficient

number of discriminating items (80%). Five'unit tests contain 80% ori6more

reliable items. These are Shopping with Credit (90%), Consumer Awareness

(80%), Self-Control (90 %), Developing the Baby's Potential (80%), and Han-

dling Beh.pior (80%). All other course and unit tests require major revi-

sions before they may beconsidered as capable of disoriminating between

masters and non-Masters.'

. Validity results. Inasmuch as there-are no performance act'ivities'in Family

Core-Curriculum, all validity estimates are at the item level and expressed

. ,,,-
-

.

in terms of pretest post test differences. A minimum diffeience of 30% was
04. ' 4

.47 %

set as a criterion level for validity assessed'in this manner. Table 1.2 con--
%I. ...

40F 4 ,

1

tains a summary ofcourse and unit validity.,
,4

Tab1641.2
a. ,Course Test Validity

Items with Dpp-30%
s % Total Items

24.0 50
-15

.0 80

20.0 85

5,0 .80'

0.0 20

,Course Name N

ntroduction.ftto Health Education 12

Family Health. *4 ,,'

Consumer Education 17

Home Management . ...4

Interaction with Children 41, 0

s

2:35



4
Infant and Toddler
Pre-School Child
Middle-Age child- .

Adolescence
TOTAL

3
3

2

0

45

7.5

6.7

4.4.
0.0
9.7

40

45

20

465
.

4u

b. Unit Test Validity
, -.1)

Health Information P 0 0.0 10
First Aid 12 30.0 40
Major Health Problems 1. 2.9 4, 35
Home Care of the Ill 3 ', 12.0 25

2' Family Life Education 0 0.0' 15 J
Dental Hygiene 0 0.0 5
'Managing Your Money 0 0.0k' 10
A Place to Live 5 33,3 15
CA.-Buying .' 3 20.0 15
Shopping with Credit 2 20.0 10
Consumer Awareness

....,,
3 20.0 15

Insurances 4 20.0 20
Understanding Nuarition 1

. .
5.0 -.'"20

Nutrition and Ybur Health o 0.0 15
Grooming and,Impressions, 1 6.7, 15'
Clothing and Dress .0 0.0 15 .

Home Care and Utilization ,2 13.3 15-o
Self -Image 0
Self-Cdntrol o
Growth and DeNMlopment-tInfant)

&. 2

Care of the Infant and Toddler
. 1

Developing the Baby's Potential 0

0.0
0.0 ,

20.0
6.7

, o.o

15

5

10

15

15
Child Growth and Development 1 40.0. (10
'The'Child'S Potential 6.7

c

30
Handling Behavior '''' 0

. . 0.0 5
Middle Childhood -c -2 8.0 25
Later Childhood 0 0.0 t 30

.4 Growth and Development (Adolscen6e) 0 , 0.0 .15

Developmental Tasks and Adult Guidance -0
.. .

0.0w 5
-TOTAL 45 9.7 465

44: .._,
-

e.

Because unit Ketests ar not routinely administered, pretest post test dif-
ll

'ferenceS Were obtained' directly from the appro4iate ,course tests, hence, the

identical total figures. 10e extremely low percentages Ad generally low Dpp

values are more a product of high pretest scores than low post test scores.

..The mean pretest score for all Family or CutrieuTUm was 61.2%.:Mean poste'

test score was, 65.6%. ,This is a net of Dpp` of 4.4%. Some areas of Family.

Core actually pdsted net losses; the, Home Management course test, for example,
t

6.



had- a mean pretest item probability -of 58.8% (i.e., 58.8% change of an-
.

swering any givenitem correctly). Iht mean post test item lAobability

was 4217%, 4,net Dpp of -16.1%.
V

The overall valueof. 9.7%Vves Family Core Curriculum the low6St percent- .k

age of Valid itemssof all progr areas. Since these same items are gen-.

erally more reliable than tho6e of most prograareas, the poor validity

observed can not be attributed entirely to the items themselves. An alter-

STUDENT

P

native exp/anation would be that students learned very-litp.e in the area.

EVALUATION 0v 'STAFF AND CURRICULUM

-

Curriculum.r A total of 1,751 eVallidations were received for the four Family

4

Core Curriculum areas, 429 for Health Education, 446,for'Consumer Education,

A47 for Home-Menagement, and 429 for Parent Involvement:e, The, over means

were 18.2 for Scale 1 (standard deviation = 812) and 18.0 for, Scale 2-(stan-

-,

dard deviation.= 7;8). Given the-extremely large sample sizes, standard
7

.

errors, of wee 0:2 for both scales; thus the score range for.

Scale 1 was 17.8-18.6 and 17.6-18.4 for Scale 2.
014,,t-

andividu'al curriculum area evauations ranged from 15.4 to 20.3 for Scale

and from 15.5 to 19.3 for Scale 2. Significant differences were found among
. -

curriculum areas On both scales. P values (with 3 and 1,747 degrees o5 free-

dom) were 27.8 (p (...01) a1 20.8 (p <.01Y for Afectandlielevnce, respec:-

.tively. Table 1.3 contains the means and standard devl.ations'of all four

ditriculum areas on both scales.

4

1
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Table.J.3
Summary of Curriculum Evaluations of

Family Core Curriculum

..:'

'Education

Scale 1
Mean S.D.

Scale 2
Mean S.D.

Health 15.4 5.8 15.5 5.6
Consumer Education 20.3,- 9.2 19.3 8.7
Home Management - 18.8 7.8 18:3 ' 7.4
Parent Involyement 18.3 9.0' 17.8 8.4

^All Areas 18.2' 8.2 18,0 7.8

Analyses of variance were followed by Newman-Keuls post hoc tests of sig-
.

nificance of pairwise differences. On Scale 1, there was no significant

difference between the scores of Home Management and Parent Involvement.

All other differences were significant. For Scale 2, Health Education Was
4

perceived by students as superior to each of the other three curilCulum-

areas. No other pairwise differences were significant.

Instructors. Seven instructors received a total of 989 evaluations.

Scale score means were 18.8 (S.D. = 11.1) for?Rapport and 18.5 for Compe-
-

tence (S.D. = 11.4). Allowing for measurement error, score ranges (95%,

.4 confidence intervals) were18.1-19.5 for Scale '1 and from 17.7-19.2 for

Scale 2. For both scales., score ranges were below 30; indeed, both scales

had ranges not exceeding$20. This is an indication of generally very fa-

vorable impressions of instructors inFamily Core Curriculum

One instructor had a score range exceeding 30 on the Rapport scale, and

,there were significant differences among instructors on both scales. F

valUes, (with 6 and 982 degrees of freedom) were,37.5 fcr Scale 1 (p4( .01)

A0

and 88.7 for'Seale 2.(p1:.01). Subsequent Newman -Keuls tests revealed that,
/

. a °-
.,,.'

with respectIto both scales, two instructorvere consistently perceived

.

as inferior to the other fiVe instructors. One instructor was consistently

perceilied by students as superior to the other six instructors. on both

44
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Ripport and Competence.
.

Student evaluation summary. Aodordiftg to the opinions of a very large num--
, .

ber of students, instructors in Family:, Core Curriculum have done a very good

job. With, the exception of'one instructor (who received only lievaluations

resulting in a standard error of measurement of 3.6), all staff were consid-

ered as able to'work well with students in individualized instruction. All
.1*

instructors were favorably perceived hy students with respect to competence.

Curriculum materials and procedures were like4Se favorably viewed by stu-

dents.

CHANGE ANALYSIS
o 9

As pointed out in a previous section, Family Core.Curriculum tests were

largely insensitive to changes resulting from instruction. Therefore it is

difficult and perhaps futile to dischss change for this area at any.lehgth.

The question of whether culpabAity restsiwith'tes6 or instruction remains

moot at thit point. Informal assessments of Family. Core Curriculum, parti-

cu/arlyiParent Involvement, Are available, however. Studenti generally show

little' attitude change. with respect to child rearing (as measured by the

Child Raising Opinion Questionnaire, or CROQ1). Follow-up studies of exited

Mountain-Plains students indicate that Some significant changes are-effected

in living conditions and/Or life styles which may be related to one or lore

oa

of the Family-Core Curriculum areas. It is not possible at this time, how-
;

.

;etc.ever, to separate the effects ofZealth Education, Home Management, etc. from-4s,..,

the effects of increased.income andemployment stability.2

IR. Pollack, A reliability assessment of the "Child Raising Opinion Ques.-

tionnaire" Form E-1; EDP #14. G asgow, MT: Mountain-Plains Press, 1975.

D.D. Myers, Place nt report No. 8: Mountain-Plains placement covering

the moriia'of November - April. Glasgow-, MT: Mountain- Plains Press, 1976.
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SUMMATIVE IMPLICATIONS

leis necessary to point out -here that many of the summative implications for

Family Core Curriculum have been preeMpted by acknowledgement of,previous

formative implications. The:relatiire triviality of many area objectives was

recognized, and a major restructuring of Family Core is currently under way.

Emphasis has been shifted from low level cognitive to affectiveobjectives.

Specific weaknesses in currently existing tests have been detected, and re-

Vise-a4:0ms ate being deVeloi3ed pending area reorganization.

Family Core Curtitculum is relatively cheap. Costt computed in Volume I totalled

$111.51 per completer. Completion is high; over 95% of all students meet all

t
requirements or nominally master al], objectives of each of *the four curriculum

areas. Yet, there is reasonable doubt, based on the existence of low level

curriculum objectives,and leak-of evidence of behaviora4 ange (which may,o

s
courseiabe largely attributable to poor quality test items)

/

'

out the effec.
. tp

,k. i
--= tiyenes p of Family Cofe Curritulum

.

A - -t -

t N ,

.StUa It
,

egalOtiOns of " curriculum and staff can nOt.be regarded, and they
b, 0.

. rgepie*t a'Yery different perspective. The apparent-discrepancy between pobr k
ra. .' .s. , .

, t
.

.

..,
. .

andcurriculum objectives' and tests and very favorable student ratings of,,,
gs,

. . .

curriculPm may be resplifed by taking notice of the extretely favorable eyalua7
AWk

. 4110

tion of instructors. It iequite 'possible, and indeed likely, that the in-
. ' . .

structionel staff of eamily1 dote Curriculum are aware of gaps .1.1d supplement
..., litt

.

these weak areas with,personal kriOwledge. teCause Family Core is the first
,

program area encountered by gtudents fwho,:are likely to bemore experienced

, .

in evaluating people thanins, tru ctio nal'materialal , I m pressionv,
,i
s of it aide'

' ,, .

likely to be based on the skills of the staff:
.

. .

. 13
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The primary difficulty in haying staff coisistently make up for 'faulty Our-,

riculum lies in the fact that all measures o6rogress are geared to the,

poor curriculum.

the benefits are

labelled a success but

-***.

,While students may benefit,greatly from sdch experiences,
..-" . .

410P

not reflected by the tests. Family Core Curriculum may be
tilm*1-

'
, ,-....,

not in a formal sense. It is interesting to note'
-0-,--,0-

that many curriculum objectives represent only superficial learning and that
4,

there is little r eal evidence of mastery of these objectives which may not

be worth mastering. The assumption'of responsibility for this area by'Stu-
--

dent Servides Division (Counseling, Caregr Guidance, Community Development)

represents a logical and promising shift away from a purely co*itive ap-
1i

proach to.such Ittgely non-cognitive aspects of life as child rearing,

planning, and choosing a place to live.'

s

4.

t

I
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CHAPTER 2
FOUNDATION EDUCATION

Foundation/Education consists of,the curriculum areas Mathematics Skills

(CA 11) and Communication Skill-, CA 15). All Mountain-Plains students

are administered the California Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) upon prograth

entry and subsequently assigned to a specific level of each curriculum

area.according to scores on the CABS as well as declared occupational ob

jectives. Students exit Foundation Education on completion of job title_

prerequisites.for other 'educational goals (e.g. college entrance, GED test).

4 yE

The'Foundation Education area consists of,the two curriculum areas just

described, 14 courses, e2 units, and 331 LAPs.

OBJECTIVES Alp PROCESSES

Many LAI) have more than one objective. Volume I ChapterAlidentific.ed 168

such LA bijectives (all for Communication Skills) an described them in

terms of levels in thgBioom taxonomy.1 Of this number, 80'(74%) are'
.4.

Level 1.00 There are twelve Level 2.00 objectives, six Level 3.00, nine

Level 4.00, and one Level 5.00.. There were no Level 6.00 objectives. Mathe-

matics Skill's LAP objectives were not-described due to the fact that they

are fully documentedelsewhere.2

The dispersion of unit objectiVes among the'six behavior levels of BloOm's

cognitiVe taxonomy parallelled that'of LAP objectives. Mathematics Skills

had 31 Level 1.00 objectives out of 40 (7 2 Level 2.00, 6 Level 3.00,

1 cognitive taxOnomy: ;1.00 =4Xnowledge; ',2.00 = omprehension;
3.00 = Application; 4.00 =- Analysis; 5.00 =0Synthesis; 6.00 Evaluation.

:

2Individualized Learning for Adults, Philade lphia: Resea h or Bet-

ter Schools, 1972. -.

15 242



and 1 Level 4.00. There were no Level 5.00 or 6.00 objectives for'either

CA 11 or SA 15. :communication Skills had 42 Level 40 objectives out'of,

59 (71.'2%), 12 Level 2.00 objectives, 2 Level 3.00, and 3 Level 4.00

Nearly three-fourths of all FoundP,ion Education objectives were, Level 1.00
a

(73 out =Of 99, or 73.7 %). However, the typical pattern of preentation in(

both curriculum areas is to start with simple objectives (Levels 1.00 and

2.00) and end with more complex objectives (Levels 3.00 and 4.00). The

number of Level 1.00 objectives in Mathematics Skills, for example, declines

steadily from 100% in COurse 01 to 71% in Course 04. It may be concluded,

4
there e, that the objectives and associated processes follow an orderly

progression to takethe student from an entry level of limited mathematical

and verbal sophistication to an exit level at which he or she' possesses

quite complex skills..

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

,

Reliability results. A criterion lbvel .30 was,set for y.,v Table 2.1

is a summary of all Foundation Education course and unit tests in terms of

number of acceptable items. Only Communication Skills tests were consid-

ered (see footnote 2).,

Table 2.1

a. Communication Skills Course Tes,Reliability

Course Name
Items

elk
with0 -.30

Total Items

'Level E 19 76.0 25
'Level F . 31 62.0 50

Level G 13. 37.1 35

Level I 0 0.0 50

Level K 12 21.8 55

TOTAL 75 34.9

1g43 4.
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b. Communication Skills Unit Test Reliability

_ Unit.Name
Iteme with
N

0 -.30
%

:" il
- Total Items

,IIN

Root Words
Recognition and formation of

'0 0.0 10

Plural Words .
0' 0.0 10

Basic Reading Structure's - 6 '30.0 20.
,Complete Sentences 6 60.0 1P

. Alphabetizing 5 -50.0 10
Word Meanings, 5 50.0 10
Main Idea andlRecall - 3 20.0 :5

Recognition and Formatign of
"refixes and Suffixes 6 40.0 115

Who, What, Where, and Why 0 0.0 20

Capitalization 5 50 0.
4.4,..

10
The Apostrophe C 5_, 50.0 10
Syllabication and Context Clues 4 26.7 15

Preparation for,Technical Reading 4 26.1' 15

Subject-Verb Agreement 5 50.0 10,
Noun Plurals, and Guid4 Words
Plactng Words

4

8

40,0
53.3

10

15' :

Dewey Decimal System/Card System 8 80.0 10
W

4 Possessives, Contractions, and
. a

Plural Nouns 4 5 33.3 15
es and Suffixes , 8 8Q.0 10'

e Eight Parts of Speed 4 26.7 15

Verb Forms 9
.,:*

90.0 10,
04

Prefixes and Suffixefi 9 . 90.0 e 10 -/.

Teritinal Punctuation '4 40.0
,:.

10

Modifiers O.
0 0.0 10,

Pronouns and Prepositions . 8 80.. 0 10

Sentence Structure 41 4 T6.7 15 ,-/

Paiagraphs into Compositions 8 80.0 10

TOTAL 133 40.3 330

As in the case of Family Core Curricului tests, Zoundation Education unit

10,
'tests fared slightly better than course tests; 34.9% of all course test

items demonstiated an acceptable level of reliability, and 40.3% of unit

test items were found to be-reliable by the method used: If the unit tests

violating distribution assumptions (i.e., those with all masters and no non-

.

masters) are excluded from consideration, the total number of items becomes

and the reliable items.cootitute 4 of this number. No distribution;

e

44 ,A
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.1

assumptions were violated on course tests. Five of the 22 non -viNing

tests may-be regarded as requiring no further development. These are-the

tests with 80% or more reliable items., 11 other unit and course tests

require major revisions before they can be considered as capable of dis-

criminatingbetween masters and non-masters.

Validity results: Because there are no performance tests in Foundation

Education, all validity estimates are at the. item level and expressed'in

terms of pretest post test differences. ,A minimum difference of 30% was

set criterion level for validity:assessed in this fashion. Table 2.2

is a summary of course test validity.

Course Name

Level E
Level F
Level G
LeVel I
-Level

TOTAL

Table 2.2
Foundation Education Course Test Validity

Items with Dpp -30%

Total Items .

18 72:0 25

-39 78.0 5.0

25 71.4 35

33 66.0. 50
17 30.9 55

.132 61.4 215

vels H and J had too few usable tes's to be included in analysis.

otal figure of61.4% valid items is one of the highest of all program areas. aw

Although oVerall validity fell somewhat short of the desired 80%, only minor

. adjustments are;expected with alnourses except Level K, The values given
s .

in Table 2.2 indicate that 61.4% of all items in Foundation Educations are

extremely sensitive to the instructional objectfVes of the area.

t

18 245
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C.

STUDENT EVALUATION OF CURRICULUM:AND STAFF

Curriculum. A total of 75 evaluations were received for Foundation Educe-

tion, 35 for Mathematics Skills, and 40 for Communication Skills. Evalua-

tionsreflect a'generally very favorable student opinion of the curriculum.

Means and standard deviations are included' in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3
Summary'-of Student Evaluations of Curriculum'

"for FoundationEducation

( .

S6ale 1 Scale 2

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

MatheMatics Skills 19.8 '8.3 18.9 7.9

Communication Skills 22.4 11:7 20.4 9.4

All -Foundation Education 21.2' 10.2 19.7

No significant differences were detected between the two curriculum areas,

on either scale. Althbugh standard errors.of measurement'were rather lar

(ranging frOm 1.3 to 1.8), no scale score range exceeded 30 for either cur-.

riculum area: It may be conclUded that students were very favorably im-

pressed by the Foundation Education CurribUlum:

Instructors. Evaluations of five instructors (three Mathematics Skills and

two Communidation
A

Skills) were received from 110 students. Scale 1 (Rapport)

(least 'favotable).,

'0..0. As pointed out

instructors were re-
.

score means ranged froin_17.6 (most favorable) to 26.6

Scale 2 (Competence) score means ranged from 19.4 to 3

14'1

previously, 30.0 was the criterion level, below Which

garded as doipg a good. job acid abode which performance was judged as"pplauo,

For the purpoe e4-analysis and comparison, One instructor was not considered

-0

. .
.

. .,
. .

due to the small,number Of-evaluations received and subsequently, stand-

%

.,
stand -

. ,errors\of measurement. Of .the remaining-four instructors,inone had
a.%

% \. ,
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4,4

score ranges extending above.30 on the Rapport scale, -and both Communication

4

Skills instructors scored above the cutoff on the Competenceopale.3 It may,

be concluded, therefore, that Foundation Education instructors are perceived

by studentsas skilled in instructor-student relationships, but tha'only

Mathematics Skills instructors are uniformly-regarded as competent.sg

CHANGE ANALYSIS

As pointed out in Voluble I, all 29 students completing preparation for the-
. "

' General Educational Development (GED) test subsequently passed he examina-

tion (at a nearby testing location) and were awardedGED certificates. This

figure represents a stable rate of over 99% success on the GED exam over

the past two years.

Gains were also noted on the California Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) in both

computational, and verbal skills. A mean gain df 2.4 years was noted for

mathematics achievement and a mean gain of 1.2 years was noted for communica-

tion skills. Allowing for measurement error, teliably interpretable gains

of 2.1 years for mathematics and 1.0.years for verbal skills are derived.

Time spent in Foundation Education averages 99:5 hours in Mathematics Skills

and 9.2 hours in Communication Skills. Thus, gains are being posted in both

areas at the-rate of .02 years per instructional hour. If linearly plotted

(which is not very likely to be appropriate due to the asymptotic nature.
oo
-of learning curves in these two areas), a.net gain of 12 years is'projeC,a

ted
AM.

for students spending,600 hours in eacih Curriculum area. While this may be

a bit farfetched, some students recorded gains as high as six -

or seven years.
'

0

3Score ranges are computed by extendlw 1.'96 SEM on each side of the
mean. Thus, for example-, an instructor with a 'mean of 20.0 and SEM of 2.0

- would have a range of 20 + 3.92 or a range extending from 16.08 to 23.9,2.
The value 1.96 was chosen to yield ranges that could be interpreted with
95% accuracy. $ .

z

20 .
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The distribution of CTBS scores. follows a classic mastery learning pattern.

POst test means are higher and standard deviations are 'smaller than for pre-

tests, In other words, individuals initially Widely dispersed about a rela-
!

tively low point on a continuum ent-1 up tightly grouped around a higher point

Zithecontinuum. The concept of aptitude being a°function of time r
4

to master a constant curriculum is Well illustrated by themitics Education.

The correlation betweeh CTBS pretest scores and time spent in curriculum/ 3.6

-.84; the lower the score, the longer in the area. Pretest,scores in oth

areas also reflect a ceiling effect. Pearson correlations for pretest CTBS

scores vs. CTBS gain are -.70 for math and -.55 for verbal skills. There is
a

an absolute ceiling of 16 on the test and a practical ceiling of a proximately

.13.5 imposed by the Foundation Education curriculum since no job title re-

quires a higher level of verbal, or quantitative functioning.

SUMMATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Curriculum objectives of Foundation. Education are sound and sequential.

Tests generally reflect these objectives in a relialole and valid fashion.

Costs are very low for the results achieved (e.g.4 $267.66 for two years of
, 4000440ftw

math achievement or $154.00 for one year of verbal achievement). Student

favorably perceive curriculum and are generally convinced that instructors

are competent.

Regarding this last point, it is somewhat' startling to find that o the two

A .4
,- .

instructors in Communication Skills evapated by students, only one.was
, .

actually classified as an instructor. The other -was an' instructional aide.

. The functiOn of the instructor .is to'facilitate learning (through review,

reinforcement, predOription, etc.) while the role of the 'aide is to provide

cleriCal support." While both individuals received mean ratings below the

21
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cutoff point, both had enough unfavorable ratings to push their Tenably

interpretable score ranges over the mark, thereby casting some,doubt on

their competence:

A closer investigation revealed that all GED instruction (in verbal skills)

was performed by the instructional aide. Analysis of free-responae comments

on'SES-A revealed that many of the instructional responsibilities assumed
-*

by the aide were assumed by default. t was apparent that the Agtructor

was generally unavailable.
4

While so M e irregularities in the instructional- ,process have been detected,

the larger issue of area performance yields a'verypositive response. It

is unlikely that the cost effectiveness of Foundation Education, simply in

terms of CTBS gains, could be repeated elsewhere with methods and materials

different from those used by MountainA.Plains. The value of the curriQulum

kt

is well stated in the fact that, students are able to use it, relatively

unassisted, and make significant gains in a short period of time.
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CHAPTEI 3
OFFICE EDUCATION AND MARKETING,k TOURISM

Office Education and the three curriculum areas making up Marketing & Tourism 1

(Lodging, Food Servicep, and Marketing) are the focus of this portion of Volume

II. The objectives and accompanying processes are viewed along with student-

characteristics, test quality, employer evaluations, changes, and-student

evaluations of staff and curriculum in a summative fashion.

OBJECTIVES AND PROCESSES

The 75 Objectives of Office Education are predominately Application (Level

3 )'; 43 are at this level. The remainder of the objectives in Office Education

are Knowledge (Level 1) and Synthesis ,(Level 5). Level 1 accounts for 29 ob-
..

jectives and \Level 5 accounts for three.
0

While the emphasis in Office Education is on skill" application,
e).

Marketing &
c

Tourism emphasizes knowledge acquisition. Marketing is theonlpone of the

four, curriculum areas with any Evaluati?6,(Level 6) objectives. The process,

is typically one of knowledge acquisition to skill appliqation in Office Edu-

cation and almost purely knowledge level in Marketing '& Tourisitt- The areas

of Office Education_and Marketing are viewed as having a fairly sound training

process in light of the job titles offered'and'ultimate goals of those job

titles. Lodging and Food Sergicevon thewbther hand, could use More skill

application. This evaluation is based on the fact that job title descriptions

in these areas imply. that .,completers will be- placed in positions requiring.

more than the curriculum apparently prepares them for. -Portions of the Food

.0

Services curriculuM are currently undergoing a revision toward greaier skill

app 0 and synthesis of concepts. Lodging objectives tend to reflect a
4

'lower level of activity than actually takes place.
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STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

early haleof all students, who entered Mountain-Plains during the* period of

stabilization elected career fields in either Office Education or Marketing &

Tourism. Office Education alone accounted for 106 out of 361,students. Char-

acteristics of these students, therefore, should generally reflect the attri-

butes of Mountain-Plains students in general. Some exceptions are worth noting.

Food dServide students tend to be soulewhat older and less verbally oriented

than students in general. "Marketing students fend to be younger and more

verbal. Spouses-who enter Office Education tend to hale worked and helped sup-
,

.port the family to a greater extent than spouses who enter other areas. While
-

Mountain-Plains makes every effort to channel women into non-traditional roles,

it is pethaps this work experience which leads the job market wise woman into

. the traditional secretarial training (most spouses who worked full time prior

to cording to Mountain-Plains were employed in clerical posictions)...... Office
4

Education represents a safg, familiar environment, and a 4ecisionto enter

the area may reflect disenchantment with other types of jobs broughtabout

-

by unsuccessful, attempts to break the sex'barrier in such areas as carpentry...6

mechanict, etc.

'Virtually everroCupational subgroup (cf. Bunch,fConrad, Lewis, &'ManleY,

1976) was represented in the four curriculum areas of Office Education and

Marketing & Tourism. Men who entered the area were primarily.in Marketihg,

although there were three Bookkeepers. Of the 144 women fn''all-four curric-

ulum areas, 103 were in Office' Education, primarily in one of two job titlesy

'Clerk Typist and Clerk Stenographer.

Subgroups 1 and 6 for men and female Group 1 were proportionately oVer-repre-

4- 2511
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sented in Office Education and Marketing & Tourism. The women in Group 1

seem to fit this area almost perfectly.. They were characterized by high

.0
scores on scales measuring.artistic/interpersonal interests eneral business

and management interests, interest in nursingt and affinity for ability 4i1-

ization. The major implication here is that Career Guidance was successful

15 out of 17 tries for, this female subgroup.

The two male Subgroups dominating the Office Education and Marketing & Tourism

areas had very little illyommon. In fact, in one instance they were polar

opposites. With respect to values placed on productivity, Group 1 men were

the highest scorers of all six groups, and Group 6 men scored lowest. Group

1 men were also charaCterized by intense cultural/literary and technology

interests., Group 6 men had high manual service interests but were actually
VP

one of the two lowest ,scoring groups oll,business,intervt., Although business, .

occupations may seem inappropriate for this group, esp'ecially Oth 'regard'
a

to their interests, completion rate was roughly equal to that of Group 1 men

(62% for Group 6 and 60% for Group 1).

TEST RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY N1

ti

A totafof 2Q course tests and 48 unit tests were,c6sidered in reliability

assessment. Five course tests were-taken from Office Education, four from

Food Servipes, eleven taken from Marketing, and no course tests from Lodging

(the number of individuals taking Course post tests was too small to warrant

conducting reliability assessment). The relative ability of items in.these

course tests ..to discriminate between masters and non-masters is summarized

in rab le 3.1.

40.
5
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Table
Course Test Reliability

r"
*rs/

Course

3.1

by Course

Items with' 0.30
N % Total Items

Butiness Writing
Data Processing

0

17

0.0
26.2- "`

10

65

Filing 12 24.0 50

Keypunch 9 36.0 ' -..,.- 25

Machine Transcription. 52.9 .34

Subtotal for Office Educa-
tion 56 30.5 184

Short Order Cook 22 73.3 30

Restaurant/Institutional,,Cook 18 45.0 40

Restaurant Manager Trainee 13 65.0 20

Second Baker 0 % 0.0 50

Subtotal for Food Services 53 . 37.8 140

Marketing Operations 13 32.5 40

Merchandise. Distribution

Procedures 2 3.1 60

- HuMhn Relations in Marketinge 12 30.0 40

Marketing Mathematics 14 46.7 30

Cash Register Operation -26 52.0 So

, Visual, Merchandising 11 44.0 25

Basic Salesmanship 9 15.0 60

'Customer Services 12 40.0 ' 30

Advanced Salesmanship 21 35.0 60

AdArtising and Promotion 25 62.5 40

Supervisory Skillsp, 31 56.4 55

Subtotal kor Marketing 176 35.9 490

TOTAL 285 35.0 814

.

The overall rate of 35.0% is about 10% better than Mouytain-Plains course

tests in general (24.95). Two tests, however, violated'distfibution assump-

tions. When the.coursetests' for Business Writing and Second Baker are de-
,

pleted, the percentage of reliable, or discriminating, items climbs to 37.8%.

Twelve unit tests from-Office Education,' four, from .Lodving, one frok Food

Service's and thirty-one unit tes ts from Marketing-were also analyzed for ze-
. .4 .

liability. Many tests were eliminated frompanalysis for ObVious distribu- .

.

tion violations (0 or 100% mastering the test). Results of these analyses

are sum4rized in Table 3.2.

26
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;. Table 3.2
Unit Test'Reliability by Unit

*,
Iteins

Unit N
with OZ.30.

% Total Items
444t-

Introduction to Business Data Pro- 4
cessing t

5 50.0., ' 10
Manual and Mechanical Data Processing. 11 55.0 20

0 Punched Card Data Processing' , 10 66.,7_ 15
Carron Language Media 3 30.0N 10

4
Electronic Data Processing 9 60.0 , 15

. Introduction to IBM 29 Print 5 50.0 10 0

Numeric Keyboard Exercises/Program
Card 7 70.0 A 10

Introduction to Related Unit Record
EquiPinent 5 50.0 10

Mail Handling 6 24.0 25
CoMmunication 7 35.0 20
Secretaridl Recordkeeping ' 11 36.7 30
processing Data _ 7 -. 70.0 10
, Duplicating Methods ' 33.3 15

Subtotal of Office.,- Education 91 45.5 200
Care of the Rooms

: 45.0 20
Introduction to the Front Office

t

Front Desk ReSponsibilities :

12

7

,48.0

20.0
25

35 q.=

Handling,of Guest Charges and Credits 11 31.4
0 35

Equipment Used by the Desk Clerk 21 42.0 50
Auditing on Miscellaneous Machines' , 10 66.7 15*.
x Subtotal for Lodging 70 38.9 180
Sanitation, Safety, Maintenance, and

.

-Euipment"Care and-Use 11 44.0* 25
Subtotal for Food Services 11 44.0 -25

The Maiketing Process, ld 66.7 '15
Wholesaling 9 60..0 15

,Retailing
. 8 80.0 10

`pippins, ----,, 10 40.0
,-

25
Receiving, Checking, and Marking 9 "45.0 20
Stockkeeping 8 53.3 " 15

,

Basic Human Relations.
.

UnderstandingEmloyer-Employee Rela-
4 26., 15

0 tions 12 48.0 25
Application-of Mathematics for Selling 12

,
80.0 '15

ProcedureS for Inventory, Receiving '''--
...4.._

Merchandise, and Pricihig 2 pp.() . 15
Face of Cash Register 12 48.0 -..25

Operating Checkout Station 9. t0.0 15
Checker/Cashier Qualities 7 '-70.0 10
Steps of the Sale 16. 35:6 45
Suggestion Selling ,

01.2
60.0, 1,5

Credit 4 40.0 10
Shopping Services

. 6 30.0 20' e
. Sales Preparation

. -7 70.0_ 10
ThEt5elling Process 13 ',' 65.0

*v.
,,20
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Special Selling Techniques
Sales Management
Advertising Fundamentals
Promotion

..,,,

13

14

18

9

, 86.7
,93.3

60.0
90,0

. 15

. 15

30

'- 10
Merchandise Buying 24 60:0 40
FOOd and Beverage Purchasing , f.'11 31.4. 35
Fundamentals of Finan6e 20 .., 57.1 35
Merchandise Control 13 . 86.7 15
Food and Beverage Control

. 5 315%3 15.
Employee Training -,

11 73.3 15
Solving Human Relations Problems 15 60.0 25

.;,?-Preventing Human Relations Problems 12 '80.0. ,

. - 15

Subtotal for Marketing' 342 56.5 605
TOTAL 514 . 0.9 1,010

.

The overall rate of 51.1% is very good. Unit tests in Offic -Education and

Marketing &.Tburism (especially in Marketing) are quite capable of discrim-

inating between masters and non-masters.

Validity of area tests was assessed only in terms 0. pretest - post test dif-

ferences (Dpp) for the purpose of this report. Results of alidity analyses

''are_ summarized in Table 3.3.

Course

: -sine

rocessing
:.sine Writing

Filin
Keypu h

Machine Transcription
"Subtotal for Office,Education

' Short Order Cook
Restaurant/InStitUtional Cook
Restaurant Manager Trainee

"Second Baker
Subtotal for Food Services,

Marketing Operations
Merchandise Distribution Procedures
Human Relation's id Marketing
Marketing Mathematics
Cash Register Operation
,Visual Merchandising
Basi SalesMahship
-Customer Services

Table 3.3
Course Test Validrty=by Course

Items with Dppt30%
n

.°7------6)

27

29

2`2

10

94

23

26

12 '

11'
72

12

19

6

4

le 15
19

17

14

28255

Total Items Abit.

6010 10
41.5 65
58.0 50
88.0 25,

29.4 34
51.1 184
76.7 . 30
65.0 ' 40
60.0 20

22.0 50
51.4 140
30.0 40.

.31.7 60
15.0 40
13.3 30
30.0 50

76.0 25

28.3 60
46.7 30



Advanced Salesmanship 24 40.0 60
Advertising and Promotion. 26 65.0, 40
Supervisory Skills 15 27.3 55.

Subtotal for Marketing .171 34.9 490
. TOTAL 137 41.4 814

Item validity for the courses listed in Tt:A 3.3 is slightly lower than the \

program norm (46.6). Marketing,' in particular; is quite low with 34.9% of

all course test items demonstrating discriminant validity. It is interesting.

to note here that Marketing items.were among the most reliable. Validity 4

may be regarded as fair, although many of the course tests need major revi-

sions (the Marketing Mathematics course test is a prime candidate for change).

STUDENT EVALUATIONS

Curriculum.' Evaluations from 124 students were obtained through administra-

tion of Student Evaluation of Curri6ulum PC5rm A (SES -A);--,q1 for Oftict Edu-
-

4
cation, 5 for Lodging', 14 for Food Services, aril 34 for Marketing. The two

scales of SEC-A are labelled Affect and Relevance (cf. Bunch, 1976). Scale

scores for each of the four curriculum areas are .summarized in Table 3.4.

)11

Table 5.11

ummary of SES-A Scale Statistics,by Curriculum Area

Scale 1 Scale 2
Curriculum Area- Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

.

Office EducatiOn
.

17.9 8.5 _ 16.1 7,0
Lodging 29.0 , 8.9 27.4- 7.2
Food Services 24.6 9.3 24.6 10.3
Marketing _ 18.1 7.3 16.4 6 .4

TOTAL 19.2 .'8.2 17.6' 7.9

,

4AV

Confidence intervgs'for the two scales were 11.8-20.7 for Affect and'16.2-.

19.0 for Relevance. ...These ranges do not contain the value.30 or any value

above 30; therefore it may be concluded -that students generally liked the

29
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curriculum and found it relevant to their career. aspirations. Only Lodging

differed from this pattern. Scale score means ,were fairly high,(29.0 for
. -

Scale 1 and 27:4 for Scale 2), and upper scale score limits were both above

30. Affect scores for bodging curriculum had an,upper limit of 36.8, and.

0. Relevance had an upper limit of 33.7. .These scores are hipenough to cause

° concern over the qua3/iy of Lodging curriculum, even given the relatively

small sqmple size (Lodging was evaluated by five students; sixteen stedents

entered the area, and six completed).

It.is fairly safe to conclude that, except for Lodging, curriculum i Office

Education and Marketing & Tourism is positively percei,Ved by students. This

evaluation applies -to both subjective and more objective appraisals of the

materials and procedures. Student response to Lodging curriculum supports

other evaluations of the curriculum expressed in the Objectives and Processes

et,

portion of this chapter.

Instructors. A, total of 67 instructor evaluations were received, The two

41.!:

;.bales of Student Evaluation of Staff Form A. (SES-A) had means of 16.0 (Rap-
,

port) and 16.0 (Competence). Standard deviations were 8.8 and 8.0 for Scales

1 and 2, respectively. Due to the sball number of evaluations received for

Lodging and Food Services. (n=5), instructor evaluations for all of Marketing

. ---=1:-/_. *e

& Tourism were considered together. Scale means for Office Education Were
0 . .

i

16.3 (S.D.=10.0) for Scale 1 and 16.7 (S.D.79.1) for, Scale 24Barketing &
\ ...

.

t 3" - ,

Tourism scale score means were°15.4-(S.D.=5.8) for Scale 1 (Rapport) and 15.7
c., -.

-
(S.D.=5.6) for Scale 2 (Competence). In every instance it was possible too ,

'6 o 14100
.

with at least 95% ,confidence that scale scores were favorable.;
., .0

In relation to instructors in othei program components, instructors in office

Education and Marketing & Tourism were very favorably perceived. Of the ten

O
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areas evaluated, Marketing & Tourism ranked second on bdth scales, and Office

.

Education ranked third. Both areas received significantly lower (more favor-

able)
.

able) scores than Mathematics Skills, Communication Skills, Consumer Educa-

tion, and Mobility & TrapsportatvrA. Although not significantly so, scale

score means for Office Education and Marketing & Tourism were lower than

those for Home Management, Building Trades, and Parent Involvement. Office

Education and Marketing & Tourism instructors may therefore be regarded as

among the best in the program, at least as far as students are concerned.
0

°°.EMPLOYER EVALUATIONS

No employer evaluations were available for Lodging. Otherwise, 25 responses

were obtained for Office Education, 5 for Food Services, and 10 for Marketing.

Employer evaluations of Office Education completers were extremely favorable.

Over 90% of all technical Proficiency ratings were satisfactory or better;
A

95% of employability ratings (attitude, attendance, etc.) were satisfactory

or better. 4

It was apparent that moat Mountain-Plains students receiving training'in.
Office Education were employed as clerk typists. Shorthand, for example, was

ry

required and observed for only four people; only two psed dictaPhoneb. Sec-

retarial services, such as composing business letdrs, m;king travel arrange-

.

rants, and preparing itinerary, were seldom required.

L

..

Evaluations receive& from employers of Woad Services completers contained noN
., wo. t

- .

unsatisfactory ratings on technical skills and 85% s4tisfaitoryor better
40itOt

ratings on employability. Neakly two-thirds (65.7 %)' of all:Akin rating's

were above average or superior. Food.Services graduates ire dseeas

outstanding in terms of s kills and about average (in relation to Mountain -

/40111.11
Plains completers in general) with respect to employability traits.

t 5 3
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Marketing students'received 85.8% satisfactory or better technical skill rat-

ings from their employers; Employability traits were rated equally high with,
t

87.1% favorable or very favorable responses. Four skill areas considered

especially important

and pUtstomer service

were human relations, mathematics skill, selling ability,

. 'Marketing students/employees generally excelled in

human relations and customer service as well as cash register operation and

4.

displays. Amore detailed analysis of employer evaluations is available in

Bunch & Myers (1976).

16- CHANGE ANALYSIS
1-

-

Completion is an'implicit change variable. In this respect, 69% of all stu-

dents enrolled in Office Education or Marketing & Tourism may be said to

have changed from non-masters.to masters of a specific curriculum. Alummary /7(

of the cost of this type of change is contained in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5 .

Cost.Per Completer by Job Title

Jab Title Cost Per Completer

Clerk Stenographer $1;026.50
Clerk Typist 493.50
Bookkeeper 728.50
Keypunch Operator
Clerk, 457.00
Accounting. Clerk 173.75
Assistant Manager Trained 1,482.4Y
Desk Clerk 586.24
Second Baker 917.86
Chef Trainee 1,013.03
Restaurant Manager Trainee 1,124.64
Institutional Cook 950.81
Restaurant Cook 1,184,60
Mid-Management Trainee 749.54
Professional Salesperson 268.29

j'.Checket/Cashier 110.78
General Salesperson 223.74

32'
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The most expensiv jOlo title in the group is Assistant Manager Trainee

(Lodgingrat $1 482.47: Consi gthe fact.that a Mid-Management Trainee

r quires an inve tment of $749.54, or just ovbr half the amount

required to produce one Assistant Manager Trainee, this figure seeMs'a bit

high.

The costs in Table 3.5 do not reflect the amount spent on quantitative and

verbal skill development. These'costs were covered in Chapter 2. It is

important to noteOlowever, that employeis of Marketing graduates especially

'emphasized the importance of mathematics,skills. These students gained on

the average of one yeatoin-math achievement as measured by the California

Test of Basic Skills. Skills gained in the Marketip area alone would not

have been sufficient in most instances. Verbal achieVement, important to

virtually all job titles, also showed marked gains, averaging two years

per student (cf. Chapter 2 Foundation Education).

SUMMATIVE IMPLICATIONS

Inasmuch as roughly half of all students entering Mountain-Plains elect

training in either Office Education or Marketing & Tourism, the processes

and products of these two areas are extremely important to the effective

functioning of Mountain7Plains in general. The performance characteristics
49.

of these areas are very similar to those of the entire program, i.e., com-

pletion
- -

rate is equal to or slightly lower than the program norm, instruc-
...

'tional costs are, comparable to other program areas, and evaluations by

students and employers are as favorable as those for any other prograni areas.

,/

It

There axe, however, some unique properties of these curriculum, areas. A

disproportionately high number of spouses and single heads of household

elect training in these areas. Many of these-women are theoretically
,

33
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misplaced according to test score profiles. However, these women have

greater work experience than Mountain-Plains Women in general and mayv.40,

very well select traditional roles becauseIihey have a better knowledge

of the job market than women who chose, for example; carpentry. Other

. .. N4
differences include moderately low verbal achievement scores for Food

Services students and rather high achievement scores for Marketing stu-

dents. These diffeiences,,however, seem to have no not eable bearing

on outcome variables. Employer evaluations of both groups are fairly ,

similar to those of other exited students. While the greater language
q°

facility of Marketing students might,have been expected to influence
.v

student evaluations of curriculum and staff (in iheAlirection'df greater

variability in ratings, more intellectualizing in ratings, and greater

sensitivity to shortcomings), just the opposite was detected. Not only

were curriculum and staff evaluations for Marketing among the best in the

program, variability,was extremely limited.

Some concerns'focus on Lodging. Completion rate (43%) is a, program low.

CoSts are somewhat high in comparison to other areas, e.g., Marketing.

Evaluations by students are not good, and.employer evaluatigs were unob-

tainable. The latter fact is due in part of emplOyment of Lodging com-

pleters outside the lodging field. Some reshaping of the area appears

necessary. Its job titles appear to be compatibie with others in Marketing

and Office Education, and assumption of portions of Lodging by these two

areas-might prove helpful.

//
/

In terms of4he program's mission to develop, implement,,and document,

Office Education may be viewed as a model of efficiency. Of all Mountain-
-

._

Plains components,'Office Education-seems to have adhered most closely to
.

1 0
.its original design, has'evolved in a systematic fashion, and has responded

to factual information concerning its performance.
.1
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The four curriculum. areas focused upon in-this report may be generally

regarded as having fulfilled the NIE developmental requirement. rum-
-,

tioning in an efficient and consistent fashion, they are generally quite

cost effective. ,Sev en of every i-,Pnstudents entering complete and are

employable' at entry levels of .specialized industries. This task is ac-

complished with a relatively small staff ;six instructors for-over 150

students) an thin reasonable cost parameters.. Efforts at improvement

should fo s on Lodging,, With Its limited,output(six completers during

the period under -study as opposed to seventy for Office Education) ,- it

might be-well to make It a part of Marketing or allow Office Education to

assume total responsibility for such job titles as Desk Clerk. In general,

however; the'overwhelming implication of.one.year df-research on this por7

tion.qf the Mountain-Plains program is that it is functioning at a vet;

high and stabilized level, .

O

.

o

O
0

O

0

4 0

o-,

o .

,

a
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CHAPTER 4
BUILDING TRADES

The present report focuses on the ten, curriculum areas, and various job'

titles collectively referred to as Building Trades. Th: objectives, pro-

cesses, student 'characteristics, tests, student and employer evaluations

and changes are examined, and conclusions are drawn concerning the summa-

tive implications for the five year period of research and,development of

_the area.

OBJECTIVES-AND PROCESSES

Building Trades curriculum.objectives are generally concentrated in the

Knowledge and Application levels of Bloom's taxonomy (72.5% of all objec-

tives are classified as Level 1 or Level 3). However, there are relatively

far more Synthesis (Leyel 5) and Evaluation '(Level 6) objectives than in
*411 14

41P
the curricula of other program components. The process implication is that

students firpt acquire knowledge pertaining to a particular ebol, proce-.,

dure, fact, etc.'and then air their knowledge. In many instances, this

directed application is reinforbed by allowinCthe Student to lap out or',
40

plan a piece of work and carry it outi eval uating the results ii of

trade standards; building codes, or other criteria. The process is, there-
,:

fore, stichtbat the student acquires fairly complex technical skills in a
0

relatively short period of time.

The time factor is a fair indicator of adherence to the.instructional'prO-
.

cess just described. In general, Building Trades students master all cur-

riculum -objectives within the time parameters set. These parameters are

based on the amounts of time required by ieVious students and measured.
.

skills o present students. °Althoughbthede times vary greatly from stu-
b

dent to student, observed time averages are fairly close tc estimated
.

, 10'

A
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averages or below them (e

Electrical Wiring was 515

actual mean time required

. g., the mean estimated time Nquirement for

. a hours with a standard deviation of 124.0 hours;

was 424.3 hours with a standard deviation of

8.7 hours). A major exception tb this rule is Carpentty. Carpentry stu-

dent typically take aboUt 70% more time than estimated t complete

(508.8 urs actually attended vs. 300.3 hours estimated). A closer inves-

tigation of udent work plans (SWPs) indicated that instructional pro-

cesses were not bei g adhered to in Carpentry. While the process developed
4 ,

was an orderly an logical one, the process used was haphazard and dictated

by degree of completiori of a particular project and by available materials

rather than the curriculum objectives. Other area appear to have followed

eprogramdesign rather well.

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS .

As pointed oui in Volume I, Building Trades students are fairly typical

of Mountain-Plains student families. They are, however, slightly younger

'and have more debts than most student families..

In'terms of vocational aptitude, .intereSt; and value profiles; Building ,

Trades was dominated by male Subgroup 4 and, to a lesser. extent, Subgroup,

3. The common.Characteristic of these two groups.Was the fact 'that Building

Trades- seemed inappropriate as a'Career chOice (cf. Bunch, AnradvIewis, &
.4

Manley,. 1976). SubgrouP-'3'"men, for example, had an intense lack of interest

in skilled crafts. Subgroup 4 men h d extiemely -high business interests and
'

-very low affinity for accompliShment and activItyribese strange4Nabina-
,

tions of-Vocational characteristics should have,vitiated students' chances

414

may
10 .0

for completion but did'not. The best possible .txplanation of the apparent

discrepancy is that these CKn'will probably make good'shop stewards.

4
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TEST RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

ti

Twelve course tests and 31 unit tests were considered in reliability and

validity estimates. Electronic Assembly (CA 71) and Heating Systems (CA 74)

a

were not represented. Appliance Service (CA 76) and Radio & TV Repair (CA 77)

were relatively over - represented,, accounting for about half of all tests '(six

course tests and fifteen unit tests).

Reliability results. The ability of specific course -ind....nnit'test-items to

discriminate between masters and non-masters is described in Tables 4.1 and

4.2.

Table 4.1
Course Test Reliability by Course

Items with 02.30
Course' .n -

rs

Total Items

Rough-In (Carpentry) AR96 31.0 310

Electrical Wiring Rough-In -. 85 58.6 145

Drainage & Vent Systems (Plumbing) 16 12.9 140

Supply Pining Systems (Plumbing) 27 13.9 195

Heater Type Appliances 0 0.0 145

Motor Operated Appliances - 0 0t0 200

D.C. Circuits (Radio & TV Repair) b.o 190

A.C. Circuits '(Radio & TV Repair) 31 23.9 130

Basic Radio Theory 40 21.6 185

3- Television Repair 135 - 24.3
C

%555

Electric Motor Repair, 0 . 0:6 220

BasiC.'Drawing (Drafting), , 39 . 30.0 130

TOTAL 471.° -18.5 2,545

Table 4.2
Unit Test Reliability by Unit

1

Items with 01:00

Unit n ' V Total Items

Excavation Layout-Concrete and .

Form's s

Floor and nctil Framing

39

41

Ceiling.Framing
-* Machine PrOdesses ." 22

Exterior' Wall Coverings,and.Cor -

nice

'e3R2-6 5

. -a fr.li . 130
48.2 85,

0 0.0 .35

---.......

40.0 55

,. 0.0, :

I



Windows and Trim
4o0".41,..

Interiorroverings .

3lis

OZ

_ 76.0
0.0

25

50
Subtotal for Carpentry 120 26.1 410

Outlet& Switch Boxes 14 28.0 50
Subtotal for Electrical,
Wiring 14 , '28.0 50

Pipe and Fittings, Assembly 34 45.3 75
411 Pipe and Fittings A 6 , 24.0 25

Cold Water Supply 32 53:3' 60
,,.Fixtures 0 0.0 70

Subtotal for Plumbing 72 23031.3
. I

Refrigetation.Systems 0 0.0 10
Evacuating, 'Charging-and Leak

.

Testing Refrigeration Systems - 8 53.3 15
Fundamentals of Refrigeration

and Controls
. 14 56.0 25

0 Subtotal fors Refrigeration/
Cooling 22 44.0 50

Irons 18, 72.0. , 25
R6asters
,,,,,4

Space Heaters
13

7

65.0

35.0 .'

20

20
Water-Heaters 29 '72.5 40
Electric Ranges 11 55.0 20
Gas Rarliges 16 80.0 20
Mixers and Blendefs 6.

Vacuum Cleaners and Floor
23, 57.5 - '40

A Polishers 24 60.0 40
Wathing Machines ,13 65.0 20
Clothes Dryers 27 67.5 40
Dishwashers 14 70.0 20
Compactor 12 60.0 20

Subtdtal for Appliance Service 207 63.7 .325

A .

'75.0Introduction to Radio - 15 20
Crystal Detectors 30 75%0 40

"Regenerative Receivers -'26 86.7 30 ext,...kkr

SUbtotal for Radio & TV Repair 71 78.9 90
.TOTAL p, ...ilt-

, 506 42.43,:. 1,155--

kr 1

As Tables 4.1 and 4.2 indicate, unit tests tend to more reliable than

course tests. This phenomenon is tyPicalof practica y all,Mountain-Plains

curriculum areas. 'It is somewhat inexplicable inasmuch as InliN and course

gt

39
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tests draw ,from a common item pool. Testing conditions, however, vary.

Unit tests art given at a tie closer to the actual acquisition of, a skill

..
or bit of knowledge and may therefore be considered more likely to reflect

individiel differences in mastery ki.e. masters from non-masters).

Validity results. ost'Building Trades Units possess performance tests.

Therefore, it is possible to assess two types of validity,

(Dpp? and concurrent validity. In gener41 the contingency

S.
tween unit cognitive and performance tests was very poor.

content validity
.

relationship be-

Median .phi value

was .00, or absolute statistical independence. Only Appliance Service had

unit tests of respectable validity (median 'V= .32). Dpp varies of course

tests are givenin'Table 4.3..

Table 4.3 -

Course Test Validity by Course

- 4sr

'Course,

Items with Dpp?-30%
Total Items

r Rough-In (Carpentry).

ectrical Wiring Rough -In

ainage & Vent Systems (Plumbing)r4
Supply Piping Systems (Plumbing)

80
104

89'

129

25.8
71.7

63.6
66.2

310

145

140

195

Heater TypeAppliances ) 64 44.1 145
Motor4Operated Appliances 70 '34.0 200

D.C. Circuits (Radio & TV, Repair) 93 49.0 190

A.C. Circuits (Radio & TV Repair). 44 33.9- 130

Basic Radio Theory 102 55.1 185
Television Repair 427 76.9 555

Electric Motor Repair 104 47.3 220

Basic Drawing (Drafting) 61 46.9 130

TOTAL - - 1,367 53.7 2,545

Course tests may thus be regarded, as fairly sensitive to the objectives of
' *

I

instruction. Just over half (53.7%) reflect pre - post gains in prob-.

.V1

ability of a student answering the item correctly. As pointed out previously..
; k

,

Building Trades test items (both unit and course) are perhaps more llifficult
4 'i

40'
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than necessary.1 This fact w uld account for the relatively large Dpp values

(very-few students should swer the items correctly on pretest, but post

_test probability is slig ly lower than desired) and the lack of relationship

-':-...

between unit cognitive n4 performance tests (in marry instances, every stu-

dent passed the perforMance t'est-v-'4,11e failing the cognitive test, indicating
- .

that the ccignitiin:,: test was too diffic ult).

/
*

_-.:- .

STUDENT EVALUATIONS' . .,

.

CurriCulum. Seven curriculum areas Were evaluated by 28 students. Only one

of theSe curriculum areas, Radio & TV Repair, r ceived enough evaluations.

(17) to allow for relAble inter 4 tion. Therefore all results are pre-114

spnted as if Building Trades were a unitary curriculum area. Scale/score

means reflected generally very favorable student responses ;, Means were 19.1

. ., ,

.
. . .

(5.D.=7:4) for Scale 1 and 17.4
.

(S.D.=7.8) for Scale 2. Confidence intervals

were 16.4-21:9 for Scale 1 'and 14.5-20.3 for Scale 2. Thus, it may be safely

concluded:that not only did students like the Building Trades curric lum

(materials and procedures, but that they also ound them,relevant.

4

In comparison to other program areas; Building Trades was very favora ly per-

ceived by students. About average in terms4of Affect (ranked fifth o of

ten areas), Building-Trades curriculum ranked'thi4 (behind Health Ed cation

and Office Education) ih Relevance' (Scale 2) and received significantly Ipt,-

ter ratings than Consumer Educatio Marking Tourism; CommunicatiOn.Skills,
:

. .

and Mobility '& Transportatio4

4

Instruotors. Seven instructors were eval ated by 55 students, Overall S cale

score means weke very favorable, 417.4 .D.=8.7) foxScale 1 and 16.3 (S.D.=

, 7.2) for Scale 2. Confidence intervals were 15:1-19.7 for Sdle land

1M.B. Bunch, Reliability/Validity assessment of Mountainllains tests.
GlasgoW, MT: Mountain -Plain k Press, 1976.

/-
4
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I

t

18.2 -for, Scale 2. Not only do scale intervals not include any value above

-30, they contain no value above 20. Thus, one may conclude with pe

t*inty that students in the Building Trades ,curriculum areas got a ong very

well with their instructors and found them to be extremely competent. Anal-

ysis of, variance revealed no significant differenees,among the Building

Trades staff on either scale.

Compared to other pTgram_area,.however, there were major differences.

While Building Trades instructors were perceived as about average in terms

of rapport (on Scale 1, they ranked fifth out of ten areas), they were col-

4

lectively perceiveefas significantly more competent tgan instructors in six
T

a.

other curriculum areas, Home Management, Parent Involvement, Mathematics

Skille, Consumer Education, Mobility & Transportation, and Communication

Skills.

EMPLOYER EVALUATIONS
JP

Thirty employer evaluations, representing Carpentry, Electrical Wiring, PlurOb-
q

ing, Heating Systems, Refrigeration/Cooling, Appnce Service, Radio & TV

o.

Repair, anDrafting, were received. No major deficiencies in either tech-
..

nicai skills or employability traits were noted. Only 18;2% of all skill

ratings were unsatisfactory, and- only 13.5% of all employabil#y-ratingS were,.
,

In this category. Conversely; 71.8% of skill ratings.and-86.51 of employ-

....11 .36

abijity ratings were satisfactory or better. In fact, nearly half (49.5%) qf

all employability ratings wer above average or superior:

411
6.

some problems surfacedinrelation tothe job relatedneSs of some training.
.

%

'*.
ers andElectrical,Wiremen in particular seemed to be inappropriately

oyed, i.e.,:aorkincrin their respective areas but perforping fairly me-

I.

nial tasks. The resultant employer evaluations indicated hat several skills,

.



acquired at Mountain-Plains were either unnecessary or unobserved. While

this finding has implications for training, its major implication appears

to be relevant to placement.

Radio & TV Repair students received a number of unsatisfactory Wings ia a

single skill category. The relatively high freguency,of unsatisfactory rat-

. i

ings (27.8%) for this'group was due almost entirely to lack of trqubleshoot"

ing skills. Employers' major complaint was that Mountain-Plains trained em-
s,

ployees were unable to take a malfunctioning set, diagnose the problem, and

repair it. In many instancei'diagnosis consisted of applying a standardized

set of prOcedures or using a checklist.

vA

----Viewed collectively, employer evaluations of exited Building Trades students

were very favorable. Employers endorsed both the skills and employabil'

/ tk

4 A

traits of students. In a cOMiarative sense, Building Trades either excelled ,

nor lagged behind any other program component. Employ' evaluations of stu-

dents trained in the area were very similar to those of students trained in

other program areas., i.e., very good.

CHANGE 'ANALYSIS I

The most dramatic implied change in Building Trades is the fact- hat nearly

foUr out of five students entering the area ultimately complete. -In other

wordL the change of state from non-master to master-of a particular 46
title is effected for 78.3% of all Building Trades students. Consider

..
. 1 - I

fact that most Building Trades curriculum isMore'complex (i.e.,.has higher., - ..Ntft... .
1

.,.Clevereve objectives) and generally more difficult than most othei- cdrricula,

.s
this 's.a very-encouraging finding. It is even more encouraging iz light

-

\

g the

1

of 'the fatt that most of, the students entering the area appear to possess.
aptitudes, interests, and work values morMuited,to other areas. In fact-,

1
..a-'substantial minority0Of Building Tradeg'students possess characteristics

, \

.1
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that suggest training in nearly any field except Building Trades.

The costs involved in brining about these changes in proficiency and employ-

ability were, with one exception, typically within reason. Table 4.4 gives

a summary by job title of costs.

.

Table 4.4
Cost by Job Title

Job Title Cost Per Completer

Carpenter 6 $2,984.72
Electrical Wireman 577.05
Plumber 2,990.41
HTating Systems Serviceman ' N 5,213,73
Refrigeration/Cooling Sys-

tems serviceman"' 7 3,170.23
Radio TV Repair.

...,0
789.26,&

Electric Motor Repairman 3,051.23
Draftsfia* 1,074.89

SUMMATIVE IMPLICATIONS

With some exceptions, the processes and products of Building Trades, devel-

oped over a period of nearly four years and evaluated under conditions of

stability for another year, are sound. The-system of instruction, consisting

of individualized curriculum packages and corresponding tests, has some de-

fects. These are primarily deficiencies in course tests. The only curricu-

lum deficiencies relate to f.Silure in a few areas to captialize on multiple

learning strate46 Ind the apparent failure of one area to..train students

in troubleshooting:-

, a *JP cc
'

ti

"Ns

B4cause of its high completion rate, B .1ding Trades "has been extremely cost

effective. Of the $154,418.23 spent for training.in the areas, $142,505,07,

or 92.3%, was spent on.stddints who actually completed all requirements, for

some jobjob title. The onlyquestiOnable job title was Heating SyStems gervice-
-

man. The colt of producing-a completer in thiSparticular.job title was abcitt .



a

75% higher than the next most'expensive job title and at least twice as much.

as the typical extended job title (e.g.. General Mechanicl. 'Carpentry might.

also have\reduced its cost by focusing on the excessive amount of time re-
.

guired to master all objectives. Costs might have been reduced by as much

as $1,000 had the instructional procesS been adhered to more faithfully.

It is with respect to thit,latter pOint that the major negatille,finding of

Building Trades is brought to light. Carpentry students apparently spent
*

many hours in non-instructional endeavors. Evaluation of the area is then

reduced from evaluation of the system or design developed to.assessment of.

the degree to which the design was followed. Employer evaluations were too
7

few to provide a thorough evaluation of the ad ficc system of'inStruction in

the Carpentry area.

.

With this exception and with the exception of the apparent neglect of trou-

b19shooting practice in Radio & TV Repair, Building Trades design.is'an

excellent one, well thought df by employerson0 effectively negotiated by

students. The troubleshootingAproblems have received attention, and effortl

are currently under -*ay toacorrect the situation.

45
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CHAPTER 5
MOBILITY & TRANSPORTATION

a*-o t

Mobility &-TransportaAon, comprised of the three curriculum areas Welding

,Support (CA 36), Automotive (CA 37), and Small Engines .(CA 38), is the ob-

ject of this report. Final evaluation of this program component takes into

considerati all external and internal evaluations received to date as well
. ;

as an assessment of the quality of the instructional system developed.

-OBJECTIVES AND PROCESSES

The great majority, (92.2%) of all Mobility & Transportation curriculum unit

objectives were either Level 1 (Knowledge) or Iiv41 3 (Application). There

. . "
appears to be ho real, ordered process by which'students achieve the, goals

of the area. Nominally higher order objectives (i.e.; course objectives) .

are generally no more comprehensive or complex than unit obje iveb.

. i 0

some instances, unit objectives are actually of a higher order than course

objectives. Thtis.a etudent'is required to master the complex in order to

master the simple. Whereas this'criticism may not be appropriate where con-,

. .

tent varies (e.g., it might be logical to expect a-student to be able to syn-
.

-,--; ..

thesize fairly complex principles in algebra before-being able to comprehend
.

.
.

,A.
.

.

fairly simple calculus concepts), it is.especially appropriate her because
..- .

,

there is little content variation;

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

. . .

As-noted in VolUme.I.Chapter 5, Mobility & Transp6rtation students ai'e some-..
. . --- . .

, ..

--Thlt younger. than Mountain-Plains students in
.
general, demonstrate lower

. ,

ItVels of acaaemic-achievement, and.'tend

-Com In terms of subgroup membership,

I)

to-have had higher pre-center in-

Mobility & Tkihsporta0.on occupations

were. selected by a disproportionately high number oftGroup.i'and Group 2 *en:
, Z.

,i 6, ,

.7'
. P.

The area was not .fonsidered appropriate,4for-either group. 1 ,...
,..,:

,-- ....--c-
.

.
, ..

!4 . .

trla
Virr ,

a
s ird
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Group 1 men are typically prograM misfits. Their aptitudes/interests/values

profiles do not clearly suggest any appropriate area of training .4vailable
,

at Mountain-Plains

a strong affinity

ical,OccuPations;

. Dominant interests include culture-and tedhnologymith

forpioductivity.' Dexterity, a prerequisite for all_mechan-

is not *a dominant feature of fine. group, they tend' to be
.

.

about average with respect to this faCtor.

3

Group 2 men'are predicted to do well in office occupations or as salesmen.
- Ze

.

'

They have a pronounced dislike for technology. and are extremely interested

in cultural events and business. They value independence and varied activity.

Given'the characteristics of these two groups, it is puzzling that they

would end u / in an Automotive or Small Engines job title. The presence of

IP Group 1 men in the area may be explained by the fact that no other program

area could be considered any more appropriate". Group t,.however, did seem .

to have a clear choice',/ Itis interesting to mite that ele only members of

Group 2 wbo did not complete the program were thoge who selected a job title

in Mobility 4 Transportation.

. ,

TEST PLIABILITY AND VALIDITY

No,course tests were ava ilable at the time of analysis. The reason for this

omission was that ,it was found that no student had scored-at the mastery

t

level. Therefore, it was impossible to conduct item ApiiirsiS: in terms of

- .

masters and non-masters. No tests were available for CA.;38f hOWever, results

5, from
*
'011-1it tests from CA.36 and 37 were available for analysis . Reli-

itabilityresults-are'summariedVih Table 5;1. f'

.47
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4

Unit

Table 5.1
Unit Test Reliability by Unit

Safety
Bottle and Regula4or and Opera-

tion Construction
Oxygen- Acetylene Welding
Fundamentals of Arc Welding

Subtotalfor Welding .

Items with 0.34q..
Total Items

7 70.0 10

. 3

11
5

26.

Shop Safety 7

Basic,Tdols 7'

Special 'Tools 5
.

Shop Equipment
,

10-

-Fundamentals of Brake Systems 0

Master Cylinder 4

Drum Brakes . o 9
..otte

Disc Brakes 0 6

'Power Brakes 8

Emergency Brakes , 4

Fundamentalsof Suspension .6°

Tire Balancing 11

Front-En Alignment 9

FundaMen als of Electrical Systems . 6

Battery ervicing - 10

Start. System 11

Chargin Systems 22

Igniti Siitems 18 .

Lighting Systems . 6

Fundamentals of Fuel Systems 0,,.

Fuel Pumps 11

FueL,LineS'and Filters
Fuel CharaCteristics 5

Automatic - Chokes 6,

. ' Fundamentals Emission ,Systems .. 9

Cervicing ssion Systems 419 !.

Fundamentals of Tune-Up 5 ,,0
,

TeSt Engine Condition
t -,

. 7

Distributor Repair , 7

Adjustments and-Repairs 4

Testing Engine Operation 8

Fundamentals of 4-Cycle Engines, , 5

Engine ConstruetiOn , 6
.

-Valve Train' 8

Engine Block 4, 16...

LubricatingiSystems- * . 6

Cooling Systems . ; 26

tiutches-
,

,;-'

. .20

,

Rundamentsls of StandardeTransMission 6
4

''. Tundamentals of AutomatieTransmis iOn-A: 12' ,ci. % I

I 4

30.0

44.0
12.5
30.6

46.7 45,
j70.0 10

/33.3 15'

66.7 15

0.0 10

26.7 15

45.0 , 2Q

40.0 15

80.0 TO

° 40.0 10 0

60.0 10

44.0 25
45.0 20

640 10

66,.7 15

44.0
.

20'
,, .

4 55.0 40

80.0 10

40.0 °. 15

0.0 '` 10

73.3 15

80.0 10

50.0 10

60.0
.

10

45.0 20

63..3

50.0 k
31(39 4

"i. 70.0' : 10
46.7 15

26.7 .4 15

80.0 3t . % 10
0.0 TO

6 0 10

40, 20

5j.2-. '30

40.0 15

4010

, ...

65.0.. 40
. '50.0 ^ 40

-,34-
-

'3

, ..
,

1355.°'

.0



a
Drive Shafts
Differentials 4

3

18.

20.0
4t:0

15
40

Reference Manuals4 5
.

50.0 10

Pg-ts Manual 5 50.0 10

Cleaning Parts and Work Area 16 , 53.3 30'

Oil Changing 4 40.0 10

Lubrication 6 60.0- 10

,44*Tires 8 . 53.3 '15

Minor Body Adjustments 9 ... '45.0 20

Subtotal for Automotive 414 49.3 840-

TOTAL ° 4490-1, o 47.6 925

tj

-

Theoverall value oE47.610 indicatesthat-the Mobility & Transportation item

pool is generally more useful than those of most, program areas in terms of dis-

criminating between Masters and non--masters. In iddition-, unit tests are among
'

the best in the Opgram in terms of external validity. Contingency coefficients

tsntwo00 0,4computed for cognitive vs.,performance tests had a median value of .59. Only

one area, Marketing (median = .86), had +a higher median phi value.. °Tests forte

Mobility & Transportation ere. Its regarded as extremely gOod.

48

STUDENT EVALUATIONS

Curriculum. Eighteen students.evaluated thecurriculum of Mobility & Trandtior-:

l.

tatron. Score means. on both scales were relatiirely high, indicatirig_fairly=
'11'471*,

4.01600.°'

.
° .,. .

strong negative opinion on the part of, students. Autoiiii2tiie sere means -were

. 0
. . - -4

,

y
., ....--

...

26A0 CS.D. = .7.4)on scale land 25.7 eS.D.'= 5.2).oh,Scale 2'.'.Small Engines ,.:-...,

I.
11,

e.
. ..

: .

means were-24.8 (S.D.: = 10.0) fo6Scale.Land 25.0 (S.D. = 11.64-for qqale 2.were
. .

Ali.,

Critetiall levels of 6 0 were exceeded by.booth ,curriculum areas on ,Scale

.

1' and, -

- -

by Small Erigines on Scale 2. -1hus, it may be.boirclUlOd. ny students-do-,

not like tither-curriculum area and, zany find iirali Engin' s-curri6ulitm irrel-
-1 y

, 0. .

Automotive curriculum may consideredevant. :relevant.
. , .

-.Jr'
. -

-. , ; ' _ w - . , N- .---,
. - -

Compared to other program areas, Mobility- 4),Trariepo_ta ks, ;last on. each
...

., - . ..,

. .
. . , ,

tcale..-The area-was perceived by- students as,siilnihca IyAnfer4or-to-all
. ,

Relevance
.

nine ether areas with respect ia=1:;oth fect (Scale- 04" (Ebale" 2



Staff.

.

Mobility & Transportation staff were,evaluated by eleven students.

Scale score means were 26.6 (S.D. = 17.7) and'24.3 (S.D. = 14.3) for, Scales,

1 and 2, respectively. Confidence intervals exceeded 30'for both scales,
0

/
indicating that students generally fOund the instructors d ficult.to relate*

_

to and incompetent. ID relation co other instructors,149bilit'y & Transporta-
-,

tion instructors were perceived as very poor. They.wre collectively rated

as significantly inferior to eight ther

inferior to, seven other areas o" Scale 2.

evaluated was tenth on Scale rand inth

,eluded with some assurance th t students

areas on Scale 1 and significantly

Rank among alI ten program areas

on Scale .2. Thus it may be-con-
, 0'

found a great deal wrong with the

instructors in Mobility & Transportation.

EMPLOYER. EVALUATIONS

Fourteenevaluation forms were returned by employers of exited Mobility &

Transportation students. Only.one of the4 se was for Small Engines: Ratings

'for skills required andobserved were fair; 76% were satisfactory or better.

in.additiOn, 15.5% were above averageor superior. Only 44,0% of all skill°

ratings were unsatisfactory. Approximately 15% (14.6%) of all em ability
. ,

ratings were unsetisfa6tOry.

. .-4 , v.
i,..-_.

While the employerreValuations receiyed for Mob lity & Transportation stuff
.

- . .

pente were_ not quite as,--gavorable as tho o other program areas -(overall *--

-.!..,2-

rating of 82.5% satisfactory:or. better on skills rating and)_-89.2% on employ.;
.. .. .- ,

o
ability traits), they do represent_ a tremendous dirprovement over the employ --'

. - _

ability ratinge-of on year a-go and,the ratia-gs of asear to two years
_ .

. .

The following cowmen's typi_ 41 of, se-teceiveff-in- 1974_ and_ early

-.
1 q,f . -:*- ,--- _

. _ ---
"tookOf -On a 1 4 e a k e h d ; .i i i l d took company tools Wi tli-hiti.---_-sold the

tools-to :tipirreturu'l" "perfOrliitice-witAidOrtzcaabk:ed---,PbM-
. 1-

_
Mbh. sense. .," -"iqhis. matR415.1s -no.t-worth -iffr1922. *.-_,--_, .----

7'
. .%

,Iti..i o1Xe;k7,mpf.pyx eVImaiions
Glasgow;

- -

1

.

or-c!6m0etifig:Mdiiiiain-Plains_ siudents.

.4

._
7..

-er
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.CHANG ANALYSIS

Viewing the transition from min-master
4,00-

Mobility & Transportatiadn job titleas

'seen that 52.9% of the students in the

nary changes. .This figure is somewhat

to master of all objebtives of a

a basic change indicator, it.can be

area were able to.effect the neces-

misleading, hOWever, if one is pri-

marily concerned with either Automotive or Small Engines. In AuooMotive,

only 43.6% of all students become masters, whereas in Small Engines, 83.3%

of all f.,tudents emerge as masters of the curriculum. These changes are typi

# cally brought about for about $2,_000 per student (actual figures. were $2,520.17

forGenerai Mechanic, $1,611.96ifor Brake & Front End Mechanic, and $1,807.22

for Small Engine Mechanic).

y
1...

. ,

It must also be pointed.out that 'Mobility & Transportation students' exited .

... (...--- t
,

the program more employable tli4p when they entered. Employability in this
. ,

S

situation implies much more than technical proficie4y. Work attitudes. and

habits are its defining characteristics. Students in the Automotive and Small

,Engines areas possess pre-center characteristics which Could easily pievent

developMent of positiVe eiplbyability traits. Ye,..three months afterPro-
.

gram exit, they ate generally rated by employers as being gatilaCtory or bet-

ter with respect toodemployability. This change is effected not entirely

within the curriculum area itse/f., but by many program staff. This change
77.

is most,pronAncIdoior Small Engines students.

'

SUMMATIVE IMPLICATIONS
'

.1

'Were it not for thg_attention paid to formative evilvation of many facets o
4.

. .

MOility & Transportation (primarily AttomotiVe), theKe would be a great many
.

,
. . , . % ,-,

:'1' .negative findings tolo exp]ain. During the stabilit pbase of t)e prpgram,

it Was discovered that Mobility & Ttanspottation w4 characterized by po9r

'4
curriculum, poor instruction, dismal completion rat (except in Small Engines),

41
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below norm employer evaluations, and relatively immature students whose

A
ocApationaL profiles s rongly ggested their presence would be more ap-

propriate elsewhere. The pl yer evaluations are at least fair (good in

somea4eas); therefore, themajority of existinsproblems are internal in

nature.

In'February$ 1976, at.a time when only half of all stabilization tudents had

exited the area, a major change was initiated in Automotive. It was dis-

.--

covered that th esystem apparently designed during the years of research and

development had never been implemented.2 The seniovinstructor was dismissed,

and a new staff was recruited.. The parameters of stabilization clearly ex-
,

ceeded, the prime consideration became the salvaging of the Altomotive'pro-
,

gram.

To date, the curriculum has been largely resequenced, but few'objectives have

changed. The area is nionitoredmore closely. However, it is-too early to

observe the ultiMate.eff4cts of the rearrangement; very few evaluations from.

,
Student .or employers are available. tAlong with the curriculum change.came

.a major test revision; therefore the figures given in Table, 5.1 can not be

considered A representative of Automotive' tests as presehtly constituted.

4

Viort,,° there is no fully,delie loped,stabillAd, documented Automotive pro -

gram to report on at thiS time. The Satan. Engin s program is.also under cnn-,

sideration for major revs ion at this time, ely due to negative student
4r

opinion of Small Engines curriculum. Therefore, evaluations of that area
40110-

contained.in this report mayPsoon become obsolete:

3

7

(T.
6 2dhe of therinost fZagrant abuses of the system ways the fact that the

average student hadstarte , but failed to complete, 29 units of instruction.

4
dla;'sifying students as ters was guesswork at.best..

P
r
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Responsibility for the current state of Mobility & Transportation component

of the program is greatly diffused:. Justras many program cOmponints can
ft=

.claim credit' for the positive changes in employability of area students, so,

must other program staff share in the blame. Poor career guidance,efforts
i . .

.

-. . ,

are partly responsible for the often inappro late and sometimes irrespon-

sible career Choices of Mobility & Transportation students (other factors.

include the limited range of career areas). Poor monitoring by -program re-
_A-

searchers ccounts-to some extent for the situation wherein the typical

Automotive student had started over half in all job title tasks and completed

none. Other shortcomings are shared almost:equally by nearly 411 prograM

staff, whoSe singular purpose it was to develop, implement, and document a

program; in the case of Mobility. Transportation this purpose is only now

being actively attended toe..

4

ti

.4
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY s

Mountain-Plains curnicula'are characterized by a bimodal objective system. Of

the six possible levels of the Bloom taxonomy, Levels 1 and 3 are most often used.

The typical instructional strategy is to acquire knowledge and then to apply it.

Little attention is given to comprehension (supposedly a U.nk betWeeiknowledge

acquisition and application), analysis, synthesis, or evaluation. The curriculum. .

might therefore be expected to enable individuals to enter a particular occupation'

at an entry level. However, any advancement :t)14t, requires demonstration of. com-

prehension and originality will be retarded unless the student is capable of mas-,

tering such competencies. These competencies are developed, at least in part,

by Foundation.Education. Many of the verbal and mathematical problems solving

skills, required for each job title are mastered there.

Students who enter Mountain-Plains often select careers

't(

t are apparently inap-

propriate. It. is clear ncl/only that man aftudents sele .ob titles'that-are in-'

, congruent with their occupational apti es/interests/values profiles, but that
,

.

for some students, Mountain-plains has no appropriate c eer fields.. Given this

incongruence, problems were'predicted for many'individ als and some curriculum
*

.

areas with large numbers of'apparently Misplaced individuals. In many instances,

these predictions were all too accurate (especially for female students). The

fact that many'spudents, expected to,have negative experiences, did-indeed profit

/
-,-.

, .

a great deal from occupational preparation suggests eith41er that. the occupational

preparation at Mountain-Plains is general enough'to accomodate all.types or that

:;-

students are adaptable enough to succeed in seemingly inappropriate areas.'
.

*4
.

.

t1
. .

(---.

instances, the program deveitped and perfectea-P4ibr-tO

Evaluatio P received from students and employers alike suqg t most

ember, 1974 and
---

.

. -.

54 ,
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stabilized at that partiCular time Works. 'Many parts of that'program work

iextremely well. Only in one instance' is it obvious'that no workable system

has been developed.1 There are two-cases of developed systems not being

.

implemented entirely as designed and one instance of aeystem developed, im-'

plemented, .6..afound wanting.
a 1.

In the case of Automotive, a prOgram had actually been developed. It had been

-.
abused and neglected, however,'to the point of nonrecognition. This problem

was noted, and corrective action was taken. Similarly, the faultsfo ily Core

Currilulum wereacknowledged,' and a new program was built around the strengths

of the

7

In the case of Carpentry and Communication Skillg, minor staff problems Were .

s

noted, Minor here is a relative term; judgingby effect, -they are negligible, but _

judging in terms of internal accountabilityLthey- are quite serioys,. Instructors

in the two areas apparently disregarded to some extent the instructional systems
4

V

developed.* However, excellent results were noted in each area. ,Communication

Skills students make large verbal skill gains in a short period of time; Carpentry

students have high completion rate am3receive fairly good evaluations from T.

their-employers.

I' , . -
..,

,,,
1

Exemplary program Components include Ofitce
gr

Education and Marketing. Not only

have outstanding programs been developed in theses areas, but impletentation has

follpzed design to the last"etail. ,Results from these two areas have been very
_ . .

9

9 encouraging;: Other. program components,, excePt4the prOtlem areas discussed.pre-,
411W

yiously, may be regarded as gocdAor very good. Mathematics Skills and Building

A
-9..

_Trades areas414general must be evaluated as very good in terms of thqiprograms

developed and the rests achieved. -Lodging, Food Services, and Small Engine's
.

, , AW.. .

..

- r .
.

-1-;-- . 1The status of the Automotive ,program, alluded to her.

#mented in Chapter 5. Although it4ias evident that no sygt

been implemented at the start,of the stabilization phase, it

evident that one is being perfected.
,, -. 55
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e

INTRODUCTION3TO THE AFFECTIVE REPORT SERIES.

Mountain-Plains Research is divided into three broad areas 'with overlap. These areas are:

'
1) External, Evaluation, 2) Initructional/Curriculum Evalu(ation, and 3) Affective Evaluation.

.

Each of these areas is further subdivided as the
, .

dictates. This document is one report in the series
.4

yogic of the research: tasks within each
_ .

"Affective Evaluation, sports:'..The six

'

major series of repOrts in this research area ate:

-1. Counsbling Tervice;\ Reports

2. Career Guidance Reports

3. Early Childhood EdUcation Reports'.--\

41 Parent Involvement Reports

5.- Community. Development ,Reports

6: General (Affecti(e) Reports
,

.

,

g

r,
Individual reports in each series are currently available from, or ih the process of being in-

.
corporated into, the ERIC system. By the conclusion of the ME research cycle, Affective

evaluation Reports will number about 100.

p

, . ,

Many reports with, affective conienrend -importance are not catal?ged under any of the
, ..

r ...
. . .

of report series. Reports which are interactive efforts of various research 'areas are
.... '

typically produ. ced indgpendently by titla or if extensive, constitute a rert series in- ili,d
- . ".- .

of themselves. The Case -Studies Reports.(25 reports ir), 3,volumes) are an.eiamplg of the

,latter,; case.

. ...- --, .
'The reader of individual Mountain-Plains documents' should iceep,in mind that a report. takes

,- ,
,. . , .?. . ion full significance only in relation to its report series and the overall rogram, and

R

that the reader typically finds frequent reference to earlier reports. While each report is.

designed lo have independent value, such "series dependence" is an-inescapable aspect Of '

any systematic program of research, and requires some indulgence on the )art of the reader.

. 2
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I RODUCTION'

Previous Reports

SUMMATIVE EVALUATIONOF 4 1.1.,DHOOD

a

1L

:A

Five previous-reports vS'ex'amiried the Early Childhood Educationl3rogramis)
.,- . 1.. .

r,!"' A

' " q Mouritain7-Plains. In the first report,Weber.a(nd Conrad .(1974), four pro-
s,

. q, , , . 'o Nsgram g were described along with the measurement for attainMent. Gpals
.

.

,

'were to advance the development of,childgen in the program infour areas:
4"P

..
- . -00

1). Self =-Development, ?),,Social Development, 3) Psychomotor DevelopmeIltp.and
A . . :*

4) Gognitive Development. In the second report, Weber (1974) outlines thf

program structure and 14tionaie for'impackng these,goal areas. The third'
;.:.;. .;

,

and fifth repIrts (Conrad; 1975, and Conrad and Wiles, 1976) assessed the
.f...

,
..

impact on goal areas from preliminary data. Perceptual motor ddvelopment as.

..;;.c.

measurqd
,

,

by a modified'version of the Purdue 'Perceptual Motor
a
Survey (Roach

, . .

, .

and Kephart, 1966) was enhanced with the enhancement 'centered in body image

and form perception.% Using the same age=corrected scores and ihdependent

samples methodology cognitive iinprovemeht was also noted with the Peabody-

Picture Vocabulary. Test (Dunn, 1965);'however, no improvement was noted on
.

,

\ A
.

. 'ft....self or so 'al development as rated o the Child Behavior Rating Scales
° .- --

. .

(Cassell, 196:)., Early Childhood Repor\ No. 4 delineated a program aimed at

improving both custodial care for, And developmental stimulation of infants.

.

the Bounta-iii=Plains-si6onsoredinfant care progran (Pete2Son and Wiles,
(

)

Final

The curre

Q

sis'

t reportattempts to confirm /refute the findings of repOrts, three

and five, a

,41* By the additi

to resol

to elaboiatd understanding of program effects to. subgroup. .

.

of 'data from interviews covering all EGE staff it attempts
- 1ft

and/or cobtradictoty findings in the earlier repoits.

, I
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$

METHODOLOGY .

Sul21eEts Subjects are chIldien of Mountain-Plains familitt:z who participated,,

in the 'Early Childhood, Education progranfor 212 to 6 year olds, and for whom

both:an entry andran-exigt test, are available for'compaLson. Families from
. r

t )4
which children derive are, by definition, disadvantaged in the socio-economic

'

.
'.., . ,A,'

sense. Two- thirds of the families are "poverty" families as per the Office-

.of Economic Opportunity fOrmula. Comprehensive descriptions,of the social
.

and psychbl cal character of families/adult family members are available.

.

See Myers and Honrud (1974), Conrad (1974), Conrad And McMahon 11974), and

Conrad and Bunch (1976).

Instrunient. Portions of wd instruments are iJn use.' A modifibation of the

-Purdue Perceptual Motor urvey (Roach and Kephart, 1966) by Weber as docu
.* .

mented in COnrad and'Wiles (1976) is usedtoinalyze perceptual motor d velop-'
'

k_...
. . t, .e. 1

1

ment. As the test isused differently from standard form, reliabil ty
,

, p VP
. . .

and va lidity data as reported by its author?aynot apply. Discriminant
-_-,

. .. .

validity4kilidence is avaiIablelon Weber's, scale Modification in that it could
.

1s,

distinguish between Rre0.and post treatment status of children enrolled in a''

. "demelopmental program- (Conrad.and Wiles, 1976) tin, two parts (Body Image and' ,
. ' Ur 4

....
, , .

- Form Perceptii.onr and for the total sdore (?< .10) . . - 40 1

-.
. 9 4.

. ,.. ,
)!I\ ., " . -

\ . .

Cognitive Development. it s
.

measured with'the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
: \

,

.

.

p
.

. .
(Dunn, 1965). Reliabilities range from :76 to :84 dependinton the age _

.
..--

tested. Validity hAs beel establishedtin nunierous studies.

,

'4 ..

Design. The basic design for the study'is a pretest/post test,one croup

study. The analysis of 'covariance is,used to correct for maturation by using
. - .;

.."
.S., . . .

%.0\
f

'Cassell's 1962) Child Behavior Rating Scales w te used dn.preliminary
with in reliability and,

...

lack of criterion validity evidence.' ,
. \ _4.%. . r ra

2610?
er.'
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'A

,

,,
age as a Covariate.* fn subgroup comparisons, post tests are co4ared with

.- .1 .

pretests'alSo used as a .covariate.. The design additionally includes a One-
.

. .
.

.
-

.
-

:.. .

hour semistructured interview with'each ECEstaff member dur'ngthe month of
.. '

- . . ,.

-JuneA:1976. * a
,

.

gei t .4 , k
.

,

.

. j ,..

Procedures. During theesecond week of attendance- in the ,ECE program, child=..,
0 ) . .. . .

ren are tested by ECE stkff, 'Post tests are again'administ'ered the.last

seek prior to the family departure Alithea4ountairiPlains P r. og,ram.

,

As-

Children often depart witho notice(enrollment and attendance of children

is, prooedurely,,,a servic to, rather thin a requirement-of, parents) post

.

tests on the Peabody and rdue were not attained in many cases.
.

, .

% aInterview metcljodology was substituted for instrumentation for final analysis
r,

of self and social development. During June, 1475, all teachers andaides
' I

completed a one-hour semi-structured intervie&centered on exploring the
,---

teacher's development em phasis (cognitive, social,. self,spsychomotor, or

physical) with students and perceived effects; particularly on self and social

development. Ten interviews were completed with: 1) The Area Supervisor,
r .

2) Two Aides, 3) The Infant Care Facilitator (who formerly instructed one .of

the houses, 4) Six Nursery Instructors, and 5) The Kindergarten Instructor.
,

RESULTS

.Children enrolled in ountain-Plains
.

ECE improv e their cognitive performance;
1 ,

. . p.
.

.

. gaining about.two mo the inglentaIeage for every moyth in 'program or about

8 "I Qs" points._ Sex and age group influenced dev pment with males and '

bider age groups making the greatest gains.

There is"no enhancement of development for Balance and Posture. No subgroup -

Ong 'variable influenced score change.
4,8*:

1
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)

1

4

Body Image scores increase. Parent marital status, teacher, nd age groups
..1

. . . ._..
.

,
1 i4' 4

All showed significant influences on development. .''

6,
,

1
Form Perceptipn. Scores increase, but are not been to be differentially in-

fluenced by, any subgrouping variable.

The Perceptual Motor Total scoreincreaSes. Develbpment is influenced by

teacher andage group.

.$

Early ChildhOod staff are, unanimous in stating that children make strides in

* .
,

their Social Development (interactions with other children and. adults), and

, in their Self-Development ;(as deflected in self-Confiqpnce, positive self
.

. .

.
statements, and the like). Five of theseven'instructOrs stated that self-

.,.
'

, ,
. . .

and
. ,

self-

development wasAhekr primary objective iphei work with children (the

other two cited' cognitiVe development). However, each teacher repOrted a
. ,

percentage of enrolled chic. ren who had not shown improvement. From ten to

.twenty percent, of childre7 ware so categorized.
,

1

DISQU7SION, °.
,

.

.

I
.

,

Overall results on £CE are quite favorable. Controlling stastically.lbr
.

, //
. V...

maturation the cognitive nd psychomotor-areas,show.clear gain. The doubling
' ,

0 '' 1
e

. of cognitive development (versus norms) is do impressive; especially as.
..-.-A ...

7.

,this was a secondarremphasis to ,self-dev m ntlor most' teachers.
.

. ,.
-"\

, 4 ,...e.

f f

Op.der children showed the most gains or gnif ve variables, and younger

in

A / . .

children the most in the psychomotor ar However, -psychomotoi' development
'

, a 4

.0. V

is clearly pot ,a linear phenomerig, andt,e statical maturation controls were

. probably inadequate. The cognitive
j
provements, however, withstand method-

. .1-,. ..** .

of ogy tests in Tia areagyekcept ) ling.::,5
.

.

, ,

.4

.

During the intetviews, teachers Afriversally complained about class size.

,

Classes averaged ten children,/ t range'dc upward'into the teens on occasion.

/ 94.



1 . .

. (

Instructors reported that there, was no time available to work individually

with the 10-201 of children who had,need of special helpand who, without

,

,it, departed the program in A similar condition to that in 4.4 ixAl thqy

entered. "An aide for each house" was a universal plea during interview-
2

%.

,

The major liMitation of the study wes the lakge amount of missing data.

While.entry scores of children departing without post tests did not differ '

statistically, the trend was to lower,entry scores fdr this group., Current

result, while -probably geneializable to Mountain-Plains children, are not
. .

r
,.. '

.provably so. . .-

I. -

'IMPLICATIONS /RECOMMENDATIONS

1. It is clear that the Mountain-Plains Program with an undesirably'high

'

child/teacher ratio'had a positive effect on chiIdrenin general.

However,'this seems to have been at the expen0e of those children most

in need of, developmental attention: 1"

2. In light of No. 1 aboVe, it would seem that programs would be more
. r .

effectiwe, particularly with the most needing_children, if the recom-

mended Federal guideline of a.5:1 ratiowere maintained byeither add-
.. .=

4 . . I

ingAnstructors
:

or-providing .an aide/for instructors who are responpiblf -.

,
..

/
for more children. 'The imyudger the children, the more necessary this

.would seem..

1, .
, , t., .

/3. Particularly, where children of disadvantaged. familles are served, staff
. . /

iesources in such areas as child counseling, and, speech. nd learning
, /

. 1

v,.,
.

. /'-, A*

-, --6 Prbblivs should be provided. ,Again we Bite the interview data that
"b.

b ,
e /

'says-group Teen 'improvement hides the fact that f need i8whose

-,

./igreatest are worst served.

' 44,*

s

2 /1

,Amother'freguent recommendation was Availability of specialists in ild
counseling, speech ancilearning problems, and'the like.

. 0. 295
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Table 1

Score - Changes for ECE QuantatAve Variables
. .

I '

4

k

1
i

4 .

'44 .Pretest- ' Post Test Fr*ANCOVA
Vgriable 41 X SD X 4P) JX._

Table

Mental Age
I.Q: Eitimate

Balapce & Popture
Body_Image
Ocular4Pursuit .

Form Perception
Perception/Motor Total

79.

79'

:

94

94,

94

94

94

41.7
90.0

15,5
23.1

6.45
4.27

49.1

16.9

16.3

9.86
13.0
5.98
3.09

28.6
%

.,

52.0

:497:9

19.9
-31.5

9.89

7.69
65.7

18 9
14.5

8.58
.8.96

5.62

_9.31
21 :1

1

.02

4:401

<.01
.04

.06

.01

(t.= 4.84r.

54';------

7

.
8

se

!.2.1 G

4.
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Table. 2
. .

.

Differential DeveloPment by Splogropp

-

i

. .

,Potential Developmental Influences

.
,

04

0
0 '

0
fl, 4 -,-1
-4 . g

..1
Q.

A D.. E,4 . 60) 4-1 0

Peabody , ' 'Yes Na No No No

Blance & Posture No No Yes No,. No No f'
.

, . ..' .

Body Image ' No Yes Yes .14o No Yes
,

. .Ocular

4-

Pursuit No . , No Yes .No No Yes
e , ,

Form Perception
, - .

NO' No No No No No
..-

-mh.

.

%
.-

erception/motor Total N9 No Yes No No Yes

Yes

tI

.297 .

A.

-
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,Table' 3

Analysis of Cbvariance for Peabody
0 Score by Child Sex

0

Source 'SS DF MS

ess6,-

Mean 40.68 40.68
.Sex 191.0 1 . 191.24
1st Covariate: Entry Score
2nd Covariate: Age

1,314.79

903.35,
..

1 1;314.79
'903.35

All Covariates 11,442.98 2 5,7g1.49
Error 3,267.74 75. 43.57

5

dtv_

- 1 Table 4

Analysis of Covariance for
Balance and Posture.by Sex

Ak

C

Source SS DF `MS

Mean .89. 4s% `.89
-Sex

4
1.73. ,pr 1.73.

1st Copriatel- 4atest
. -313.93' 1 313.93

Covariate:"Age 193,90 193.9Q
All Co6riates 2,247.37 2 1,123.69
Errotl -1,037:67 ,43 24.13

,44
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"Table 5

Analysis of Cociari anct for Body Image
by Child .Sex

,7

4

J

\

1,.- Source . S DF . MS . -
.... .

Mean ,
Sex .
1st Covariate: Pretest
2nd Covariate: Age
All Covariates s

Error

4. -\
258.42,
.85.68

281.39 ,
300.20

.2
'

264.55
J1,439.31

.:,.#-4
1

1

1

1

2

43

,

'

............,...

,. 268.42
.,,,,-.-c:' 85.68

''''... 281.39.
3Q0.20

1,132.28
33.47

C Table 6 .

.
Analysis of Covariance for Ocular Pursuit

--; by eh i 1 d Sex L ,

C

'.Souree SS DF MS
-

Mean
Sex

182-.3T

8.72
I

1

182,31

8.72
1st Covari ate:., Pretest 24.97 , '

1 '24.97
2nd Covariate: Age
All Covariates

4 ° 1,.44

43.38
1 ,
2

_ . .44
21.69

Error .1:,406.23 = 43 . .32(.70.

16



Tabl e 7

Analysis of Covariance for Form ArceptiOn
by Child Sex

Mean

_Source
4

.,
Sex -,
1st Covariate: Pretest.
2nd Covariate: Age
All Covariates
Error

ss

40.13

Z, 7.98
295.39.

501:84
520.87

,3,487.76

DFA °.-ms

1
, ,46.13

7.98'

*295.39

501.84'

2 , '` 260.43
44 79.27

*

Table 8

Analysis of Covariance for Balance and Posture Total.:
.: Sex by Pretest by Age*

Source SS #

;

DF ' MS 4
Mean
Sex
1st Covaridte: Pretest
2nd Covpriate: Age
All Covariates

°

Error t`

1,458.61

333.32
2,029.29

653.40

11,308.-45

9,660.41

'1

1

1

44

.

1,458.61
333.32

2,029.29-
653.40

5,654.22

t
2l9.5

300 ,
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Table 9

Analysii of,Covariance for Peabody Raw Scores.
by Family Completion

Source

Mean.
Completion,

'st Covariate: Pretest

2nd Cov,p.riatecAge

All, Covariates
Error

S'

3.25

165.67

637.64

640.0,0

7,510.23
1,326.01 .'

S
-

DF MS

1 3
2 :

\
'82,

1
1 637.64

-1 '640.00
2 3,755.12:
38 34.89,

J .

Table 10 .

_Analysts of Covariance for Balance & Posture
by Family Completion

source

Mean
Comp etion
lst ovtriate: Pretest
2nd Covariate: Age
All Covariate
Error

-t

2.37

1.79
161.35
8.32

1,347:44
169.86

r',

DF

1

2

1

1

2

12

ms

°

2.27
`.90

.161.35

8A2
673.72
14.15

.
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- Table 1

Analysi's of Covariance for Body Image
by FaMily Completion

DF

,

g, 1

MS ,'

.

.23
'2 7.43.
1 2.96

1 , 153.26
2 778.27 '

12 27.65

P;
Source ,

- SS

A 1

Mean
* . :43

Completion 14.85 ,

1st Covarlate: Pretest: 2.96,
2nd Covariate.: Age . - 53.26
All Covariates l,,556.54

.

error . 331.80

o

Table 12
4 ,

Analysis of Covariance%Jor Ocular Pursuit )
o_ by famijy Completion

Source SS SS DF MS
...

65.37 ' 1 4 65.37,Mean

Completion 29.62 2 ' -' . 14.81
1st Covariate: Pretest; .72 4 .72

,'(. 2nd Covaniate: Age -...,t,. 169.39 1 169.39
All Oevariates 405.15 2. 202.58
Error 213.06 12 17.75

0'4
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Table1 -N.
.

Analysis- of4CoVariance for Form Perception.
by FamilY ,ComPletion

4

I

Source I.

ss ,
,.

/.

bF

,

d

r
Mean
Completion

1st Covariance: Pretest-
2nd Covariance: Age
All Covariates
Error

%

v 11.33.

15.05 .

3.67
.02

16.96
50.63

1

2

, 1

1

,2

13

',11.33
7:53
3.67

.02.

, -8.48
-11.4 3..89

Table 14

Anajysisof Covariance for
Perceptual.Motor Total

.4e
.

...

Sou7rce
. ,

:

I
c.

Mean kt
/

... . - i.

_Completion t
1st Covariance: Pretest
2nd Covariance: Age.
All Covariates ...

r Errors -,-: --.

SS -
.,-.

,

DF MS
_

212.58 1 212.58.
118.32 2 59.16
12.95_ 12.95'

'2.968.14
,1

. 1 968.14
11,42g. 56 .2 r 5,711.28

t- 3,357.73 13 258.29

3a
,

0



Table 15

Analysis of Covariance for Mental Age
by Age Groups

Source SS DF MS

Mean
2-,716.21 1 2,716.21Age Group . . 1,9$1.68 3 - 660.56

1st Covariance: Pretest; 2,810.30
, 1 2,810,.30.Error 5,812.48 74 78.55

. - .,

Table 16

Analysis of Covariance for-Balance & Posture
by Age 'Groups

42.

1

Source SS

.

DF r,

,

MS

Bean 1,167.67 1 1,167.67
Age Group . a

145.20 '-3! 48.40
1st Covariance: Pretest .243-.66 1 243.66

'Error 1,219'.11 43, 28.35' ,

304
V
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Table 17

Analysis of Covariance for Body Image
by Age Group

'Source Q, . SS
---

Mean a 4,042.10
Age Group' . ' 620.62 ,

1st COvariate: Pretest 4, 168.14
Error . 1,499.39 ..

,.

A y .

Table 181'.

Analysis of Covariance for Ocular Porsuit
by Age Group

Source

Mean t

AO Group .";

1st COvariate: Pretest .

Error

DF

1

.

. MS

1

3 .

i 1.'

43

,i''4,042-. 10

206.87
168.14

, 34.87
'

SS DF MS

1,420.11 1 1,420A1
300.71 3 100.24
22.47 1 t 22.47

1,115.24 Aa' - 25.94'

i05
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able.19 .

, ..-
.

.
.

, -- . 't, . .
,

.

Analysis of Covariance for Form rdrceptlon
\ by Age Group

\
1

salute,

Mean .'

Age youp
1st ovaritteA.Pretest
,Error

ti

sS DF , MS
-----

1,366.33 1 1,366.33'
. 416.38 3 . 138.29

238.15 1 g 238tr6.,

.3,647.96 , = 44 ' '82.91

Table 20 .

Analysis of Covariance for Perceptual Mbtor:Total
by Age Group

Source

Mean

.Age,Grouli

1st Covariate: Pretest
Error' .

ofi

:*

-11

F-D.

14,768%52 i

, 1,657.46 , 3
,--,.

1i380.25 '1

8,820.92 44

7

.

MS

14,768.52 .

552.49
1,380.25
".200.48

4
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Table 21

Analysis of-eovariance for Peabody Raw
by Ethnic Group

core st

Source

Mean ,

Ethic Group' :

2nd ovariate: Age

1st ovariate: Pretq't7

All Covariates
Error '

SS

26.82
112.41

1 ,087 -.29

892:68
. .9 99g.32

' 329.60

Table '22

gr

DF MS

26.82

56.20°
1,087.29

892.68
4,999.16

46.9&

Aialysis of Covariance fe Balage & Posture
by Ethnic Group 9 ,

0

Source , SS DF -v, j."7
$

Mean
.68

Ethnic Group 77.89 , 2 -.e 38.94
1st tOvariate: Pretest :225.33 1 o' 0, 225.33
2nd Covari ate : Age 265.69 l'- 265.09
Ali Covariates .

Error
2,41.54
929.25

i-

, 2

41
.

-

1,208:27-
22.66

3 0



Table 23

Analysis of Covariance forBoay Image'
)-by Ethnic Group

4,

..41

Source 'SS _....
v

- DX
g

MS.
i 0

Mean . ., -35240 1 352.60
Ethnic Group

1-13.25 - 2 . 56.621st Covariate: Pretest :: 409:..95 ,.. 1 409.95
2nd Covariate: Agq 283:50 . 1 c-. ; 283.50 :.
All Covariates ,

I . 2,444.74 2 l,222.37-Error/ 1,160.04 j . 41 28.29

Table 24

Anal'y'sis of Covariance for Ocular Pursuit
by Ethnic Group

.- Source

Mean

Ethnic Group
1st Covari ate: Pretest

2nd Covariate: Age,
All Covariates
Error ,

SS '. DF MS
r

192:4Z 192.42
4.31

, 2.16
'28.59 1 28.59
1.31 1 - 1.31

46.94 , a 23.47
. 1,402.89 41

k

'368



Table 25

Analysis of,Coyariance for Form Perception
by Ethnic'Group

.101.1.111/10

Source

.

Ab,

-7-

,

/

SS

."

DF MS

. Wan
Ethnic iroup I -

lst_Co*ariate: Pretest_
4c2nd Covariate: Age
All Covariates
Error .,

.
,'?

52.33

6.32
307.75

4.0r 542.48'

.563.51

3,489:41

1

2
1

1

2

42

52.33
3.16

307.75
542.48
281.75
83.08

Table 26 .1,14x

Analysis of Covariance for Perceptual Motor Total
by Ethnic Group

Source
SS DF MS,

Mean
1,926.77 1. 1 ,926. 77gthnic Group 654.25- 2 3274?1st Covariate: Pretest .2,366.32 1 2,366.3a2nd Covariate:Age,, 609,74 .1 609.74All Coyariates

12,178.60 *2 6,089.30Error
8,559.98 42 203.81

303



Table 27
#

Analysis of Covariance for PeabOdy Raw Scores
by Teacher

.5e

v.,

Source

Mean
.

Teacher,
' 1st Covariate: Pretest-

2nd Covariate: Age e
All Cdvariates ..

Error . a

SS DF

,
.21

-600.61 11

970.47 1

59328 1

2,863.43 '2

2,818.11 64

Analysis of-C6

Table 28

riante for Balance & Posture
b Teacher

4

MS

.21

5C60 '
97Q.47
593.28.

1,431.71
44.401..4'.

. c .

Source SS , DF I4S.

Mean .
, .69

.

.69,-

Teacher /.` 221.97 11 20.18
1st Covariate: Pretest . . 146.41 146.41
,2nd Covariate: Age . 49.96 1 49.96
All Covariates ---.01, 260.59 . 2 130.29
Error . 817.43 33 24.77

..- , . ,-

-

310.0
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Tible 29-

Analysis of Covariance for Body Image
by Teacher

. .

,.

Source
-

, SS

-,.-.

DF ialK M$ ,

Mean #
...,.Teacher .

1st Covariate: Pre est
2,.nsl Covariate: Age

7A11 Covariates
Error

..

.:-. ''''

.... , .

. 4186.91

. 934.10
94.58 ,

, 54.27
120.64

.'15,90a§. .

,1

11 .

-1 .

1

.2

33

,-1 4;18:91

..84.92

94:58
54:27.

60.32
- 17.91

O'

'
Table 30

Analysis of Covariance for Ocu'Var Pursuit
by 'Teacher

O

Source -

Mean

Teacher
1st Covariate:

2nd Covari ate': Age
Pretest

All Covariates.
Error .er

F

SS DF

2.50 , 1

563.09 . 11
6..70 1

9.03 1.

15.16_, , 2

< MS

2.50
51.19

6.70
9:03

. - 7.58,
'851%86 1.33 z '25.811.

\ k

311.
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Table 31

so.

Analysis f Covariance, ifor tom
by 'T"ache.rt"'

erCepti on 1

Source SS, DF . MS

Mean N,
10.56' 1 10.56

Teacher.
-554.36 12 46.20'

1st Covariate: -Pretest 418.75 1 418.75
'2nd Covariate: Age

'L 12.11, 1
All Covariates 420.95 2 210.4.7,
Error, . o

2;941.37 33 89.13

Table 32
,-

Arialysis of CoctarianCe for Perceptual/Motor Total
by Teacher

Source 4

SS DF MS -

Mean
.. 462.06 1 462,06

eacher .., 5,917:45 12 493.12
1st Covariate: Pretest.
nd Covariate: Age

-`, 491.62
1-3.51

-1 491.62
13.51

11 Covar S L. 573.53' 286.76
rY4r 4,076.28. . 33 123.52

\312
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Table-33'

Analysis of Covari'ance for Peabody Raw Sco
by Parent Marital Status

Source S'S DF

Mean . 67.59
.

* 1

Marital Status 11.10 1 1.10
1st Obvariate:;Pretest .1 ,376.58Z. 1,3 .58
2nd.Covariate: Age 77(.12 : 1 770.92
All Covariates 11,177.1ff 2 5,588.59
-Error 3,447.88 75. 45.97

''.

Table 34

Analysis of Covarlancejor Balance and Posture'
by Parent Marital Status Conttalling-for Pretest and Age

1..
Source SS a DF ms

Meer' 2.59 1. 2.59'
Marital Status, 35.31 1 35.31
1st Covariate: Pretest 346.98' 1' %,34648
2nd Covariate: Age 162.99 1,

All Covariates 2,381.75 ''' 2

,162.99
1,190.88

Error 1,004.09 '43 23.35

3:3 4°.*

a
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Table 35 .

Analysiscof Covarlanze for Body Image
by Parent Marital Status

rF

-Source, SS DF
r

.'
.

Mean''
Marital Status
1st Covariate: Pretest
2nd Covariate: Age
Al 1. Covariates

.Error

401.80

)117'95450.09
;181.33

2,282.Q3
. 1,407.04

1

1

1

1,.,
- 2
43

401.80
117.95
450.09
181.33

.1,141:02
32.72

41i

.
Table 36
'-.*.

Analysis of Covariance forOcular Pursuit
by Marital Status.

Source SS DO
4

MS

Mean 212.97 1 S 212.97
Marital Status 8.18 1 8.18ltt Covariate: Pretest 28.87 1 28:87
2nd. Covariate: Age .23 1 ' .23
All Covahates 424 51 2 21.25'
Eri"Or 1,406.76 43' t 32.72.
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Table 37

Analysis of ',Covariance for Form Perception"
- by Marital Stqtus. '

Source SS DF J

.

.e

MS-
.. t

Mean
Q6.41 1

Marital Status 86.03 1

1st Covariate: Pretest 328.84 . 1
2nd Covariate: Age

'4,
,.....600'.85 - 1

All Covariates
'..,.

..

616.05 2Error
3,409.71 - 44

66.41

86.03:

328.84
600.85
308,02
77.49(

j",
I.

o

. Table 38 ,

.

Analysis of Cavariance for Perceptual Mgtor Total
. by

4 Parent Marital Status

. . ..

..1

- .

Source SS DF

-'

.e
.

Mean , .\
..._ 2,017.08

c
1

Marital Status .
.., 329.24 1"

1st Covariate: Pretest
.. 2,567.83 . 1

2nd Covariate: Age ' . -, 361.95 1'

All Covariates 11,301.04 2-
Error

0,664.49 44

2,017.08
,339:24-,

2,567.83
361.95

5,650.52

219.65

j.J. la-\

..-ras,vairremr.s"

rf,
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INTRODUCTION TO THE AFFECTIVE REPORT SERIES
. .

Mountain-Plains Research is divided into three broad areas with overlap. These areas are:

1) External Evaluation, 2) Instructional /Curriculum Evaluation;and 3) Affective Eyaluation.
+

:k

Each of these areas is further subdivided as the logic ofithe'research tasks within each

dictates. This doiument is one report in the series "Affective Evaluation ReportsTM. The six

major series of reports in this research area are:

1: Counseling Services Reports

2.. Career Guidance Reprirts

Early Childhood Education Report

4. Parent Involvement, Reports

5. Community Development Reports

General (Affective) Reports

Individual reports in each series-are currently available from, or in the process of being in-

corporated into, the ERIC system. By the conclusion of the NIE research cycle, Affective

Evaluation Reports will number about 100.

Many reports with affective content and importance are not cataloged' under any or the

affective report series. Reports which art) interactive efforts of various research areas are

typically produced independently by title, or if extensive, constitute a report series in and

"of themselves. The Case Studies Reports (25 reports in 3 volumes) are an example of the

0.

Jatter case.

The r,O:Ider Of individual Mourrmin-Plaiiis documents should keep in mind that a report takes

on 4111 significance only in relation to its report seriesnd the overall research program, and

that the reader typically finds frequent reference to earlier reports. While each report it

sdesigneO to hale' independent value, such "series.dependence" is an inescapable aspect of
:_ .

.
any systdminic program of researdli, and requires some indulgence on the part of the re sr.

r
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FORWARD

A m.'or difficulty in interpreting final analysis data was its abundance.

The -7,3'data tables included seem excessive. Had data beereported exhaus-

tively, multiples of that number would have been required. Where similar

analyses showed similar effects, only one analysis is reported.' Where

analyses are peripheral to the understariding of effects on specified guidance

program objectives (as opposed to.being merely interesting}, self discipline-

was exercised tq avoid obscuring the core of the evaluation with side-trips.

Where analyses merely confirm earlier'preliminaryfindingS'g en in the

Part I sumMary, they are not reiterated, but rather ar- cussed only

where there is contradiction.

After such extensive pruning, 68 quantitative data tables remain. To

assist'the reader, Tablas -8,'9, 60i 65, and 73 summarize data fFom the

quantitative tables.- It ith hoped that enable'the reader to
,

negotiate thelabyrinth of data, and that it will be read and used rather
. . .

. , .
than meeting the usual fate of such reports - being weighed andiJiled.. . ,-

r 4

'

4,

viii .
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INTRODUCTION

SUMMATIVE ANALYSIS OF''CAREER GUIDANCE:
PART I - SUMMATION "OF PREVIOUS REPORTS

Selection of an appropriate' career consistent with student preferences

and vocational characteristics, .increased sophistication about the world

of work, and adequate job gettipg, holding, and progression of perdonal.

skills (career maturity)_, are the encompassing goals of the Mountain-Plains

Career Guidance Departments Following an extensive program redevelopment

beginning in late 1973 and continuihg Thfough 1974, analyses wete under-_

taken to better understand student vocational characteristics and study

pro'gram effects. Results are documented in twelve Career Guidance Reports.
ik

Career Guidance Report No:'1 4C.G.1) is an elabbratidh of theevaluatiOn'

design for Career Guidance; including an appended "instrument" for -assess-

ing career choice and student self knowledge. Three of the remaining

reports focus on understanding the vocational character of 'the pOpulation,

dimensions of the assessment instruments, appropriateness of career fields
4t

offered, sor "all of the above."' Seven reports were preliminary assessments

of guidance, program effects/effectivenessl.

The Career Guidance report series does not contain' an extensive elabora-

tion of the structure of the Career Guidance program and its operation.

A brief description is'available in Manley's artj.cle in the Education,

Tomorrow voluMe (Fenenbock, ed., 1975) and has thee-advantage of current''
-

'availability in the ERIC system. (LOnger descriptiond will become-avail-
.

VT,4i

. ,
1

able through the ERIC system by way of the Mountain-Plainstandbook cur-

rently Under' edit and the chapter.by Herr, Cons4 Manley, and Seeley
...."-'-',

1

in the'NIE monograph on Mountain-Plains currently being assembled.)

1
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Contents of the Career Guidance' Reports 2 through 12 will be summarized f.
° .

under the headings "Student Characteristics".abd "Guidance Effects."
F

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

InC:01,5 the maturity of career attitudes as measured by Crites Career-

Maturity Index was found to be about 11th grade. An'increase to 13th

grade was seen afterthree weeks of giiidaince with a regression to 12th

,grade at program departure'indicated. This data reflects both need and

AM effedt.

C.G.6 explored the relationship between, proactive perSonality character-.

istics as measured by the Personal Orientation Inventory and vocational,

interest as measured by the Ohio Vocational Interest Survey (MIS). Al-

. though simple s e correlations were extremely low- or less); ,the

canonical analysis pr duced 5 scale sets with Significant (p(0.05) can-
r

onicl R's ranging f om .36 to .50. The main value of the report wasein

highlighting the relationship pf personality process variables (as opposed

to personality content traits) with occupational preference. This was

especially important validation for MountainLPlains Guidance and Counseling)

programs as both are based'on developmental theories whicCglye heavy

weight to ,personelity processes. Of secondary value was the description

of vocationWpersonality process types defined I,y the sets.

C.G.10 was a companion. study to C.G.6and exploredinterest-personality

relationship from a different (a trait-factor) approach using the, Sixteen.

Pevs6na1ity Factor QUestionnaire (16PF the personality measure. The

canonical sets weie stronger using the 16PF as expected from the known,
.

occupational correlations Of 16PF scares. Six significant sets emerge'
_ .

With canonical correlations_ ranging from .39 to .83. (Experimental use

.3zi

0



2

of the set scores in guictince was suggested. As in'the first study, a

comparisonof training areas offered versus the descriptions was pursued

and indicated some concern.

f

C.G.11 followed upC.G.6 and C.6.10 with development of three,dimensional

vocational types developed from profile analysis of factors from the OVIS-

(interest dimension), the Minnesota Importance-Questionnaire (MIQ) (work,,
- -dr

value dimension), and the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) (aptitude

dimension)'. Major objections were to: 1) define vocational types/.

categories in/for the population and to assess the congruence with occupa-^

stional training chosen-by individuals falling into these categories;
...-

.

2) assess differences'in program'completion rates for different types

and for persons whos training area was and was not congrueht with their
()

category; and 3) to assess the extent to which Mountain-Plains vocational

areas matched student vocatieonal characteristics.

For detail of type/categories, one should see the °A; al report. Major

afindings in the other areas indicated that no Mountain-Plains training area

was fully appropriate to significant (up to a half) of the students, but
,

that students whose area Was inappropriate to their vocational profile were

as likely to succeed as:those who were incompatible with their-areas. Ap-

parently""school aptitude," "personality strength," "family support," or

O

some such characteristic or chaiacteristic combination was mOre,important.
.

_ ,
...

. ,

to success as measured bycompletion than "occupational congruence."
, 0

C.G.12 reported four useful factors (more than 15% reliable variance)

which. seem to depict the major aspects of career (im)maturity in the pop -
,

(

ulation. These were.: -1) (General) Vocational Confusion (I don't know ..
.

Pb . /
-. -

whatrwalkto do or how to -find out); 2) Vocational Indifference (Work
I

"is,dull and.unpleasant and I don't care what I do just.so rvet money);

3
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Occupational Cynicism (Influence and accident is how you get jobs);

and 4) Occupational Disinterest (I don't know much about jobs - maybe

1'11 worry.about it later and/or just take whacomes along). While the
. ..\

,factors themselves are of theoretical interest,
-the ,chief value of the

analysis was to establish factors and 'reliabilities for summatiVe analysis.,
of Career Guidance effect on aspects of career maturity r the overall

goal of Career Guidance."

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM EFFECTS

'C.:G.2 indicated that students who displayed especially inappropriate

vocational attitudes/behaviors became more "cooperative" and less

"rebellious" as measured by the Responsibility Index after two weeks of

role-playing treatment. More detail on the treatment is described in

the report. C.G.7 showed that in a samplecwith less,severe problems

both male and female subjects became less "rebellious" but no change on

"cooperation" scores was observed for either sex group.

. .

C.G.8 explored the contributions of various guidance elements to career

-chdice, and of the-contribution.o5 guidance variables to progrhm complg-444

tion. The major conclusion was that ah integration within thepurely"
4

vocational, characteristics'of the students and integration with other

variables not included' (personality, motivation, and the like) could
-404 4

better account for appropriateness of career Choice than could these

vocational traits and measures themselves. (The report-further-contained

an editorial attack on one dimensional test- dependent gUidance.)

It. was predicted.that_as one of about 7 major progrAM-thrUsts, guidance
- ,

variAbles'should be able,to accohnt4or their share, or about 15% of Com-/ ( *

4,,_pletion variance. This proportion of success (as 'measured by .program "2

4329
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4 completion) could be aCCountedrfoi by two guidance variables above.e
Inclusion of the guidance variable "choice" measurement set accounted,

for 26% of comple4ion variance. It was noted that since Career Guidance

consumed only about 2% of program expenses, it was apparently a very cost

beneficial component.

P
ti

C.G.9,(expands,upon C.G.3) assessed slat$isfaction with "work" in occupa-

tional training as assessed by thes7WDescriptive Index (JDI) and its

,relationship to progress ahg the guidance process. Work disgatisfied

stpdentstalthough of the same-or higher inte i e ce as a\ norm for

Monntaih-Plains students as measured by the GATB "G" score, progressed

slower than the Mountain-Plains student norm. This could not b9,-

,411 -

attributed to career choice ratings. In tact, dissatisfied females

were rated higher, in appropridteness of Career choice than satisfied
.

females. For females one source of dissatisfaction was traced to one00*

male guidance cobnselor who apparently subscribed to some outdated stero-

types concerning women and vocations. Male dissatisfaction could not ,

be resolved with any,guidance inteipietation. Response to dissatisfac-

tion was seen to accrue in that women who were dissatisfiedi tended to

1, or persist at a slow (2/3 normal) rate of progress while men werequit

0

more likely to seek a change in training. ,Use'of the JDI "workl: scale
_ .

for staff-initiated'aiscussion o training appropriateness was suggested

as a usstul follow-up of career choice.

Final analysis will elaboratie preliminary studies; particularly in exploi-
,

. ing subgroup differences and attitude dimensions of career maturity., as

'well as serving as a check on many preliminary ri5dings.

5

.3x30
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SUMMATIVE ANALYSIS O' CAREER GUIDANCE:
PART II - FINAL ANALYSIS

, INTRODUCTION
. r

Career Guidance at MOuntain-Plains had three major goals. In drder of

,
attack'as'students pfogressed tfirp90 the program these were 1) Under- 1

standing of prsonal"vocational
characteristics and integrating this'into

. ,
.

.
,. _a good career choice; 2) Developing a Feature understanding About careers'

and the world of work.; and 3) Developing personal attitudes)/values about,

-

aalc
the workplace which would insure m imom probability Of employments success.

,

The assumption underlying these goals was.that if one had self-vocational.
aL

.

.

undeistandin6, a.good...bareer choice, and an understanding both of the

processes. of career progression and Wbrking environmenfs, that the person

would find fulfillment both in the work itself, and in the material bene-.

0

fits accruing from employment.

1. . .

Throughout its personal/v9pational.development program erements, Mountain-
, 4.:,.

Plains has attempted to retain a 'student- client centered ,(as opposed to

i
... r0.,

_Z
fan employer centered) approach; within this realizing that knowledge of

, .
. ci, .

. . 4M, v
employer/marketplace demands and re4lities must be included. It has been

--**---id-
.

the
.
assumption that neither training_everyone to be weiaers because there.

,

. ,

are many Sob openings in that area witiout concern for the,student's work

personal
interests and" values, nor encouraging pursuit of a particular personal

interest which has' little or no possiLlity of employment are appropriate

to a student-centered educational design.dUch at intended or Mountain-
----..

.

Plains. -In the,firstanstance, many soon leave the 'field of training- -
,

-
.;-1often wilily disillusioned With work and education/training. In the. ;'t.

,,,,,
t

...

,second instance, informed persons walk tbe streets unable either to
.4

1.

,- derive satisfaction from employment of their information or'io accrue

0

.11
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material benefits from it. It is within these goals and their underlying,A*
t

rationale that the program evaluation for Cdreer Guidance shoad be inter-

preted. (For more detail as to guidance program elementi, objectives/

and evaluation see as referenced in Part I.)

METHODOLOGY

Evaluation methodology for the Career Guidance program is given in detail

in Manley and Conrad (1974). In the interest of readability for this report,

it is here only summarized.

Subjects. Subjects are adult members of diledvantaged families. AVerage
yr-0

age is 25 years. Three-quarters of entering families are married couples

and the remainder single females with dependent,children. Two-thirds of

enterers are "poverty" families as per the Office of Educational Opportunity

formula. All students enteringlMountain-Plains during 1974 and 1975 for

whom all. needed data was available aredncluded4n the analysis. Exten-

sive descriptions of the sociological, psychological, and Vocational

tharacteristics are on record (e.g. Myers and-Honrud, 1974; Conrad and
o

McMahon, 1974; Conrad, 1974; Conrad and Bunch, 1976; Myers, 1975; Conrad,
4

.Manley, and Pollack, 1975; Myers, 1976; and Bunch, Conrad, Lewis, and

Manley, 1976).

Design, Instrument, Procedures. These categories are elaborated at the

beginning of each section of the report as they are different for each

goal evaluation. Thus does the remainder of this report'depart from the

a
traditional APA format.

0

VOCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND 'CAREER CHOICE

a

Instrument. The instrument in.use is the.Career Aptitudes, Ihterests,,

and Values fore,(CAIV): The CAIV (Manley and Conrad, 1970 4s not a
,

7 A 4
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o

.psycholdgical instrument in any formal sense. Itis rather an organized

system for quantifying student ability to relate their own vocational

characteristics-and various professional judgments from guidahbe counselors

regarding career choice and probable success in training. It is not 1)os-
1 ,.sible to establish meaningful reliability data for the'form; however

some evidence of its validity has accrued in that it can illuminate differ-

ences .
.between counselors and their guidance styles as well as predict

.

significant amounts of variance in program completion categories. ,ISee

Conrad, 1976.)

b
Design. ,Assessment of career choice is categorized professional judgment.

Facility in enumerating personal vocational characteristics is a simple

tabulation by grouping of the correctness` with which Such can be enumerated

by students completing guidance. 1

Procedures. FolldWing career guidance and career choice, a'Guidance

Aide whose basic duties are in the area of materials itimagement (i.e.

who has no specific guidance training or'case load) asks students to name

. ,what thgynow believe to be.their greatest occupational aptitudes. The

Aide lists these on a form.. Then the Aide asks for the student's percep-

tion of his lowest aptitudes, likewise listing these. This process is

then repeated for interests and then for, work needs/value's. The student

is encouraged to try to name at.leastmthree characteristics in the strongest
.

1,,and three in the weakest category in,gach dimension; however,. he /she is
.c. .

not fdiced to do so nor is there Any Upper Unlit on°the . number which can
. ,

be named. After thewdeparture

jV
lUnreported datadn file shows that this ability increases signifi-.

`student, the Aide uses the test

cantly.followingguidance.

8



scores 'for the student and ranks the "objective" assessments of these dmatms
40,and computes the proportion of the "n" responses given,,by the student will.

A

.

:, ''-- .. t\._...

,
.

the top (or bottom-as the case may be) 'n 1" characteristics gillen on the
.

k

* .tqst. 2
Where the Aide was unsure as to the suitability of a Student resp,nse

(which need not be couched in vocational jargon:5 to test categor*es, a ,pro-

fessional staff member was consulted.

;

Following the 'completion of gdidance and the making of* a 'Career choice, the

guidance counselor conpiders the career bhoice and categbrizes its consistency

with both his overall perception of the student's vocatATal characteristics,

and the raw test results. He also makes an overall evaluation of the appro-
.

priateness of the choice Versus two standards --(jobs in the world of work

generally (absolute appropriateness) and versus careers offerted by Mountain-

Plains (relative appropriateness) and records a completion prediction. Cate-
.

.46ries for these ratings are given in the respective tables.

# RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.: KNOWLEDGE, OF CHARACTERISTICS AND CARER CHOICE
0

Students ale seen to have gpod knowledge of all three vocational "strength"

charact risEics'folT,owing'guidance,,but' only "fair" kdowle of-Ocational
c aac 0

0""weaknesses O
,aiitteristits( e

,

Table 1.)' The lower knowledge Jot "weaknesses"..14X0 6 c! . G 40 's ,r,o 'A >__, .is logicaL.givin the developpental/strength emphasis oY the program. Table 3, 0 9

, 1 '
. # , At

shows that the effect
is'cOnsistentover sexual subgroups with about 2/3 oft . .

-411*
-

. a 1 . ('
. % 1

students being ore co ect tiltn inco'iret (score of over 50%) in identify-.--
.

.
.

\eing vocational thy' chara Cfi st' . Only among married women and then1
.

.
.

.,,

-
..only on aptitudes can,a,clear eparture among subgroups be seen. Married0

--,
.

women4Weem to be 'more conscious'of what they..-aanit do than others.- , 0 _
.. ,:f.--

2e.g. If the student lists fodr strong aptitudes, -and those four areall among the five strongest'on ihd GATB, the "score" is 4/4=1,:00. Ifonly three of the student's foUrlare in the top five, the score is 3/41,25,etc..*
wt
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Career choice, from all rating "directions!' is categorized as "good."

(See Table 2.) Table 4 data shows this categorization to be rather

consistent across subgroups. Counselors rate choice 3as at least
:,...

.
'

'mostly consistent" with each vocational. dimension in abo)100% of the
_

. (...

iloo
. "cases. Thar-lowest consistency rating across

.

subgroups is in the work
-...

.

_ needs/values area. This might be of concern in that knowledge of work
4

needs/values emerged as the dimension most prelictive of completion in

& an earlier study (Conrad, 1976).

As is logically predicted, career choice is rated better versus Mountain-

Plains offerings than versus all careers in the world of work. .Thils is

seen in-Table 6 to be relatively"eonsistentacross subgroups. This

supports earlier findings (e.g. Conrad, Manley, and Pollack, 1975; Myers,

1975; Bunch, Conrad, Lewis, and Manley, 1976) that suggest the'range of

careers offered by Mountain-Plans is .too narrow to adequately serve the

target population. Still, over 70% of choices over subgroups are rated

as more than "acceptable" on the more stringent criteria (see Table 6).
- 44.

Both guidance and therapeutic counselors have traditionally contended

that whether a family will complete and types of difficulty can be pre-_

dicted befoie the student enters into the preparatory portion of Mountain-

%Plains. Guidance counseldrs recorded their predictions as recorded in

Table 7. Apparently counselors are reluctant to predict failure as less

than 1% of students are predicted to fail (not complete). However, the

"completer with little or-no difficulty" category completidn prediction,

ranging from,roughly 70% to 80%, does reflect actual completion rates,

for the period: 111i

10
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The Table 7 results all-olf highlight an often reported phenomenon - that

occupational training per se is the area of lea't trouble for students, .

but that difficulties in negotiating the program are mostly with founda-

tion education (reading and writing) and personal/family problems.

CAREER MATURITY DEVELOPMENT' -

GOod Career choice, as examined in the"- previous section, has been assumed- ,

by"Mountain-P1 ins to exist from the extensity of thee exploration of voca-

tional characteristics, the'time devoted to the choice prdcess, and the

ability.to "recycle" if necessary after reality testing. It was-hyboothe-

sized that if Mountain-Plains could at the same time significantly enhance.-
,

. sophistication about careers. and the world of work in a meaningful (inter-
rM

nalized) way that this would be an important element in long range voca-'.

tional success.

Instr Crites (1974.Career Maturity Index - Attitude Scale (CMI)

wad chosen to measure a borderline area between belief and knowledge defined

as bareer maturity. Crites scale has a reliability of 0,70. Validity

evidence cited by Crites centers on sequential improvement of scores over

grade leVels. The child and adolesent development population for the

instrument does not argue its validity for adults;*however, instrumenta-`

tion doe's not abound in this area and-as used, the CMI seemed the most

'appropriate measure of the intended program goal.

.7."I
To enrich understanding of Career maturity development,apparent subscale

dimensions of ,the CMI vtere pursued by,rfactor Inglysis. Four factors,

Vocational, Confusion, vocational Indifference, Occupational Cynicism,

and Occupational Disinterest with reliabilities, respectively,- of .76,

.68, .53, and ,34\mgre reported by"Conrad (1976) as hiving interpretive .

13.
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value within intended effectsof the program, and are included with.Crites
1

original scale in the analysis. Apart from the face value of.the factors,

Z.,/

no evidence of validity fo : the factors is yet available.

...

Design. The design is a pretest/post test one groupostudy. T and F tests

are used to,test overall effects and among -subgroups differences in effects/

Subgroup differences are explored using'the two dimensional analysis of

covariance computed according to the October 11, 1974 version of the Bio-
.

medical program.

Procedu s. During orientation to Mountain-Plains and before initiation4

of any treatment or training, students are administered the CMI under

standard testing conditions. Tests are again administered following com-

pletion of Mountain-Plains and/or at the time of resignation from the

program (and thus are overall program rather than just career guidance

effects measures.) SCores for each item are coded and keypunched. Crites'

score was derived by simple computer addition of the appropriate,- scale

responses. Factor scores were computed using the weights derived from

factor analysis of entry test scores. -In the two dimensional analyses,

row and column means are.unweighted (assigning equal weight to each cell

regardless of number of subjects). A "real" difference is credited whenever

the difference in unweighted deans exceeds.1/3 of 't115 average (unweighted)

standard deviation. An "i" in a data table means that the difference (or

Sameness) is apparent by inspection and detailed calculations were not made

and/or are not recorded. The exceptionis the sex-by-ethnicity analysis

of career maturity which reports weighted marginal means and the resultS'

of related sampleS t-tests.

In instances where significant differences' (p40.10) 'are not seen in two

dimensional analyses, cell means lay not be reported.

12
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CAREER MATURITY RESULTS

.
o

As considerable difference in effect is seen for various aubgroups, result's

will be explored for each subgroup. These results are summarized in Tables"

8 and 9.- Detailed anllyses are given in Tables 10 through 59.

Males. Males show gain on
maturity, but not on any sub=

dimension. Syrce of change for -this group seems to be centered i CHI

items other than Nose lading on thefectors evaluated.sat

Married Females. Married women increase overall maturity. A decrease in

confusion is also seen.

Single Female. The single female results are identical with those for males.4

"Whites." Whites make overall maturity gains,'but become moreindifferent.

Indians. Indians gain onfroverall maturity4nd become less indifferent'

cm

"Chicano's." Chicano's gain on no maturity dimension, and.become more

'disinterested.

/-4

Full Completers. Students who complete all portions of the program gain more

overall maturity, and become less indifferent..

4

- Core Completers. Students .who complete the core curriculum, but not occupa-
.

tional,training,do'not change on overall maturity, but become more confused,

more cynical; and less interested in vocations.

Dropouts. Students who depart without completing even the core curriculum,

score. as unchanged on the overall store, but score as both more confused and

more indifferent than at entry.

13-
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- Office Education. Student in office education gain on .overall career

maturity and become less confused and less cynical.

Lodging. Lodging students gain overall maturity while becoming less

indifferent and less cynical.-

Food Services.. Food services students gain overall maturity but become. letz./

..occupationally interested.

Marketing. Marketing students gain oirerall maturity while becoming more

indifferent and more cynical.

Counselors. No systematic gain pattern can be seen among counselors.

Pro9ram.Periods. A ,decreasing gain pattern over time is seen for careerr

guidance with gains on three of five scores 'and a loss on one changing to

losses on three and no gain on'two.

Confirmation of the dikfereht effects on different groups implicit in the

different pattern of gains summarized in Table and narrated above are con-

firmed by the two dimensional analyses.of covariance. ,Gain differences are-

confirmed on overall Maturity, confuSionL and disinterest among sex/marital

.
,status subgroups. Similarly, ethnicity and )L'1 ompletion status differences

are seen On all variables except cynicism; program period difference's on

confusion; occupational areadifferences on disinterest; and counselor
,

differences on_overall maturityand confusion. Conveesely, overall maturity

is seen as a function of sex, ethnic group, completion, and counselor.- Con-
.lak

fusion is a fuilptibnof
sex,thnicgrOup, completion, period, and counselor.

..

,Indifference is a functiOn of ethnic group and cOmplAtion. Cynicismris not .,
.

.
.
.

.a differential functioniof any subgroUping, and disinterest is a function of
,.....--,

.0.

14'
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sex,.ethnicity, completion,'and training area. Complex! In light of Con-

rad and Manley'a (1975) report, it is probable thatiach of the subgroupings
.

constitutes ,a counter treatment which detracts from gains made during
A

guidance efforts at varying intensities rather than beinga positive

contributor to effect.

CMI ANALYSIS BY ITEM

To better understand changes taking place apart from the total and factor

scores,each(CMI item was analyzed for each of the sex subgroups. Table 603

summarizes the analysis with data.detailed in Tables 61-64.
10;

'Departing men show more feeling that: 1) Working will be similar to

Mountain-Plains (Item 26); 21 they understand career decisions better (Item

33); but 3) also seem to reyert-to old choice desires (Iterr34).

Men also.more want to do something spectacular (Item 35), and more tend to

believe influence is,more important than ability (Item 37), are less altruistic

(Item 39) and have an increased beliefan "fate" determining job choice

(Item 50), (although this item would seem to reflect the difficulties inherent,

in the placement effort which are concomitant with post testing than program

developmental effects).

Arrieds (male and female) more subscribe to their own career deciaior.
/

Air. ;

desires (Item 38).

Married women feel more knRledgeable about work (Item 41).

-....---'

Women (married and single) more feel the can enjoy dome kind of work.-.(Item`

-

43),

even if itja contrary to their beliefs (Vern 46), and married women/are
,

,.

3
Narrative treatineq, of item°scores ia not exhaustive, and furtherpursuit.of Table 60 may be useful to the readei. / /

s
..15
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V

apparently breaking parental dependencies (Item 25).

'Men and married women seem to be giving up unrealistic career. fantasies

(Item 18). .

On eight of the fifty, items (2, 3, 4,-*'12, 14, 17, 31, and 36) , all groups -
1

score very favorably at entry; leaving little room to improve. Seven items

(5, 11, 13, 30, 32, 45, and 49) seem to have room for improvement, but none
,

accrues..

The overall group's, progress seems to be centered in feeling that they:

1) Now have a career ,choice (Items 10 and 48); 2) have sorted though the

"flack" about how to choose a career (Item15); 1) know how-to get into the

career (Item 16); 4) feel they are being prepared for it (Item 27); and
5) know the job's requirements (Item 28). It is not surprising that most

of these items reflect-direct
specific goals (knowing how to choose, making

a choice, knowing requirethents,
knowing how to enter) of the guidance pro-

However, there is also indication that marrieds 7a}+ be postpoing their

"real" career choice until after Mountain-Plains (Item 6), and are coming

to overvalue extrinsic rewards (Items 7,and 8) while women are'less attentive

to future career plans'(Item 23). Men may also be "overlearning" the ideaof,

of horizontal career mobility (Item 20),,,,

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Employee Attitudes. Staff report that many Mountain-Plains students exper-

ience a great deal of role centered conflict in dealing with teachers, and,

examination of pre - program records inaicates that this is often an extension-

of previous conflicts with coworkers and supervisors which has Contributed

,

16
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to past employMent itistability. Certain of these conflicts seemed to remain

as students neared completion - unremediated by previous program treatments.

Role playing as described by Manley and Conrad -(1975) is used to assist
il %

students in relearning response styles. Although an individual approach

% * A.
is used, a tendency to be irresponsibly critical Or.to "go along" (as opposed

..

. /

to responding objectively) was seen as a frequent/common eleMent. This/
01"

element(s) was tapped. for measure as an indication of effect.

Instrument. The instrument is the Responsibility,IndexSRI) develop =d by

Elsass and Sweney (1972). t consists of 34 forced choice items, =ch with

three possible responses which the subject rank orders. Reliabili ies for

the scales Rebel,. Cooperator, and Ingratiator are, respectively, .87-, .92,

and .91. The authors offer various validity evidence,.and the R bel and

' Cooperator scales were able to differentiate between pre- and post- treat-7

ment,subjects in an earlier Mountain-Plains study (Conrad and Manley, 1975}.

Design. A pretest - post test one group design is used with differences

assessed using the t -test for related samples.

Procedures. Upon ,nearing completion of the-program, students enter into

role playing as described by-Manley and Conrad (1975) The RI is administered

during the first and last meetings by a professiOnal counselor; under standard

testing conditions. Tests are then scored by an aide, and scale scores

coded with sex-and ethnic group and kgypunched pending subsequent lanalysis.

Total Group. Overall, students became less rebelliotWand leis ingratiating.

The cooperator score did not improve for the overall group. Comparison of

.Table 66 data to norms:fOr the instrument indicates students to be at'the

adult norm 'on cooperation 4 by the time they entered Role-Playing; although

4
Where persons with severe'problems were subjects of treatment, Cooper-ator scores were seen in a previous study, Cnrad and Manley, 1975) to im-,prove -as

1.4R
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(unpublished) data,indicates this was not true at program.entry. Apparently

seudents comp to the end of their Mountain-Plains experience stilldwith

adual tendency to be reactively negative- (rebel) in employment related

situations as well as to be a "yes man" to persons in authority (Ingratiate):

The guidance role playing program is seen as effective in blunting this

"rough edge" as students prepare to depart'the program.

t
Subgroups. Males become less rebellious, 5 but do not record changes on

the Cooperator or Ingratiator scales. Married females replicate the over-
t,

all student results pattern while single females make no changes. The

white subgroup numbfically domj.ntes the sample and shows the 'same ,restilt

pattern as for the all- student group. Indian stUdentsbecame leis rebellious

and more cooperative, but (already normative) ingratiation scores do not

change. Chicano students do not change, but scores at entry into treatment

are already in the normal range (Sten'scores of 5-6 versus the instruient

norm); indicating previous impact on these areas during program treatment

and/or normal development at entry.

DISCUSSION

Overall Guidance Effects. Table 73 summarizes effects by program goal/ .

objective. Overai1,4esults are quite favorable. The exhaustive treatment

of the career maturity variable by subdimension and by subgroup reveals
A.`

the complexity involved in impacting such a dimension. "Career maturity"

seems so simple rolling glibly from the tongue and written neatly in an

objective list. Clearly, manyinfluenceQ0 including sociodemographic

"history," counselor assigned to initial treatment, and type-and extent

of reinforcement'in extra-guidance'ireatments all influence career maturity
4140:-

attitudeSand can influence its various dimensions differently.

.

5
keeping in mind that we here mean Elsass and sweeny's 1972) page-long ,

. -

definition which summarizes as generalized negativism. ,
18 ,
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Validity of Guidance Counselor Ratings. Career,seleetion seems to bea

.etrong point of the program; althdugh'guidande staff may h ave Festingeriseio
.,

investments in ratika choice favorebly'becalige of their role in its facili-

tation. A reluctance to make abed (failure) prediction (a reluctance many.,

would argue is a general debilitating factor with heIping.professionals) is .

seen in the completion prediction
ratings which would support the idea that

choice ratings may have an artifical inflation. Support for the.quality

of career choice, on the other hand, Accrues from the fact that-only about

one student in thirty changescareer choice (Source: Mountain-Plins

records).

Effects of Program Changes. It seems that the Mountain-Plains program as

operating in 197.4 was more effective an the development of career. maturity

thari subsequntly. Persons wishing to model on Mountain -Plains .for

''guidance services which have objectives,beyond career choice might be

advisedto.edopt the earlier program, design and staffing.

Staffing Effects. Consistent with the cognitive analysis (Bunbh,

0

1976), Table 8 shows.flifferent counselors achieve different results. Examine*"

tion of cell data in Tables 50-54 shows that' impal::ts-vary over` dimensions

of career maturity And by ethnicity. of clients. A major,conclusion shared

by all Mountain-Plains research 'staff isthe importance of "staff compel

tency.." This seems to be eVen-more important than the prOgram structure
. .

2within which the staff member functions in many (prdbably most) cases..
.1tr

Modeling and Maximum Possible Gain.
0

An'overal/ evaluation of guldance and other developmental data at Mpuntain-

Plains accrues strong support to a "modeling" interpretation'of
develoPmental

, effects. Whereistudents enter with scores below
-

adult norms, they tend to

19
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make gains. Where Scores are at or above adult norms, theytend to remain
-b.

unchanged or to regress slightly.6 The maximum developmental vpower".of

any program wouldthus be the average develobmeht of the staff on the dimen-

sion of development intended. To the extent this perception is valid, a

major error, in the design of Mountain-Plains was a failure to insure career

'maturity and productive Vbcational
attitude/role perceptions. among staff by

an appropriate combination of selection and training.

Generkizabllity. A majOi-Problemvith data:in this report is that differ-
."

ent subjects appear in nearly every analysis. This results from: 1) The

necessity of filling cells in the two dimensional analyses; 2) The fact

that testing on different variables waS initiated at different times - the

guidance evaluation design being implemented relatively late in the pro-

gram; and 3) Differences in persolel, testing, and administrative proce-

dures that made it more probable-that certain subgroups or tests would.be
. . ... ..

. .

_...., ; .

missed. Wherever possiblt, data has been cross- checked in other'analyses
,

.i..
t

and:or verified by comparison to filed or previously reported data.- Still,

one would want to be very careful about drawing, for example, a conclusion.

about relerplayingeffects on Indians from the sample eight on which full

data is reported The overall report gives indibations and ifisights. How-1

ever, as is the case with evaluation research generally, only the complex-.

itY'of the situation is proven.
4-

.

.
6This cannotbeidismiseed as "mean regression" as the adult norrand

'Mountain-Plains population norm are different. It_could-also be argued
that the phenomenon of mean regression may itself have a "mass modeling"
effect component.

°

20
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Table 1

Ability to Name Vocational Characteristics
Following Guidance

tin Cate or and Score*

Characteristics Named Poor Fair

Strong Aptitudes
Weak Aptitudes 2.03

=Strong Interests
Weak Interests , 2.23
Important/Positive Negds/Values
Weak/Negative Needs/Values 1.93

Overall Vocational "Strength"
Characteristics

Overall Vocational "Weakness"
Characteristics 6.20

Mean Total for Characteristics 7.39..

Good Excellent

2.97

2:77

3.05

8.77

* Description of Category Arbitrarily DeterMined.

,

21'
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Table 2

Counselor Rating of Caree

-Choice DimensioffRating

"t- r

Abilities Consistent With Caieer Choice
Interests Consistent With Career ChoiCe'
Values Conskstent With Career Choice

0veiall Appropriateness of Choice vs.
Vocational Characteristics

0verall Choice Appropriateness-vs. WOW'
Overall' Choice Appropriateness vs.
MountainzPlains

-Choice Appropriate
Choice. Appropriate

Choice- Appropriate

Choice Appropriate
Test Results

Aptitude Test Resultt
Interest Test Results
Validity Test ResUlts

Overall Vocational

a

Choice

Poor

gc 1

Rating Cat ory-and Scale*
(10)

Fair Good Excellent

3.32

3.29

3.06

9.68

3.78

3.'8

3.1

3.

2.

9.34

* Categories correspond approximately to 'counselor desighations of " Definitely'
. Inconsistent/Inappropriate," "Mostly.Inconsistent/InappropriatW Mostly on-
sistent/Appropriate," and "Definitely Consistent/Appropriate."
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Table 3
*"

z.
.44 4v

vv-241,P

Ability of Students to Correctly List Own Vocational
Charaiperistics Following Gu Ce by Subgroup 4

Percentage of Respondents Fall-

Ov

ing Into h Cate or

NR
Percent Named Correctly

. 25 or less 26-50 51 -75 76-100

1. "Strong" Aptitudes Male 8.0 22.0 34.1 34.8 1.1
Named Correctly Married Female 8.4 19.8 33.3 38.0 .4

Single Female 8.4 22.9 30.1 38.6 0

2. "Weak" Abilities Male 40.5 31.8 14.0: 12.5 1.1
Named Correctly Married Female 32.9 30.4 21.5 14.8 .4

Single Female 42.2 36.1 6.0 14":5 1.2-
6'

3. "Strong" Intere'st Male 7.2 31.8 37.5 23.1
Named Correctly .-Married Fema e 8.9 30.8 34.2 25.3 . .8

Single Female 8.4 25.3 32.5 32.5 1.2

4. "Dis-" Interests Male ". 24.6 36.0 . 25.8 13..1 .4
Named Correctly Married Female 24.9 40.1 '25.3 8.9 .8

Single Female' 25.3 33.7 -25.3' ii4.5- 1.2

5. "Asitive" Work Needs/ Male 7.2 17.8' 26.1 4.8 3.0
Values',Named Correctly Married Female 8.9 18.6 24.1 45.6 3.0

Single.Female 6.0
4

16.44 21.7 54.2 1.2

61 "Negative" Work Needs/ Male 40.5 28.4 18.2 9.5 3.4 .

Values NaMed 6Orrectly Married Female 32.5 37.1 19.8 7.6 3.

Single Female 33.7 41.0 16:9 7.2
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Table 4 f

Consistency of Career Choice and Results
of Vocational Tists by Subgroup 440

Test
c% Consistent AInconsistent

NRDefinitely Mostly Mostly ibfinitely

GATE Male 47.7 38.6 , 9.5 1.1 3.1
Married Female 40.9 40.1 7.2 .8 11.0
Single Female 50.6 . 37.3 10.8 .0 1.2

4
OVIS . Male , 52.7 40.9 5.3 . 0 1.1

Married-Filale
----

35.0 41.8 10:1 .2.5 9.7
Single Ferilale 36.1

_ .

54.2 6.0
.

1.2 2.4

MIQ Male 31.8 51.9 9.5., 1.5 5.3
Married Female 2.6.6 54.0 ''''.5.5 2.1 11.8
Single Female 34.9 '54.2 41, 7.2 -2.4 1.2

Overall Test Male
.

59.i 35.2 . 4.9 0 .8
Results Married Fditale . 46.9 39.7" 3. 0 - 9.7

.° Single Female 56.7 42..1 0 0 1.2
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Table 5

ConsistencY of Career Choice and Counselor Evaluation
of Vocational Characte istics by Subgroup

,

Vocational Characteristics
% Inconsistent % Consistent

.NRDefinitely Mostly. Mostly Definitely

Aptitudes Male 0 4-.*9..%' 42.8 51 5
'L.... '

8 4

Married Femme 0 4.6 .42.2 44.3 8:9.

Single Female 0 3.6 41%0 54.2 1.2

Interests Male 0 1.9 39.4 57.6 1.1
Married Female .4 5.9 47.7 37.1 8.9

Single Female 0 6.0 53.0. 39.8 1.2

Work Needs /Values Male 0 "5.3 50.4 3.6* 5..7

Married Female .4 4.6 57.4 27.0 10.5
Siligle FemAle 4 1.2 6.0 56.6 34.9 l.2

4 4.,
Note:- Male, plof 264; MarriedFemale, n of 237; Single Female, n of 83.

C



. Table 6

°Rating of Appropriatfness of ,Career Choices by Subgroup

D:g

<
o " °

11 <

Rating With Respect to: CD
rr

Careers in the World bf Work Mile 22.7 51.9
Married Female 20.3 40.9
Single Female '20.5 44.6

,
Careers offered by Mountain-. .

Male 34.8 45.5
Plains Married Female 25.3 47.3

Single Female 32.5 53.0
2

NR

23.9 .4 .4 .8

30.8 1.3 0 6.8
'33.7 0 - -0 1.2

17.8 .8 .4 s8

19.8. .8 0 6.8
12.0 1.2 0 1.2

O
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Table 7

Guidance Counselor Assessment of Student Progress Prospect
_Following GMidance by Subgroup

,t

Male
Married
Female

'Single

Female

Will complete with little or no difficulty.. 67.0% 7D.0% 80.7%

Will complete, but will have difficulty inithe
foundation education area. - 134- 9.3 4.8

Will complete, but.will experience difficulty
in the personal/family area. 10.2 8.4 - 10.8

Will complete, but will experience difficulty
in occupational preparation unrelated to B or C
above. ,

. 5.7 3.8 1.2

Will not complete due to difficulties experienced
in foundation education. 1.5 .4 0

Will not complete due to difficulties experienced
...,

in personal/family area. . .4 .4 0

Will not complete because of difficulties experi:-
enced in occupational preparation unrelated-to .

E or `F above. 0 0
.0-

0

NR 1.9 7.7 2.5.

Overall: Complete Easily 67.0 71.3 .79.5

Complete WIthv-Difficulty 31.8 21.1 19.3

Will Not CoriiplstF- °v. .8 .8 , 0

NR .4 6.8 1.2

a
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Summary Table for Career Maturity. Gain,,by Subgroup
/-

71,

.

Table 8

. .

0

--'

Male'

Married remald,
'Single Female
"White"
Indian
"Chicano".
Compietestall

Complete Core
Complete Nonej
Fall, 1974
TOnter, 1974-
Spring1.1975
Summer, 1975
Pall, 1975.

Office.Edudation
Lodging .

Food Services \
Marketing
Counselor No. 1
Counselor. No. 2

Counselor No. 3
Counselor No. 4
Counselor No. 5
Counselor No; 8
Countelor No. 10

See
\Table(s)

o..

20

30

40

50

- 14.
11

11

11

11

- 24
11

11

34
11

az

11

11

t,

-44
11

11

11

- 54
11

11

11

'V.

11

11

' CMI Scores -,

Overall Confusion Indifference Cynacism 'Disinterest

+-

+

+
.o

.0
0

0
0

0

4-

+
0

0

o o 0 0
+ 0 0 0
o o 0 0
o 0 0
o + o. o
o o o -
o + ' o o' -,

- o -, -
-c.- o

o + -
+ + o o
o. o -0 o

o o o.

. .- o
+ o + o
o + + o
o 9 0 -'

o - - o
o -o 0

- o o
+ 0 0
o o :+ o

t.',.

o . o ° . o o
,

O o o ,
+ + + -

Note: Counselors and Occupdtional Areasjtot inC tuded . ,Recorded too few subjects in one
or more cells to allow the two dim nsional prograip used in the analysis to execute.



Summary Table for Career Maturity Gain Difference by Subgroup

Subgroup .

See

Table(s) CMI Gain Difference- (p.s*.10)
No. Overall Confusion Indifference Cynacist Disinterest

e SS

Sex and Marital Status 15 - 19. Yes /'eyes

Ethnicity ),

No

15 - 19

26,27,39 Yes . Yes Yes
_--

Completion Status 25 - 29 Yes Yes Yes
,.,

Program Peribd 35 - 39 No5 Yes' No

Occupational Area 45 749 No No No

Counselor 401,1w 55 - 59 Yes - YeS No
4

A

4-

No Yes

No Yes

No Ye

No

No

'No

Yes

No

3541

4
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Table 10

:Overall Career Maturity by Svand Ethnic Group

"White"

.

..

.Pre

Post
N

Male Single Femaae Married Female Raw Totals

tX SD X .SD SD SD

36.1

37.1

112
`i

4.32

5.28i

o-f

0.
,

37.2

39.6
37

l',

3:99
4.28

.

36.8
38.0.
104

4.30
5.11

36.6
37.8 .

253,'

4.26
5.26

3.82*

SD

33.6 3.93,Indian + ) Pre 32.5 5.44 . 38 5
,-* .

..., 2.12, 33.9 3.89 Indian Pre

Chicano Post 36.0 3.80 46.5 ° 2.12. '436.4. 4.73 Post 38.4 4.46

Combined N 21 2- 18 N 20

Chicano Pre -33.2 5.62
p9pt 35.0 4.41

N 21

Column -Pre 35.6 4.73 , 37.3 3.91 36.1 4.83

Totals Post 37.0 5.10 39.9 5;38 37.5 5.32

N 133 39 122

Pre/Post t . 3.12* 2.92* 3.29*

t

5.38*

1.66

355
356
O



Table 11

CMI - Vocational Confusion - Sex by Ethnic Group

..

Sex & Marital Status Group

Ethnic
Group

Male Single Female Married Female . 'Raw Totals

X _SD SD X SD X SD t

-/ "White" Pre .112 .961 .001 .999 .055 .959 .072 .963 -.720
Post -.047 .770 .303 .631 .010' .860 .027 .797
N 112 4 37 , 104

i SD t

Indian Pre .110 .928 .348
Indian & Pre .032° 1.126 -.502' :354 -.009 .759 Post .206 .901
Chicano Post, -.360 1.050 .624 .050 .038 1.010 N 20
Combined N 21 2 18 Chicano -Pre -.148 '.966 -1.21

Post -.465 1.051
N '21 _.

Column Pre .4,112 .981 -.025 .981. , .028 .944'
Totals Post r.089, .818 ° .320 .618 -.003 .888

N 133 39 122
t -.239 1.97* -.343

357,
a.

7
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Table 12

Vocational Indifference,,by Sex and Ethnic Group

ttbgroup,

Testing
. Pre

1 SD\' SD

Male .042 1.044 :-.079
. 1.120 -.985

Single Female 2223 .440 .1494- .895 -.472
...

Married Feiale -.037 .985, .039 .988 .811

"White" .163 .561 _ .020 1.063 -2-.09*

Indian -.269 '.804 .207 .497 2.52*
_

"Chicano" .-.517 2.132 -.238 .800 ip .584

-Note: As no differences are recorded among groups (p4c.1WiCell means are not reported.

O

39
4



Table 13

Occupational Cynicism by Sex and Ethnic Group

Subgroup

Testing

t
Pre Post

1- SD 3r

F
SD

.---
Male -.037. 1.011 .028 1.061 .619

Single Female .328 .892 .222
. =,:

.994 -.710

Married Female -;080 1.002 -.099 14. .805 -.188

"White" .047 .956
, .

.024 .931 -.327

Indian -.450 1.277 -.200 1.336 ' 1.053

"Chidano" -.113 1.132 _7;178 .861 -.200

a .

Note: As no differences are recorded among gftups (p-4.10) cell means are not reported.

-*"

360
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Table 14

CMI - Occupational Disinterest By Sex and Ethnicity

Ethnic
Group

Sex & Marital Status Group .

Raw Totals,!l

10

Male
Single
Female

Married

X iri_ X SD Si)S-D X SD tt10
1"White" Pre -.02 .90 .19 %81 .10. .95 .060L-4.91 -.614Post -.16 .91 .19 -.67 .15 .87 1019 .87N '112 37 104

Indian & Pre -.20 1.36 .47 1.41 .53 .84 Indian Pre . .164 1.33 -.455Chigano Post. r.35- .97 .97 .12 .03, .93 Post ..003 , .97Combined - N 21 2 18 N 20 .

',,,

Chicano Pre .136 1.06 -2.01*
Post -.235 .98

-N 21

, $Column Pre -.04 .98 .101 1.05 .10 '1.05'Total's -Post' -.17 .92 .109 .89 .11 .89qoit . N 133 39 122
t. 1.29 .18 .09

AP

361 362
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Table as

Analysis of Variance for Overall Career Maturity by Sex and Ethnicity
$

. Source SS DF MS

'Mean %

1,943.60 1 , 1,943%60 88.47. .001
Ethnic Group -66.38 1 66.38 3.02 .083
Sex & Marital Status 162.84/ 2 81.42 , 3471 .026
Interaction 74.35 2 37.18 1.69 .186
Cavariate . '1,157-54 1 1,157.54 4 52.69 .001
,Error, 6 305:09

-,..

287 21.97

Tablb 16

Analysis of Variance for,Vocatioal Confusion by Sex and Ethnicity

SOuxce

i

SS DF

:

MS '',Es
___2....

.276

.f.84

.013

.252

.001
.........

Mean
Ethnic Group
Sex & Marital Status
Interaction
Covariate
Error

.

.

.69

' .10
5.07
1.60

29.43
166;36

1

1

2

.N /2

1

287

.

.69

.10

2.53.
.80 -,

-111e28,43

.58

1.19 .

.17 .

4.37 .

1.38 f

50.78
---,..

e

.363
-



Table 17

Analysis of Variance for Vocation#1 Indifference by Sex and Ethnicity

Source SS DF
.

Mean .29 1
Ethnic Group .22 4% 1
Sex & Marital Status ..26 2

Interaction 1.64 2
Covariate 9.16 1
Error 291.54 287

0

& MS F __2_,
I =

.29 .28 .595

'.13 .13

646.22 '.21

.82 .80
° '.881

.448
9.16 9.02 .003
1.02 amass AIN

Table 18

Analysis of Nlaiiance for Occupational Cynicism b Sex and Ethnicity

Source

.

P

t

SS

''''

DF

'.137

Mean
Ethnic Group- '

Seit & Marital Status

Interaction ...

%II

Covariate. '

Error ,

, ,.

1--. 30

.95

3.71

3.30
22.70

. 236.79
.

1

1 ,,

2

2

i287 .

.30

.95

1:85
1,05

22.70

:83

57
1.1

2.25
..00
27.52-
,--.......

:211

.285

.108

:001

364
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Taje 19

Analysis of Variance for Occupational Disinterest by Sex and Ethnicity

Source SS MS F _P._
_...v .

Mean T44.4 1 .44 ,.63 .427
Ethnic Group .1644 1 .16 .23 .6344
Sex & Marital Status 4.23 2 2.11 2< 3.05 .049
InteractiOn 1.51 2 .76 1.09 .338
dowariate, 20.23, 1 20.23 29.17 .001
'Error '199.03 287 ,.696 - - --

ti

.#

4

365



Table 20

'

Overall Career Maturity: Ethnicity by Complet

/

die

Ethnicity

/'White" Pie

Post
N.

Indian Pre
. Post

N

"Chicanp" Pre
Post
N

Column Pre
Totals Post
-',.. N

LX/SD

Completion
Complete Complete Complete
Core & Prep. Core Only -Ndthing.. Raw Means

SD X SD X SD X SD Lsi/SD

36.7 4.00 . 36.0 5.24 35.5 6.16 36.1 i k38.4 4.93 36.9 4.19 29.9 7.06 35.1
.208 30 12

, . ,

34.2 3.94 34.8 2:50 29.5 4.94 32.8 i i*
39.8 , 3.70 '4'37: 3.86. 35.0 5.66 37.5
13 4 2

i...

' 33.0' 5.62 35.4 ,5:22 29.5 7.78 32.6 i i
36.4 4.47 33.4 2.40 29,5 2.12 '33.1.
14 5 . 2

4 .

..-34.6 i .35.4 31.5 i
38.2 36.0 31.5
235 39 16
i* i

A

CO



Table 21

Voc ational-Confusion: Ethnicity by Compleyfon

Ethnicity

Pre

Post
N "

Pre
Pdtt
N

?

Pre-

Post
N

Pre

; Post

N

Complete
Core & Prep.

X ( SD

-7Whiten.

Indian

nChicano"

Column
Totals

-06
.09

208

.04

.34

13

,

-.23

,
-.14
14

-.04
,

-.10

235

'

.

.94

.75

lap
.77

.96

.89

.

i
.

'Completion
Complete 'Complete
Core-Only' Nothing Raw Means
X SD ii SD' i SD LTC/SD

e
. .07 1.10 Q' .25 .98 .13 i -i..*
-.13 .94. -.67 .96 -.24
30 12 .

e

.44 .79 .19 .15 ...',n' i i

.45 .53 =.0I 1.21 .26
4 2f

.

.

.0b .: .96 .05 1.65 -.06 i i
"4.92-AO '1.05 1..08 -.95-

2

-99-. .16

--.16 -:87
49 16:

..-.-
- t4.X/SD :-37* -i*

ti

387.
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Table 22

VoCational Indifference: Ethnicity by Completion

Ethnicity

"White"

1%;11.

.. Completion
Complete . . Complete Complete

.

Core & Prep. -Core Only .Nothing Raw Means* -i
SD 3 SD

- --
X SD X. SD 1,X /SDe ---7-

Pre .23 ..:50 -.14 .78 -.16 .59
Post -.10 . 97-; .16 .59 --1.67. 1.57
N - 208

. 30 12

Pre -.01 .53 -.79 1.02 -.97 1.20
Post .36 .47 -.03 .50 .04, .25
N 13 4 .

"Chicano"

*
Column.
Totals

Pre -.23
Post. .11

N , 235

L.X/SD i*

Pre -.91 2;54 .15 .9
'Post -.12 .90 -.30 .53
N It 5

i -.26 i

-.15
39

,/

a6-8

-.02 i ik

-.47
..- .;

-.59 9 i -. 1
lc

.16 -

-.

.54 -.07 i ik.
. ..-.91 -.44

-.20

I

.a



Ethnicity

I1A,

Table 23

Occupational. Cynicism: Ethnicity by Completion.

Completion
:Complete,_ Complete Complete \\

Core & Piep., .\, .Core Only Nothing: Raw Means
.7i SD X - sia x; SD. X ..." SD b.3i/sD

.-
.

"White"- : Pre .05 ..97 7.02 . .90, 7.05 '' :91 -.01 i i
Post .05 .94 .19 .71 .30 '1.10 .05 '4
N --

;
12 ' /' 208 30

...

Indian Pre -.18 .. 1.36. 71:08 '1.34 -.63, .60 -.634.. , 1

.T.

. Post :19 '1.37 -.48 ,.45 -1.72' 1.66 7.67. ..
N 13 4- 2

.

"ChicanO" "Pte.* .08 1.29. 7.63 .570 -.18 .94 -.24 i. i
.Post ' 7.34 .91: ,30' .76" -.23 --,44 7.09

. ' N 14 ( 5 2 ..
. i o

. .

%

Column Pre 4 .-.02 i .14 .79 , -.29. i .

.

Totals Post .03 4 -.12 , "-.55
N ' .235 39 --16
L. i/SD i =r33* 'i .

36.9.

o

I/

O°
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. Tgble 24

. OcCupational- DiSinterest: Ethnicity `by Completion

Ethnicity

Pre .c,

Post '
. .

N °

Pre
Post
N

.. COmpie t ion

Raw Means

Complete
- Core &' Prep. .

Complete
Core Only

. Complete
Nothing

0

. _
X

.4$15 X Sq6 TX. 4 SD -} SD tsi/SD
"White

,Indian

,

e-

.09

. 06

208

-.05
.65

. .

.. 87

:66

'- 1.25

1.08
. %

.0

-.09
. 12

30

le 35

.- . 29

4

1.02,

-; 92

.60

1:00
.-. .;,.

-.26
-. 39'

12

-.79
. 23

2

*) 1.23

.88

.

2.38
',. 72

. 4

.

:19'.

-.09
-.07

. AV

' .00
1,..

, i

i

i

1
.

.

"Chicano'

Co 1 umn

'Totals -;

.C.

Pre

Post
N .

Pre

Post
¶

o

.03

-.05
14

b02 .

.02

35

1 1.20.

mige,.49461q,-*

i

.12

-.55
.

..

.46 .

-.244,
39 7' .

.

.74

1:13
.92

-.74
2 -

. ,

- 041-

.19_`,
1g-e .

.21

.80
1- t

.36

-:45
.

i

..

-1*

,

ii/SD
. . .

1
- . . V'

o

'1'4;

o

379.6.

.



Table 25
OP

.

Analysis of-Variance or Overall Career Matu?ity by Ethnicity a:cl/Coilpl
_

ion

Source

Mean
Ethnicity
Completion Status
Interaction
Covaria.pe

Error

4

SS

.1,658.10
. 152.29

255.25
84.80

, 1,112.28
5,515.34

DF MS F

1 1,658.10 84.18 <.001-
2 76.14 3.87 .022
2 127.63 6.48 ;002
4 21.ib ,. 1.08 .368

1,112.28 56.47 <.001
280 19.70_

Tdble 26

-0

m

Analysis of Variance for Vocational Confusion by Ethnicity and Completion

Source. SS

4

4.4'

MS _R._
.

.001-

.D01 -

. .275-

Mean
. ethnicity'
-Completion Status,

Interaction
cd9oVriate

Error
, a

5.4

7.26
8.34

2.74

'38.36
149.07.

1

2-
2

4 '4

1

280

.

5.48
3.63

4.18
.6

.36

.53

.

%,), 10.29

6.81
_ 7.8

1.29
53.27



Table 27

'

F

Analy- of Variance for Vobational Indifference by Ethnicity and Completion.,

EOurcq SS DF MS . F
, ___P

Mean 2.21 1 2:21 . 2.46 .118
Ethnicity' 4.78, 2 2.39 2.65 .072

/-COmpletion Status. 6.92 2 3.'46 ,3.84 .023
( Interaction 5.81 4 1.45 1.61 0.172\bavariate 6.81 1 6.81 0 7,55 . .006
Error 252:47' 280 .90. =---

I

4s r
Table 28 '.

.

.

Analysis of Variance for Occupatignal Cynicism by Ethnicity and Completion

Source

Mean
Ethnicity ,.

Completion Status
Interaction.'\

ovariate
Error

SS- -. DF - F

"

_P.....

.267

.202
, .368

.015

G.001

-

1.01
2.62

.1.63
4

10.17
.26.17

227-.70.: ,

1

2

2

4

1
280

.

:.

,1.01
141'
:.82

e2:54
26.17

. .81

1-.
:.'' 1.24

'1.61
6- 1,0

3.13

32.18

N

372
a

vf.
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Table 29
. vi

. _ .

Analyss of Variange for Occupational Disinterest by Ethnicity an Completion

Source SS DF

.

MS

1

F

Mean
'Ethnicity

Completion Status
Inteiaction
Covariate
Error.

2.82
.2.05

3.44

3.32

24.81
198.17

1

2

2

4

1

280

2.82

1.

1.72'

. .83

'24.81

.71

3.98
.-- --, do

k.45

2.43

1.17.

35.05

i-,--

.047

.236

.b90

.324

.001
- - --

141 .

.,373

7

O
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Table 30

Overall Career'Maturity: Ethnicity by Program Period
a

4.0..
.. .....

ProgramfPeriod ,Unweighted-.Tall :74 Winter 174-75 Spring '75 Summer '75 Fall '75 Raw TotalsEthnicity .., ii /SD X SD i SD ...X S13 i , SD i
,,.......,

SD L.NX/SD4 .
"White"

N 21
4*

.0:.

Pre

35*8 '.

.

5.41 36.3 4.45 36.8 4.04 '36.8' 4.04 36.7 4.02 36.5 4.92 .26.Post 37.7 6.04 37.7 4.18 37.4 5.78 39.0 4.74 37..0 6.55 37.8
73

. 61 63 35 253cs
.

Indian & Pre 32.0 3.08 32.6 6.97 34.4 3.33 !,34.4 '5.39 29.3. 5.51' 32,5 4.34 .74*.-Chicano Post 37.4 3.44 38.3 6.41 37.6 3.72 ,35.7 .3.97' 29.3 1.53 35.7 '4.
0 N. 5 8 '' 16 '

: 9
ts3

P.. 41
<

Column Pre 31.9 4.49 N3.4'.5 5.50 35.6 4.22 35.6 5.55 33.0 4,40
Totals Past 37.6'0,* '38,0 37.5

'..°
.37.4

.

t am J2.2
(Unweighted) N. 24 -81 77 .

' 71 38 294 t,:.;

C:i/SD .82* .64* '.21, .32 , .18
asts

I,

374
A 9.

4

3



Vocational Gonfusion:

Table 31

Ethnicity by Program Period

It

.Program Peri Unweighted
Raw Totals

Fall '74 Winter "74-'75 Spring '75 Summer '75 . Fall '75

Sb X SD ' X SD- SD 3 _SD SD LA X /SD
. -

""White" Pre

Pcist

IT

.1

Indian & Pre

Chicanq./----IPcst
. .

N

Column ,I,wore sr Pre
Totals Post

(Unweighted) N .'

EIWSD

X
.. 02 .89

.11 .65

21'
..

.14 1.56
-.03 1.14

5

.08

.04-

26 .

i

-.01

.02

73

.26

8

w.14
_-22

'81
.47*

4
1.00

.78

.67

.;49

.74

.18. .97
-.06 e. 86

611

09 .9G
. 7 .90

.16

.05 i

/

:96

.17 .66

63 ;,

. .

.26 4 .89
-.29 1.07

9 ,
.

.15 .90
-.06

71
-.23

.14

-.11

35

.00

-1.99,

3

107
-2.10'

38

-.207*

.94

.99

"

1.17
1.d8

1.05
-

'

.07 i ! 0
' .03

..

253

.:01 '.99
-.40 '

'''. 4i

i

-.40*

-! .GI.

77
1 1."

...

-,,

294

. S.:'

V r
A.

376
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Table 32

Vocational Indifference: Ethnicity by Program Period

IP

ahnicity

"White"

41
m

Indian &
Chicano

Column
Totals
(Unweighted)

\Pre

Post
N

Program Period Unweighted
Totals

'Fall '74 Winter '14-75 Spring '75 Summer '75 Falr 175 Raw
Tc SD X SD X SD X SD X SD X SD tX /SD

-.05
1.17

21

.65

1.22
.18

.12

73

.53 .06

.80 -.10

61

.49

1.35
.25

.24

63

.64

.73

/

.28

-.26 \

-35

'

.49

1.32
.14

' -.03

253

-Pre -.61 .90 -1.23 3.15 -.13 .1.02 -.24 .90 .30 .42 --.39 i iPost .10 .46 .13 1.16 -r06 .57 .11 .49 -.79 .23 -.10N 5 a 16 9
,

41
!

,

.Pre -.34 .81 -.53 1.41 -.04 'i .01 i .29 .64Post -,04 .13 --------08 -.53
_

N 26 81 '''''77 . 71 38 294LsR/SD .37* .47* i i -1.28*- '

373gw,

0

,

379

toe
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Table 33

J

'
Occupational' Cynkcism: Ethniciiy by Program Period

' :t Onicity

Program Period
Falb' '74 Winter '74-75 'Spring '75' Summer .'75 Fall ,'75i -SD- X SD X SD X .SD .i; SD

--.. . : ."White4 Pre' .21 , 1.20 .. -.01 .90 ° .02 :92 .06 .95 k :08 1.02
Post .16 1.14 -t..17 .88 ..07 '.99 ,.02 .88 :27:. .85
N 21 73 61 63 . 35'

,Indian & . Pre. -1.13 1.20 .67 *1.89 .88 -.42 .58 -.50. .86Chicano Post
N

-.24
a

.53 .14

8

1.64 .Q2

r6

1.03

9

.99 -.54

3

,
1
i, 2

Col'umn

Totals
(Vnweighted)

Pre

Post

X/SD

-k-
46

-.04

,26

:41*

1.02

.

.33

131

.26

-.17
.05

77
i

-.18
-4,34

71

i -.21

-:14

38

i

°

Unweighted
gaw Totali

SD IX /SD

.07 i

.09.

-.253

., -.35 i

.-.2

Ail

4
294

'380

rt.

e.

4

381



*
Table 34

-.Occupational Disinterest: ..Ethpicity by Program Peril,
/ .

'

11"

*

Program Period

.1.

Frill '74 Winter '74-75 Spring '75 Summer '75' - Fall '75
Ethnicity -'''' X SD 3 SD X SD i 'SD X ...._11._

. ,
"White" Pre ' J.09 .02 .88 .31 .89 -.08 .85 -.08 .92

Post 1 .93 -.04 .83 -.17 .78 :00' ..71 -.14 1.08'
N 21 , .73 ; 61 63 35IP '

.0
.

Indian & Pie .41 2.06 .-.19 1.34 .12 .93 .21 1.35 //I.64 .50 --
..3

.

.

.'Chicano Post -.54 1:08 n.21 .95 .05. 1.08 .00 .87 _-.45 .74
i

N 5 8 16 9 3 41-..-

.-

J

dolumn Pre .27 1.29 -.09 i .10 i .07 i .28- .81
'Totals /: Post -.27 ,-.14 ..12 . .00 . -.30t \
(Unwight4d) N :. 26 81' 77 71 38/

tsX/SD -.42* i, i . i
-% :'. .-

1IM

`382

464

°

Unweighted
-Raw Totals

ii SD LX /9D

.06 ' i
j;

,.92
A .a,

253
..-

.31 i _i* -
-.23` .

. 1
. ,,.,

l''.
o.

z

294

.1

1

cf

fm,

r
a.

3 8(3

4



Table 35

Analysis, of Variance for Overall Career.Maturity by
, .

bC-Erficity by Program Period.

Source -

1

i'ISS DF

,

MS ' . F . P

_
Meah

EthAicity .e.
Programrogram, Period
Interactign
Covariate '

Error

.:

,..7

1,746.54
.1.08

147.75-

150.51
1,250.06
6,268:71

1

1

"4

4

1
283 .

1,746.54
1.08

36.94
17%63

1,250.06'

22.15

,

78.85
.05

1.'67

1.70

56.43
7--.4

'<.pol
° :825

.158,

.150

'<.001

c,

able 36

'Analysis of Variance for Vocational Confusion by Ethnicity by Program PeriO0
-.

1

Sourc? SS DP N) 14S F
.

V,

,Mead 4,19 1 '. .4,19 7.56 .b06
Ethnicity '4.23 1 4.2"3 7.63 %006
'Program Period 13.34. 4 3.33 6.01 <.001
Interaction 12.3,5- 4 ' 3.09 5.57. <.001
govkiate 30.06 1 ' 30.bEI 4,19 <-.001
Error 156.98 283 .55

384 _
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. 1 .,.
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1 . - .
..,..

° Table .37 '

. . /
.rAnalysis of Variance for. Vocational. Indifference by Ethnicity 13y P °grain Per 'oda

e

41 _Source SS DF 'PIS

4 .16 -' i .16 .16 .692 .,.
.

.-09 1 .09' /.09 %.769
'

6,78 4 '' I.7S, '1.69. /,'" .153.
2.01 4 i .50 , .50 .7350O

-10.05 ,. 1 10.09 10.04 ° .002
284.17. ;283.1283 1.0(1

..

'

Mean

'Ethnicity
Program Period:
Interaction
Cova'riate-

Error

elr _2_

./

. .

table 38
:.l .... . 11

Analysis of Variancefor--Occupational gyipicismby . ,
Ethnicity-by Program Period* .. ,I

4

SS DF MS '

Source 4/ F
.

..

. .

Mean ' . .33 4.- ' .33 :40' .529
Ethnicity , 1.15 .1 I.15\ 1.39 , .239.
Program Period 3.26 4 .81 , .99 '4.4E5
Interaction 3.16 4 ,79' ,961. . .431

. Covariate 23.85 1 :-23.85- 28.91., .001Error 233.46 283 .82 ----

385
4

p
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,Table 39
0

Analysis of Variance for Ocdupational Disinter

.

.1

,

t by Ethnicity and Program Period

Source

..

-

.

ke

SS.

Mean

Ethnicity
Program Period
Intetactiou
Covariate.
Error ,

:

.

2.30k..

2.36
2.71
1.78

22.37
. 202.65

4

DF F--1,. .

. r
1

4*

4

1

. 283
.

2.30

t 2.36
3.22

., 3.30
.074

.070
_. .68 .94. 24§6

' .45 . .62 .60 '
. 22.37 11.24 <.c101,

.7.2

1/4

40z

I

3-86



N Table 40

Overall Career Maturity: bex.by_Dccupational

a

0

Sex and
Marital'
Status

, Kale' , Pre,'
r Post

N

.

pingie Pre'
Fem,le , Post

N:'

Married Pre.
Female Post

N

Column Pre
Means Post
(buweigilted) N .

1..TE/SD

o

Offfce

A a,

.Lodging Food Market '

,Unweiglited

Raw Means,
X SD X SD. -X Y'SD . SD , $D Lii/SD*

35.0 4.24 28:3 '2 7%71 33.6 2.42 36.5' 2.63 33.4 i i*
37:5 '3.53 35.3 5.69 35.3 -.6.28 '37.3 4.39 36.4

' 2
..

. 13
6 : 13 .. 24

. . .
-t .37.4 3.35 43.0 .001 31.0 1.73 30.0 5.66 '37.6 i*38.1 6.29 45.0 .00 .'.38.3 : 3'.21 38.5 .,3.54 40.0

20 ". 1 lb 3 2 * 26'
t

37.6 3.94. 36,5' 4.95, 32:6, 3.18 33.0 . 3.94' 34.2 . i*
39.9 4.00 42-0 4.24 34.2 ' 6.26 37./ 6.56 38.1.1,
44 2 6 5 9 60 ,

''s °,-36.7 i . 35.9 i 32.4 ft i ,16.2 4.45
38%5 40.8 .3.941 '37:8,0,
66 4 14 ' ..., -24 *

.36*
i*

,

i* .,. i*

Issr

3

.
da 4.

-3874
. `
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Table 41,

.
.

. 1 .,

Vocational Confusions' Sex:, by Occwational Area'
.42

.
-.

Rk:

'IOW.

Sex and
Matital
Status

eN

Office

Male
Asest

,s
Pre .11 .

Post s .43 .

N 2

Single
Female

Pre '-.08
Post

.t, N
I

Married Pre
.

Female" .* Post
F N 44'

Col an Pre .09

)44"4115 Post .35

.(Unweighted).. ti 66
bl,Ti/sp .33*

383

ef

ts
. -4.

Lodging a Food arket
.

SD

Unwe ighte

Raw Mean
SD X SD -2 ib 08D S 7,Au,

a,
1.48 -.57 1.84 .00% :,.80 6. 35 14,2.9 -.03 '411
.11 -.15 .7D -.05 is.-59 -. 3y. 974 -.03 .

4 6
,

7 3 -'1`. 163 c-- 24 .....- ; .

1 .
&

.96 > .82 t .00 1. 30' .93 .78 .75 :07 .72
. .

.74 - .46" .000 -.13 .. 71 ''' .66 .25 s' .33
* tA-

-A 47,.k - 1 :
2 b ,26

6 ,

. k3 " 09.30 .00 1.56 .19 - . 70 , .62 -. 18 i
sa, ..62 .73 .17 -.78 1.51 .'15 .59 , 'a :10 _..,

2 5 C '9 6 60
'

.
---r-75 .18 i A . 96

".14

i q ,
. f.35' 2 .16

.
... % ,,

4
..--..,

24'.
i 31i.- ,

t

.36;

ir

i'

I

z

4

t

3819

s

°e

f

.
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,

Sg.,,x and
Marital
tatus-*

Male Pr&

Single
Female

0

"i

-Table 42.. 4

ti

;vocational Indifference'; Sex by Occupatian.1 -AEpa

.21

",1 23
,',t14

1"

,,,a,-
Office

X SD X :;- .* SD 4,;AC 'SD--,
4,
, .

fi$ 421 .16 .01 ..31 .06 .65 i
'.55 * -.34 1.04 --.46 1.36

. 3 e' 6 ;'''"

Vr,',104e

.17 '... 7 - .48 .01) -.04 .76
, -.19 1.16 --'''.92 '; -.00 e', .20 .4,?.57

,r.20 -. 1 c 3

; .57 -.06 .07 .11
89 '4- .42 .28 .07

2 - '''' 5

. 4, g
.

4...

.27 i .14' .43 4 i

.20 .33 --9,6 -.01"
66 6 , 1V
i .44* i -.45

LFdging Eood

.40 ,

.80

Post
.W2'

P,te 4,-

Post
N ,

Married Prey
. Female Post

Column, - Pre
Means Post
(UnAeighted) N

.> L 3-vs')

4,-

p.

, Market

1 ;

*Uriweightcog,
F

Raw Means
X SD X SD LX/SD.

.31- .32

-1.05 ',.84
13,-

.47 t.91

.11 1.D
9

.. 31 .67

24
'

4.7*.20 .60 -1.

14, .

la 0
.19 i i

.21.
26

.21

60

-

C

4

4

3 9 1

oselrerork
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Table 43

L

a.

. 41.

Occupational Cynicism: Sex by Occupational Area
;

A

.

.

Sex and
, ,

IllkoWeighted ',
'Marital Office Lodging Food Market . Raw Means .

Status
.

Male .Pre

Post
N

4Ic # ,

,

Single Rre

r Female Oost
# N

.. At
Married ollre

-Female- 'Post,

i-,I4?

Column. Pre
Msaills Post

4,(Unweighted) N
E. X/SD

-.59 1.25 -1.71 .40, -.33 1.39 .01 - .82 ,,-:66 . i i
.90 .31 :36 1.44 -.04, -1.29 .25 1.19 ,. .37

2 3 \,066 13 24

., 0

.42 ,.88 -54 .00 -.18 :07. '.05 ,.42' .21
, - .19 1.07 .43' ,.00 .17 .11 -.42 .63- .09

,'." 20 1 3 4 2
, ,

'26
.,

.

,

.01 .99 -.23 1.17 107 1:69 .39 , .71, ;66 i i
-.06 .82- -.20 .49 -.41 .66 w.3E .94 _-.26

.: SD. /- i 6 X- SD X SD i SD- tsi/SD

I.

. .

44 2 5 ----, 9 0 .\..

....

-.05 i
, -.47 -.15 _ i., .15

,1
.34 .20' -:09 -.18
68 6 : 14 .24 :
i* i* : i i* ,

at

4

392

O
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Table 44

Occupational 'Disinterest: Sex ,IDY Occupational' Area
a .

44,

1 q . '

SSX a ..,
.

.
- .

.Unweighted
..-.

, .

and
x.,

k
Marital ~' Office` Lodging food Market Aaw Means__Status - (/may X SD X SD 3F s Et X SD

. 77
X SD LAX /SD

.. p :
. .

A- ° , '''
e

I.
..Male Pre - -.39 '.20 -.47 .94 . '. 06 .41

3.2 .77 .10 . i -i*..k Post 1.50 .86 -. 4,2 .97 -.82 1.3.8 . - .11f .79 -:48' ' N 2 3 -- 6
. .

13. 6 24
.

.
...

.

. Single Pre' .12 .94 . .11 .09 Alii 1.66 -:li . . 37 , ... .08 i., , i..Female Post 16 .67 .11 -7.1 .9px -. 27 .07 .q .18 .24
.. -...

.

..N 20 1 .

, 3 , 2
.., '26

. ; ..
..

.. - eMariisd . Pre 28 .86 ,1.24 .50 -.20 .70 -.45 1.;66. .22 i 1A Fem.als 4 Post .44 .62 .84 -.58 -56'.-" -.04 .95 .17
-

.
N k 44 2

5., i '
,

0 '`

.4

Column Pre .00 i .. 2 ,. .01 i.Mean Post' ,.91 .18 1/.56 - .24
(Unweighted) N 66

. 6 14 24
3C/,S,R S,

*

q.ts
-.4

- .1pUls

"Z

,,,

,41(

'0.

A

. 395



Table 45'

Analysis of Variance for'Overall Career Maturity:
Occupational Plea by Sex

.

.Sou4te
xw

SS DF , MS F
. .

.
,

......._

Mean .. ' -569.6i '1 569.67 24.67 .001ocupaiionai Area" 41.51 3 -13.84 .60' : .6,17,'Sex & Marital Status _

22.20 2 811.10" , .,48_
/

.620'`Interaction ,-.. :76.95 6 12.82 .56 .765Covariate , 254.33, 1 254.33 ' 11.01 .001Error 2,239.88 97 23.09

1

-

Table 46

Analysts of 'Variance for yoCational,Confusion:
eiticupational."iiea by SeX'

Source

Rem,
Occupational Area
Sei & Marital Status
Interabtion

-Covariate
'Errepr'

(...

SS DF MS F
-,--P--, ,,

.e ,
v. . gra

. 82 1 :ve .S4..1.77 186
1.9/ .3 .66 1.43 : . .23911 .
.63 2 .31 .68 4508

4.06 6' .68 1.47 .196
4.52 1 4.52 '9.82 ..002

44.67 97, .46 ---- ----

396 c-
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Tabp 47

'Analysis of Variance for Vocational Indifference:

Occupational Area by Sex..

_

Source --SS

Mean .

Occupational Area
SeX & Marital StatuS
Interaction, ,
Covariate
Error

-

'108

,64

, 1 i01
. 2.53

542
86.35

w

0

, DF MS

"1 .08
3,' 41
2: .

AN :(:,

6 .42%, .

/ 1 .'t 5.i2
97 4 .119

4 I

Table 48
"-c

Analysis of Variance for Occupational Cynicism:
Occupational Area by Sek't.

Source

,

Mean

Occupational Area
Sex & Marital Status'

IhteraCtion.
Covariate

SS

''1.27°
1.11"

..3.75
4.83'

85.14
.

DF

1

3

1
97

. 11

. 42'
F:56

.63 ,

0.4.83

'' F LS.__

09 1660
.24 x.869

.57 -.570

, .47 .826
4 6:08 ,_ .015

i.

".6 0

--T-

F
.

'.

.12 .7301

' .48 .696

t
.63

..
.532

,71 0 ...640
5.50. b .021

.88 ...... ----

397
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Take 49 -40

Analysis Of Variance for OccupationaL,Disinterest:
Occupational Area. by Sex

Source SS

Mean

Occupational Area
Sex & Marital Status
Interaction
'Covariate
Error

.05

4.73
-- 3..74

-.2.56

z-',4 . 57

W.47'

DF,. MS

, .

1 .05, ..10 .746'

/ 3 1..58. 3.03. .033
2' 1.87 , 3.59 .031

`4,00 6 ,,-. .43 .82 .556
I. 2.57`$ 4.13 .029

. 97 :52 ,

s

ele

4.4

a

3'9 8
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Table 50

,

'OverallCaver Maturity: Ethnicity by Counselor -

Ethnicity

Countelor Unweighted
Raw Totals

.-
. 1 . - 3 *. 4 . 5

. 8 10
X SD X SD . SD SD ".i SD X SD X SD . X ,,_ SD ISTVSDN - .

"White" Pre 36.1 3.55 36.6 '4.39 36.1 4.33 36.9 4.42 36.5 4.15 39.3 3.40 .36.7 1.95 Previously' .p6st 37.2 5.69' 37.0 ..5.89 39.0, 4.30 38.6 5.36 37.1 2.91 37.8 5.56 3'.0 5.77 EstablishedN 25 . 87 45 5# . 14 ' 4 7
.,,,, s,

Indian . P e 40.0 .00 32.1 4:64 5.66 34.9 4.93 '34.0 .00 34.0 2.00 35.0 2.83 PreviouslyP st 48.0 .00, 35.3a 4.87
.32:3

37.5 4.61 35.6 3.47 34.0 '.00 36.0 4.00 42.0 4.24 EstablishedChicano N 1 12
r '

11
.....

11 1 , 2

column' Pre .Not 3444 '4.95 34.2 35.9 ,4.55 Not using 36.7 i 35.9Totals Post weighted anal!-36.1 17.1' unweighted 36.9 40.5(Un- N ysis - -Only one 9-9 56 , -, 64 '7_ ,

'79

t

vieighted) b.X/SOminority stu= .34*,
dent. No gain
with ;'White."

.26 my one
minority stu-

' dent. No

i. %,,, i

O gaih with-

"White".

- 0
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1 Table 51 .
1

., i,

t
r

-VocationaYConfusion: ethnicity by Counselor
, 6.

4P

4
1

Ethnicity X SD X

.32 .89 .10"White" Pre
Post .20 .75 -.19

5 N 25-1_ 87

iTian Pre -.25 .00 .33
& Post .59 .00 7.27

Chicano N 1 12

Columq, Pre Too ew .22

Totals Post mino ty -.23
(Un- N,_ clidnts to 99
-

weighted) L.X/SD be valid. -1*

401

No Gain.

"White."

'Counselor Ofe ,

. 3 4 5 8 10

SD X SD-.Iv__ X SD SD X SD ,X 'SD

.

.98

.96'

.78

1.25

i

4.

146

-.18 .89

.12 .58

45 -

-.4.--1.02
.13 .80

11

-.32 i
.13

56

i*

.02

.11

53,

.05

-.56
11

,

,.04

-.23,
'64

i

1.01 --.12 1.02
.74 .09 .64

14

1.13 -.70 .00

1.12. -.30 .00
1

i Too few minor:-

ity clj,ents

for valid d8n-
- clu§ion. No

aain "White."
,-...e

.75

.40

4

.42

.18

3

.54

.29

7

=.32

,
1.17
1.01

.48

::47

.78

.37

.16

7

-.23
.75

2

st. ,

.07

.46

; 9

i*

.

1.p8

.59

.74

.13

i

O

Unweighted
Raw Trtal..

X' St .(..,X/SD
....

.

Previously
, Established

. Previousli
Established

I I I

402

,00
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0Table 52
.

ArocatiOnal IndifferenCe: Ethnicity by'Counselor'
e

Ethnicity

"White" Pre
st -.13

'N ,v 25

Indian- 'Pre,

,Post
CI),icano N

Column Pre
Totals ' Post

0 (Un- N

weighted) dX/SD

SD
,

.49'

1.38

.34 .00

.16 .00
1

Too few
minority
clients

be valid.

No change
with "White

Counselor Unwpighted
Raw. Totals2, 3. 4 . >s 1Gqr

TC SD.0 SQ X SD X SD SD X SD LX/SD

.16 .59 ? .47 .12 :72 .18 .30 .33 x %12 ' .15-- .48 Previously
-.07' 1.16 .23 .70 ',:1-05 1.11 .06 .84 .25 ".75 .14 p.55 aVEstablished
87 pr., 45 53' 14 4A 7 \

-.50 1,00 -1.17 2.7 .16-4 .56 .fif .00 -.16 .30 Previokisly
71.15 451 :06

11
1.03 -.08

11
.57 -.66 .00.

1

,4

.2 .82_ .43 .30
2',

Established"

0,A7 i -448 , .14, i Too few minor- .09 .16 j

-.61 . 15 -.03 ity clients to .244 ".'39
99 56 64 be valid.. No T 9 4,

i* change with i 1*
"White."

f

403
.9,

rue- 40ei,
r. 4

404
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St

-. \,.. Table 53 0,

. 0 .
. -

Occupational Cynicism: Ethnicity by Counselor

A.

Ethnicity
cr%

ui
" White"

.

Indian
&

Chicano

1%

Counselor
1 c.. '..2 ° 3 4 5

:i 1:1 X SD X SD X Si r X sb" X

Pre .40 -.76 .18 .98 .12 1.02 - .05 .87 .12 ,1.11. -.01
Post (-.022 1.01 .12 1.01 -.01 .92 .04- .82 -.25 1.23 -.14
N '25 . 87

,
45 - 53 14 4

Pre 2.81 .00 -.28 1.16 . .21 1.48 -.66 .63 -1.11 .00 -1.01Post 2.85 `.00 -.48 1..33 -.31.1.06 .07 .67 .02 .b0 7.56N 1 . 12 11
, 11 1 .: . 3,

Column ..pre Too few -.05 i .17 1.12 -.31. i .11c6 few -.51
Totals. 'Post minority. l'-.18 -.16 .06 minority. -.31
(Un- , N ....- Loss with 99 56' 64 MarginaX lost 7

----weighted) LX /SD "White." i' .29 i* /with' "White." ,31'

SD

.73'

'.46

.53

.89

. Unweigbted,.
10 Raw Totals

i SD
se

X SD N3i/SD

li

-.54 .9.2 Previously
.06 .58 Established

.

7
-0,4

-.85" .29' Previously
-.19 .50 Established

2.

.65 -.70. 1.'

-:07

1,

fr

405
v4.
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Table 54

Occupafi4n1 Disinterest: Ethnicity by CounSelor.

a

m
rn

t, " Pre
Post'

N

Pre

Post
.ano s N

1

X SD

.02 .66 -.05
-.13 .90 -.03
25 87

-.53 .00
1.06 .00

.,"ion Pre too few -.01,,

,Post minority.' -.01
N No change 99

ighted) L.X/D with. "White." i

2

SD

.18

-.03

56

i

3

X so

Counselor
'4

.X SD'

i .01

,64 .

.g4 .15 , .88 .05 1.01 .21 .74

.88 .11 .88 .19 .69 .;..1 '.98
45 53: 14

A.
.03 1.68 .29 1.28 -.03 .57 .58 .00
.02 1.15 -.16 4-88 -.29 .93 -147 .00
12 11 11 g:' 1 `

SD

5

i. Too few
minority.
No change

with "White."

8
unweighted
Raw Totals

X SD )7 SD

.21 .30
-.88 1.24,

4 1
.

J19

-.58'
3

A

.20

.473

7

1.18 .41

.81 .10

.48 .72

.00 1.29

'7

2

, .

i .83 - ai
1 .41.

9
_i*

SD LX /SD

Previously
Eshablished

Previously
Established

407
41

, 408

t-
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Table 55

Analysis of Variance for Overall Career Maturity:
Ethnic Group by'Counselor

Source SS
.

Mean
Ethnicity
Counselor
Interaction

Error
Covariate

1,479.38,

31.00
239.14
142.73'

44255.72
- 5,03.65

DF

1

1

6

261

.1,1

MS F

',

65.97
.1.38

1.78
'1.06

56.00
.+-

<.001
"1: 241

.104

.387

<.001

1,479.38
31.00
39.86
23.79

"1,2:::,74

.

t

fable 56

Analysis of Variance for Vocational, Confusion:
Ethnic Group by Counselor

SCurce , SS

_

, 1 g

9

11S

/

.

F

,.

Mean
EthniCity
Counselor
interaction
Covariate
Error f

0

.44

,03

__L-T9001
4.98
27.82

153.81

t

1

1,

. 6

6

1
261

.44

.03'

1.50
.83

27,82

Afoft4p

.75

.05

.

2.55

1.41
47.20
----

, .387
.822

.620

.212

<.001
-____

409 4s.
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Table 5.71

Analysis Of Variance for'Vocational. Indifference:
Ethnic Group by. Counselor

Source SS i. DF MS F r.12
, .

---------
"'_.0 .0-3- -1 .03 .03 .867

Ethnicity .00 1 .00 .09 4.970
Counselor 3.61 6 .60

V

.58 .V42
Interaction 1.15 .

. 6 .19 .19 .981
Covariate 8.76 1 8.76 8.51 .004
Error . 268.'60 261 1.03 ........_

Table 58

'Analysis of Variance for Occupational anicism:
4.. Ethnic Group by Counselor

-

v
Source SS DF . MS

7

F

an!p
,

Ethnicity
Counselor
Interaction .

.

Covariate
Error

.71 .

.79 '

, 7.92

Al 6.98

25.42
218.52

.1..

A
6

6

1

24

.

.

71

.79_
'1.32

1.16
25.42

.84

.85

.94

1.58

1.39
30.36

.

--"-

:357'

.333

.154

.219

,.(.001
A= ,m,.. am
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Table 59

P

Analysis of irariance for Ocbupational Disinterest:
Ethnic Group 'by Councelor.

a

ntirce SS

.

Mean .80
Ethnicity .01
Counselor 6.71
InteractiON 6.24
Covartiate 18.68
Errox. 185.96

DF. MS F

,
.

1 lk .80.' 1.12 :290
1

, .01 .01 .. .928
6 1,12 , 1.57 .156
6 1.04 0 1.467 .142

, 1 18..68 N 26.22 <--.001

261 .71 --__ -....
,

74L -).
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Table b0

Summary of-cMI,Analypis by Item°, ,

Married
/.

All Male
ti Female- Female cmr Item '

_o Once you choose a'jobyou can't choose another_one.

I

4111

o. o In order t2: choose a job, you need 'to know what kind of person
you are. 4r

. .o o o I plan:, to follow the line, of work my Nparents suggest.
. . ,

O 0

O 0 0

0

o

+

o 0

0

0

0

. .

I- guess everybody has to go 5 wOrk.sooner,or later, but I don't+
look forward to,it. ,

% .
. .. 4 ,. ..

A person can do any _kind of work,-he wants as long' as he tries
hai,;xd,..

1

: ,
,

1

i...,

I 'in ' pot going to worry. about. bhposiin an
out CPIS h0011 - '; , 4-

'.'..

occupation until I'm

.

o Your job A important because it determines how much you can earn. ,
.

o 'Work 'is worthwki.l

l

e main1Lbssause it lets you buy the 41ins-you

/, .,
o The greatest appeal of a job to me is the opportunity, it pray

for getting ahead.

. . ,
+ I often daydream about what I want to be, but I really_hayen't

chosenla linp.'of, work yet. ',
.

? ..:1,

- -,... ,
0., ; KnoWing what you are,4opd,at'is more important thari.knowiing whit

you like in OhdOsibg_an,bccupatiOn,:,
,,:, s. :.. , ..

. - . L.



Table 60 (Continued)

Summary of CMI.Analysis-by Item

'Married- Single
All Made Female Female SCMI Item

thano o o- o Your parents-probably know better than 'velse which occtipa-
'tion you should enter.

. : .:

o o 2 o ' 0 , If I can just help others-in MY work, I'll be halirtl
4,mot

. '
..

.
,..-

o o o o Work is dull and unpleasant.

+ + + + Everyoee.S'eams,to tell me something different; as a result I
don't knqw which kind of work toOhoose. '-

+ + + + '1 don't know how to go abOtit getting into the kind of A I-
want

,o, . .
want to do.

A
41 A

.

4, f
a

, ----....-of'l
o o\ o o Thgre.i6 no, point deciding on a job when the future is so tin-

.

certain-
,,..

it,
+' + o I spend a lot of time wishing I could do'work'I know can

never do..=

, . (-`----,

-1.r 10/

+ + .. I don't know what courses I should take,hool..
'

,- o o It's probably justsaCeasy to becsuc'essful in one occupation as
00. it is in another.

It

o o o By the time yotiare 15,you.should'have yourmind pretty w6l1 made
up about, the 'occupaton you intend to enter.-- '

*.

,/



All
Married' Single

Male Female Female

- c 4.

V

, 14,W- "

Table 60 (Continued)

Summary,of CMI Analysis by Item

CMI Item

The are sd many things to consider in choos .an occupation,
it is hard to make a decision.

I seldom think about the job I want to enter.

o o It doesn't matter which job ,you choose as'long as it pais well.

Yoti can't go very far wrong by following your parents' advice
about which job to choose. _)

Wo4king is much like going td'school.-

+ +

0

+ I am having difficulty in preparing myself for the, work I want to
do.

I know very little about the requirements'of jobs.

The job I choose has to give me plenty of freedom to do What I want.
. .

o - o The best thing, to.do is to try out several jobs, and then choose
the one you like best.

.

y .
, .

o 0 o, o he is only one occupation for each person.

o o o WhOther you are' ina prticUlar kind asti ' a ind of work i
important as whether you can do it. ..-

., .

0 .0,
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Table 60 (Continued),
aax

Summary of CMI Analysis by Item
A.

Married Single > 0
All.. Male :Female Female CMI Item_ . .

. ,
. .+___ o + o I can't understand how some peopIi.can-be so.cert'aiii-about what

.,
,:

. they want do',- :
,,)

. -
.- o o As long as I'can remember, I've known what kind of work I wane\

..

- to do.
. .,.

. ,

+ + o o I want*to really accomplish something'{n my work -to make a
great discovery or eat a lot of money or help a great number ofI,

ti people..,
.

1
.

o o You get into an occupation mostly by chance.

A It's who-you know, not-what you know, that's importahti a job.o.

* o . When it comes to chcioiing a job, I'll make, up my own mind.

o: .o o You shbuld choose an occupation which gives you a -chance to help
others.

+ + + 1 o When I am.trying.to study, I often find myself' daydreaming about
what it will be like when'I start working. '.......

vIIL
o

1

o + o i
I have little or no idea of.what working will 'be like.

- o o o You should choose-an occdpationthen plan how to enter it.
.....,

,o o + + I really can't find any work that has much appeal to me.

o o '9 'You should choose a job inwhich you can someday geplante famous.

415



Table 60 (Continued)

Summary-of CMI Analysis by Item

All *Male
Married
Female

Single
Female

o o - cr-

';

.36
t -

o o o

.,

+ + + 4--

o, o

-

o

o

o

o

CMI.Item

.. ,

If.you have sane poubtegobut-What you want to, do, ask your par-
ents or friends for advioe and suggestipns.

You should choose a job which allows you to 40 what you believe
in. , . .,,.--

TheThe most of work is the pleasure which comes
frodafdng 't. :

>

-..;_ ...

I keepchanging my occupational choice.'

As'far as choosing an occupation\is concerned,something will come
along sooner ora.ater. I %

. , o
. ,

I am not going to worry about choosing a job since you don'Volave
I anything to say about it anyway. k......,

an-

e.

G?

4
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table 61

CMI Items: Al .Students?

0.'

4

s.
Item T-Test DF., X Pre X Post SD Pre

1' 1.051 432 -ft, 1.910 1.928 .295"
2 .000 --432- -- -1r. -e.296

o. 3 4 .000 432 977 1.977 .o.150
4 -.452, 432 1.889 .302
5 .415 432 1,370 1.381 .483.
6 -2.679 432 1.954 1.910 .210
7 1 -1.425\ 432 1.370' 1°.328 .483
8 -2,177. 432 1.545 1.478
9 .097 432 464, 1.199 .399

10 , 9,409 432 1.390 1.684 .498
11 -.151 432 1.515' 1.510 .500
12 -1.043 432 1.979 1..968 .143
13 .159 432 ' 1.351 1.356 .478
14 -.949 432 1.947** 1.933 .244
15 5,387 432 1.633 1.783 .483
3.ce 7.974 432 1.538 1.769 .499

'17- '432 1.945 1.942 .229
18_ 3.055 432 1.755 1.831, :430-
19 10.503 432 1.416 1.730 ..493
20 -2.036 432 1.709 1.654 .455
'21 -1.807 432 1.822 .346

61815 432 1.099 r 1.256 .299.
23- -3.051 432 1.933,i\ 1.873 .250
24 432 - 1.972 1.917 .164
25 1.133 432 1. '880 1,903
26. -1.228 , 432 1.4.73 1.436 .500
27 6.598 432 1.538 . 1.732 . 04--

28 6.006' 432 1.513 1.695 .505
29

I 431 432 1.624. 1.630 .490
30 1.301 . 432 ',1.573 1.612' .495

SD Post

.258

.150

.314

:486
--40

.-287

.470.

6:500

.407

.471

.505

.177

.470

.250

.413

.422

.234

.375

:445

.476

.383

,437

.333

.276

.304

.506.

.4,49

.4461

283
4

.493
Y--)%

t ,417
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Table 61 (Continued).-

CMI items: All Students

Item
011,

Test DF X Pre ,/ Post SD Pre SD Post

31

S2

33

34

35

36
.

37

38

'

'40

41
42

43
44
45
46'

47

48

49

5p,

..,

a
.

'''i

4

\

...d

?-4

'

-4930
4.000

2.252
-4.498
3f995

.3 -1.568

-3.022
-2.873
1.309
3..512

.830.

2.407
1.163

-2.426
--.700

2.187

1.526
4.405
1.045

-2.372

=

,

.

.

432
432

432
432

432

432
432'-

, 432

432-
432
432

432
432
432
432
432
432
432
432

432

.

-

1917

1.605

1.635
1.771
1.109
1.915

1.942
1.136
1.439
1,1374

\--1.889
1.074
1.871
1.956
1.386
1.055

. 1.072 ,

1.711
1.697

1.949'

1.898
1.605
1.700 ,..

1.702

1.192

1.885
1.889
1.079
1.478
1.480
1.905

_1.118-
1.894
1.919
1.365
1.092
.1.099
1024
1!725"
1.912 ,

.276

.494

.482

.420

.311

.288

.243

,...,.343

.497

le:484
.314

.262

.336

.205

.497

.229

.258

.454

.460

.220

-

:

'.283'

.37

.489

.459

.458

94

.320

.322

.269

.500

.500

.301

.323

.308

.273

.482

.290

.307

381
. 52

I

418

7,1.
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Table 62

CMI Items: Males

.J.4 L

Item

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8

9

10'

"11

12

lY
14
15

16

17

18

19

20

21-

.22

23

24

25,

26

28
29

30

T-TeSt

-.192
.000

.333

.160

.000'
- 1.976'

- 1.952

- 2.105

.288

5.675

-.456
-.904

. 842
- 1.043

2.646
5.406
-.425
2.199'

6.813
- 1.231 .

. -1.184
5.258

- 1.517

- 3.513'

-.870
- 2.353

3.748

3..847

1.224
.883

DF

186

186

186
186'

186

186
186_
186,

186
186 ,
.186

186

186

186
186
186
186

186.

186,

186

186

186
186
186

186

186

186

186k

186

186

toppm=imem.1

X Pre X Post .SD Pre.
Yr

'SD Post

1.914 1.909 .280 :288
1°418 1.118 .323
1.973 1:979 .162 .145

.9
1.882

1.332
I

1.888
1.332

.32

.472
.317

.472
1.957 1.904 .203 %.296
1.390 1.299, - --

1.529 1.428
.489

.500, .496
1.193
1.444

1.203
1.706

:395

.498
.417

.468,
1.481 1.460 ..501 .610,
1.979 1.963 .145 .190
1.385 1.422 ,488 , .495,
1.930 1.904 .275 .296
1.642 1.754 .481 .432.
1.497 1.749 .501 .435
'1.941 1.930 .236 .255
1.722 1.813 .449
1.455 1.759 .499 .429
1.684 1.645 .466 .488 .1.861 1.824 .347 .382.
1.102 / 1.278 .303 .449 otW
1.941 1.898 236 .303
1.973 1.888 .162 .317
41.888 1:861 .317 .362
1.492 1.385 .501
1.556 1.727 .498 .458
1.535' 1.711 .500 ..454
1.487 1.545 .50A .499
1.540 1.583. .500 , .494

419
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Table 62 (Continued)

CMI Items: Males

Item
.

T-Test DF
SD Post

31 -i:000 186
.36032 -.470 186,
.48933 186
,48234 -1.316 186
.44935 *1'4.172 c186
.42236 7.685 ,'186
.31037 -2.595 186

38 -1.675 186
39 -2.205 186

.50140 3.362 186

..50141 -.898 186

.29642 1.404 186

.31743 -1.259 186
:38244 -1.281 186
.28845 -.629 186
.46i46

479 186
.28847 '1.350 186
.32048 1.956 186
.43249 -.126 186
.48550 -2.153 186,
.288

4.

42G, ,

X Pre X ost SD Pre

1:909 1.877 .288
1.631:e 1.610 .48e
1.647 1.636 .479
1.775 1.722 .418
1.102 1.230 .303
1.914 1.893 .299
1.941 _1.866_ ___4258

1.406 1.503 .492

1.040 .3411.134

-1.364 1.524 .482
1.930 1.904 .255.
1.075 1.112 .264
1.893 1.856 ' .310
1.941 1.909 .236
1.337 1.310 .485
1.086 1.091 .280

1.679 1.754 .468

1.064 f.102 .246

1.668 1.663 .472
1.963 1.909 .190

Alt

s.



Table 63

CMI Items: Married Female"?

Item Test DP

tt

X Pre io-st SD Pre SD Post-

1 1.811 185, 1,946 .226

2 185 1.091 t" 1.686-' .289 .281

3 -.446 185
`,

1.984 1.978-, .126,

4 -.364 185 1.887 '4 .304, ".317

5 .673 185. 1.392 1.419 .490 .495

6 -2:083. '185 1.952 1.903 .215- .296

.000 -185 1.344 --:1.344 .476 .4/76-7

.8 -11.899 1851 1.559 .498 ,.501

9 -.160 185 1.199\ 1.194 .400 .396'

10 ; 185 1,333k 1.634 .4134 .483

11 . '4114, -.458 185. 1.554_ 1.532 .498 .5qi

.12 -.133 185 1.978. ..145 1

13 -.477 185 1.296 1.274' .458 .447

14' -.774 185 1.962 1.946 .217 .226

15 3.337 185 1.661 1,861 .475 .400

16 5.071 185 1.554 , .498 .426

17
18

.000

1.998

105

185'
1.941
1.774

1.941 .
1:844'

.237

.419

.237
.

.364

19 6.921 185 1.387 1.704 .488 .458

2O
21

-1.051.
-.780

`N., 185
-185

1.720 '

1.855
1.677'

1.828

.450

.353
4469
.378

22 3.774 185 1.081 1.215 .273 .412

23 -2.016 185 1.919 1.855 .273

24 7:1.512 185 1-968 1.941 .237

25 2.573 185'- 1.860 .348 .237

26 .47T 185 1-441 .498 .506

27 4.422 185. 1.543 1.742 , .499 ..439

28 4.096 85 .1.478 ° 12667 .501 .473

29 -1.368 185 1.731 4'.1.672 t.445 .471

30 .761 185 '1.586 '1.618 ;
40A

494 .483

421

^°'
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Table 63 (Continued)

CMI Items: *Married Females

Item T-Test DF
.-.

X Pre X Post SD Pre SD Post
.

31 .001 185, _ 1.909 .289 .289
32- . .441 185 ,

)1.909
1.565 k 1:586 .508 ,49433 2.090 185 1.618 , 1.742 .487' .43934 -2.275 1850, 1.769 1.672 .423 .47135 1.418 185 t 1.097 1.140 , .296 .34836 -1.640 185 ,,,, 1.919 1.876-, -.273

_

.33037 -1.092 185 1.941 N1.914 ...237 .28138 -2.060 185 ; 1.134 4.075 .342 .26539 -.883 185- 1.457 1.414 .499 .494
40,

. 1.706 185 1.398' 1.473 .491 .50141 1.872 18$ 1.844 1,903 .364 .314--,-42 1.465 ,,,185 1.081 1.124 .273 .330 .43 **-2.076 185 1.844 1.909 .364 , .289'44 -1,610' 185 1.968'' 1.935 .1* .24645 -.4441., 185 1.435 * 1.414 . .508
.

.49446 2.561' 185 1.032- 1.081 .177 .289
.47 1.000 185' 1.075 1.102 .26,5 .304

3.291 185' 1.74/ 1.876 : .436 .33049 1.119 185 '1:i16* .753 - *,e455 .43350 -1.613' 185. 1.935 1.898
. .246 .304

..

le

422-



Item.

1'

2

3.,

5_

6 -.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16:
17

18
19'

2V
21
.22

23'

25

-27

28

29

30

"NV

I

Table
N.

16_

CMI Items: 'Single Females

T-Test OF X Pre X Post SD Pre Post

.0Q0 59' 1e933' 1.933 .252. .252

.37.5 59 '1.050 1.067 .220 .252i
-59 1.967 1.96.7 .181 .181 .

todo

-1.000 59. 1.950 . .22D' .303
.obo 54 1.417 .

,1.900
1.417' .497 .497

.000 1.950 1.950 .220-.216 59 1.383 1,367-
)

1 .490 .486
1.230- 1.550 1.650 .502 .481;

. obo 59 1.217 1.21/ -:4415 .415'
3'45Erf. 59 1'.400 .1.767 .527 ..427
1.230 59 1.500 1.600 .504 494

. 59` 1k 967 .1-29 ..181-,228 1.417 1.400 .497 .494
1.426 59 1.950 1.983 .220 :129
3,933 . - 59 1.517 1:817 .504 .390.
2.912 . 59 1.617 1050 .490 .360 .'.574 59 1.967 .1.9131' .181 .124,
.785 59 1.800 1.850 .403 .360

3.940 59 1.383 1.717 .490. .454
-.597 I 59 1.750 1.700 .431, .4627 .-1.3p4 59 1.883 1.8Q0 -':324 :403
2.454 '59 1.150 1.317 -360 .469

59- 1.950 1.850 .220. .360
.11:351 59 . 1.983, 1.933 i .129 .252

.opo 59 41.917 1.917 .279 .279

.000 59 1.517 1,417 .504 .504
3e350 5. 1.467 1.717 e536 .454.
,2.182

622
59

59
-1.550

1.717
-E733
1.767

.534

.490
.446

.427
.574 59 1.633 1:683 .486 :504

423.
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Table 64 (Continued)
4

CM' Items: Single Femeles

t

Item .T-Test DF---r,...-

31 -.814 59
-32 .000 59

v14
33 1.474 59*
34 -.405 59
35 1.000 59
36

------...

-.299 59-

37 -1.486 59
38 -1.158 59
39 1.678' 59
40 .

. .405 - it 59
41 .444 59
42 , 1.426 59
43 1.692 59
44 -1.426 59
45 -.000 59
46 2.053 59
47 :000 59
48 2.381 59
49' 1.218 59
50 .444 59

X Pre ii Post

1.967.
1.650

1.650

1.767
. 1.167

'1.900
1b950

1.150
1.483
1.333

1.900-
1.054i

1.88r
1.967
1.383
1.033
1.083
1.700
1.750
1.950

SD Pre SD Post'

1.9'13

1.650
1.767
1.733
1.233

1.883
1.883
1.083
1.600
1.367
1:917
1.117
1.967
1.900
1.383
1.100
1.083
,1:883
1.833
1.967

.181 .252

.481 .481

.481 .427

.427 ..446
`;376 ;427
.303 .1324
-220 .324
.360 ' .279
.504, .494
:475 .486
.303 .279
.220 .324

.181
.181 .303
.490 .490
.181 .3Q3
.279 .279
.462 .324
.437 .376

.181,.220

tr.

a

424 -
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Table 65

Summary of.Responsibilitindex Results

-'r

Test,Scale

QuantativeCritic-
Subgroup Rebel Cooperator Ingratiator Data for.Tables

a
44All Students

Males +
0
0 J O'

1,

67
Married.gemalifs

_>)
0 6$

Single Females
"White"

0
0

0 69,
70

Indian ; 0 71
Chican&. 0 0 72

r
, ,

Note:
.

"+" denotes a desirable. change, "o" no change, and "-" a negative

1,

change. .

: j:

ti

83425

z



Table 66

Responsibility.Inclex Results for Total roup

Scale - t-test DF
L
X Pie

'

C

I Post

\.-

SD Pre

Rebel' "N

Coolivator

Ingratiator

.

. 2.64*.

.79

-2.56*

14:7

147

14/

87.21

59141g-

66.23 -

88.54

50.34

65;23

.7.63
.

4.77

6.08

SD Post -

7.90

5.5,1 :'

'7"'

5:87
_ 1

* Statistically significant, p<0.10,,N-=':148.

r

O
Lt t

tr a ti*

p0.

0

: e,

e

° 4

. .S.
;.

a,.

42.

o.

t::
. I eq
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'Table.67

& Responsibility ildex Results for Males

4,

Scale t-ftest , DPI
....

X Pre i Pott .SD Pre SD Post

Rebel 1:74* 65 86.62 87.96 6.25 5.72
, 5

Cooperator -.94 65. 50.18 49.62 4.33 4.71
J

Ingeatiatox> -1.24 6,5 67.15 - 66.41 5.27 4.64

* Statistically significant,. p1,10.10;'N =-

"

/



C

t- Table 68 ,
... . e.,

.
f . `,A.Responsibility Index Results for Married,Pemales

.
4

,, . ,
,it7test . DP -i Pre

'
X Poitt : SD Pig, Post

..a.ktebel r f& 1.77* ' ". 59 86.95 41140 ' 8,v76 :

, .

11 ':,'(; . ..,"Cooperator -.30 59, 51.12f 50.86. 5:2:t: .
Ingratiator -2.11* / 59 , 66.25 64.90 6.8),/r1

'EA c

* Statistically signifiCant, ='60.

A

0 ,

42.9

Tu
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Table 69-

Responsibility Index RedUlts for Single Females

Scale .t-test DF X Pre -X Post SD Pre SD Post

Rebel - .87 21 89.68 90.68. 7:98 7.38

Cooperator -.04 21 5,1.05 51.00 4.66 6.521ft.

e
Ingratiator -1.00 21 63.41 62:59 5.59 .32

*. Statistically significant, p4;0.10, N = 6Q.

429
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Table 70

Responsibility Index Results for Caucasians

Scale t-test t Di '5 Pre X Post., 6 SD Pre SD Post'
.--,

Rebel 2.80* 125. 87.29 88.68 7.64 7.88

4:-

`Cooperator -.94 125- 50.68' 50.21 , 4.91 5.58/

..-

, -

Ingratiator -2.40* 125 66.19 65.23 6.14 6.03

-...?
Z "VW

* Statistically significant, p4;0.10, N.= 126.

ot,

4

S

CP.
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Table 71

Responsibility Index Results for Indians

.

,Scale t-test
....

X Pre X Post SD Pre SD Post
44

Rebel 1.86* 7 87.00 , 93.00 8.50 4.00

Cooperator
. -1.87* 7 , 51.25 48.63 3.41 3.96

Ingratiato -1.20-., 7 65.75
i 62.38 6.54 .* 5.07

4,
4#0,110.

* Statistically significant1p40.10, N = 8.
Art

.4

.
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Ta bl e 72

Responsibility,Index Results for Chicanos

Scale t-test ir At i Pre iiPost SD Pre SD,Post
.

Rebel '-
(

.O3 10 -86.82 8473 6.26. 6.70

Cooperator 1.17 10 49.82' 51.82 3.87 5.08..

''Ingratiator - '.06 10 a 67.36 67.46 5.32 3.17

* StatiStically significant, p40.10, N

a.
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Table 73

Summary Impact on Program Objectives,

Objectilie

I. Know Occupational Interests

40.

2. Know Aptitudes/Abilities

sw.

Know Work Needs/Values

4. Have Improved (Good/Adaptive)
Career Attidues (Career Attitude
Maturity)

5.. Good Career Choice
.

6. Behave more cooperatively with
coworkeis.and eMplOyers (other
aspects ofobjective'6 are not
quantified and/or are external
measures).

4iteasuee*-44-

CAIV and OVIS
(Tables 2 & V

CAIV and GATE'
(Tables 1 &,3),

. CAIV & MIQ
(Tables 1 & 3)

CMI

(Tables 8. &

CAIV and Pro-
fessional Judg-
ment
(Tables , 4,
'ana 6)

. t

RI

(Table 65)

Result'

Good Knowledge
Strong Interestd
Fair Knowledge
Areas Not Ii#erestRd

vir

Good Knowledge-
Aptitude Strengths
Fair Knowledge
'Aptitude Limitations

Good knowledge of what needs
to ,get. Fair knowledge of
what needs to avoid.

Improvements are seen, but
differacross dimensions and
across subgroups.

The average career choice
rates as good bordering on
Excellent;

-

OveralL.improvements'ake made
on tendency. to be rebellious
and ingratiate, but results are
not consistent across subgroups.

0
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Table 71 (Continued)

,S4mmary Impact on Program Objectives

.Objective - Measure
. Result

7. Exhibit acceptable Job inter-, StaffJudgmehi. This is an, objectiv (cogni-view skills of Videotaped tive) completion cr terion all
Roieplayed students must meet to be pro-

414*.Interview gram completers is thus
not analyzed furt er. ,

Note: For formal statement of objectives, aee'Manley and Conrad (1974), and Herr etlal.,
(1974).

a
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INTRODUCTION TO THE AFFECTIVE REPORTSERIES

Mountain-Plains Research is divided into three broad area with Overlap. These area are:

1)- External Evaluation, 2) Instructional/Curriculum Evaluation, and 3) Affective Evaluation.
9

Each of these areas is further subdivided as the logic of the researeff tasks within each

dictates. This document is one report in, the series-"Affective Evaluation Reports". The six

major series of reports in this research area are:

1. Counseling Services Reports

2. Career Guidance Reports

3. Early Childhood Education Reports

4. Parent Involvement Reports

5. Community Development Reports

6. General (Affective) Reports

Individual reports in each series are currently available from, or in the process of beim; in-

corporated into, theERIC system. By theccondusion of the ME research °cycle, Affective

Evaluation Reports will number about 100. fit

Many 'reports with affective content and importance are not cataipged under any of the

affective 'report series. Reports wit' a interactive efforts of various research areas are

-typically produced independently by title,' or if extensive, constitute a report series in and

of themselves. The Case Studies Reports (25 reports in3 volumes) are an example of the

latter case,
.6

n °

The reader of individual Mountain-Plains documents should keep in mind that a report takes

on full significance only in ;elation to its report series and the overall research priogram, and

that the reader typir.inly finds frequent reference to *liar reports. While each report is

designed-to have independent value, such "series dependence" is inescepabfrispect, of
c.

. ,

any systematic-program of rsIparch, and requires some indulgence on the pert of the reader. 6

4 ,
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Summative Affective Evaluation

Part I
f

Counseling Servicei Report No. 30

Summary of Mountain-Plains CounseliheCcmponent

Reports - 1973 -76

IN/RODUCTION

Durin%Mountain-Plains' development; twenty-nine Counseling Services

,..Reports (C.S.) and three General Affective Reports (G.A.) were published.

Twelve of these reports deal primarily with program analysii'and defi-

nition, five cover population needs analysis, six concurrently serve for

assessment/Validation of instruments and population needs assessment,

1seven measure internal program effects on development relatedrelated p3

counseling objectives, and two focus on the analysis of counseling

staff. Several reports in the Electronic Data Processing series (E.D.P.)
,.

also deal with the counseling comipon,. ent. The present report is a surd-
.

mative consideration of these reports organized by the aforegoing

categories.

STUDENT NEEDS

!)

Studelt emo oval needs were assumed, prior rogiaM implementation,

Aft., ,

fromfthe generaLcharacteristics of disadvantaged popu tions. This
1

resulted in the inclusion of personal aid family. counseling and com-

munity programs in the original program design. The-internal structure

ofAthese elements was,Only vaguely specified and took form only as

specific nails data from students' became available for interactive

analysis with counseling component structure.

441
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Questionnaire responses indicated that a significant proportion (Fsually

' 1/4 to 1/2) of entering students reported difficulty in such areas as

self-understanding, perseverance, feeling dumb, and losing temper (see

C.S. .7 and C.S. 13). In-order to understand probleMs within a concep-\

tual framework, variousotheories of personality and personality devel-

opment were explored. Routine testing of entering students using, two

theoretically dissimilar tests, the.16.Personality Factor Ouestionnaire

(16PF) and the Personal Orientation Inventory (POI), was initiated. As

test data was accumulating, structuring and interpretation of subjective

data indicated particular interpretative strengthfor Erickson's per-

sonality development stages. Norm comparison of data from 16PF and POI

ir

scales, as related to Erickson's ego qualities, acd support,to an

interpretatioi of affective problems of the population in terms.pf

"arrested personality development (C.S. 11 and'C.S. 21). Such an under-

standing enabled further specification of the program objectives, which

-

had been developed from the subjective data (C.S. 4), and was-most /

heliitUl in assisting counselors set treatment priorities within the

multiple interacting problems of their clients. The most recent speci

fj.cation_of objectives (0.S. 16) also includes a mechanism, the Devel-

opmental Profile Form, _for reportive integration of Objectives by current

persopali y stage/task.
00,

A more detailed analysis based on Maslow's self-actualization-theory

(C.S. 12) also showedNgtrong interpretattievalue for this periPectivei

however, further explorations of Mielow' more recent work showed that

Maslow's concepts were not competitive with ideas derived from Erick-

2
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son. RathAr Maslow's ideas fit within those of Erickson, at least for

the age group/developmental stages Served Wountain-Plains. \

Finaltobjeciives apd measures of effect were outlined in C.S. 16 with

definitions given where these were added/changed from C.S. 4. Objectives

are improvement /enhancement of:

, Al. Self-Concept
2. Self-Acceptance
3. Personal Responsibility
4. Self-Confidence
5. DependabilltY/Rellability
6. Self4nowledge
/. Intimacy
8. Inner Directedness (Inner locus of control)
9. Social Contact Skill

10. Mariill/kamily Management (Marital Stability)

1 1. Self-Control (Emotional Stability) .

12. Alcohol Problem Resolution
13. Flexibility (Values Internalization)

g!
Counseling Services Report. No. 16 also includes the Developmental

Profile Form; although its development and use predates the report. The

for mly(sample attached) integrate s objectives with personality development

o

-theory and shows results at entry and exit on one-to-three scaled

measures relating to each objective,
.

C.S. 7, C.S. 26, and*C.S. 27 use factor analytic techniques to validate

_

objectives and to explore and scale dimerisions of the Student IfiVentory°
-

..

questionnaire.. C.S. 26 is especially valuable in hat,factors correspond

to, and thus accrue validity
.

evidence for, counseling objectives.

Similarly, examining,iteM content of factors and scales iri °C.S. 27 dives

good factoral validity,eviddpce for the scales derived in E.D.P. 15.

As scale dimensions for the '61 had been established largely with college

0

3
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Ir,

Students and clinical populations, its validity for disadvantaged
4,

adults was unproven. C.S. 17 and C.S. 18 are primarily useful in that

they validate the test for the current population; although,population

subgroup descriptions emerging in C.S. 17'areZalso of interest in the
0-

needs analysis area. 1

PROGRAM ANALYSIS

Most early reports, including C.S. 1, 2, 5, 6, ana 9 were focused on the_

design Of the programs and processes involved in development of the

CounselingServices pepartment, Counseling Services Report No.-10 is

describing the final structural, procedural,

6
program. Only minor procedural changes and

. .

the
-.

current department from that described
A.

the capstone of this effort,

and theoretical basis of thi

staff turnover differentiate

in the report.
r.

STAFF ANALYSIS''
I

Counseling ServicesNReport No. 2 was the first student evaluationof

A

1 t1

stiff effort at MOuntain-Plaind and assessed performince ofCase Aides

oin the Community Development portion of Counseling Services. It 'is very

crude and is,perhapsvonli of histOriCal valuer
416,

E.D.P. 8 and-E.D.P. 10 contain student evaluation of staff ratings on
,

reliable ins,truments; however, later reports.by Bunch and unpublished

,

data from Conrad indicate that scales derived from thIpe instruments,

based mainly on items derikred to rate,instructiontathkthan guidance

..

or counseling, neither discriminate-well amongcoUnselors not dem6nstrate

. .
- . ,

criterion validity with current staff. C.S. 23 had shown same criterion

.o.
- ,4g,10,001.

evidlOe-for the second scale:of theoonnselor instrument, but the

o.

4
4 ,

:

A

O
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retult apparently was spurious as it could not be replicated a year .

later with a differerit.studeht and counselor population.

tie main value of C.S. 23 was the interpretation of various evaluation

.*t

' t

....... 'N
V .

sources and criteria in the area of counseling performance. In summary,
. ...,

two "sets" in,couhselor rating emerged. One bet (Psychological tests,

client ratings, and one counseling-supervisor's ratings) seemed to,be

"competency "> based in that there was strong intercarrelation, and this

group correlated' best with actual gain as measured by pre -post score

change on selected POI scales. The other set seemed to be "social

.

desirability" ratings. Rating sources comprising this group were the

second counseling supervisor, instructors, and department supervisors,

with none of these ratings significantly correlated with-acttal gain.

All sources did agree on a rather clear dividing line between "more" and

"less" competent counselors. Taking the concensus rating'oipore and
4

less effective counselors, mean profiles showed the. more effective

counselors to record much,more favorable scores (usually one to two

standard deviations) on most scales -of the-Tennessee Self-Concept Scale

*
and the POI.

Overall, the report showed the danger in assigning validity to a coun-
,

selor rating based on one source or one individual. IValso.acorued
re-,

mapport to those counselor educators'and supirvisors who argue that'the

counselor's own personality strength is the key variable in therdpy, and
10

that this should'be given at least as much weight in training and
\

. .

t

selection,as gory and technique study. Further support emerged in
41/

(unreported) data used in preparation Of C.S. 28 and C.S. 29: Client
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ir
gains on the four stales, antiating Counseling effects, tended to

be greatest on those scales where the assigned counselor's test shoWed

high scores,. Although assignment to counselors is random, -C.S. 28,

reports an "among, counselors" difference on feeling, valuing, and

-
interpersonal relationships scales, further confirming the importance of

individual counselor skill' and/or personality.

IN EFFECTS

The program documentation efforts reported in C.S. 5 a C.S. 14 were

de facto,effects measures, as they are, in effect, a log o those group

counseling exercises which had been found to be e fectiVe with the

Mountain-Plains population.. C.S. 15 was the firit report showing that a

set of these exercises could, fact, make gains do counseling obtec-

tives. C.S. 20 and C.S. 22 also document favorable student development,

.

in group counseling.

M

.km

C4. 20 is of. special value. Circumstances caused a late start in

counseling for this group (an average of over two months. after program

entry). When tested'at the first counseling session, profiles did'not 110

indicate improvement over those recorded at try. However, after..two

months in group counseling, profiles impro significantly.-This is the

.

best evidence accrued to date that affective. development is*a specific

counseling effect, or an effect of counseling-instructional area:inter-

action, but does not accrue as a general program effect apart from

specific counseling-intervention. C.S.29 flakes the Most extensive

effort to assign effects proportio ately to "counsel no" anct"inter-

action," concluding that Feeling Reacti ity, Self. Acceptance,
.

446 '
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Acceptance of Aggression, and Capacity for Intimate Contact are pri-

marily counseling effects (Inner Locus of Contfol and'Self Regard are

N
similarly influenced by:counseling and the interaction) and that Time

Competence, values,Application, Spontaneity, "Optimism," and the ability

to see the relationship of oppoSites, are effec:>bf,the general program

-and/or the interaction. C.S. 20.evidence supports the interaction

interpretation.

C.S. 25 indicates more'affective

students, with male students as

variables. C.S. 28 also

development in for female than male

ely to reg ess as progress on POI

showed greater gain cruing to completing

'students on eleven of the twelve POT scales examined than to those who

dropped out. Ethnicity waa not seen. as a major factor affecting affec-

tive development in C.S. 8

gain difference by ethnic oup.

only one'scale (POI Sr scale) showing a

C.S. 28 and C.S. 29 also report and examine entry effects differences by

period of. entry% Students who entered in 1975 are Endicgted to show

less affective progress than typified 1974 enterers; however, competing

explanations for thib trend have yet to be resolved.

CONCLUSION

%Subsequent Summative Affective Analysis reports on the counseling
-

.

component and component variables assume familiarity-of the reader with

the afOregoing summary of cumulative progrsni development and efLta

assessment. HoWever.,-the reader dhould4avoid Any ,tendency to substitute
-

the preliminary findings of theietreportsfor the, more thorough exim-

ination in subs ent reports.

7 \
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